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of two different lengths Ldrift, 1 and Ldrift, 2. The inner dipoles are of opposite polarity

to the outside dipoles, with the bending angles α1 reversed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85

2.13 Left: FODO cell schematic. Alternating focusing quadrupole (red) arrangements,

separated by drifts of length Ldrift. Focusing quadrupoles of length Lquad/2 and

defocusing quadrupole of length Lquad. Right: β-functions in each plane of a FODO

cell created using Tao [26]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

2.14 Left: A schematic of a double bend achromat, consisting of a a quadrupole (red)

of length Lquad placed between two dipoles (blue) of length Ldipole with magnets

separated by drift Ldrift. Right: Dispersion function in the x plane ηx as a function

of longitudinal distance s. Dispersion peaks within the centre of a DBA and is zeroed

at the start and end of the central section of a DBA created using Tao [26] . . . . . . 89

2.15 Schematic of a FFA cell containing a focusing quadrupole Qf (red) and combined

function magnet BD (blue and red), with reference trajectory (black). Particles with

varying energies E1 (green) and E2 (orange) (E2 > E1) traverse the cell with varying

trajectories. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91

2.16 Energy recovery linac diagrams showing the photo-injector (green), linac (red), beam

stop (purple) and re-circulation beamline (black). Left: Single-turn ERL. Right: Two-

turn ERL with common transport (1st turn acceleration and deceleration transported

in same beamline). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92

2.17 Normalised RF voltage as a function of phase in an RF cavity. A phase suitable for

off-crest acceleration (green) is shown, where phase focusing would occur (ηp > 0,

see Fig. 2.9), with its corresponding 180◦ varied defocusing phase (red). . . . . . . . 93
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2.18 Diagrams of three-turn energy recovery linacs demonstrating the two main transport

options: separate and common transport [27]. The ERLs both contain two linacs (blue

cylinders) and denote a possible interaction point (red spiked ball). Left: common

transport ERL where both accelerating and decelerating bunches are contained in

the same beamline. Right: separate transport where accelerating (solid line) and

decelerating (dashed line) bunches are transported in dedicated beamlines. . . . . . . 97

2.19 A series of dual linac energy recovery linac design schematics. Basic components

such as photo-injector (green), linac (red), beam stop (purple) and transport (black)

are shown. Left: Symmetric dual linac ERL. Right: Asymmetric dual linac ERL. . . 101

3.1 Left: A charged particle at point P is uniformly accelerated to point Q and thereafter

moves at constant velocity u = a∆t. An observer sees the field of the charge moving

at constant velocity within a radius r < ct but when r > ct the observer sees the

stationary charge electric field at P. Since field lines must remain constant there is a

kink in the electric field at r = ct, which corresponds to the generated radiation. . . . 104

3.2 Angular distribution of the power of the emitted radiation from an accelerated charge.

The charge is accelerated along the z axis, and hence no radiation is emitted in this

direction. The distribution is the familiar dipole radiation pattern. . . . . . . . . . . . 105

3.3 Left: Compton scattering of a incident photon (red) from a stationary electron

where the incident photon is scattered (green) at an angle θ and decreases in energy,

increasing the wavelength, while the stationary electron recoils and gains energy.

Right: The inverse Compton scattering interaction where an electron (blue) is

interacted with an incident photon (red), typically from a laser, at a crossing angle

ϕ and scattered to higher energy (frequency) (green) at an scattering angle θ. Energy

is transferred from the electron beam to the scattered photon and therefore the electron

beam energy is reduced. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108

3.4 Two tree-level Feynman diagrams of photon (dashed)–electron (solid) interactions,

which contribute to the matrix element of the (inverse) Compton scattering process

[28]. Left: The scattered photon k2 is emitted with the annihilation of the incident

electron p1, and the incident photon k1 is absorbed with the production of the recoiling

electron p2. Right: The incident photon k1 and electron p1 are absorbed, and the

scattered photon k2 is emitted with the recoiling electron p2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
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3.5 Geometry of the inverse Compton scattering event at the interaction point. The

interaction geometry follows the geometry prescribed by Sun et al [29]. Here θ is

the scattering angle of the photon, with ϕ′ = π − ϕ, the angle between the incident

electron and incident photon, where ϕ is the crossing angle of the electron and photon

and θ′ = π − θ − ϕ the angle between the incident and scattered photon. Left: Before

interaction. Right: After interaction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109

3.6 Possible interaction configurations for ICS sources. Left: ‘Single shot’ ICS source,

where a laser pulse (red) is generated and interacted at the interaction point (green)

in a head-on (ϕ = 0) geometry with the electron bunch (blue) to produce higher

energy scattered photons (turquoise). Mirrors (grey) are used to transport the laser

pulse to the IP. Right: ‘Re-circulated pulse’ ICS source, where a laser pulse (red) is

interacted with the electron bunch (blue) at the IP (green) to produce higher energy

scattered photons (turquoise). The laser pulse is re-circulated by the mirrors (grey) of

the optical cavity and re-interacted with the next re-circulated electron bunch. . . . . 112

3.7 Fabry-Perot optical cavities constructed from varying number of mirrors (grey),

where a laser (red) is circulated between the mirrors and interacted with an electron

bunch (blue) at the interaction point (green) where the incident photons are scattered

(turquoise). At the interaction point the spot size of the laser is at a waist σL, whereas

at the mirror the laser pulse has diverged and is larger, with spot size σw. Left: 2-

mirror Fabry-Perot optical cavity. Right: 4-mirror ‘bow-tie’ Fabry-Perot optical cavity. 115

3.8 Diagram of the electron–photon scattering interactions. Left: Geometry of the

interaction in the incident electron global co-ordinate system. An incident electron

(blue) with momentum p1 interacts with an incident photon (red) with momentum

ℏk1 at a crossing angle ϕ in the x–z plane and rotated in the x–y plane by azimuthal

angle ϕ f . The photon is scattered (green) with momentum ℏk2 at a polar scattering

angle θ in the y–z plane with azimuthal angle ϕ f . The incident and scattered photons

have local right handed co-ordinate systems attached. Right: Polarisation vector ε

(red) of the incident linearly polarised photon with reference to the local co-ordinate

system (red) and electron frame (black). The incident photon travels into the page,

with the aximuthal angle of linear polarisation τ defined with reference to the x axis

of the electron frame. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123
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3.9 Electron–photon interaction cross section (Eq. 3.67) as a function of electron bunch

energy for an Nd:YAG laser operating at the fundamental harmonic (λ = 1064 nm,

EL = 1.17 eV). Left: Comparison of the full cross section (Eq. 3.67) (black) with the

cross section in the low recoil limit (Eq. 3.68) (red) for a 5 MeV–35 GeV electron

bunch kinetic energy range. Right: Comparison of the full cross section (Eq. 3.67)

with the cross section in the ultra-relativistic, high recoil limit (Eq. 3.69) (blue) for a

35 GeV–10 TeV electron bunch kinetic energy range. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126

3.10 Normalised differential cross section with respect to the scattered photon energy

(Eq. 3.72) as a function of normalised scattered photon energy (Eq. 3.50) in the

low recoil (X ≪ 1) regime for a head-on interaction (ϕ = 0); both parameters are

normalised for generality. The maximum (blue) and minimum (green) values of

the differential cross section (Eq. 3.74) are shown, which differ by a factor of ∼ 2

(Eq. 3.75). The average energy in the spectrum is Eγ = 2γ2EL, half of the Compton

edge energy (Eq. 3.54), due to the symmetry of the spectrum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128

3.11 Left: An electron bunch (blue) interacts with a laser pulse (red) at a crossing angle ϕ

in the horizontal x plane. The overlap (green) between the electron bunch and laser

pulse is reduced due to the crossing angle, leading to a reduction in luminosity. Right:

A schematic of the hourglass effect. During an electron bunch–laser pulse interaction

both beams diverge longitudinally (z direction) across the interaction source size σγ,z

(see Section 3.7). Consequently the source size at the waist σγ,x (green) is smaller

than at other longitudinal positions in the interaction length i.e. σ∗γ,x (purple) resulting

in a luminosity reduction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132

3.12 Benchmarking of (Eq. 3.96) with the results of Miyahara [30], for the Table 1

parameters and results shown in Fig. 6 of the paper. Other equations are also

benchmarked such as (Eq. 3.90) and (Eq. 3.94). Left: Replication plot showing the

angular crossing reduction RAC (black), hourglass reduction RHG (green), crudely

combined reduction RAC × RHG (red) and combined reduction RACHG (blue). Right:

Reproduction of Fig. 6 of Miyahara [30] showing the angular crossing RAC (red

dashed circles), hourglass effect RHG (red dashed triangles), crude combination

RAC × RHG (red solid) and combined RACHG (black) reduction factors. . . . . . . . . 135

3.13 Reproduction of Fig. 1 of Ranjan et al [31]. rms bandwidth of an ICS source as a

function of acceptance angle, using the case Aa parameters by Ranjan et al [31], for

(Eq. 3.108) (red, Ranjan et al [31]) and (Eq. 3.115) (green, Curatolo et al [32]) and

the ICCS3D simulated spectrum bandwidths (black points, Ranjan et al [31]). . . . . 140
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4.1 Schematics and geometry of inverse Compton scattering modelled in the ICARUS

code, based on Sun et al’s model [33, 34]. Left: A photon (red) is scattered from

an electron bunch–laser pulse interaction (purple) with polar scattering angle θ and

incident on a collimator (grey) a distance L downstream. Scattered photons from the

interaction are produced within in a cone of polar angle θ = 1/γ. For the photon of

interest (red) θ < θcol, with the collimation angle θcol, therefore the scattered photon

passes through the face of the collimator at position P = (xc, yc, L), with aperture

radius a. Assuming an infinitesimal variation in angle dθ, the differential solid

angle of photons are contained within an area dxcdyc at the face of the collimator.

Right: An electron (red) with angular divergence x′ interacts with an incident photon

(not shown) at position O and a photon is scattered (green) which passes through a

collimator placed a distance L downstream. The photon is scattered with a polar angle

θx in the horizontal plane and passes through the collimator at position P. . . . . . . 150

4.2 Example spectrum (spectral density against scattered photon energy) produced using

ICARUS for the case A parameters defined in Section 4.4. A total of 100 scattered

photon energy intervals in the range Eγ = 16.9 MeV to Eγ = 17.6 MeV are

calculated. The peak spectral density occurs when photons are backscattered (θ = 0)

and corresponds to a scattered photon energy given by (Eq. 3.54) – the Compton edge

energy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153

4.3 Comparison of ICS head-on (ϕ = 0) single electron bunch–laser pulse interaction

spectra using circular collimation for each case in Table 4.1, produced by the semi-

analytical codes ICARUS (red) and ICCS3D (blue) for 0.5% rms (2% case B)

bandwidth, with configuration optimised by the single point simplex elliptical beam

optimisation (see Section 4.8). All ICARUS spectra are produced using 100 points

across the energy range. Top Left: Case A. Top Right: Case B. Bottom Left: Case C. 162

4.4 Comparison of the derived analytical collimated flux (Eq. 4.6) (blue) with the

Curatolo et al collimated flux calculation [32] (Eq. 4.26) (red) and the results of

the ICARUS spectrum code (black) within an acceptance angle 0 ≤ Ψ ≤ 1 (a

1/γ cone). The benchmarking cases are presented in Table 4.1, optimised for a

0.5% rms bandwidth (Case B 2% rms bandwidth) using the elliptical beam simplex

optimisation with parameters shown in Table 4.5. The ICARUS spectrum code data

has been adjusted for an angular crossing (Eq. 3.90) and the Curatolo et al calculation

(Eq. 4.26) has been adjusted for the hourglass effect and angular crossing (Eq. 3.96).

Top Left: Case A. Top Right: Case B. Bottom Left: Case C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164
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4.5 Case A (see Table 4.1) tuning curves in solution space (red) (Fcol–
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

) and

parameter space (β∗–θcol) (blue), using the round beam optimisation method in the

narrowband regime (0 < ∆Eγ/Eγ ≤ 0.01). Both the left and right plot are coupled

together as the right plot is the parameter space (β∗–θcol) of the F –
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
solution

space. Left: collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve. All solutions below the line

(red, shaded) are possible. Right: Parameter space β∗–θcol tuning curve corresponding

to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve. Wide-band solutions favour

large collimation angle and small β-function at the IP (collimation term dominates),

narrow-band solutions favour small collimation angle and large β-function at the IP

(emittance term dominates). All solutions above the line (blue, shaded) are possible. 170

4.6 Diagram of simplex optimisation, where each axis of the 3D plot corresponds to an

optimisation variable (θcol, βx, βy). Each set of axes shows a step of the simplex

optimisation procedure which is iterated until a solution is found. Left: In a reflection

step, a 3D polytope is generated with 4 points (blue + white) where the worst point

x4 (white) – the poorest bandwidth and collimated flux point – is replaced by a trial

point xt (red) that is a reflection of the worst point. The trial point replaces the worst

point in the new polytope. Middle Left: The expansion step, where if the best point

x1 (white) is replaced by a trial point xt (red) from the reflection, the trial point is

expanded xe (green) in the direction of the reflection and a new polytope is formed.

Middle Right: Contraction step, where the worst point x4 (white) is replaced by a

trial point xc (orange) closer to the midpoint of the polytope and the new polytope is

formed. Right: Shrink step, if the worst point is the contracted point xc (orange), then

the contraction is repeated and xc in the polytope is replaced by a shrink trial point xs

(yellow) closer to the midpoint and a new polytope is formed. . . . . . . . . . . . . 172

4.7 Case A simplex optimisation collimated flux–rms bandwidth and parameter space

tuning curves. Top Left: tuning curve of the collimated flux as a function of rms

bandwidth. Collimated flux varies linearly with bandwidth. Top Right: simplex

EB β∗x–β∗y tuning curve (green) corresponding to the simplex collimated flux–rms

bandwidth tuning curve compared to the round beam β-functions (black) which are

identical in each plane. The simplex EB tuning curve diverges from the round beam

solution, where elliptical beams that are larger horizontally are favoured. Bottom

Left: β∗x–θcol tuning curve corresponding to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning

curve. Bottom Right: β∗y–θcol tuning curve corresponding to the collimated flux–rms

bandwidth tuning curve. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175
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4.8 Tuning curve comparison of two optimisation methods: RB (black) and simplex

EB (blue), used in collimated flux–rms bandwidth ICS optimisation for the case

A parameters (1 GeV ERL see Table 4.1). β-functions at the IP in each plane

and collimation angle are varied. Top Left: Fcol–
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

tuning curves.

Marginally more collimated flux is produced by the simplex EB optimisation. Top

Right: Parameter space β∗x–β∗y tuning curves corresponding to the collimated flux–

rms bandwidth tuning curves. The elliptical beam optimisation favours an elliptical

spot size at the IP with β∗x > β∗y. Bottom Left: Parameter space β∗x–θcol tuning curves

corresponding to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves. The EB tuning

curve is offset in collimation angle from the RB optimised tuning curve. Bottom

Right: Parameter space β∗y–θcol tuning curves corresponding to the collimated flux–

rms bandwidth tuning curves. The elliptical beam β∗y–θcol tuning curve is more similar

to the round beam optimised tuning curve than in the horizontal plane (βy–θcol). . . . 179

4.9 Simplex EB (blue) optimisation tuning curves for the case B parameters (700 MeV

storage ring see Table 4.1). Note that the RB method is not applicable because of

the asymmetric emittances in case B. Top Left: Fcol–
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

tuning curve. A

maximum of ∼ 1 × 1010 ph/s are available in a 2% bandwidth. Top Right: Parameter

space β∗x–β∗y tuning curve corresponding to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning

curve. Highly elliptical electron beam spot sizes at the IP are favoured for the case

B parameters. Bottom Left: Parameter space β∗x–θcol tuning curves corresponding to

the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve. Many points do not agree with the

overall tuning curve; the simplex EB optimisation has failed to converge here. Bottom

Right: Parameter space β∗y–θcol tuning curve corresponding to the collimated flux–rms

bandwidth tuning curve. Here the tuning curve is flattened due to the asymmetry of

the emittance in case B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180
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4.10 Tuning curve comparison of the two optimisation methods: RB (black) and simplex

EB (blue), for the case C parameters (25 MeV linac see Table 4.1). Top Left: Fcol–(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

tuning curves. The EB and RB optimisations produce near-identical

collimated flux. Top Right: Parameter space β∗x–β∗y tuning curves corresponding to

the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves. The elliptical beam optimisation

tuning curve differs from the round beam tuning curve. Bottom Left: Parameter

space β∗x–θcol tuning curves corresponding to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth

tuning curves. The EB optimisation tuning curve is offset from the RB tuning curve.

No large β-function, small collimation angle solutions converge in the simplex EB

optimisation. At θcol ∼ 0.4 mrad in the RB optimisation tuning curve the shape of

the tuning curve changes because the bandwidth varies between being dominated by

the collimation term (Eq. 3.109) to the emittance term (Eq. 4.28) of the bandwidth.

Bottom Right: Parameter space β∗y–θcol tuning curves corresponding to the collimated

flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves. The RB and EB optimisation agree well, except

below θcol < 1 mrad the simplex EB optimisation does not find any solutions. . . . . 181

5.1 Schematic of the CBETA ERL. The electron bunch is produced by the photo-injector

(Einj = 6 MeV), accelerated by the main linac (∆Ee = ±36 MeV) and re-circulated

by the FFA return loop (FA–FB) for 4 successive passes until the maximum electron

energy is reached (Ee = 150 MeV). The path length induces a phase change of 180◦

on the 4th traversal of the FFA beamline so the electron beam is decelerated for the

next 4 passes, where the electron bunch is returned to the injection energy on the 8th

pass and transported to the beam stop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186

5.2 Halbach magnets used in the CBETA return loop. Left: A focusing quadrupole

Hallbach magnet, with electromagnetic window frame correctors placed around the

magnet. Right: A combined function Hallbach magnet. This Hallbach magnet has

both a dipole and quadrupole component (see Section 2.1.2). Images reproduced from

S. Brooks et al [35]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187

5.3 Measured (bold) and simulated (light) orbits of the FFA return loop of the CBETA

ERL for each of the nominal electron beam energies: 42 MeV (red), 78 MeV (orange),

114 MeV (green), 150 MeV (blue). Measurements are separated between accelerating

(round marker) and decelerating (square marker) passes of the ERL. Plot courtesy of

the CBETA collaboration. Left: Horizontal orbit. Right: Vertical orbit. . . . . . . . . 190
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5.4 Transmission (normalised BPM intensity) of the electron beam as a function of

the distance traversed around the CBETA ERL. Each individual BPM intensity

measurement, from each BPM in the return loop and spreaders, is represented by

a single bar (blue) with a per pass average transmission (red) shown. Each distinct

block corresponds to one of the 7 FFA return loop and spreader passes of CBETA.

Plot courtesy of the CBETA collaboration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191

5.5 Left: Multi-turn energy recovered electron bunch profile before the beam stop. Right:

MLC entrance (red) and exit (blue) phases of the measured (bold, error bars) and

simulated (light) electron beam in CBETA as a function of MLC passes. Plot courtesy

of the CBETA collaboration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192

5.6 Interaction of the electron bunch (blue) with a Nd:YAG laser pulse (red) at the

interaction point (green, circle) within a 4-mirror Fabry-Perot re-circulating optical

cavity (grey) scattering the laser photons to higher energy (green). The interaction

occurs at the center of the electron bunch final focus system of the CBETA ICS source

bypass (see Section 5.4) at a crossing angle ϕ = 5◦. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193

5.7 An ICS source generating photons from each of the four CBETA ERL passes

delivers the (fixed) scattered energies indicated here; we assume a fixed incident laser

wavelength of 1064 nm. CBETA has also experimentally demonstrated tuning of

single-pass acceleration from 39 to 59 MeV (indicated by the shaded region), which

indicates the continuous tuning of scattered photon energy that an ERL in general

might deliver. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 195

5.8 Tuning curves of β∗ against θcol for each of the nominal CBETA electron beam

energies satisfying the maximal flux across the 0–1% rms bandwidth range. The

shaded area is the parameter space, while the line corresponds to the maximal flux

solution for a given rms bandwidth. Minimised bandwidth solutions in this range have

large β-functions at the IP and small collimation angles θcol; the maximal bandwidth

solutions have small β-functions and larger collimation angles θcol. . . . . . . . . . . 196

5.9 Schematic of the CBETA ERL [7]; existing accelerator structure including injector,

main linac cryomodule, FFAG return loop, splitter and recombiner systems and beam

dump, as well as supporting infrastructure such as electronic racks, vaccuum pumps

and shielding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200

5.10 Layout of the ICS source bypass in CBETA; greyed beamline elements are already

installed in the existing accelerator. The bypass is designed using linear magnets with

quadrupoles (red) and dipoles (blue). The path length correction system is highlighted

for the ±λRF adjustment cases (green). Outer walls and relevant existing infrastructure

shown in black. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200
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5.11 Schematic of a possible configuration of the adjustable bypass path length chicane.

Swing arms with focusing elements can move vertically to vary path length using sets

of bellows and a magnet girder placed on rails. Reproduction of engineering drawing

by H. Owen et al [36]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202

5.12 β-functions in the ICS source bypass line for both the x and y planes as a function of

distance around the reference orbit in the 0.5% BW optimised case. β-functions re-

matched for different path length configurations −λRF (red, solid), 0 (black) and +λRF

(red, dashed) are also shown. The ICS source interaction point (IP) is indicated. The

β-functions as a function of distance around the reference orbit are modelled using

Bmad [37] and Tao [26]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 203

5.13 Dispersion functions in each plane in the ICS source bypass line as a function of

distance around the reference orbit for the 0.5% rms bandwidth case. The dispersion

functions for different path length configurations −λRF (red, solid), 0 (black) and

+λRF (red, dashed) after re-matching are shown. The ICS source interaction point

(IP) is indicated. The dispersion as a function of distance around the reference orbit

are modelled using Bmad [37] and Tao [26]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204

5.14 Tuning curve of collimated flux against rms bandwidth for a 0–1% rms bandwidth

range, produced by a round beam optimisation which tunes β∗ and θcol. The tuning

curve is independent of beam energy for scattering scenarios with small recoil (X ≪

1), hence this tuning curve applies to all energies in CBETA. The left end of tuning

curve indicates the minimum possible rms bandwidth of the ICS source, which in

CBETA is ≃ 0.12% (Eq. 4.29) and is determined by the electron beam and laser pulse

energy spreads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 207

5.15 Predicted spectral output (flux) from 1064 nm photons colliding head-on with the

Ee = 150 MeV (kinetic energy) electrons in CBETA; this spectrum was generated

using the ICCS3D (blue) and ICARUS (red) codes. This spectrum has a peak energy

of 403.3 keV; using the proposed 5◦ crossing angle, the peak energy is reduced to

402.5 keV and the spectral density is reduced by a factor ∼ 5.56. . . . . . . . . . . . 208

5.16 Comparison of CBETA predicted uncollimated flux (here flux in a 0.1% bandwidth,

to allow comparison with conventional calculations of undulator flux) at the four

discrete electron energies given in Table 5.5 with the output from a typical high-

energy undulator. The undulator shown is the SPring-8 BL10XU insertion device

[38] assuming an rms phase error of 5◦. Whilst this undulator is not designed to

deliver good output at high harmonic number, it offers a useful guide to possible 3rd-

generation source output in the 100 keV to 500 keV range. The measured flux at

30 keV and 61 keV for this beamline is also shown [38]. We predict that CBETA flux

at 402.5 keV (150 MeV electron energy) exceeds that from 3rd-generation sources. . 214
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5.17 Comparison of CBETA predicted average brilliance at the four discrete electron

energies given in Table 5.5 with the output from a typical high-energy undulator.

The undulator shown is the SPring-8 BL10XU insertion device [38] assuming an rms

phase error of 5◦. We predict that CBETA brilliance at 402 keV (150 MeV electron

kinetic energy) exceeds that from 3rd generation sources. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 214

5.18 On-sample measured fluxes from APS, ESRF-EBS, PETRA-III, and SPring-8 for

which information has been published [38–41]. This is compared with the predicted

CBETA outputs using (Eq. 3.89), at the 4 discrete photon energies from 32 to

402 keV, and the predicted flux obtained by scaling the CBETA electron energy

to 300 MeV (1.60 MeV photons) and 600 MeV (6.36 MeV photons). Whilst 3rd

generation sources are superior to ICS sources up to photon energies around 300 keV,
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Abstract

High quality x-ray sources are required for fundamental research in atomic physics and material

science. Third generation synchrotron light sources fulfil this need in most aspects, producing a high

flux with x-ray energies up to 100’s keV and a narrow bandwidth . However, the maximum photon

energy produced by synchrotrons is limited by facility size, electron beam energy and magnet strength

constraints. Hence, in this thesis an inverse Compton scattering (ICS) source has been designed for

production of high energy x-rays (Eγ ≤ 402.5 keV) from the CBETA multi-turn energy recovery linac

(ERL), with high flux (F = 3.22 × 1010 ph/s) and narrow bandwidth (∆Eγ/Eγ = 0.5% rms).

Similarly, high quality γ-ray sources (Eγ > 1 MeV) are in demand for experimentation in

nuclear photonics, photonuclear radioisotope production, nuclear forensics and proliferation. Whilst

bremsstrahlung and radioisotope γ-ray sources could be used, they are not ideal as bremsstrahlung

is inherently broadband and radioactive isotopes produce a low flux. Currently ICS sources, such

as HIγS, produce γ-rays up to 100 MeV with high photon fluxes (F = 5 × 108 ph/s), however the

bandwidth (∆Eγ/Eγ = 2.5% FWHM) is too large for some experiments. Hence, the DIANA ERL

driven ICS source is designed to provide narrowband (∆Eγ/Eγ = 0.5% rms) γ-ray production (Eγ ≤

20.11 MeV) at higher flux (F = 6.08 × 1010 ph/s).

Various accelerators can provide electron beams to drive ICS sources, though large scattered

photon fluxes require a high average electron beam current and small emittance, whilst narrow

bandwidths require small emittance and small electron beam energy spreads. Therefore, this thesis

develops optimisation methods for ICS production of narrow bandwidth photons at high flux.

Currently, most ICS sources utilise storage rings, with high average beam current and moderate

electron bunch energy spread, or linacs, with small emittance and energy spread. ERLs can provide

electron beams with small emittance, energy spread and high average beam current simultaneously.

Hence ERLs are ideal drivers of ICS sources.

In this thesis two ICS sources are designed: the CBETA x-ray ICS source and the DIANA γ-ray

ICS source. Methods for predicting the flux and the produced photon spectrum are developed and a

series of optimisations toward maximal narrowband photon production are proposed. Applications

of the produced narrow-band, high energy photons are then investigated for x-rays and γ-rays and

photon production from ERL driven ICS sources is compared with other light sources.
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1

Introduction

Energy Recovery Linacs (ERLs) are ideal drivers of inverse Compton scattering (ICS) photon sources

due to the combination of linac quality beams and high repetition rate, allowing production of a

tunable high-flux, narrowband scattered photon beam. Energy recovery linacs, specifically multi-

turn ERLs, can accelerate electron beams on the 10’s MeV-scale to the GeV-scale within a small

accelerator footprint whilst maintaining small normalised emittances on the order of 1 mm–mrad and

short bunches in the picosecond domain. Parameters such as these have been demonstrated by the

first multi-turn superconducting ERL demonstration (at a lower electron beam current) with the 4-

turn energy recovery commissioning run at the Cornell University Brookhaven National Laboratory

Energy Recovery Linac Test Accelerator (CBETA) [7, 8]. These are ideal parameters for accelerator

production of radiation, especially radiation production from inverse Compton scattering because a

high electron beam energy is required to generate short wavelength radiation and a small physical size

of the interacted electron beam is required to generate a small, intense and monochromatic radiation

beam. Exploitation of ERLs for radiation production has been demonstrated most prominently by the

high average power Jefferson Laboratory Free Electron Laser (FEL) [47]; both the ALICE [48] and

cERL [11] single turn ERLs have previously demonstrated ERL based x-ray production from inverse

Compton scattering, albeit at low flux as a consequence of their lower average electron beam current.

Due to a Eγ = 4γ2EL scattered photon energy Eγ dependence (see Section 1.4), where γ is the

Lorentz factor and EL the energy of the incident photon, ICS interactions are the prime candidate

for production of high energy photons above the photon energies available at conventional x-ray

production facilities such as FELs (Eγ < 25 keV [22]) and the largest synchrotrons (Eγ < 500 keV

[38]). Therefore, inverse Compton scattering sources are the eminent method for high-flux production

of γ-rays (Eγ > 1 MeV). Application of high flux, monochromatic γ-ray sources to nuclear physics

experiments would support applications like nuclear resonance fluorescence (NRF) [49] and nuclear

photonics [50]. The efficacy of γ-ray production by inverse Compton scattering for experimentation

in nuclear physics has been proven by the HIγS ICS source [51] however, improvements in

bandwidth (energy spread or linewidth of the produced radiation) are required for high resolution
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experiments. Hence, the flagship Extreme Light Infrastructure – Nuclear Physics – Gamma Beam

System (ELI-NP-GBS) project [52–54] has been designed for ICS production of γ-rays up to energies

of 19.5 MeV in a narrow 0.5% FWHM bandwidth [53]. Whilst other γ-ray sources exist – such

as bremsstrahlung sources – the ICS process offers unparalleled narrowband radiation production

most favoured by experimentalists because ICS sources can be optimised to produce photons in a

smaller natural bandwidth than synchrotron radiation via simple collimation, alleviating the need for

monochromation which inherently depletes the number of generated photons. However, collimation

of 10’s MeV γ-rays becomes difficult because these can penetrate a large thickness of typical

collimation materials such as lead.

The current status of energy recovery linac development and the most common accelerator driven

radiation production methods are now explained to provide the motivation for the development of

ERL driven ICS sources. The review of ERLs focuses on radiation production, specifically the

development of high energy and high average beam current ERLs which are key for short wavelength

photon production (λ ≲ 1 nm, Eγ ≳ 1 keV) and production of the maximum number of photons.

Accelerator driven radiation production methods such as synchrotron radiation facilities, free electron

lasers and bremsstrahlung sources are reviewed because these are the production methods most

relevant to production of large quantities of short wavelength photons. The scope and structure of

the thesis is then explained in Section 1.5.

1.1 Energy Recovery Linacs

The energy recovery linac is a re-circulated linac concept invented by M. Tigner in 1965 [9]

to improve the power consumption of particle colliders by re-circulating the particle beam post-

interaction for recovery of its kinetic energy in the same radio-frequency (RF) cavities that provided

the initial acceleration. Diagrams of the ERL as envisaged by Tigner, and the now–common racetrack

design, are shown in Fig. 1.1. The recovered energy can then be applied to accelerate a following

electron bunch, without additional application of RF power, thereby recycling the RF power of the

particle accelerator. Another benefit is that the particle beam is decelerated during the energy recovery

process therefore the kinetic energy and power of the dumped particle beam is reduced. A more

detailed explanation of an energy recovery linac is presented in Chapter 2.

The ERL concept was first demonstrated in the superconducting accelerator driven Free Electron

Laser (SCA/FEL) [55] – the first superconducting RF (SRF) ERL. SCA/FEL was capable of

producing Ee = 93 MeV electron bunches with 5 mm–mrad normalised emittance, a 5 ps bunch

duration and 150 µA average beam current. SCA/FEL contained a single electron bunch which

was re-circulated around the ERL before the next bunch was produced. As well as being the first

demonstration of an ERL, the SCA/FEL demonstrated the efficacy of an ERL as a driver of a light

source by demonstrating a UV FEL operating at λ = 200 nm. Unlike Tigner’s initial vision of
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Figure 1.1: Left: Originally envisioned ERL collider ‘clashing beam experiment’ reproduced from
Tigner [9]. A particle bunch produced from the electron gun is accelerated then re-circulated whilst
another electron bunch is generated, the two electron beams collide and the initial electron bunch
is decelerated and dumped. Right: A multi-turn ERL where an electron bunch is generated by the
injector (electron gun) then accelerated by the linac, the electron beam is then re-circulated until it
enters the linac where it is accelerated again. The electron beam is then re-circulated again for two
passes of the linac and decelerated in each pass and then directed to the beam dump. This is the basic
scheme of a multi-turn ERL.

ERLs as particle colliders [9], ERL particle beams have consistently been applied to drive radiation

production.

ERLs have also been demonstrated using normal conducting RF (NCRF) cavities, such as the

Chalk River Reflexotron (Ee = 25 MeV) [56] and the Los Alamos FEL (Ee = 23.5 MeV) [57],

however these are typically low electron energy machines (Ee < 30 MeV). Normal conducting ERLs

are limited because NCRF accelerating cavities are susceptible to cavity losses and RF transport

losses [16] in comparison to SRF cavities, therefore the increase in efficiency – re-use of RF power

– from energy recovery is less beneficial because the RF power is dissipated. Superconducting RF

cavities are typically far more power efficient than normal conducting accelerators; for example, the

NC RF cavities used in the LEP accelerator have an efficiency of 15% whereas the SRF cavities in LEP

have an efficiency of 75% [58]. As more RF cavities are required for acceleration of particles to higher

energies the power dissipation problems in NCRF is exacerbated by ERL based production of short

wavelength radiation, which requires higher energy particle beams. For high average beam current

(10’s mA) and beyond moderate energies (Ee > 100 MeV) with efficient use of RF acceleration,

the development of superconducting RF ERLs is required. Consequently, high average electron beam

powers are also readily available from SRF ERLs; for example, the ERL in the proposed 4GLS project

[59] was predicted to have an electron beam power of 55 MW for a 550 MeV electron beam with a

100 mA average beam current [60]. Hence, superconducting ERLs are the chosen technology for

radiation production because the quantity of photons generated is increased with increasing average

beam current.

The demonstrated ERLs discussed so far were demonstrated using pulsed trains of electron

bunches; however, continuous wave (CW) ERLs with continually produced electron bunches (see

Section 2.7.5) can improve the average beam current of ERLs. Continuous wave ERLs were first

demonstrated [61] by the IR FEL demo [61, 62] at Jefferson Laboratory (JLab), where a single turn

ERL was used to drive an infrared (IR) FEL. The JLab IR FEL demo, as shown in Fig. 1.2, produced
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an average beam current of 4.8 mA with a 48 MeV electron energy for production of λ = 3–5.3 µm

infrared radiation with an average power of 1.72 kW. Subsequently, with experience operating the

IR FEL demo, an upgraded JLab IR FEL was designed [63] and built [64] with an upgraded higher

average beam current injector, improved beam dynamics design and improved FEL design. The

JLab IR FEL upgrade produced an average beam current of 9.1 mA (the current record for SRF

ERLs) with a 160 MeV electron energy – a total beam power of 1.46 MW [47]. The IR Upgrade

ERL demonstrated this electron beam average power with only around 300 kW of installed RF

power [16], which demonstrates the ability of the ERL concept to produce high power light sources

whilst minimising the required electrical power. However, the power of the JLab FEL was primarily

limited by the photoinjector gun [65]; a photoinjector capable of delivering a high average beam

current is crucial to the development of high average beam current ERLs with many studies [65–67]

targeting 100 mA.

Figure 1.2: Diagram of the JLab FEL upgrade. The JLab FEL is a single turn CW SRF ERL which
drives a high average power (P = 1.46 MW) IR FEL. Currently, the JLab FEL has demonstrated the
highest electron beam average current (Iavg = 9.1 mA) of any superconducting ERL. Reproduced
from Benson et al [10].

The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) [68, 69] has subsequently

demonstrated energy recovery at JLab, though CEBAF was originally designed as a re-circulated

linac. A re-circulated linac differs from an energy recovery linac because a re-circulated linac

accelerates the electron beam in multiple linac passes but does not then decelerate the electron beam;

it is dumped at high energy. CEBAF demonstrated single turn energy recovery in 2003 [68, 69] with

energy recovery of a 1.02 GeV electron beam, the highest energy electron beam energy recovered,

with a normalised transverse emittance of ϵnx
(
ϵny

)
= 2.39 (2.06) mm–mrad [69]. However, the

average beam power of the CEBAF energy recovery demonstration was modest at 81.6 kW because
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of the small average beam current Iavg = 80 µA [70]. Higher electron energies enable ERLs to be

used for applications such as γ-ray production by ICS sources [50] and in particle colliders such as

the LHeC electron–hadron collider [71], therefore higher energy ERL demonstrations like CEBAF

are required.

Since demonstration of the JLab FEL, larger ERL average beam currents have been pursued by

the compact ERL (cERL) at KEK [11], where demonstration of a 10 mA average beam current is

planned with near-100% energy recovery efficiency [16]. A diagram of cERL is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Currently, an average beam current of 1 mA has been achieved at cERL [72] with near-full energy

recovery. Light sources other than FELs have been demonstrated at ERLs, such as the ICS source at

the ALICE ERL (shown in Fig. 1.3) at Daresbury Laboratory [48, 73], the first SRF ERL in Europe

primarily used as an ERL IR FEL [12], and the ICS source applied to cERL [11]. ICS sources take

advantage of the high electron beam brightness delivered by an ERL much like FELs. However, ICS

source demonstrations upon ERLs have been limited to low energies (ALICE Ee = 30 MeV, cERL

Ee = 20 MeV) and low current I < 1 mA, so only x-ray photons at low fluxes could be produced.

Figure 1.3: Top: The cERL single turn SRF ERL. cERL aims to demonstrate a 10 mA average
beam current, with 1 mA previously demonstrated. cERL demonstrated the highest flux ICS source
from an ERL. Reproduced from Akagi et al [11]. Bottom: The ALICE single turn ERL and EMMA
non-scaling FFA. ALICE provided the first demonstration of an ICS source on an ERL – COBALD.
Reproduced from Thomson et al [12].

The Novosibirsk Recuperator is a NCRF ERL that is used to drive terahertz photon production

and three IR FELs. It is the first demonstrated multi-turn ERL [14], where the electron bunch is

accelerated for multiple passes before deceleration for multiple passes. Diagrams of a more simple

multi-turn ERL and the Novosibirsk Recuperator are shown in Figs. 1.1 and 1.4 respectively. Multi-

turn ERLs are advantageous because the electron beam can be repetitively accelerated in the same

linac, allowing for a larger maximum electron energy for the same RF acceleration section as a
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single turn ERL. For example, single turn NCRF ERLs such as the Reflexotron have achieved an

electron beam energy of 25 MeV [56], whereas the Novosibirsk recuperator accelerates electrons up

to energies of 42 MeV [13]. The highest average electron beam current in an ERL demonstrated at

30 mA has also been achieved in the Novosibirsk FEL [14]. A recent simulation study for the upgrade

of the RF gun has predicted up to 100 mA average beam current [74], which could provide an average

beam current in an NCRF ERL an order of magnitude larger than the 9.1 mA [47] demonstrated for

SRF ERLs.

Figure 1.4: The Novosibirsk Recuperator (NovoFEL) normal conducting 4-turn ERL. The electron
beam from the Novosibirsk Recuperator drives a total of three FELs operating in the THz (λ =
90 − 340 µm), far-infrared (λ = 35 − 80 µm) and near-infrared (λ = 5 − 12 µm) [13] with an average
beam current of up to 30 mA [14]. Reproduced from Shevchenko et al [13].

Multi-turn ERLs have been demonstrated with SRF accelerating structures firstly by the CBETA

ERL [8] and then recently by S-DALINAC ERL [16, 17]; both are shown in Fig. 1.5. Up to 81.8%

of the electron bunch energy was recovered in S-DALINAC during multi-turn commissioning – the

highest energy recovery efficiency demonstrated for a multi-turn SRF ERL [16]. However, currently

only low average beam currents have been demonstrated by multi-turn ERLs, with the S-DALINAC

multi-turn ERL demonstrating maximum 8 µA average beam current. The single turn CBETA ERL

demonstrated a nominal electron beam energy of 42 MeV [75], whereas with the 4-turn configuration

of CBETA a maximum electron beam energy of 150 MeV was demonstrated [8]; a factor of 3.57

increase in electron beam energy within a near-identical footprint to the single turn machine. CBETA

commissioning is explained in more detail in Section 5.2, where a design of an ICS source driven by

CBETA is proposed.

A plot of the electron beam energy and beam current of various proposed and demonstrated

ERL projects is shown in Fig. 1.6. The maximum electron beam power demonstrated in an ERL is

1.46 MW using the JLab upgraded FEL [47], and the maximum electron beam energy demonstrated

in an ERL is the 1.02 GeV energy recovery demonstration using CEBAF [68, 69]. However, several
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Figure 1.5: Left: The CBETA 4-turn SRF ERL designed to re-circulate electron beams with electron
energies up to 150 mA with a maximum electron beam average current of 40 mA (P = 6 MW) [7].
CBETA demonstrated 4-turn energy recovery with a small average beam current of 1 µA. Right: The
S-DALINAC 2-turn SRF ERL designed to re-circulate electron beams with energies up to 130 MeV
and an average beam current of 20 mA (P = 2.6 MW) [15]. S-DALINAC demonstrated 2-turn energy
recovery with a recovery efficiency of 81.8% at an average beam current of 8 µA [16]. Reproduced
from Arnold et al [17].

projects seek to demonstrate ERLs with higher average current, higher electron bunch energies and

multi-turn designs, such as PERLE [76], bERLinPro [77] and ER@CEBAF [78].

Figure 1.6: The landscape of past, present and proposed ERL projects. Lines show the corresponding
average electron beam power. Reproduced from the European Strategy for Particle Physics
Accelerator Research and Development Roadmap [16].

The bERLinPro ERL is a single turn ERL which aims to demonstrate high current operation of

an ERL with a maximum average beam current of 100 mA at 50 MeV electron beam energy [77, 79].

A normalised transverse emittance of 1 mm–mrad with a 2 ps bunch duration is proposed, which

would be the highest brightness electron beam produced in an ERL. However, commissioning of the

bERLinPro ERL has been stalled by damage to the main linac cryomodule [79]. Many obstacles

to high average current operation in ERLs exist, as explained in Section 2.7.5, such as coherent
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synchrotron radiation production, beam breakup instability (BBU) and beam halo which are an active

area of study for all ERL projects. BBU and beam halo are a particular focus of studies for bERLinPro

[80, 81].

The proposed ER@CEBAF experiment aims to build upon the previous demonstration of

single turn energy recovery at CEBAF [68] discussed earlier with a 5-turn energy recovery linac

demonstration. ER@CEBAF aims to extend the operation of an ERL to higher electron energies with

a maximum electron energy of 7.5 GeV [78, 82]. Attaining high electron energies with a reduced

length accelerating section is the main advantage of a multi-turn ERL over single turn ERLs because

accelerating electron beams to very high energy (Ee < 100’s GeV) with a single-use (traversed once)

accelerating section would be prohibitive in size and cost of RF components. Therefore, ER@CEBAF

is a necessary demonstrator for future ERL based collider projects such as the LHeC electron–positron

collider [83–85] which require very high energies (10’s-100’s GeV). The impact of the synchrotron

radiation losses upon the beam dynamics of an ERL for a high energy ERL would be challenging.

Consequently, the ER@CEBAF project, with a 7.5 GeV electron beam energy, could allow for study

of synchrotron losses upon momentum acceptance in the re-circulating beam transport optics [16].

PERLE: powerful energy recovery linac for experiments is the highest average electron beam

power multi-turn ERL project currently being constructed, with an electron beam energy of 500 MeV

and average electron beam current of 20 mA (P = 10 MW) [76, 86]. PERLE – a three turn

common transport ERL, where accelerating and decelerating electron beams are transported in the

same beamline, is designed to provide a moderate energy, moderate current demonstration toward the

proposed LHeC ERL project [83–85]. Important ERL topics studied at PERLE will include handling

a high average beam current, CW operation, low electron beam energy spread and emittance at an

interaction point (IP) [16] necessary toward future colliders. To achieve a high average electron beam

current PERLE utilises a high bunch charge of 500 pC [87], a factor ∼ 3 higher than previously

demonstrated in an SRF ERL at the upgraded JLab FEL [47]. The PERLE ERL is designed with an

integrated final focus system which with 500 MeV electron bunches makes PERLE an ideal driver of

an ICS source [16]; using an IR laser (Nd:YAG λ = 1064 nm) PERLE is capable of generating up to

4.45 MeV γ-rays.

1.2 Synchrotron Radiation Production

Synchrotron radiation is the electromagnetic radiation emitted by a relativistically-moving charged

particle when deflected by a magnetic field. The magnetic field does no work upon the charged

particle but the deflection causes a transverse acceleration and consequently the emission of radiation.

In the rest frame of the charged particle, the emission of radiation is isotropic, described in more

detail in Section 3.1.1; when Lorentz transformed into the laboratory frame the radiation is emitted

in the direction of the moving charge into a cone of angle θ = 1/γ (Lorentz factor γ) with the
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radiation preferentially emitted in the forward direction, as shown in Fig. 1.7. The power of the

Figure 1.7: Diagram of the emitted radiation produced by a charged particle deflected by a dipole
magnetic field causing the electrons to traverse a curved trajectory. Reproduced and modified from
Eberhardt [18]. Left: Cyclotron radiation produced by a non-relativistic charged particle. Right:
Synchrotron radiation produced by a relativistically-moving charged particle. As observed in the
laboratory frame, radiation is produced into an elongated cone, with opening angle θ = 1/γ.

emitted radiation from a single charged particle is given by the Larmor formula [88], which can be

modified assuming a charge orbits in a circle of bending radius ρ (as in a circular accelerator), to

become

P =
q2a2γ4

6πϵ0c3 =
q2cβ4γ4

6πϵ0ρ2 , (1.1)

where q is the charge of the particle, a the acceleration due to the magnetic field and ϵ0 is the

permittivity of free space. P ∝ γ4 because a = d2x/dt2 and the displacement of the charged

particle x is Lorentz contracted to x/γ such that a factor γ2 arises due to each acceleration term.

Consequently, high energy particles emit large powers of radiation and a particle beam with large

average current (containing many electrons Ne ∼ 1018) is capable of producing a high power photon

beam (Ptot = NeP). To an external observer, synchrotron radiation appears pulsed in nature because

it is emitted from a moving particle on a curved trajectory into a 1/γ cone and the pulse length τ is

shortened by Lorentz contraction (τ ∝ 1/γ). Since the radiation appears pulsed it must contain a wide

range of frequency components [89].

The critical energy of a synchrotron radiation source is defined as the photon energy at which half

the radiation power is produced i.e. half of the radiation is produced with photon energies higher or

lower than the critical energy, which is given by

Ecrit =
3
2
ℏcγ3

ρ
. (1.2)

Since the power of the synchrotron radiation below the critical energy is equal to that above it, the

number of low energy photons produced by a synchrotron radiation source must be much larger.
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Therefore, we find the average photon energy is given by

⟨Eγ⟩ =
hγ2qB
4πmec2 ≈

8
√

3
45

Ecrit. (1.3)

A diagram of a typical synchrotron radiation spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.8 where the photon flux

increases toward the critical energy, with a sharp cut-off in flux past the critical energy (Eq. 5.1).

Figure 1.8: Typical spectrum of spectral flux against photon energy for synchrotron radiation
production. The average photon energy is typically much lower than the critical energy – the photon
energy where half the synchrotron radiation power is emitted below and above this energy. The
photon spectrum is continuous with a high flux of photons produced until a sharp cut-off at high
energy, above the critical energy of the synchrotron source. Reproduced from Clarke [19].

Electrons are typically used in laboratory sources of synchrotron radiation because of their small

mass in comparison to other particles, such as protons, which means γ can be made large and high

radiation powers can be generated (Eq. 1.1). A large Lorentz factor also means that the radiation is

directed into a more narrow cone, which is advantageous because the generated radiation can be more

readily guided to a downstream experiment. For example, consider the DIAMOND light source [90],

where a 300 mA average current electron beam with kinetic energy of 3 GeV orbits the 561.36 m

circumference storage ring with dipoles of bending radii ρ = 7.1 m, photons are emitted with a total

power of 3.81 MW, a flux of 9 × 1018 ph/s and a critical energy of 8.46 keV.

1.2.1 Synchrotron Radiation Sources

Artificially-produced synchrotron radiation was first observed in 1947 at the GE synchrotron, New

York, USA [91] and the first systematic description of synchrotron radiation was published by

Schwinger in 1949 [92]. The 70 MeV GE synchrotron, with bending radius of 0.293 m, produced

visible light with a critical energy of Ecrit = 2.65 eV (λ = 467 nm). The first dedicated accelerator

for production of synchrotron radiation was Tantalus I [93], first operated in 1968. Tantalus I

demonstrated the utility of synchrotron radiation facilities because they are capable of producing

shorter wavelengths (λ < 110 nm) of radiation at higher intensities than previously used continuum
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radiation sources [93]. For example, Tantalus I is capable of producing radiation with a critical

energy of 48.6 eV (λ = 25.6 nm) and is also capable of high intensities as a total of 8.98 × 1018 ph/s

are produced.

Synchrotron radiation sources are useful experimentally, particularly at x-ray wavelengths,

because the wavelength is tunable via the electron energy, short duration radiation (picosecond-

scale) can be produced and significantly higher x-ray fluxes are produced than in conventional

bremsstrahlung generation. Advantages of x-ray synchrotron radiation were first demonstrated by

the first dedicated x-ray Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) at Daresbury [94, 95], which is shown

in Fig. 1.9. Modern synchrotrons, for example the SPring-8 synchrotron radiation source, have a

maximum average brilliance of 1020 ph/s mm2–mrad2 0.1% BW [38] and are for example capable

of producing x-ray pulses with a 32 ps duration at 14 keV [96]. Modern bremsstrahlung based x-ray

tubes, typically used in medicine, have an average brilliance of around 1010 ph/s mm2–mrad2 0.1%

BW and a 2 ms pulse duration [97]. Emission angles θ of synchrotron radiation are also smaller

than bremstrahlung because the electron beam energy for x-ray production in synchrotrons is larger

(Ee,synch ∼GeV) than in bremsstrahlung (Ee,brem ∼MeV) and θ ∝ 1/γ. For example, an 8 GeV electron

beam from an x-ray synchrotron creates a photon beam with emission angle ∼ 64 µrad, producing a

small radiation spot size downstream on-sample; at a 100 m source to detector distance the spot size

is 112 µm.

Figure 1.9: Schematic of the Synchrotron Radiation Source facility previously built at Daresbury
Laboratory. Electron bunches were produced and accelerated to 5 MeV by an electron gun, a short
linac then accelerated the electrons to 12 MeV where they enter a 600 MeV synchrotron booster
ring which accelerates the electrons to 2 GeV for use in the synchrotron light source storage ring.
Many beamlines with a varied experimental station design are incorporated to utilise the synchrotron
radiation produced from the 2 GeV electron beam. Reproduced from Rossman et al [20].

High brilliance is desired by many synchrotron facility users, such as those conducting

spectroscopy and crystallography experiments, because monochromation (i.e. selection of a small

energy range or bandwidth) of the synchrotron radiation is required. Bragg diffraction from perfect
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(defectless) crystals is typically used to monochromate synchrotron radiation as the diffraction angle

is wavelength dependent such that a narrow bandwidth can be selected via collimation or optics

post monochromation. Further details on monochromation of synchrotron radiation are explained

by Caciuffo et al [98]. A small radiation spot size and angular divergence upon the monochromator

is required so the radiation pulse impinges on the monochromator with similar angle irrespective

of position in the radiation pulse. Therefore, maximising the synchrotron radiation flux to the

monochromator – dependent on radiation pulse spot size and divergence – is ideal for synchrotron

radiation users, and brilliance is a measure of this. Brilliance of the produced radiation can only be

improved via improvements in the electron beam – the source of the radiation – such as decreasing

the emittance. Therefore, storage rings were designed with electron beam optics to reduce emittance

growth, such as the double bend achromat design proposed by Chasman and Green [99] (see

Section 2.6.2).

1.2.2 Insertion Devices

Synchrotron radiation facilities were advanced by the emergence of lower emittance designs, higher

electron beam energies and the advent of insertion devices such as wigglers and undulators –

with these advancements the synchrotron radiation sources are termed 3rd generation light sources.

Insertion devices are typically a series of magnets placed between the dipole bending magnets in

a synchrotron, and the insertion devices considered here are designed to increase and modify the

synchrotron radiation output.

The simplest insertion device is a wavelength shifter, where a high field magnet is contained

within the straight section between two bending magnets, as shown in Fig. 1.10. A wavelength

shifter varies the flux – energy spectrum (see Fig. 1.8) of the synchrotron radiation by modifying the

critical energy (Eq. 5.1) since Ecrit ∝ 1/ρ ∝ B and increasing the power of the emitted radiation

P ∝ 1/ρ2 ∝ B2. Superconducting high field magnets are typically used in wavelength shifters, for

example the 6 T SRS wavelength shifter [100].

Consider a series of n wavelength shifters placed into the straight which form a periodic series of

opposing polarity magnets, such as in the wiggler shown in Fig. 1.10. Each individual wiggler period

(i.e. an individual wavelength shifter) then acts as an independent source of synchrotron radiation, and

since they all emit in the same direction, an observer at the end of the periodic series of magnets would

witness a factor n times the flux produced by a single wavelength shifter. A wiggler is advantageous

because the critical energy of the photons can be selected independently of the bending magnets

by tuning the wiggler magnetic field (Ecrit ∝ B), so photon energy can be tuned to experimental

requirements, and the flux available to a user is increased linearly by the number of wiggler periods

(wavelength shifters) used.

The trajectory of an electron in a periodic series of alternating polarity magnets, for small angular
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Figure 1.10: Left: A wavelength shifter is typically imposed between the two dipole bending
magnets (red) of a storage ring where a high field magnet (blue) is used to generate synchrotron
radiation (turquoise) that is produced parallel to the direction of the electron bunch in the straight.
Dipole magnets (green) offset and return the electron beam from the straight. Right: A multipole
wiggler consisting of two rows of high-field magnets (typically superconducting) with opposing
polarity (north (red), south (blue)) suspended above one another which generates a vertical sinusoidal
magnetic field of period λu. The strong vertical sinusoidally-varying magnetic field causes the
electron trajectory (orange) to oscillate horizontally and generate synchrotron radiation (turquoise)
into a cone of angle θ = 1/γ. Electrons oscillate with large variation in horizontal position (x ∝ K/γ)
therefore cones of consecutively produced synchrotron radiation do not fully overlap.

deflections (dx/ds ≪ 1, dy/ds ≪ 1), is given by the equations of motion

d2x
ds2 =

e
γmec

(
By −

dy
ds

Bs

)
,

d2y
ds2 =

e
γmec

(
dx
ds

Bs − Bx

)
, (1.4)

where Bx, By, Bs are the horizontal, vertical and longitudinal components of the wiggler magnetic

field respectively. If we consider a periodic series of alternating polarity magnets with only a vertical

magnetic component, as shown for the wiggler in Fig. 1.10, which deflects the electron horizontally,

the equations of motion become

d2x
ds2 =

eBy

γmec
,

d2y
ds2 = 0. (1.5)

We also assume that the magnetic field is sinusoidal form with a period λu

By (s) = −B0 sin
(
2πs
λu

)
, (1.6)

where B0 is the amplitude of the magnetic field. Consequently, the equation of motion and the angular

deflection dx/ds for a horizontally deflecting magnetic field become

d2x
ds2 = −

e
γmec

B0 sin
(
2πs
λu

)
, (1.7)

dx
ds
=

e
γmec

B0
λu

2π
cos

(
2πs
λu

)
. (1.8)

The deflection parameter K is defined as the maximum angular deflection (dx/ds) of the electron
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within a series of alternating polarity magnets and is given by

K =
B0eλu

2πmec
. (1.9)

The horizontal position of the electron is therefore given by

x (s) =
K
γ

λu

2π
sin

(
2πs
λu

)
. (1.10)

For deflection parameters K ≫ 1, we defined the periodic series of alternating polarity magnets

as a wiggler because these have strong magnetic fields. The horizontal deflection of the electron beam

(Eq. 1.10) means the electron position ∝ K/γ whereas the synchrotron radiation is emitted into a cone

of θ ∝ 1/γ and therefore, since K ≫ 1, the produced synchrotron radiation from subsequent periods

does not overlap much. Hence, the radiation from each wiggler period in a wiggler is independent.

However, an undulator is defined to have a small deflection parameter K < 1, where the

synchrotron radiation produced from each period (undulator period λu) constructively interferes.

These are often constructed from permanent magnets, for example the many permanent magnet

undulators at the DIAMOND light source [90], and a diagram of an undulator is shown in Fig. 1.11.

A deflection parameter K < 1 ensures the electron position varies by a small amount such that

synchrotron radiation produced from consecutive wavelength shifters into an angular cone of 1/γ

can overlap. Assuming a planar undulator, as shown in Fig. 1.11, with only a vertical magnetic field,

the transverse relativistic velocities of the electron in the undulator are given by

βx =
K
γ

cos
(
2πs
λu

)
, βy = 0, (1.11)

and the longitudinal velocity βs becomes

β2
s = β

2 −
K2

γ2 cos2
(
2πs
λu

)
, (1.12)

where β is the Lorentz speed factor. Consequently, there is a phase slip from the electron with respect

to the emitted synchrotron radiation.

Constructive interference of the consecutively produced synchrotron radiation can therefore occur

if the electron longitudinal position slips back an integer number of emitted wavelengths with respect

to the emitted synchrotron radiation. As shown in Fig. 1.11, the separation d between consecutively

emitted cones of synchrotron radiation in an undulator is

d =
λu

β̂s
− λu cos θ, (1.13)

such that the consecutively emitted cones of synchrotron radiation constructively interfere when d =
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Figure 1.11: Left: Planar undulator composed of two rows of several opposing polarity (north
(red), south (blue)) magnets (typically permanent magnets) suspended about one another, which
generate a vertical sinusoidally-varying magnetic field with period λu. The vertical magnetic field
causes the electron beam to oscillate transversely and emit synchrotron radiation (turquoise). Right:
Interference of the emitted synchrotron radiation (turquoise) from consecutive undulator periods λu.
As the electron trajectory (orange) oscillates in an undulator it traverses an undulator period in time
t = λu/cβ̂s, whereas the wavefront of the emitted synchrotron radiation traverses an undulator period
in time t = λu/c. However, synchrotron radiation that is produced from consecutive undulator
periods can constructively interfere is the distance d between each emission is an integer number
of wavelengths.

nλ, with λ the wavelength of the emitted radiation. Hence, the undulator equation becomes

λ =
λu

2nγ2

(
1 +

K2

2
+ γ2θ2

)
, (1.14)

where θ is the angle of emission and n is the harmonic number. Harmonics of the radiation can be

produced with shorter wavelengths when n = 2, 3, 4 etc. however, only odd harmonics of radiation

are produced on-axis by an undulator. For example, consider a typical undulator with period λu =

0.1 m and deflection parameter K = 0.7 traversed by an electron energy of 3 GeV produces photons

on-axis (θ = 0) in the fundamental harmonic (n = 1) with wavelength λ = 3.61 nm (Eγ = 344 eV).

The undulator equation (Eq. 1.14) shows the energy of the emitted photon Eγ ∝ γ
2, so high photon

energies require high energy electrons and Eγ ∝ 1/B so increasing the magnet strength produces

longer wavelength photons.

The first undulator was demonstrated on a linac in 1953 at Stanford university [101], then

subsequently demonstrated in straight sections of the LPI RAS synchrotron light source in 1977

[102]. However, the magnet density of undulators with relatively strong fields ∼ 1T and alternating

polarity meant undulators could not be practically implemented until the design of permanent magnet

undulators by Hallbach et al [103]. Undulators were then widely utilised in synchrotron sources.

Similarly, wigglers were demonstrated in 1979 [104] but became favoured devices for synchrotron

production at the shortest wavelengths through use of high field superconducting magnets. For

example, a 10 T wiggler was demonstrated with an 8 GeV electron beam at SPring-8, generating

MeV-scale γ-rays [105].

1.2.3 Free Electron Lasers

Consider a relativistic bunch of electrons with bunch length σz traversing an undulator with undulator

period λu. Typically, electron bunch lengths are on the order of ∼1–10’s mm’s and undulator periods
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are 1–10’s cm’s long. In the rest frame of the electron bunch, the bunch length is γσz and the undulator

period is λu/γ, due to Lorentz contraction between the two frames. Therefore, we find the electron

bunch length is far longer σz ≫ λu/γ
2; for example, in the SASE1 undulator of EU-XFEL the rms

bunch length is σz = 25 µm, the electron beam energy is Ee = 17.5 GeV (γ = 34248) and the

undulator period is λu = 304 nm so the inequality becomes 25 µm ≫ 304 nm. Hence, in the rest

frame individual electrons oscillate with different phases because they are acted upon by different

phases of the undulator magnetic field and the output radiation is incoherent.

The total electric field of the oscillating electrons is given by

|ETot| =

N∑
n=1

E0 exp (iϕn) , (1.15)

where E0 is the electric field due to a single electron and ϕn is the phase of the electric field from the

nth electron. For incoherent radiation production the electric field becomes [106]

|ETot| =
√

NeE0, (1.16)

where Ne is the number electrons. Consequently, the emitted radiation power varies with electric field

and number of electrons as P ∝ E2
tot ∝ Ne. However, if all the electrons are oscillating in phase i.e.

ϕn ∼ ϕ0 we have coherent radiation production. This occurs when

σz ≪
λu

γ2 ≈ λ, (1.17)

because then the electron bunch is small in comparison to the oscillating magnetic field and each

electron is acted upon by the same magnetic field. We find that λu/γ
2 ≈ λ due to the undulator

equation (Eq. 1.14). The coherence condition σz ≪ λ is difficult to satisfy, as illustrated by the

previous EU-XFEL numerical example, since for x-ray radiation production we require sub-Ångström

electron bunch lengths. However, when the electrons oscillate in-phase (ϕ0 ∼ ϕn) i.e. the coherence

condition is satisfied, the total electric field is given by

|ETot| = NeE0, (1.18)

and the emitted power P ∝ E2
Tot ∝ N2

e [107] such that higher photon powers can be achieved with

coherent radiation production. When coherent radiation production in an undulator is enabled this is

termed lasing as the electron beam acts as a gain medium similar to that of a conventional laser [108],

hence this radiation production method is known as a free electron laser.

Free electron lasers take advantage of the increase in emitted power due to coherent radiation

production. However, coherent radiation production is only possible with short electron bunches

on the order of the emitted radiation wavelength. Achieving this longitudinal distribution can be
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challenging, but the electron bunch can be microbunched, where the accelerator electron bunch is

subdivided into smaller units such that the emission wavelength and electron bunch length match.

The required microbunched electron beam longitudinal distribution for free electron lasing can be

achieved in numerous ways, but is typically achieved by self amplification by spontaneous emission

(SASE) or seeding approaches. These approaches rely upon interaction between the electron bunch

and either the incoherent radiation emitted in the undulator or a seed radiation source; two possible

approaches are shown in Fig. 1.12.

Figure 1.12: A series of electron bunches (orange) traverse an undulator. The electrons in the
bunch (blue) are typically disordered longitudinally upon entering the undulator, however as the
electron bunches propagate through the undulator they emit synchrotron radiation incoherently. The
incoherent synchrotron radiation produced from the n + 1th bunch interacts with the nth leading
bunch and the self-interaction between the incoherent radiation and the electrons in the nth bunch
causes microbunching of the electrons for coherent emission. Left: A resonator FEL, which uses
a short undulator – smaller than the distance it would take for microbunching to develop – and a
pair of mirrors (grey) which reflect the synchrotron radiation for further self-interaction with the
electron bunches which causes microbunching an coherent emission. Right: A SASE FEL with a long
undulator such that microbunching occurs as the electron bunch propagates throughout the undulator.
Once the electron bunch is microbunched, coherent synchrotron radiation production occurs.

Self-interaction can also be seeded, by using an initial, often low power, external source of

coherent radiation such as a conventional laser which initially microbunches the electron beam [109].

A coherent seed means the produced radiation is also coherent, and avoids the temporal coherence

issues associated with SASE methods. Higher harmonics of the initial seeding laser may be used in

order to generate higher wavelength radiation. However, seeded FELs are fundamentally limited by

a lack of coherent sources beyond the nm-scale.

In SASE operation, self-interaction between the electron bunch and the generated undulator

radiation causes energy exchange between the incoherent synchrotron radiation produced by the

following bunch and the electrons in the leading bunch which, with many electron bunch–radiation

field interactions, drives microbunching of the electron bunch [110, 111]. The microbunched electron

beam has the required longitudinal distribution and therefore coherent emission occurs. However,

temporal coherence is compromised because the SASE process is started randomly from ‘shot

noise’ arising from the random distribution of electron arrival times at the beginning of the FEL

interaction region [112]. The coherence of the SASE output is restricted as a radiation wavefront

may propagate through only a fraction of a typical electron bunch as vz < c and therefore many

regions of the radiation/electron interaction will be uncorrelated in phase [113] and consequently the

temporal coherence of SASE emission is limited. Temporal coherence challenges with SASE can be
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overcome via monochromating the radiation pulse before it is used to seed lasing. The incoherent

undulator radiation is filtered with a monochromator to reduce the large noise bandwidth before the

monochromated radiation is re-used to microbunch the electron bunches and, since the noise has been

removed by the monochromator, the subsequent synchrotron radiation produced by the undulator has

improved temporal coherence. The LCLS x-ray FEL first demonstrated this self-seeding approach to

SASE FELs with a diamond monochromator [114]. However, since incoherent radiation must first be

generated before lasing can occur SASE FELs are typically long (L ∼ 100’s m).

Self-interaction of the undulator radiation with the electron bunch can also be achieved via use of

a small undulator and a series of mirrors, known as an optical cavity [115], to circulate the produced

radiation for re-interaction, which is termed a resonator FEL. An example of a 2-mirror resonator

FEL is shown in Fig. 1.12. Resonator FELs are limited in power because high power photon beams

incident on the re-circulating mirrors can damage the optics. Also, for high energy photons, such as

x-rays, mirrors poorly reflect the incoherent synchrotron radiation – only a small power is reflected

– such that seeding coherent interaction is less feasible. In addition, the temporal coherence issues

discussed for SASE are also present because incoherent undulator radiation is used to seed the FEL.

The first free electron laser was demonstrated at Stanford University by Deacon et al [116] in

1977, with infrared lasing (coherent photon production) at a wavelength of λ = 3.41 µm and 7 kW

peak power; the initial Stanford FEL experiment was an example of a seeded FEL. The lowest

wavelength seeded FEL demonstrated to date is the FERMI@ELETTRA FEL [109] with a minimum

wavelength of ∼ 10 nm. Seeded FELs are yet to probe the x-ray regime because they require a seed

radiation of the same wavelength as the emitted wavelength. The first x-ray FEL LCLS was first

demonstrated in 2010 at SLAC using a SASE approach to produce a minimum wavelength of 1.2 Å,

a sub-picosecond pulse duration (500–10 fs), a 0.2–0.5% FWHM bandwidth and up to 40 GW peak

power [114].

1.2.4 Comparison of Synchrotron Radiation Sources

The peak brilliance – a measure of the photons produced per pulse duration per unit area in phase

space within a small 0.1% energy spread (bandwidth) (see Section 3.10) – of a series of world-

leading light sources are shown in Fig. 1.13. Brilliance is often termed brightness, both are identical

quantities, however the convention of brightness for electrons and brilliance for photons is used in

this thesis.

Ultimately, as demonstrated in Chapter 5, practical considerations such as size and magnetic field

strength limit synchrotron radiation facilities and free electron lasers to x-ray production with photon

energies of Eγ < 300 keV. For development of a γ-ray source, methods based on synchrotron or

undulator radiation fail to produce the MeV-scale photons desired by nuclear physics experiments

[50]. However, synchrotron radiation facilities and FELs are the dominant radiation production

methods in the x-ray regime, with unparalleled photon flux and brilliance.
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Figure 1.13: Peak brilliance–photon energy tuning curves of a collection of existing x-ray light source
facilities, showing both free electron lasers and synchrotron light sources [21]. Note that brilliance is
termed brightness here, whilst the two are identical brightness is reserved for discussion of electrons
in this thesis. Existing synchrotron radiation sources appear limited in photon energy to ∼ 300 keV,
whilst X-FELs such as the European X-FEL [22] are limited to around 25 keV.

1.3 Bremsstrahlung Radiation Production

In the bremsstrahlung process a charged particle traverses within the vicinity of atomic nuclei and the

strong electric field of the atomic nuclei act on the charged particle causing an acceleration; therefore

the particle radiates. A diagram of the bremsstrahlung interaction is shown in Fig. 1.14. A more

comprehensive description is presented in Section 6.6 and a full quantum electrodynamic description

of bremsstrahlung has been derived by Bethe and Heitler [117]. A full review of the bremsstrahlung

process is beyond the scope of this thesis, and the reader is directed to more comprehensive reviews

such as that by Koch and Motz [118].

Typically, in a bremsstrahlung source a moderate energy electron beam (10–100’s MeV) is

incident upon a dense target of high atomic number Z material (such as tungsten), with photons

generated in the direction of the particle beam. The spectrum of radiation produced by a

bremsstrahlung interaction is broadband (0 ≤ Eγ ≤ Ek), with the maximum photon frequency νmax

produced given by the Duane–Hunt law [119]

Ek = hνmax, (1.19)
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Figure 1.14: Left: Diagram of the bremsstrahlung process where an electron (blue) with momentum
p1 is bent from its original trajectory by the Coulomb attraction of a nearby nucleus (red) causing the
electron to decelerate and therefore radiate. The momentum of the electron is reduced p2 < p1 and a
photon (green) is generated with momentum ℏk, with energy equal to the kinetic energy reduction of
the electron.

where Ek is the kinetic energy of the charged particle, h is Planck’s constant and Eγ = hν is the

generated photon energy. Therefore, with moderate energy MeV-scale electron beams γ-rays can

be readily generated. When highly relativistic electron beams are used, the resultant photons are

produced into an angular cone of opening angle θ ∼ 1/γ, however simple collimation is insufficient

for energy selection because the angle θ the photon is generated into does not simply correspond to

the energy of the generated photon. Monochromation of x-ray radiation is readily carried out, for

example with silicon crystals, as explained in Section 1.2, but efficient monochromation of γ-rays has

not yet been demonstrated – currently 2 MeV γ-rays have been monochromated with an efficiency of

22% [120].

The power of the generated bremsstrahlung radiation increases with increasing atomic number Z

because the electric field strength increases as a function of Z (P ∝ Z2). The density of the target also

increases the power of the bremsstrahlung source due to the increased probability of interactions

in a thick target since there are more atoms in the target (P ∝ Natom). However, the flux of a

bremsstrahlung source can also be increased via maximising the electron beam current impinging

upon the target, though this causes heating of the target material and thus for high flux bremsstrahlung

targets (converters) water cooling is required [121]. High fluxes of both x-rays and γ-rays are available

using a high-Z water cooled target, for example the Advanced Rare Isotope Laboratory (ARIEL)

electron linac project [23] where a 50 MeV electron linac with an average beam current of 10 mA and

a tungsten (Z = 74) target are used to generate up to 1014 γ-rays per second [122]. A diagram of the
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ARIEL electron linac bremsstrahlung source is shown in Fig. 1.15.

Figure 1.15: The ARIEL facility [23]. Electrons in ARIEL are accelerated by a 50 MeV electron
linac with an average beam current of 10 mA and transported via a transport line to a bremsstrahlung
target station where ∼ 1014 ph/s are generated for use in the experimental area. ARIEL also has the
capability to transport ∼ 500 MeV protons from a cyclotron (not shown) using the same transport line
to a proton target for generation of rare isotopes.

Bremsstrahlung radiation production is widely used for example in x-ray production for medical

purposes, from the first medical x-ray usage by Jones and Lodge in 1896 [123] to today’s computed

tomography systems [124–126] and modern radiography, with higher flux sources on the order of

1010–1012 ph/s [97]. Generation of γ-rays via bremsstrahlung radiation has also had a significant

impact upon the study of nuclear physics; high fluxes of γ-rays available using bremsstrahlung have

enabled experiments such as detection of clandestine nuclear material [127, 128], photofission cross

section determination nuclear structure experiments [129, 130] and photonuclear medical isotope

production [131].

1.4 Inverse Compton Scattering Sources

An alternative radiation production mechanism to the more commonplace synchrotron sources and

free electron laser facilities is to use the inverse Compton scattering process. The inverse Compton

scattering process was first considered by Feenberg and Primakoff [132] as a mechanism whereby

cosmic rays are reduced in energy as they propagate throughout the universe. The cosmic rays –

relativistic charged particles – interact with starlight (low energy photons) to emit shorter wavelength

(higher energy) photons, with the concurrent reduction in energy of the relativistic charged particle.

Therefore, the inverse Compton process is opposite to Compton scattering [133], where a non-

relativistic charged particle interacts with a photon, lengthening the incident photon wavelength

and increasing the energy of the incident particle as shown in Fig. 1.16. An extended discussion

of Compton and inverse Compton scattering is found in Section 3.1.

Savedoff [134] and later Felten and Morrison [135] suggested the use of inverse Compton
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Figure 1.16: Left: Compton scattering of a incident photon (red) from a stationary electron where the
incident photon is scattered (green) at an angle θ and decreases in energy, increasing the wavelength,
while the stationary electron recoils and gains energy. Right: The inverse Compton scattering
interaction where an electron (blue) is interacted with an incident photon (red), typically from a
laser, at a crossing angle ϕ and scattered to higher energy (frequency) (green) at an scattering angle θ.
Energy is transferred from the electron beam to the scattered photon and therefore the electron beam
energy is reduced.

scattering as a radiation production method, specifically for γ-rays, which are difficult to obtain

due to their inherently short wavelengths (high energies). Though inverse Compton scattering can

be conducted with any charged particle, electrons are favoured because their low mass allows for

production of high energy radiation and consequently our discussion is limited to electrons. Radiation

sources using the principle of inverse Compton scattering can be considered as electron–photon

colliders or as ‘laser undulator’ devices. The electron–photon collider model involves a collision

between a photon and relativistic electron where the electron recoils and the photon gains energy –

energy is transferred to the incident photon. In the laser undulator description, the large sinusoidally

varying electric field of the incident photon pulse causes the electrons to oscillate and therefore emit

photons because the electrons are accelerated. The electron bunch in its rest frame radiates as a

Hertzian dipole (see Section 3.1) but in the laboratory frame the photons are emitted in the direction

of the electron motion, into a cone of angle θ = 1/γ due to the Lorentz transformation between the

electron rest frame and laboratory frame. The inverse Compton scattering process is illustrated in

Fig. 1.17. Both models are equally valid as a consequence of wave–particle duality [136], and are

used interchangeably to describe particular phenomena.

Classically the inverse Compton scattering process can be considered as a double Doppler shift of

the incident photon, as shown in Fig. 1.17. Firstly, the incident photon must be Lorentz transformed

into the rest frame of the electron via a relativistic Doppler shift

f ′ = γ (1 + β cos ϕ) f , (1.20)

where f ′ is the frequency of the incident photon in the electron frame, f is the frequency of the

incident photon in the laboratory frame, ϕ is the crossing angle between the electron and photon

(shown in Fig. 1.16), and β = v/c. If the electron is ultra-relativistic (γ ≫ 1) and the interaction
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Figure 1.17: Diagram of an inverse Compton scattering interaction. Left: An incident photon beam
from an Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm, EL = 1.17 eV) is incident head-on (ϕ = 0) upon a 250 MeV
electron (blue) (shown in the laboratory frame). Middle: The incident photon is Doppler shifted
into the electron rest frame, and hence is boosted to E′L = 1.15 keV. As with a Hertzian dipole,
the electric field of the incident radiation (incident photons) causes the electron to oscillate vertically
and therefore radiate. The photons (green) are emitted isotropically at an identical frequency to the
incident radiation, hence photons of E′L = 1.15 keV are emitted. Right: The emitted photons are
Lorentz transformed to the laboratory frame, and hence are boosted again to an energy of Eγ =

1.12 MeV. The scattered photons (turquoise) are also emitted into a cone of angle 1/γ because of this
Lorentz transformation, with the scattered photons travelling in the direction of electron propagation.

between the electron and photon is head-on (ϕ = 0), the Doppler shift reduces to f ′ ≈ 2γ f .

Considering the numerical example in Fig. 1.17, an incident photon from a Nd:YAG laser (λ =

1064 nm, EL = 1.17 eV) is Doppler boosted to E′L = 1.15 keV by a 250 MeV electron. In the

electron rest frame, the incident photon then causes the electron to oscillate and accelerate, emitting

photons at the same frequency (energy) as the incident photon which caused the initial acceleration.

Then the Lorentz transformation must again be applied to transform the emitted photons from the

electron frame back to the laboratory frame via another Doppler shift yielding

f ′′ ≈ 2γ2 (1 + β cos ϕ) f , (1.21)

resulting in the frequency, and consequently energy relation for a simplified head-on (ϕ = 0), ultra-

relativistic (γ ≫ 1) interaction

f ′′ ≈ 4γ2 f ,

Eγ ≈ 4γ2EL (1.22)

where Eγ = h f ′′ is the energy of the generated photon and EL = h f is the incident photon energy. In

our numerical example this means an initial 1.17 eV incident photon can be scattered from a 250 MeV

electron to produce a 1.12 MeV photon. Therefore, moderate energy particle beams can generate high

energy photons from modest incident photon energies. A full quantum derivation of this relationship

is shown within Chapter 3.

Comparatively, synchrotron radiation production using an LCLS-II undulator (undulator period
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λu = 26 mm, magnet flux density B = 1.01 T) [137] with a 250 MeV electron beam yields a photon

energy of 15.35 eV from the fundamental harmonic – orders of magnitude below what is available

with a ‘laser undulator’. Therefore, an ICS source allows the generation of sub-Ångström wavelength

radiation at modest electron beam energies. However, bremsstrahlung radiation production also

allows the production of short wavelengths, for example the Duane–Hunt law (Eq. 1.19) shows that

a 1 MeV electron beam can generate photons with energies of up to 1 MeV, but here the radiation is

broadband.

As a radiation production method, a major drawback of the inverse Compton scattering reaction

is the low probability of the electron–photon collision, reflected in the total cross section with

a typical value close to the Thomson cross section (σT = 0.665 b) for electron energies Ee <

1 GeV (and decreasing at higher energies). Therefore, generation of large quantities of radiation

is challenging. For example, MuCLS – the current highest flux ICS source demonstrated – produces

up to 1.78 × 1010 ph/s [138] at Eγ = 45 keV, whereas the DIAMOND synchrotron radiation source

example in Section 1.2 showed a flux of ∼ 1018 ph/s and the ARIEL bremsstrahlung source example

in Section 1.3 is proposed to generate a flux of ∼ 1014 ph/s at up to Eγ = 50 MeV. However, the

ICS interaction is beneficial over bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation because, as demonstrated

in Section 3.1, there is an energy–angle correspondence, since photons of a particular energy Eγ are

scattered into a particular scattering angle θ, which allows certain energy photons to be selected by a

simple collimator and a narrow bandwidth can be obtained. A similar energy–angle correspondence

does not exist in synchrotron or bremsstrahlung radiation production, therefore this is a unique feature

of inverse Compton scattering. Use of inverse Compton scattering as a radiation production method

is further explored in Chapter 3.

1.5 Thesis Layout and Scope

The thesis is concerned with the investigation of high-energy radiation production via the interaction

of ultra-relativistic electron beams with laser pulses – known as inverse Compton scattering – where

the electron bunch is generated using an energy recovery linac. Therefore, the thesis has three main

foci:

1. Possible designs of ERL driven ICS sources, with comparison of ERL drivers to other

accelerator types.

2. The optimum configuration of the electron beam for operation of ICS sources as high flux,

narrow bandwidth light sources most favoured by experimentalists.

3. Identification of suitable applications for an ERL driven ICS source, with reference to ERL

driven ICS design parameters, and comparison against other accelerator light sources.

Consequently, the thesis is structured as follows. Firstly, Chapter 2 presents an overview
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of the beam dynamics considerations for design of an ERL based ICS source, then the theory

relevant to characterisation and design of an inverse Compton scattering source is presented in

Chapter 3. Developed methods for optimisation and characterisation of ICS sources are explained

and demonstrated in Chapter 4. Improvements in the characterisation of an ICS source are made via

the derivation of an analytical calculation for the flux of an ICS source post-collimation and creation

of a semi-analytical spectrum code named ICARUS. A series of optimisations of transverse electron

bunch parameters for high flux, narrow bandwidth radiation are produced. The methods developed

in Chapter 4 are applied to designs of ERL driven ICS sources in the rest of the thesis. In Chapter 5

an x-ray ERL driven source design based upon CBETA – the worlds first multi-turn SRF ERL – is

produced, characterised and compared with other competing x-ray sources. Potential applications of

such a source are explained. Understanding the application of ICS sources to x-ray production then

led to design of a γ-ray ICS source utilising the conceptual DIANA ERL in Chapter 6. The DIANA γ-

ray ICS source design is optimised, characterised and compared to bremsstrahlung γ-ray production

with investigation of several applications. Finally, in Chapter 7 the main findings throughout the

thesis are re-iterated and future work relevant to ERL driven ICS sources is discussed.
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2

Energy Recovery Linac Design

2.1 Equations of Motion in Particle Accelerators

2.1.1 Co-ordinate System

In particle accelerators bending fields are often used to direct particles to an experimental station

downstream of the particle source, and many particle accelerators re-circulate particle beams. In a

circular accelerator particles are directed along an ideal trajectory named a reference orbit – since

in a re-circulated machine the trajectory is closed – with a radius of curvature ρ. As bending forces

are introduced, the motion of particles within an accelerator environment can best be described by a

right handed rotating co-moving or curvilinear co-ordinate system [24]. The right handed curvilinear

co-ordinate system is shown in Fig. 2.1.

The global co-ordinate system used to describe motion in particle accelerators within this thesis is

of the form κ = {x, y, s}, describing the global co-ordinate system where the transverse motion along

the horizontal direction is in the x-axis and the vertical axis in y is orthogonal to this and the direction

of longitudinal motion s. Within this thesis, the κ = {x, y, s} co-ordinate system is maintained in

situations with no bending magnets, such as linear accelerators.

A local co-ordinate system ι = {x, y, z}, is attached to the trajectory of particles through the

accelerator where the displacement of the particle from the reference orbit in the horizontal plane is

given by x and in the vertical plane is given by y, whilst the z co-ordinate follows the global s co-

ordinate. The local co-ordinate system is useful for examining the dynamics of single particles with

respect to the reference orbit. Calculations of the effects of beamline elements, such as magnets, upon

the particle beam are also typically conducted in the local co-ordinate system.
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Figure 2.1: The right handed curvilinear co-ordinate system used to describe particle motion in a
re-circulating particle accelerator. The particles traverse around a right handed global co-ordinate
system κ = {x, y, s} with the longitudinal direction s, the horizontal direction x and vertical direction
y defined around a circular reference orbit (blue) with a radius of curvature ρ. Particle trajectories (red)
are defined with reference to the global co-ordinate system by an attached local co-ordinate system
ι = {x, y, z} where x is the horizontal position, y is the vertical position and z is the longitudinal
position with reference to the reference orbit.

2.1.2 Magnetic Fields in Particle Accelerators

The motion of a charged particle in an electromagnetic field is given by the Lorentz force

F = q (E + v × B) , (2.1)

where q is the charge of the particle with velocity vector v, subject to an electric field E and magnetic

field B. When an elementary particle of charge e is acted upon solely by a magnetic field (E = 0), as

common in an accelerator magnet, the Lorentz force (Eq. 2.1) becomes

F = e (v × B) . (2.2)

Since this thesis is concerned with re-circulated accelerators, particles typically require bending

within the horizontal x plane. Hence, we consider that the particle follows a circular trajectory due to

a bending force provided by a bending magnet (dipole). Therefore, the centripetal force acting on the
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particle provided by the bending magnet is given by

F =
γmv2

z

ρ
, (2.3)

with m the mass of the particle, vz the velocity of the particle in the longitudinal direction and ρ the

radius of curvature as shown in Fig. 2.1. The Lorentz factor

γ =
1√

1 − β2
=

E + mc2

mc2 , (2.4)

where β = v/c is the Lorentz speed factor and E is the kinetic energy of the particle, is included

because particles in accelerators typically travel at relativistic velocities and hence (Eq. 2.3) is the

relativistic centripetal force. Note that, unless explicitly stated, the ultra-relativistic approximation

pc =
√

E2 − m2c4 ≈ E, valid for particles with E ≫ mc2 is used throughout this thesis as the particle

energies discussed consistently satisfy this approximation.

Considering a homogeneous vertical magnetic field By (produced by a magnet with infinite pole

width), the Lorentz force of the magnet can be equated with the relativistic centripetal force to become

evzBy =
γmv2

z

ρ
. (2.5)

Acting upon a charged particle of momentum p0 = γmvz (in convenient units of eV/c) this can be

re-arranged to give
1
ρ
=

eBy

p0
= k0, (2.6)

where k0 is the normalised field strength of the magnet – named a dipole magnet – with no transverse

co-ordinate dependence of the field. A dipole is classified as a zeroth-order magnet (n = 0), where

magnets have normalised field strengths kn. The magnetic beam rigidity Bρ is thus defined as

Bρ =
p0

e
, (2.7)

and the bending angle α0 can be defined with reference to the magnetic beam rigidity

α0 =

∫
Byds

Bρ
=

Leff

ρ
, (2.8)

where the vertical magnetic field (dipole field) is integrated over the effective longitudinal distance

traversed by the particle in the field Leff .

Accelerators are typically concerned with ensembles of particles – named beams – which can be

transversely distributed around the ideal reference orbit (displaced horizontally or vertically from the

reference orbit) due to their natural divergence. Therefore, a restorative focusing force is required to

counter the natural divergence of these particles. Within accelerators a quadrupole magnet, consisting
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of four alternating equidistant (from the pole centre) poles, is typically used to provide the required

focusing field. Quadrupoles have a transverse linearly varying magnetic field that increased in

strength with distance from the pole centre. A quadrupole is classified as a first order magnet (n = 1).

An azimuthal field gradient of the form g = Bϕ/dr is provided, with r the radial distance from the

pole centre. The scalar potential of such a quadrupole field has the form

V = −gxy, (2.9)

where the partial derivatives form the linearly varying magnetic fields

Bx = −
∂V
∂x
= gy,

By = −
∂V
∂y
= gx. (2.10)

Therefore, using the same formalism as (Eq. 2.8), the focusing angle α1 of a quadrupole can be

generalised to

α1 =
e
p0

grLquad = −k1rLquad, (2.11)

where Lquad is the effective field length of the quadrupole magnet and the normalised quadrupole

gradient k1 becomes

k1 =
e
p0

g. (2.12)

Quadrupole focusing is analogous to focusing with an optical lens, however a lens focuses

simultaneously in all transverse directions whereas a quadrupole that is focusing in the horizontal

plane is defocusing in the vertical plane. In the standard defined right handed local co-ordinate

system (see Fig. 2.1), when k1 > 0, the quadrupole is horizontally focusing (vertically defocusing) and

when k1 < 0, the quadrupole is vertically focusing (horizontally defocusing). Consequently, with the

transverse variation in focusing behaviour, a quadrupole can not be considered a true ‘magnetic lens’

however, taking inspiration from ray optics, the focal length of a quadrupole fquad can be described as

1
fquad

= k1lquad. (2.13)

The similarities between an optical lens and a quadrupole are highlighted in Fig. 2.2, which shows a

simple focusing defocusing scheme – the quadrupole doublet. Though focusing and defocusing occur

simultaneously in a quadrupole, overall focusing can be achieved by two properly placed quadrupoles.

The computation of the magnetic field of an arbitrary nth order magnet typically uses a multipole

expansion of the scalar potential of the magnetic field, which for convenience is presented in
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Figure 2.2: Particle trajectories (black) through a quadrupole (red) doublet consisting of a defocusing
quadrupole followed by focusing quadrupole. Trajectories are bent similar to rays in conventional
optics to achieve a focus.

cylindrical polar co-ordinates [139]

V =
∞∑

n=0

Jn+1rn+1 cos [(n + 1) θ] + Kn+1rn+1 sin [(n + 1) θ] , (2.14)

where n ≥ 0 is the order of the magnet, θ is the polar angle from the horizontal plane x–z plane, and

the coefficients Jn+1 and Kn+1 relate to the geometry of the magnet and its normalised field strength.

For example, a quadrupole magnet (n = 1) with K2 = 0 is a skew quadrupole rotated 90◦ around the

pole axis and with J2 = 0 a normal quadrupole field is obtained. The corresponding magnetic flux

density of the magnet can be calculated for the radial Br or polar angle Bθ case by

Br = −
∂V
∂r
, Bθ = −

∂V
∂θ
, (2.15)

and similarly in Cartesian co-ordinates, with proper transformation, the magnetic flux density in each

transverse plane is

Bx = −
∂V
∂x
, By = −

∂V
∂y
. (2.16)

The normalised field gradient of an nth order magnet is generalised to

kn =
e
p0

∂nBy

∂xn . (2.17)
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For example, for a sextupole magnet (n = 2) with 6 poles the magnetic flux density is given by

Bx = k2xy,

By =
k2

2

(
x2 − y2

)
, (2.18)

with the normalised field gradient given by

k2 =
e
p0

∂2By

∂x2 . (2.19)

A magnet may have more than a single order field simultaneously. For example, a magnet

utilising both linear fields (dipole and quadrupole fields) can be constructed – named a combined

function magnet – which combines dipole bending and a quadrupole focusing field components. A

combination of quadrupole and dipole fields is achieved by offsetting the pole centre of a quadrupole

from the reference trajectory or by linearly varying the vertical spacing between magnetic poles

transversely across the pole face of a dipole magnet. The former strategy is employed in the CBETA

ERL FFA return loop, an accelerator explained in more detail in Chapter 5. The transverse magnetic

field of a combined function dipole–quadrupole magnet, bending in the horizontal plane, is given by

Bx =
p0

e
k1y,

By =
p0

e
(k0 + k1x) . (2.20)

2.1.3 Linear Equations of Motions

The linear equations of motion for a particle are derived following the derivation of Rossbach and

Schmüser [140] and Willie [24], using the co-ordinate system presented in Fig. 2.3 which is analagous

to Fig. 2.1. An equation of particle motion due to the Lorentz force (Eq. 2.1) is developed for the co-

ordinate system in Fig. 2.3. We define the position vector of a particle at an arbitrary point in it’s

trajectory, in the cylindrical co-ordinate system u =
{
ur, uy, uα

}
as

R = R0 + rur + zuy, (2.21)

where R0 is the distance of the particle from an arbitrary origin point and ur, uα, uy are unit vectors

describing the motion of the particle. Assuming a small variation in azimuthal angle dα, the relations

between the unit vectors become

dur

dα
= uα,

duα
dα
= −ur,

duy

dα
= 0. (2.22)
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Figure 2.3: The right handed curvilinear co-ordinate system in cylindrical polar co-ordinates used to
describe particle motion in a re-circulating particle accelerator analogous to Fig. 2.1. Particles traverse
around a circular reference orbit (blue) in the longitudinal s direction, traversing a polar angle α, with
radius of curvature ρ. The local co-ordinate of the particle motion is described by the unit vector
u =

{
ur, uy, uα

}
.

The velocity of the particle is given by

dR
dt
=

dr
dt

ur + r
dur

dt
+

dz
dt

uy,

dR
dt
=

dr
dt

ur + r
dα
dt

uα +
dz
dt

uy, (2.23)

and differentiating within respect to time, the acceleration becomes

d2R
dt2 =

(
d2r
dt2 − r

d2α

dt2

)
ur +

(
2

dr
dt

dα
dt

)
uα +

d2z
dt2 uy, (2.24)

the first part of the ur term describes the effect of the variation of bending on the acceleration and the

second part relates to the centrifugal acceleration of the particle. The force of the particle of mass

m, using the acceleration (Eq. 2.24), can be equated with the Lorentz force (Eq. 2.1) of the magnetic

field due to the accelerator magnets (E = 0)

m
d2R
dt2 = −e (v × B) , (2.25)

which, by describing the magnetic flux density vector in cylindrical co-ordinates B =
(
Br, Bα, By

)
,

can be expanded to

m
d2R
dt2 = −e

[(
r

dα
dt

By −
dy
dt

Bα

)
ur +

(
dy
dt

Br −
dr
dt

By

)
uα +

(
dr
dt

Bα − r
dα
dt

Br

)
uy

]
. (2.26)
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Assuming that Bα = 0, as there is no longitudinally applied magnetic field – as this would be in the

direction of motion of the particle – we obtain a set of two differential equations

m
(
d2r
dt2 − r

d2α

dt2

)
= −er

dα
dt

By, (2.27)

m
d2y
dt2 = −er

dα
dt

Br. (2.28)

Assuming a combination of focusing and bending magnets within the accelerator, we approximate

these fields by using the combined function magnet field (Eq. 2.20). The defined field of a combined

function magnet (Eq. 2.20) in the local co-ordinate system can be simply equated to the field in the

global cylindrical co-ordinate system because the radial direction of the global co-ordinate system is

the same as the horizontal x direction of the local co-ordinate system. The equivalence of the fields

in each co-ordinate system can be expressed as

Br = Bx =
p0

e
k1y, (2.29)

By =
p0

e
(k0 + k1x) , (2.30)

Substituting the combined function magnetic flux density (Eq. 2.30) into the differential equations

(Eqs. 2.27, 2.28) and making the substitution r = ρ + x to account for varying transverse position

around the reference orbit yields

m
(
d2x
dt2 − (p + x)

d2α

dt2

)
= −p0 (ρ + x)

dα
dt

(k0 + k1) , (2.31)

m
d2y
dt2 = −p0 (ρ + x)

dα
dt

k1y. (2.32)

The azimuthal component of the velocity has the form

vα = (ρ + x)
dα
dt
, (2.33)

which is typically much larger than the radial and vertical component (vα ≫ vr, vy), which enables

the approximation v ≈ vα that the azimuthal velocity is the velocity of the particle. Using this

approximation a series of variables can be replaced using

s = vt,
d2x
dt2 = v2 d2x

ds2 , (2.34)

which can then be used to re-cast (Eqs. 2.31, 2.32) to obtain

d2x
ds2 = −

p0

mv
1

ρ + x
(k0 + k1x) ,

d2y
ds2 = −

p0

mv
k1y. (2.35)
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Variation in the design momentum ∆p is introduced via

mv = p = p0

(
1 +
∆p
p0

)
, (2.36)

which means the transverse r co-ordinate can be re-cast, when ρ ≫ x, as

1
r
≈

1
ρ

(
1 −

x
ρ

)
. (2.37)

By introducing the momentum variation (Eq. 2.36) and the approximation of the radial component

(Eq. 2.37), the equations of motion can be shown in their familiar form [24, 140]

d2x
ds2 +

(
k1 +

1
ρ2

)
x =

1
ρ

∆p
p0
,

d2y
ds2 − k1y = 0, (2.38)

where the focusing terms of the equations of motion, arising from the focusing component k1 and the

bending component 1/ρ2 can be combined into a single term

d2x
ds2 + Kxx =

1
ρ

∆p
p0
,

d2y
ds2 + Kyy = 0, (2.39)

where

Kx = k1 +
1
ρ2 . Ky = −k1. (2.40)

The equations of motion (Eq. , 2.39) have the form of a harmonic oscillator.

Solutions to the equations of motion (Eqs. 2.39) can therefore be found by linear combinations

of sine and cosine terms which, for the focusing case (K > 0) have the form

C (s) = cos
(√

Ks
)
, S (s) =

1
√

K
sin

(√
Ks

)
, (2.41)

and for the defocusing case (K < 0) become

C (s) = cosh (|K| s) , S (s) =
1
√
|K|

sinh (|K| s) . (2.42)

Generalising for each plane u (s) ≡ x (s) ∥ z (s) the solutions become

u (s) = aC (s) + bS (s) +
∆p
p0

D (s) , u′ (s) = aC′ (s) + bS ′ (s) +
∆p
p0

D (s) , (2.43)

where D (s) is the dispersion function (see Section 2.3.4), which accounts for the effect of momentum

on particle trajectories and a, b are coefficients related to the initial conditions of the particles.

Commonly, for convenience, the solution (Eq. 2.43) to the equations of motion is expressed in matrix
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formalism 
u (s)

u′ (s)

∆p/p0

 =


C (s) S (s) D (s)

C′ (s) S ′ (s) D′ (s)

0 0 1




u (s0)

u′ (s0)

∆p/p0

 , (2.44)

where s0 is the initial longitudinal position of the particle.

2.2 Transport Matrices

Previously, the solution to the equations of motion with a periodically focusing and bending

particle accelerator (Eq. 2.39) have been derived and presented using a matrix formalism (Eq. 2.44).

Considering the dynamics in both transverse planes (x and y) simultaneously, the effect of momentum

deviation from the design momentum ∆p/p0 and accounting for the longitudinal position of the

particle s = ct, with t the time-of-flight of the particle, six co-ordinates are required to describe

the motion. Therefore, the position of a particle in an accelerator is adequately described using a 6D

vector

X =



x

x′

y

y′

ct

∆p/p


, (2.45)

where x, y, ct are the horizontal, vertical and longitudinal positions of the particle and x′, y′ are the

divergence of the particle in either plane.

The beamline of an accelerator traversed by a particle consists of a series of magnetic elements,

such as dipoles, quadrupoles etc. where their effect on the particle collectively can be described by a

6 × 6 transform or transport matrix R (to first order). With an initial particle vector X0 of the form

(Eq. 2.45), the transport matrix can relate the initial state of a particle to its final state X, where a

distance s − s0 is traversed

X1 = RX0. (2.46)

The transport matrix is typically constructed from a series of magnetic elements and drift spaces,

therefore the transport matrix has the form

R = RnRn−1 . . . R1, (2.47)

where Rn are the transport matrices of each individual element. A periodic beamline is constructed

from a subset of repeated elements, named a cell, which is repeated several times. Within the

following subsections, the individual transport matrices of linear magnets are described.
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2.2.1 Drift Space

A drift space within an accelerator is a section of beamline in which no magnets are placed – the

particles traverse through a vaccuum chamber subject to negligible external magnetic forces. The

beam is not bent or focused, therefore the position of the particles transforms only due to their

divergence. For example, in the horizontal direction x1 = x0 + Ldriftx′0, with Ldrift the length of

the drift space. The R matrix for a drift space is consequently given by

Rdrift =



1 Ldrift 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 Ldrift 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1


. (2.48)

2.2.2 Quadrupole Magnet

The quadrupole element focuses a particle over a magnetic length Lquad identical to the width of

the magnet for a hard-edged field model where the field terminates at the end of the magnet yoke.

Quadrupole focusing in one plane and defocusing in another plane, as shown in (Eqs. 2.41, 2.42), is

encapsulated within the R matrix of this element. The quadrupole has a normalised field strength k1

(Eq. 2.12), which is used to characterise the magnitude of the focusing in the transport matrix. The R

matrix for a quadrupole is given by

Rquad =



cos
(√

k1Lquad
)

1√
k1

sin
(√

k1Lquad
)

0 0 0 0

−
√

k1 sin
(√

k1Lquad
)

cos
(√

k1Lquad
)

0 0 0 0

0 0 cosh
(√

k1Lquad
)

1√
k1

sinh
(√

k1Lquad
)

0 0

0 0
√

k1 sinh
(√

k1Lquad
)

cosh
(√

k1Lquad
)

0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1


.

(2.49)

The R matrix of a quadrupole (Eq. 2.49) can be simplified using the thin lens approximation, which

states that the focal length of the quadrupole (Eq. 2.13) is much larger than the magnetic length of the
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quadrupole f ≫ Lquad. The transport matrix for a thin lens quadrupole becomes

Rquad,thin =



1 0 0 0 0 0

−
√

k1 sin
(√

k1Lquad
)

1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0
√

k1 sinh
(√

k1Lquad
)

1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1


. (2.50)

The thin lens approximation is describing a quadrupole field in the zero-length regime i.e. Lquad → 0

[140].

2.2.3 Dipole Magnet

Here we assume a sector dipole magnet with no focusing terms, where the magnetic field is

homogenous transversely throughout the dipole magnet. The sector dipole is assumed to have exit

and entrance pole faces, defined by the angles β1 and β2 respectively, that are perpendicular to the

direction of the reference orbit (β1 = 0, β2 = 0). A diagram of a sector dipole is shown in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Bent trajectory of a particle (red) as it traverses a sector dipole of magnetic length Ldip,
with radius of curvature ρ and bend angle α1 in the horizontal x–s plane. The angles of the pole faces
at the entrance (β1) and exit (β2) are shown.

A dipole is characterised in its simplest form by two parameters: the bending radius ρ and the

magnetic length of the dipole Ldip, which is defined as the path length along the central trajectory.
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Therefore, the R matrix of a sector dipole is given by

Rdip =



cos
(
Ldip/ρ

)
1
ρ sin

(
Ldip/ρ

)
0 0 0 ρ

[
1 − cos

(
Ldip/ρ

)]
− 1
ρ sin

(
Ldip/ρ

)
cos

(
Ldip/ρ

)
0 0 0 sin

(
Ldip/ρ

)
0 0 1 Ldip 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

− sin
(
Ldip/ρ

)
−ρ

[
1 − cos (Ldrift/ρ)

]
0 0 1 −ρ

[(
Ldip/ρ

)
− sin

(
Ldip/ρ

)]
0 0 0 0 0 1


.

(2.51)

Rectangular dipoles are also commonly available, with pole faces that are perpendicular to the

reference orbit at the centre of the dipole (β1 = α1/2, β2 = α1/2), where a1 is the bending angle of

the dipole (Eq. 2.8). The rotated pole faces act like thin quadrupoles (Eq. 2.50), providing transverse

focusing and their effect upon the dynamics of a particle beam can be expressed via the R matrix

Rpole =



1 0 0 0 0 0
1
ρ tan β 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 − 1
ρ tan (β − ψ) 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1


, (2.52)

where β is the angle of the pole face and ψ = k (h/ρ) 1+sin2 β
cos β , where h is the gap between the poles of

the magnet – the ψ term is typically negligible.

2.3 Twiss Parameters and Emittance

2.3.1 Generalisation of the Equations of Motion

The equations of motion (Eq. 2.39) are only appropriate for a single reference particle, therefore

these require generalisation for many particles as the dynamics of a particle beam (ensemble) are to

be modelled. Generalisation of the equations of motion is achieved via setting 1/ρ = 0, assuming

a very large bending radius, and ∆p/p0 = 0, a monoenergetic beam assumption, which reveals a

longitudinal dependence within the quadrupole focusing term. Generalisation by these assumptions

yields Hill’s equation

x′′ (s) − k (s) x (s) = 0, (2.53)

where x (s) describes the trajectory of the particles. The trajectory oscillates about the reference

orbit, which is termed a betatron oscillation. Whilst x (s) is used as an example, Hill’s equation can

be generalised to either transverse plane. The amplitude and phase of the betatron oscillation are
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dependent on s, the longitudinal position around the reference orbit. Therefore, a trial solution to

Hill’s equation is developed

x (s) =
√
εβ (s) cos

[
Ψ (s) + ϕ

]
, (2.54)

where
√
εβ (s) is an amplitude function with a constant amplitude ε termed the emittance, the β-

function β (s) which accounts for the oscillatory amplitude of the betatron oscillation and Ψ (s)

the phase of the oscillation with ϕ the phase offset – an integration constant resulting from initial

conditions. The amplitude function of the trial solution is given by

E (s) =
√
εβ (s), (2.55)

which defines a beam envelope, as shown in Fig. 2.5, that bounds the trajectories of each of the

particles within a beam.

Figure 2.5: Beam envelope (black) defined by a series of particle trajectories with size given by
(Eq. 2.55). A possible single particle trajectory (red) in this beam of particles is highlighted.

The derivative of the trial solution (Eq. 2.54) shows the divergence of the particle trajectory with

respect to s and is given by

x′ (s) = −
√
ε√

β (s)

{
α (s) cos

[
Ψ (s) + ϕ

]
+ sin

[
Ψ (s) + ϕ

]}
(2.56)

where the α (s) function, which relates to the orientation of the beam in phase space, is given by

α (s) = −
β′ (s)

2
. (2.57)

Taking the second derivative of the trial solution and substituting the trial solution (Eq. 2.54) and

it’s derivatives into Hill’s equation (Eq. 2.53) whilst understanding that the phase varies continually

around the orbit and has a different value at each point on the trajectory [24], the betatron phase can
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be calculated by

Ψ (s) =
∫ s

0

1
β (s)

ds. (2.58)

2.3.2 Phase Space

The phase space of a collection of particles represents the possible states of the dynamical system

in a 6D representation, with each point in phase space illustrating a single particle [141]. The 6D

phase space is presented within the horizontal (x–x′), vertical (y–y′) and longitudinal (z–z′) planes.

The phase space planes are position–divergence planes, in which the divergence of particle is closely

related to it’s momentum (x′ ∝ px). The solution to Hill’s equation (Eq. 2.54) and it’s derivative

(Eq. 2.56) can be used to map the behaviour of a collection of particles within this phase space.

Firstly, the trial solution and its derivative must be re-arranged to eliminate the betatron phase

Ψ (s) dependence. Re-arranging (Eq. 2.54) we obtain

cos
[
Ψ (s) + ϕ

]
=

x (s)√
ϵβ (s)

, (2.59)

which can be substituted into (Eq. 2.56) and re-arranged to yield

sin
[
Ψ (s) + ϕ

]
=

√
β (s)x′ (s)
√
ϵ

+
α (s) x (s)√
εβ (s)

. (2.60)

Using sin2 x + cos2 x = 1, with (Eqs. 2.59, 2.60) the phase space variables can be represented by

x (s)2

β (s)
+

 α (s)√
β (s)

x (s) +
√
β (s)x′ (s)

2

= ε, (2.61)

which when expanded and then simplified, using the definition

γ (s) =
1 + α (s)2

β (s)
, (2.62)

which relates to the angular size of the beam, (Eq. 2.61) becomes

ε = γ (s) x (s)2 + 2α (s) x (s) x′ (s) + β (s) x′ (s)2 , (2.63)

and ε is defined as the single particle emittance or action. The form in (Eq. 2.63) is that of the equation

of an ellipse; consequently the motion of a single particle around an orbit maps out an ellipse in phase

space with area

A = πε. (2.64)

The parameters (β (s), α (s), γ (s)), defined to interpret the phase space of a particle, are collectively

known as the Twiss parameters. Phase space ellipses are observed in each of the three planes as the

elliptical form of (Eq. 2.63) is maintained in the y and z plane. An example of the phase space ellipse
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in the x–x′ plane is shown in Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Phase space ellipse (red) in horizontal x–x′ phase space. Dimensions of the phase space
ellipse are highlighted, the tilt of the ellipse relates to the α parameter. Particles traverse within the
phase space ellipse with phase advance µ with area πε.

Since the phase space ellipse in (Eq. 2.63) is for a single particle trajectory, the emittance is the

single particle emittance which is unsatisfactory for describing an ensemble of particles. Therefore,

the concept of emittance requires extension to a many-particle ensemble by utilising the rms emittance

of a particle beam. To extend the single particle emittance ε to the rms emittance ϵ, the rms emittance

must be of the form

ϵ =

√√√
1
m

i=m∑
i

ε2
i =

√
1
m

(
ε2

1 + ε
2
2 + . . . + ε

2
m

)
, (2.65)

where m is the no. particles. The rms emittance ϵ is an average of the single particle emittances of the

bunch with the typical rms transform and consequently can be re-cast, by inspection of (Eq. 2.63), as

a function of the average position and divergence of the particles

ϵ =
√
⟨x2⟩⟨x′2⟩ − ⟨xx′⟩2, (2.66)

where the average position ⟨x⟩ and divergence ⟨x′⟩ terms can be expressed in terms of the Twiss

parameters

⟨x2⟩ = βxϵx, ⟨x′2⟩ = γxϵx, ⟨xx′⟩ = −αxϵx. (2.67)

However, ϵx is only the horizontal emittance and the emittance can be analogously described in each

plane by replacing x with y and z in (Eq. 2.66) and (Eq. 2.67). The emittance is frequently normalised
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with respect to energy

ϵn =
ϵ

γ
, (2.68)

where γ is the Lorentz factor. While this description focuses on the x (horizontal plane), the y (vertical

plane) is analogous. The rms horizontal spot size of the particle beam becomes

σx =
√
βxϵx, (2.69)

following the description of the envelope function (Eq. 2.55).

Liouville’s theorem [142], as commonly applied in statistical mechanics [143], maintains that the

phase-space density of a system remains unchanged under conservative forces applied to the system.

Applied to the accelerator situation of harmonic oscillation around a reference orbit due to conserved

magnetic forces, Liouville’s theorem implies that the emittance is conserved throughout the beamline

unless the beam of particles is acted upon by a non-conservative force, such as an accelerating field

in an RF cavity. Therefore, under conservative forces, the propagation of Twiss parameters can be

accomplished similarly to the transform of phase space co-ordinates. For example, in the horizontal

plane phase space co-ordinates can be transformed from an initial state (x0, x′0) to a final state (x1, x′1)

via transport matrices such that x1

x′1

 =
R11 R12

R21 R22


x0

x′0

 . (2.70)

Expanding the matrices in (Eq. 2.70) and re-casting the equations for substitution into (Eq. 2.63), the

analagous transform of the Twiss parameters from initial state (β0, α0, γ0) to final state (β1, α1, γ1)

becomes 
β1

α1

γ1

 =


R2
11 −2R11R12 R2

12

−R11R21 R12R21 + R11R22 −R12R22

R2
21 −2R21R22 R2

22



β0

α0

γ0

 . (2.71)

2.3.3 Periodic Lattices and Stability

A periodic lattice with cells of length Lcell adheres to the periodicity condition R (s) = R (s + Lcell)

where the Twiss parameters are unchanged under periodic translation (β0 = β1 = β, α0 = α1 = α,

γ0 = γ1 = γ) . Therefore, a periodic cell has the single plane transport matrix of the form

R =

cos µ + α sin µ β sin µ

−γ sin µ cos µ − α sin µ

 (2.72)

where µ is the phase advance per cell i.e. the change in betatron phase over a single period (cell)

of the lattice. The Twiss parameters of the periodic lattice can be related to the transport matrix via
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re-arrangement of the periodic transport matrix (Eq. 2.72) and the γ function (Eq. 2.62)

β =
R12

sin µ
, α =

R11 − R22

2 sin µ
,

γ =
1 + (R11 − R22)2

4R12 sin µ
, µ = cos−1

(
R11 − R22

2

)
. (2.73)

The periodic focusing arrangement within an accelerator is stable if the eigenvectors of the transport

matrix remain real for many passes through the accelerator beamline because the phase of the particles

remains real. Therefore, the eigenvectors of the transport matrix can be found through the equation

(R − λI) X = 0, (2.74)

where R is the transport matrix, λ are the eigenvalues of the system, I is the identity matrix and X is

a vector of the relevant phase space variables. It follows from the periodic transport matrix (Eq. 2.72)

that the sum of the eigenvalues of R must satisfy

∑
λ = Tr (R) = 2 cos µ, (2.75)

where Tr (R) is the trace of the transport matrix. The trace of the transport matrix must satisfy

(Eq. 2.75) for many passes through the accelerator beamline, which for a periodic lattice is typically

constructed from many periodic cells. Consequently the stability criterion is expanded to become

Tr
(
RN

)
= 2 cos (Nµ) ≤ 2, (2.76)

where N is the number of periodic cells traversed.

2.3.4 Dispersion and Off-Momenta Particles

Dispersion is defined as the variation in position of a particle due to the variation in its momentum

from the design momentum, as introduced in Section 2.1.3. Particles that vary from the design

momentum vary from typical betatron motion Xβ, with an additional dispersive motion term X∆p/p0

i.e. X = Xβ + X∆p/p0 . Therefore, the matrix representation of the propagation of dispersive particles

becomes

X1 = RXβ + RX∆p/p0 , (2.77)

which, taking the x–x′ plane as an example, can be accounted for using a transform including the

dispersive motion 
x1

x′1

∆p/p0

 =

R1,1 R1,2 R1,6

R2,1 R2,2 R2,6

0 0 1




x0

x′0

∆p/p0

 (2.78)
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where the index 6 denotes the column in a 6D transport matrix that includes the dispersive terms.

A dispersion function η (s) can be defined for the motion of the particle by neglecting the betatron

motion and setting ∆p/p0 = 1 
ηx (s)

η′x (s)

1

 = R


x0

x′0

1

 . (2.79)

The periodic dispersion and its derivative (ηx (s) = ηx, η′x (s) = η′x) can be found via re-arrangement

of (Eq. 2.79) using the transport matrix in (Eq. 2.78) in terms of the transport matrix elements

ηx =
R13 (1 − R22) + R12R23

(1 − R11) (1 − R22) − R21R12
, (2.80)

η′x =
R23 (1 − R11) + R21R13

(1 − R11) (1 − R22) − R21R12
. (2.81)

The beam size of a dispersive particle beam (for a periodic lattice) can be defined similarly to

(Eq. 2.77) through an extension of the beam size due to betatron motion (Eq. 2.69)

σx =
√
ϵxβx + ηx

∆p
p0
. (2.82)

An extension to the definition of the phase space ellipse (Eq. 2.63) is also possible for the case of a

dispersive beam where the phase space plane variables (x–x′ etc.) can be replaced by the dispersion

functions

H = βη′2 + 2αηη′ + γη2, (2.83)

whereH is analogous to the emittance in defining the area of the phase space ellipse for a dispersive

beam.

2.4 Tune and Chromaticity

2.4.1 Tune

The tune of an accelerator is defined as the number of betatron oscillations per revolution around the

circumference of a re-circulated accelerator

Q =
Nµ
2π
=

1
2π

∮
1
β

ds, (2.84)

where N is the number of periodic cells within the accelerator, and the integral
∮

relates to an integral

around the circumference of the accelerator. Tune can be calculated for either transverse plane.

However accelerator beamlines frequently aren’t fully periodic, for example areas of the beamline

can be devoted to focusing to a small spot size for a collider and inverse Compton scattering source or

be subject to insertion devices such as undulator magnets. Therefore, it is often more useful to define
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the tune per cell of a section of the beamline with length Lcell

Q =
µ

2π
=

1
2π

∫ Lcell

0

1
β

ds. (2.85)

In re-circulated accelerators such as storage rings, the particle beam is subject to the same collection

of magnetic elements many times. For example, in the MAX-III storage ring [1] the beam lifetime at

250 mA is 11.3 h with a 36 m circumference (120 ns revolution time) resulting in ∼ 3.4 × 1011

revolutions per bunch. Therefore, the beam is acted upon by periodic transverse forces many

times causing transverse oscillations of the beam which, under certain conditions, may result in the

circulating beam resonating [24]. A transversely resonating beam oscillation – known as an optical

resonance – could cause large beam amplitudes resulting in beam sizes exceeding the beampipe

dimensions and the particles would be lost.

A full discussion and derivation of the conditions required for optical resonances is beyond the

scope of this thesis and the discussion by Willie [24] is recommended. We utilise the result for the

relationship between expected optical resonance behaviour and tune

mQx + nQy = p, (2.86)

where m, n and p are integers, Qx is the horizontal tune and Qy the vertical tune. Resonances in

accelerators occur at integer and fractional-integer tunes (p = n + 1/3, 1/2, 1, 2 etc.) and resonances

can result from coupling between planes, hence why the tunes in both transverse planes are included

in (Eq. 2.86). The order of the resonance is found via |m| + |n|, and the strength of the resonance

decreases rapidly as a function of order. Consequently, the tunes in an accelerator must be chosen at

the design stage to avoid optical resonances, often named the working point. The working point is

often displayed in a Qx–Qy tune diagram, as shown in Fig. 2.7, where the resonances up to nth order

are typically displayed.

2.4.2 Chromaticity

Chromaticity ξ is defined as the variation in tune ∆Q due to the variation in reference momentum

∆p/p0 within an accelerator as given by

ξ =
∆Q
∆p/p0

, (2.87)

where the variation in tune is driven by the chromatic aberration focusing errors that occur when off-

momentum particles traverse focusing magnets, as presented for a quadrupole in Fig. 2.8. Like tune,

chromaticity can occur in either transverse plane. Chromatic aberration is where variation in particle

energy causes a variation in quadrupole focusing and is analogous to chromatic aberrations in optics.
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Figure 2.7: Tune diagram up to 3rd order showing possible locations of optical resonances [24]
(black). A possible working point (red) is located away from lines of optical resonance.

Figure 2.8: Particle trajectories of a reference particle (black), a particle with higher energy (∆p/p0 >

0) (green, dashed) and a particle with lower energy (∆p/p0 < 0) through a focusing quadrupole (red).
Focal lengths are increased for particles with higher energy and decreased for lower energy particles,
hence a chromatic aberration occurs.

Consequently, the chromatic effect of a quadrupole magnet is given by

ξx = −
1

4π

∫
βxk1ds, ξy = −

1
4π

∫
βyk1ds. (2.88)

where, for periodic focusing, the βx-function is typically larger upon entrance to the focusing

quadrupole and the βy function is larger in the defocusing quadrupole, therefore the natural

chromaticity throughout a periodic focusing accelerator is negative.

Correction of chromaticity is typically conducted by sextupole (n = 3) magnets with fields

described by (Eq. 2.18), with focusing dependent on transverse beam position. Sextupoles are placed

in dispersive sections (η , 0) of the accelerator where the transverse position of the particles is

dependent upon the momentum of the particle, so the transverse field dependence can be used to
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correct the aberrations.

2.5 Longitudinal Dynamics and RF Acceleration

Previous discussions within this section have been focused on the transverse motion of particles

throughout the accelerator beamline. However a similar analysis can also be applied to the

longitudinal dimension where, instead of magnetic bending and focusing fields, electric fields used

in the acceleration of particles dominate the dynamics. Analysis of longitudinal dynamics focuses on

the energy of the particles, their longitudinal position relative to the centroid of the ensemble as well

as the stability and phase of the longitudinal motion hence dispersive motion is paramount.

2.5.1 Momentum Compaction

The path length L of a particle trajectory as a function of momentum variation can be written as a

Maclaurin series [25]

L = L0

1 + αp
∆p
p0
+

1
2
α(2)

p

(
∆p
p0

)2

+ . . .

 , (2.89)

where L0 is the path length of the reference particle (∆p/p0 = 0). Whilst higher order momentum

compaction terms are present in the expansion (Eq. 2.89), such as α(2)
p , to first order the linear

momentum compaction αp can be simplified to

αp =
1
L

dL
∆p/p0

. (2.90)

Consider the trajectory of a particle through a curved reference trajectory in cylindrical polar co-

ordinates – subject to a dipole bending field – moving with a displacement x from the reference

trajectory, the path length of this element is given by

dL = (ρ + x) dθ =
(
1 +

x
ρ

)
ds, (2.91)

where dθ is the polar angle variation, ρ is the bending radius of the dipole. The total path length of

the displaced trajectory through the bending field is given by the integral of (Eq. 2.91)

L =
∫ L0

0
1 +

x
ρ

ds = L0 +

∫ L0

0

x
ρ

ds, (2.92)

If we consider the displacement in x to arise purely because of dispersive motion, then the x position

becomes a Maclaurin series

x = ηx
∆p
p
+

1
2
η(2)

x

(
∆p
p

)2

+ . . . , (2.93)
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where the higher order dispersion terms η(2)
x are neglected. The displacement due to dispersive motion

(Eq. 2.93) is substituted into the path length of the curved trajectory (Eq. 2.92) yielding

L = L0 +
∆p
p0

∫ L0

0

ηx

ρ
ds, ∆L =

∆p
p0

∫ L0

0

ηs

ρ
ds, (2.94)

which via substitution into (Eq. 2.90) and re-arrangement yields the momentum compaction in terms

of dispersion

αp =
1
L0

∫ L0

0

ηx

ρ
ds. (2.95)

Inspection of (Eq. 2.95), demonstrates that momentum compaction only arises in dispersive sections

where the reference trajectory is curved, such as in dipoles, because in straight sections where ρ→ ∞

(Eq. 2.95) becomes zero.

2.5.2 RF Acceleration

A particle, or collection of particles, can be accelerated by an electric field E satisfying the wave

equation, shown for the in-vacuum case

∇2E −
1
c2

∂2E
∂t2 = 0, (2.96)

which (in our local co-ordinate system) is applied in the longitudinal z direction. Most modern

accelerators use powerful radio-frequency systems, or RF cavities, to produce the requisite strong

electric fields, with frequencies from kHz to GHz [24], required to accelerate the particles to energies

on the MeV to TeV scale. Whilst other acceleration methods exist such as electrostatic acceleration

[144], dielectric wakefield acceleration [145] and laser plasma wakefield acceleration [146, 147], we

limit our discussion to RF acceleration.

The lsolution to the wave equation (Eq. 2.96) in the longitudinal direction for an RF cavity is of

the form

Ez (z, t) = E0 exp [i (kz − ωt)] , (2.97)

where E0 is the amplitude of the electric field, k is the wavenumber and ω is the angular frequency.

The synchronous phase of the electric field is ψ = kz − ωt and the energy gain of a particle in an

electric field W, re-cast in terms of the phase, is given by

W = e
∫

E0 cos (ψ) dz = eV (ψ) , (2.98)

where V (ψ) is the RF voltage as a function of phase. Therefore, to maintain a constant energy gain

within all subsequent RF cavities, the phase must remain constant at the RF cavity

dψ
dt
= kβc − ω = 0. (2.99)
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Consequently, the transit time between RF cavities and revolution frequency of the particle must

remain constant for subsequent acceleration at identical phase. For an accelerator of path length L,

the solution is of the form k = 2π/L where ω = ωrev is the revolution frequency. The RF frequency

can operate at any integer value of this revolution frequency, named the harmonic number h, and

still satisfy the synchronicity condition (Eq. 2.99), therefore the wavenumber and frequency of the

accelerating RF waveform have the form

kh =
2πh
L0

, fRF =
hωrev

2π
. (2.100)

The transit time T between RF cavities is affected by off-momenta particles, similarly to the path

length in momentum compaction studies (see Section 2.5.1), therefore the transit time with respect to

the reference particle (∆p/p0=0) can be expanded via a Maclaurin series to account for the momentum

variation

T = T0

1 + ηp
∆p
p0
+

1
2
η(2)

p

(
∆p
p0

)2

+ . . .

 , (2.101)

where ηp is named the phase slip factor. Neglecting non-linear terms and re-arranging (Eq. 2.101)

becomes

ηp =
∆T/T
∆p/p0

, (2.102)

where the transit time is a function of path length L, T = L/βc, which can be used to re-cast the phase

slip factor (Eq. 2.102) as

ηp =
∆T/T
∆p/p

=
∆L/L0

∆p/p0
−
∆β/β

∆p/p0
. (2.103)

The Lorentz speed factor term in (Eq. 2.103) can be related to the Lorentz factor [25] by

∆β/β

∆p/p0
=

1
γ2 , (2.104)

therefore using the definition of the momentum compaction factor (Eq. 2.90) and the relationship for

the Lorentz speed factor term (Eq. 2.103), the phase slip factor becomes

ηp = αp −
1
γ2 . (2.105)

Three distinct regimes exist within the longitudinal dynamics relating to the phase slip factor

(Eq. 2.105), relating to the transition between relativistic motion:

• Below transition (ηp < 0), where αp < 0 ∥ αp < 1/γ2 and the synchronous phase is 0 < ψ <

π/2.

– The revolution frequency increases with increasing energy.

– Higher energy particles arrive at the RF cavity first due to their higher velocity.

• At transition (ηp = 0), where αp = 1/γ2.
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– The revolution frequency is independent of energy.

• Above transition (ηp > 0), where αp > 1/γ2 and the synchronous phase is π/2 < ψ < π.

– The revolution frequency decreases with increasing energy.

– Higher energy particles arrive at the RF cavity last because they traverse a longer path and

their higher velocity is of no advantage since β ≈ 1.

The longitudinal dynamics above transition are shown in Fig. 2.9. At first glance, the chosen

synchronous phase (at ∆p/p0 = 0) beyond the voltage peak in Fig. 2.9 appears arbitrary but a phase

beyond the peak allows us to take advantage of longitudinal phase focusing

RF Waveform
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of off-crest acceleration providing longitudinal phase focusing. The normalised
RF voltage of an RF cavity is shown as a function of synchronous phase. A reference particle (black,
∆p/p0 = 0) is accelerated off-crest, where the early particle (green, ∆p/p0 < 0) is accelerated by
a higher voltage and the late particle (red, ∆p/p0 > 0) is accelerated by a lesser voltage. Greater
acceleration (energy gain) increases path length, increasing the transit time.

Longitudinal phase focusing takes advantage of the sinusoidal nature of the accelerating electric

field (Eq. 2.97) to bias the acceleration of off-momenta particles, with varying arrival times at the

RF cavity, to restore their phase toward the synchronous phase. The longitudinal phase focusing

technique is shown in Fig. 2.9. Above transition, a particle with reduced momentum (∆p/p0 < 0)

will arrive at the RF cavity earlier, and receiving a larger energy gain will increase its transit time as

its path length will increase. However, a particle that arrives late (∆p/p0 > 0) will receive a smaller

energy gain and therefore traverse a shorter path length, arriving earlier next revolution. The voltage,

and therefore the energy gain, vary sinusoidally as a function of phase where maximum energy gain is

at ψ = π/2 – the crest of the electromagnetic wave in the RF cavity. However, setting the synchronous

phase to an off-crest position in the range π/2 < ψ < π, the slope of the RF voltage around this point

is near-linear which is appropriate to achieve the varying energy gain required for longitudinal phase

focusing.
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Following the example of Jones [141], if the variation in energy and other related beam parameters

within a recirculated accelerator is small with relation to phase then the longitudinal equation of

motion is of the form
d2ψ

dt2 + βckhηp
∂

∂t

(
c
∆p
p0

)
= 0, (2.106)

which can be simplified by assuming a linear expansion of the synchronous phase, and expressed in

terms of either the phase or the momentum deviation

d2ψ

dt2 + Ω
2ψ = 0, (2.107)

d2 (∆p/p0)
dt2 + Ω2∆p

p0
= 0, (2.108)

where the synchronous phase and momentum are related via

∆p
p0
= −

1
hωRFηp

dψ
dt
, (2.109)

and, assuming the RF frequency is a harmonic of the revolution frequency ωrev = 2π fRF/h and that

the RF cavity produces a sinusoidal RF wave V = V0 sinψ with peak RF voltage V0, the synchrotron

oscillation frequency is given by

Ω2 =
ω2

revhηpeV0 cosψ
2πβcp0

. (2.110)

Synchrotron oscillations in the longitudinal plane typically have a lower frequency than the

aforementioned betatron oscillations in the transverse planes. The equation of motion in the

longitudinal plane (Eq. 2.107) produces a stable ψ–∆p/p0 phase space ellipse when motion is damped

(Ω2 > 0) and is described by a hyperbola in phase space when motion is unstable and anti-damped

(Ω2 < 0). The equation of motion therefore generates a series of ellipses separated by regions of

unstable hyperbolic regions which form separatrixes in phase space, as displayed in Fig. 2.10.

The region of stable motion within the separatrix is named the RF bucket, and particles within

an RF bucket are bunched together in this stable region. A particle beam typically consists of many

bunches, where the bunches are separated due to the unstable longitudinal phase space region outside

of the separatrixes, as in Fig. 2.10. The bunch length is proportional to the size of the RF bucket in

the longitudinal z position. The maximum momentum deviation of an RF bucket is given by [25]

(
∆p
p0

)
max
=

2Ω
ωrevβhηp

√
1 +

(
ψ +

π

2

)
tanψ, (2.111)

2.5.3 Doglegs, Chicanes and Magnetic Bunch Compression

The longitudinal dimensions of a particle bunch can be adjusted via combinations of magnetic

focusing elements, which can be useful in generating short duration, high peak brilliance radiation

from accelerators such as 3rd generation synchrotron sources and free electron lasers, as discussed
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Figure 2.10: Longitudinal phase space diagram, with the fractional variation in momentum as
a function of longitudinal displacement. Closed ellipses represent stable regions (Ω2 > 0) of
longitudinal phase space whereas hyperbolic regions represent unstable (Ω2 < 0) particle trajectories.
Separatrixes show the limits of an RF bucket. Reproduction of longitudinal phase space diagram by
A. Wolski [25].

in Section 1.2. Two methods of varying the longitudinal dynamics, specifically the bunch length, are

investigated in detail: the simple chicane and the dogleg lattices.

2.5.3.1 Dogleg

A simple dogleg lattice can consist of a pair of dipoles with bending angle α1 and −α1 respectively,

separated by a drift of length Ldrift and two quadrupoles introduced in the drift space between the

dipoles, as shown in Fig. 2.11, can provide dispersion control. This is the simplest layout of a non-

dispersive dogleg, here we consider bending in the horizontal x plane.

Figure 2.11: Schematic of a 2-dipole (blue) dogleg of path length L with a pair of quadrupoles (red) of
length Lquad between the dipoles of length Ldip for dispersion control. The quadrupoles are separated
from the nearest dipole by length Ldrift, 1 and from each other by Ldrift,2. The dipoles have bending
angles of α1 and −α1 respectively.
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The non-dispersive dogleg consequently has a transport matrix of the form

Rdog = Rdip,2 · Rdrift,1 · Rquad,2 · Rdrift,2 · Rquad,1 · Rdrift,1 · Rdip,1, (2.112)

where Rdip,1 and Rdip,2 are the transport matrices of the dipoles (Eq. 2.51) with bending angles α1 and

−α1, Rquad,1 and Rquad,2 are the quadrupole transport matrices (Eq. 2.49) and Rdrift,i the drift space

transport matrices (Eq. 2.48) where i = 1, 2 is the index of the drift corresponding to Fig. 2.11. Note

that magnetic elements are numbered left to right in Fig. 2.11.

The path length of the dogleg is given by

L = 2Ldip +
2
(
Lquad + Ldrift, 1

)
+ Ldrift, 2

cosα1
, (2.113)

and at the exit of the dogleg, the horizontal position of the particle beam has been offset by

∆x =
2
(
Lquad + Ldrift, 1

)
+ Ldrift, 2

tanα1
, (2.114)

which is equivalent if the bending is in the vertical y plane. Consequently, the R56 matrix element is

given by [148]

R56 = 2ρ (α1 − sinα1) , (2.115)

therefore, since α1 > sinα1, by our convention R56 > 0 for a dogleg lattice. In the longitudinal

co-ordinates (z,∆p/p0), the transformation from the particles entrance to the dogleg (z0, (∆p/p0)0) to

its exit (z1, (∆p/p0)1) yields the relations

z1 = z0 + R56

(
∆p
p0

)
0
= z0 + 2ρ (α1 − sinα1)

(
∆p
p0

)
0
, (2.116)(

∆p
p0

)
1
=

(
∆p
p0

)
0
=
∆p
p0
, (2.117)

where the momentum spread is, as expected, unchanged.

The dogleg arrangement in Fig. 2.11 can zero horizontal dispersion and its derivative (ηx = η
′
x =

0) if the quadrupoles and central drift length (Ldrift, 2) satisfy the equation [148]

cos
( √

k1Lquad
) [
ηx +

η′xLdrift, 2

2

]
+

sin
(√

k1Lquad
)

√
k1

[
η′x −

ηxk1Ldrift, 2

2

]
= 0. (2.118)

2.5.3.2 Chicane

A chicane bunch compressor can be constructed from four dipoles of equal length Ldip separated by

two drifts of varying length (Ldrift, 1 and Ldrift, 2) as shown in Fig. 2.12. The first two and last two

dipoles are separated by Ldrift, 1 whilst Ldrift, 2 is the drift space between the inner dipoles (2nd and
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3rd dipoles). The outer dipoles have opposite polarity to the inner dipoles.

Figure 2.12: Schematic of a 4-dipole (blue) chicane with dipoles of length Ldip separated by drifts
of two different lengths Ldrift, 1 and Ldrift, 2. The inner dipoles are of opposite polarity to the outside
dipoles, with the bending angles α1 reversed.

The transport matrix of this lattice is of the form

Rchicane = Rdip,1 · Rdrift,1 · Rdip,2 · Rdrift,2 · Rdip,2 · Rdrift,1 · Rdip,1, (2.119)

where Rdip,1 and Rdip,2 are the transport matrix of the dipole (Eq. 2.51) with positive bending angle

α1 and negative bending angle α2 respectively and Rdrift,i are the drift matrices (Eq. 2.48) where i

corresponds to the relevant drift in Fig. 2.12. For brevity, the expanded 6D transport matrix is not

shown. The maximum excursion of the reference orbit, assuming bending in the horizontal x plane is

given by [149, 150]

xmax = 2ρ (1 − cosα1) + Ldrift, 1 tanα1, (2.120)

and the total path length L becomes

L = 4ρα1 +
2Ldrift, 1

cosα1
+ Ldrift, 2. (2.121)

Therefore, as well as bunch compression, path length (time of flight) adjustment can be accomplished

by varying the bend angles in a bunch compressor.

The R56 matrix element of the chicane is given by

R56 = −
4Ldip

cosα1
−

2L2
dipLdrift, 1

ρ cos3 α1
+ 4ρα1, (2.122)

therefore, R56 < 0 for a chicane. The longitudinal co-ordinates transform in a chicane such that

z1 = z0 + R56

(
∆p
p0

)
1
= z0 +

− 4Ldip

cosα1
−

2L2
dipLdrift, 1

ρ cos3 α1
+ 4ρα1

 (∆p
p0

)
,(

∆p
p0

)
1
=

(
∆p
p0

)
0
=
∆p
p0
. (2.123)

Upon examination of the momentum compaction factor (Eq. 2.90), the path length variation can
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be re-cast using the longitudinal relationship [25] derived in the chicane (Eq. 2.123) and dogleg

(Eq. 2.117) examples yielding

αp =
R56

L
, (2.124)

which can be used to re-define the R56 using (Eq. 2.95)

R56 =

∫ s

0

ηx

ρ
ds. (2.125)

2.5.3.3 Bunch Compression

A chicane can compress a particle bunch longitudinally (in the local z co-ordinate in Fig. 2.1) if the

particle bunch has the correct particle energy–time configuration, known as the ‘chirp’, at the entrance

of the chicane. For compression the particle bunch should be chirped such that the high energy

particles are at the tail of the bunch and arrive later in time. The time of flight through a chicane is

increased for lower energy particles because these are deflected by a larger bending angle (Eq. 2.8) by

the chicane dipoles than higher energy particles which increases their path length (Eq. 2.121). Since

the trajectory of higher energy particles is shorter these catch up to the lower energy particles and the

length of the bunch is compressed overall. Following the convention of Williams et al [151], this is a

chicanelike bunch compressor.

Many other types of bunch compression devices can be designed other than the simple chicane

demonstrated here, such as arclike bunch compressors [151]. Arclike bunch compressors have (by

our convention) an R56 > 0, where the bunch is compressed if the higher energy particles are at the

head of the bunch. In an arc the higher energy particles are deflected less by the dipole magnets

and consequently their trajectory is longer. Therefore, the lower energy particles, which traverse

a shorter trajectory through the arc, can catch up to the higher energy particles and the bunch is

compressed. The dogleg lattice explained earlier in this section could therefore be used as an arclike

bunch compressor.

Bunch compressors are typically used in light sources such as FELs to increase the brightness of

the electron bunch, which is defined as the charge density of particles within the 6D phase space [152]

Be =
Q

ϵn,xϵn,yϵn,z
, (2.126)

and subsequently decrease the gain length [114] – the undulator distance required to reach saturation –

of the FEL, which means shorter undulators can be used. For high peak brilliance radiation production

(see Section 3.10) a high peak current is favourable because a high peak current means a large quantity

of radiation is produced within a short time. A high peak current can be achieved by compressing

the electron bunch longitudinally before the interaction that produces the radiation, such as photon–

electron interactions in an ICS source or synchrotron radiation production in an undulator. In addition,
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a shorter electron bunch can typically generate shorter duration radiation as described for in inverse

Compton scattering in Section 3.7.

2.6 Linear Transport Lattices

Transport lattices for accelerators typically consist of repeated cells, to produce periodic motion of

the accelerated particles, these repeated cells differ in design based on the desired beam properties

in each case. However, many designs of magnetic lattices for particle accelerators exist, therefore a

comprehensive review is beyond the scope of this thesis. Consequently, a review of the cell structure

of the transport lattices – using only linear magnets (dipoles and quadrupoles) – most relevant to ERL

design and the work in further chapters is limited to three lattice types: the FODO lattice, a multi-bend

achromat and the fixed field alternating gradient (FFA) approach.

2.6.1 FODO Lattice

A FODO lattice consists of a series of alternatively focusing quadrupoles separated by drifts as

shown in Fig. 2.13. The FODO lattice aims to provide periodic focusing, which requires that the

Twiss parameters remain unchanged from the entrance to exit of the cell. For simplicity, thin lens

quadrupoles (Eq. 2.50) are considered, the dynamics is limited to the x–x′ phase space plane and the

focusing fields are considered to be of equal magnitude, though none of these conditions are required.

Figure 2.13: Left: FODO cell schematic. Alternating focusing quadrupole (red) arrangements,
separated by drifts of length Ldrift. Focusing quadrupoles of length Lquad/2 and defocusing quadrupole
of length Lquad. Right: β-functions in each plane of a FODO cell created using Tao [26].

The FODO cell has a transport matrix of the form

RFODO = Rquad,F · Rdrift · Rquad,D · Rdrift, (2.127)

where the x–x′ plane transport matrices of each element (thin lens focusing and defocusing
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quadrupoles and drifts) are

Rquad,F =

 1 0

− 1
f 0

 , Rquad,D =

1 0
1
f 1

 , Rdrift =

1 L
2

0 1

 , (2.128)

such that the transport matrix for a FODO cell becomes

RFODO =

1 + L
2 f L + L2

4 f

− L2

4 f 1 − L
2 f −

L2

4 f

 . (2.129)

The general matrix of periodic transport (Eq. 2.72) for a single-turn allows the phase advance µ to be

related to the parameters of the FODO cell

cos µ =
1
2

Tr (RFODO) = 1 −
L2

8 f 2 = 1 − 2 sin2
(
µ

2

)
∣∣∣∣∣sin

(
µ

2

)∣∣∣∣∣ = L
4 f
. (2.130)

Using the stability criterion (Eq. 2.76), the FODO cell is therefore only stable under the condition

1 >
L

4 f
, (2.131)

which for a typical phase advance of µ = 90◦, means the focal length must be given by

f =
L

2
√

2
. (2.132)

2.6.2 Multi-Bend Achromat

An achromat lattice has cells in which the dispersion of the particle beam is zero at the entrance and

exit of the lattice cell. Dipoles within the cell cause dispersion in the bending plane and the cell is

designed to return the dispersion to zero at the end of the cell i.e. dispersion is locally closed (zeroed).

In the simplest form – known as a double bend achromat (DBA) – a single quadrupole focusing

magnet is placed between two dipoles in a central region, often with additional quadrupoles placed

outside of this central region to maintain periodic focusing as in the FODO cell (see Section 2.6.1).

The central section of a double bend achromat, where dispersion peaks, and the corresponding

dispersion function are shown in Fig. 2.14.

The requirement of zero dispersion as the entrance and exit of the double bend achromat cell

means that the required magnet strengths can be derived from (Eq. 2.80), with the boundary conditions

ηx,0 = 0 (zero dispersion at entrance) and ηx,Lcell = 0 (zero dispersion at exit). A full derivation is

beyond the scope of this thesis, but derivations by Steffen [153] and Fakhiri et al [154] yield the
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Figure 2.14: Left: A schematic of a double bend achromat, consisting of a a quadrupole (red) of
length Lquad placed between two dipoles (blue) of length Ldipole with magnets separated by drift Ldrift.
Right: Dispersion function in the x plane ηx as a function of longitudinal distance s. Dispersion peaks
within the centre of a DBA and is zeroed at the start and end of the central section of a DBA created
using Tao [26]

condition
1
√

k1
cot

 √k1Lquad

2

 = Ldrift + ρ tan (α1/2) , (2.133)

where k1 is the normalised quadrupole gradient, Lquad is the magnetic length of the quadrupole with

ρ and α1 the bending radius and bending angle of the dipoles respectively.

The order n of the achromat is increased by replacing the central achromat section with n dipoles

with at least a single quadrupole between each yielding a minimum of n − 1 quadrupoles. The

generalistion can be followed to the nth order where the lattice structure is named a multi-bend

achromat (MBA). Higher order achromats can be beneficial because lower emittances and smaller

dispersion peaks can be achieved, tune resonances may be more readily avoided due to the decoupling

of constraints on tune and MBA are generally a more flexible transport lattice [155]. However,

multiple bend achromats may increase the number of magnets required in the accelerator and increase

the circumference.

2.6.3 Fixed Field Alternating Gradient

Fixed field alternating gradient (FFA) transport is designed using constant field magnets, like

cyclotrons, with alternating gradient focusing, like synchrotrons [156]. The magnetic fields are

not varied to accommodate higher energies in an identical reference orbit, instead the FFA lattice

is designed such that varying momentum particles are contained within tolerable displacements from

the reference orbit. FFA transport is particularly advantageous due to the high momentum variation,

or acceptance, that the lattice can tolerate because in an FFA an orbit can be defined at any particle

momentum [157]. There are two forms of FFA transport: scaling and non-scaling, which relate to the

relationship between the magnetic field gradient of the magnets and the radial position of a magnet.

The main design consideration of a scaling FFA is to keep the tune of the orbit constant with

respect to energy to avoid optical resonances via crossing integer tunes [158]. Constant tune is
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satisfied by having geometrically similar magnetic fields for different energies E and orbital radii

R (E ∝ R), which can be expressed by

∂

∂p

(
ρ

ρ0

)∣∣∣∣∣∣
α1=const

= 0, (2.134)

where ρ is the local radius of curvature and ρ0 is the average radius of curvature. The scaling

condition (Eq. 2.134) is satisfied by magnetic field profiles for two varying designs: a radial sector

FFA (Eq. 2.135) and a spiral sector FFA (Eq. 2.136) of the form [158]

Bradial = B0

(
r
r0

)k

, (2.135)

Bspiral = B0

(
r
r0

)k {
1 + f cos

[
Nα1 − N tan (ζ) log

(
r
r0

)]}
, (2.136)

where generally, r is the radial distance from the centre of the accelerator and k is the field index

k = −
r0

Bz (r0)

(
∂Bz

∂r

)
r=r0

, (2.137)

and, applying to spiral sector FFA, f is the flutter factor, N the number of sectors and ζ the spiral

angle between the locus of the maximum field and the radius. Variation between the scaling FFA

designs is not investigated here as the focus is on non-scaling FFA; a further discussion of scaling

FFA is presented by Symon et al [158]. However, we note that the scaling FFA design is limited as it

is constrained by constant tune to obey the scaling condition (Eq. 2.134), which limits the flexibility

of the optics, can only be satisfied by complicated magnets with specific field profiles (Eqs. 2.135,

2.136) and requires a large radius accelerator for high energy electrons. The alternative is non-scaling

FFA lattices, in which the scaling condition (Eq. 2.134) is removed.

Once the scaling condition is not met, phase advance varies with momentum and the tune of

the accelerator can cross an optical resonance, though resonance crossing may be tolerable for rapid

crossings as the blow-up of the beam size may be limited [159, 160]. Therefore, the scaling FFA

condition may be abandoned with rapid crossing of the optical resonances, and the working point of

the transport optics can be allowed to vary. This has been demonstrated in simulation, where it was

found that random dipole and quadrupole kicks were responsible to a greater extent for orbit distortion

than optical resonance crossing [161]. Removal of the scaling condition allows the radial variation of

the magnetic field to be simplified to a linear relationship [162], hence complicated magnet design is

no longer required and linear magnets are sufficient for non-scaling FFA transport.

The position of the reference orbit varies as a function of momentum because the dipole

component of the fixed field combined function magnets is constant, where lower momentum

particles are bent more than higher momentum particles by the fixed bending field. Therefore the

circumference of the orbit of lower momentum particles is shorter than that of higher energy particles
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Figure 2.15: Schematic of a FFA cell containing a focusing quadrupole Qf (red) and combined
function magnet BD (blue and red), with reference trajectory (black). Particles with varying energies
E1 (green) and E2 (orange) (E2 > E1) traverse the cell with varying trajectories.

and the higher energy particles have a longer time of flight. However, as illustrated in Fig. 2.15, lower

energy particles oscillate around the reference orbit in the transverse planes with greater amplitude

than higher energy particles because the gradient of the quadrupoles is fixed. Time of flight is

subsequently increased for low energy particles with respect to high energy particles due to the more

oscillatory trajectory. Consequently, as demonstrated by Johnstone and Koscielniak [163], the time

of flight of a non-scaling FFA is parabolic with energy.

A proof-of-principle demonstration of non-scaling FFA was performed with the EMMA

accelerator [157, 164], and transport involving non-scaling FFA has been demonstrated at the CBETA

ERL [7, 8]. Subsequent designs for accelerator driven sub-critical reactors [165] and radiotherapy

gantries [166] based on a non-scaling FFA approach exist. Linear non-scaling FFAG transport

typically consists of a lattice made of many cells in which two focusing magnets, are separated by

drifts. Typically linear non-scaling FFA can be accomplished using at least one combined function

magnet (bending and focusing) with a quadrupole or combined function magnet, where quadrupoles

with transversely shifted pole centres are often utilised. An example non-scaling FFA cell is shown

in Fig. 2.15.

2.7 Energy Recovery Linacs

An energy recovery linac is a form of re-circulated accelerator, invented by Tigner [9] and first

demonstrated at the Stanford SCA/FEL [55], which is capable of providing the high-quality particle

bunch properties of a linac (small emittance) with the high duty factor (bunch repetition rate) of a

storage ring. Characteristically, in an ERL the energy used to accelerate a particle bunch is recovered

by the accelerating structure upon deceleration of the bunch when it is re-circulated and returned to

the accelerating structure. The energy recovery linac scheme has numerous advantages which will be

presented in this section and possible designs and design considerations of ERLs are also explained,

with a focus on electron machines.
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2.7.1 Single-Turn ERL

Firstly, we consider a single-turn energy recovery linac – a single acceleration then re-circulation

to the accelerating structure and deceleration – with a single circulating electron bunch. A single-

turn ERL typically consists of a high repetition rate, high-brightness (low emittance, high bunch

charge) photo-injector [167] and injection beamline, a linac section containing several RF cavities,

a re-circulating transport beamline from the exit of the linac to its entrance and a beam stop. A

schematic off the simplest form of single-turn ERL is shown in Fig 2.16.

Figure 2.16: Energy recovery linac diagrams showing the photo-injector (green), linac (red), beam
stop (purple) and re-circulation beamline (black). Left: Single-turn ERL. Right: Two-turn ERL with
common transport (1st turn acceleration and deceleration transported in same beamline).

Within the single-turn ERL, the electron bunch is generated by the photo-injector at some kinetic

energy Einj and transported to the linac, where its arrival is timed to an accelerating phase of the RF

waveform (see Section 2.5.2), as shown in Fig. 2.17. The electron bunch is consequently accelerated

to some nominal kinetic energy Ee and is transported in the re-circulating transport beamline to the

entrance to the linac. Upon re-entry into the linac, the electron bunch is decelerated through careful

arrival timing to ensure the bunch sees a decelerating phase of the RF waveform – a trough in the RF

waveform. For a decelerating phase upon linac re-entry the phase must be altered by 180◦ from the

accelerating phase which is achieved by configuring the path length, and therefore the arrival time,

of the re-circulating transport line to L = λRF
(
n + 1

2

)
(i.e. some integer n RF wavelengths plus half

an RF wavelength), as shown in Fig. 2.17. The electron bunch is then decelerated to a kinetic energy

Einj and the energy lost by the decelerated bunch is transferred to the RF cavity for acceleration of the

next particle bunch to traverse the accelerating structure.

When the energy of the electron bunch is transferred, via deceleration, to the same RF cavity that

provided the initial acceleration the energy recovery scheme is termed same cell energy recovery.

More elaborate systems are possible such as the dual linac system of CEBAF [68] but these are not

discussed here. The electron bunch is then transported to the beam stop. In our convention, the

electron bunch has undergone a single-turn but passes the linac twice.

Through the simplistic description of a single-turn ERL it is clear that there are numerous

advantageous features. Firstly, the electron bunch at the beam stop has been decelerated to Einj

which, for low energy injection (Einj < 10 MeV), means a high-energy beam stop is not required.

Below electron energies of ∼ 10 MeV neutron activation of the beam stop may be avoided because
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Figure 2.17: Normalised RF voltage as a function of phase in an RF cavity. A phase suitable for
off-crest acceleration (green) is shown, where phase focusing would occur (ηp > 0, see Fig. 2.9), with
its corresponding 180◦ varied defocusing phase (red).

the corresponding photon energies (up to 10 MeV) generated by the bremsstrahlung interaction

in the beam stop are of insufficient energy to induce photonuclear reactions that result in neutron

activation [168]. Also the energy required to accelerate the electron bunch is returned to the RF

cavities for acceleration of a consecutive bunch meaning that the beam power of the electron bunch is

conserved and the RF system efficiently accelerates electron bunches. As the bunch is dumped after

a single turn the electron bunch emittance has not equilibrated – as in a storage ring [169] – and is

replaced, at a high repetition rate, by another electron bunch. Consequently by using an ERL small

emittances are achievable at high repetition rate – the advantageous facets of both a linac and storage

ring – with the additional bonus of an efficient RF system and without the necessity of a high energy

beam stop.

2.7.2 Superconducting RF ERLs and Efficiency

The purpose of an energy-recovery linac (ERL) is to achieve a large beam power without the

accompanying requirement (e.g. in ordinary linacs) that every eV of energy given to each particle

has to come ultimately from the ’wall plug’; the particle bunch energy is not recycled. ERLs can give

enormous advantages for power consumption in situations where most of the particle beam doesn’t

end up being used, for example in ICS sources where most of the electrons do not interact (due to the

small cross section). In a normal linac the energy given to those electrons is wasted.

It’s instructive to first think about storage rings. In a proton storage ring the bunches of protons

may circulate for very long times without needing any energy to be given to them (for example using

RF cavities). In an electron storage ring the electrons lose some energy via synchrotron radiation that

must be replaced by the RF cavities – around 1/1000 of their energy each turn. We may make an

order-of-magnitude estimate by considering a 1 GeV electron storage ring with a 100 mA average
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beam current – a 100 MW beam power. Assuming 1/1000 of the electron beam energy is lost per

turn (in actuality it’s less than this), then the emitted radiation power is 100 kW; this beam power

must be replaced by the RF cavities. The RF cavities supply this power plus any extra that is lost

in the cavity walls; in a normal-conducting cavity (usually copper) a rule of thumb is that half the

cavity power goes into the beam and half goes into the walls (an overestimation as noted later) whilst

in a superconducting cavity virtually no power is lost in the cavity walls, so in our example electron

storage ring a beam power of 100 MW can be supported by ≤ 200 kW of RF power (double the power

due to the ∼ 50% conversion efficiency). This is generally less than the other electrical consumption

in a moderately-sized storage ring, and can be tolerated.

The synchrotron radiation naturally emitted from the electrons in a storage ring gives rise to

an unwanted consequence: the overall electron beam is excited and acquires an equilibrium beam

emittance that is often larger than desired. A single turn (multi-turn) ERL can be advantageous if a

suitably-bright electron source is available; the electron bunches pass only a single time (few times)

through the accelerator chain, being accelerated and decelerated through the ERL cavities, and do

not acquire any unwanted large equilibrium emittance. An ERL with 1 GeV maximum energy and

100 mA current has the same beam power of 100 MW, and so without energy recovery at least

100 MW power must be supplied by the cavities – even more if they are normal conducting. Let’s

assume now that energy recovery is performed whereby the electron bunches are decelerated back

down to 10 MeV; this returns 99 MW to the cavities. If those cavities are normal-conducting then

around 50 MW of RF power is still required to be provided from the power source since ∼ 50% of the

returned power is lost to the walls. However, if the cavities are superconducting then essentially all

that power is saved; only 1 MW of RF power is now required. This is still significant, but is a much

more attractive trade-off when using an ERL to beat the performance possible from a storage ring.

To illustrate this in more detail, the conversion efficiency of a normal conducting cavity is given

by [58]

ηNCRF =
Pb

Pb + Pc
, (2.138)

where Pb is the beam power, Pc is the cavity surface power loss given by

Pc =
V2

2R
, (2.139)

with V the accelerating voltage in the cavity and R the shunt impedance. For an SRF cavity the

conversion efficiency is [58]

ηSRF =

[
1 +

Pc + Pcr

Pbηcr

]−1

, (2.140)

where Pcr is the cryogenic power applied and ηcr is the cryogenic efficiency. The efficiency of an SRF

cavity reduces to that of a normal conducting cavity (Eq. 2.138) when there is no applied cryogenic

power (Pcr = 0, ηcr = 1).
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Taking the example of the NC RF cavities used in the Novosibirsk Recuperator [13, 170], where

a beam power of Pb = 402 kW is achieved in the first ERL turn (Ee = 13.4 MeV, Iavg = 30 mA)

with a cavity surface power loss of Pc = 58.8 W (R = 8.5 MΩ, V = 1 MV) the conversion efficiency

is ηNCRF = 0.872. For the CBETA ERL case [7, 171], a beam power of Pb = 6 MW is transported

(Ee = 42 MeV, Iavg = 40 mA), with a wall surface power loss of Pc = 10.85 W (V = 12.96 MV,

R = 7.74 × 1012 Ω), a cryogenic power loss of Pcr = 74.67 W and cryogenic efficiency ηcr =

ηcηtd = 1.38 × 10−3 where ηc is the Carnot efficiency and ηtd = 0.23 [171] is the thermodynamic

efficiency (efficiency of the refrigerator). The efficiency of the CBETA SRF cavities is therefore

ηS RF = 0.989. Here, in (Eq. 2.140), we only account for cryogenic power delivered to the cavity and

not total cyrogenic power cost which would reduce the power efficiency of the SRF cavities. However,

this is just an illustrative example and the overall efficiency of SRF or NCRF approaches varies on a

cavity by cavity basis; a full discussion of this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

From the efficiency studies we can conclude that the SRF cavities would be more efficient in

recycling the electron bunch power from the recovered electron bunch to the next accelerated electron

bunch. Hence SRF cavities, which can support high beam powers in the cavity due to a reduction

in the wall losses, are selected for most ERL projects. Within an ERL energy recovery of the beam

power can be incomplete where some of the initial power transferred by the RF cavity to the particle

beam is recovered. Therefore, to evaluate an ERLs capability at recycling beam power and RF power,

the efficiency of an ERL must be defined. The beam recovery efficiency of an ERL ηB, as defined by

Arnold et al [17] as

ηB =
EB,MAXIB,DUMP − PB,DUMP

PB,MAX
, (2.141)

where EB,MAX is the maximum energy of the electron beam, IB,DUMP is the electron average beam

current at the beam stop (dump), PB,DUMP = EB,DUMPIB,DUMP is the beam power at the beam stop,

with EB,DUMP the electron beam energy at the dump and PB,MAX = EB,MAXIB,MAX is the maximum

beam power with IB,MAX the maximum average beam current. The beam recovery efficiency defines

the efficiency of the ERL at recuperating the beam power of the electron beam however, ηB = 1 is not

possible for most ERLs since the beam is injected into the ERL with some injection energy Einj and

an associated beam power Pinj = EinjIB,MAX. Therefore, the maximum beam recovery efficiency is

given by

ηB,MAX = 1 −
EB,DUMP

EB,MAX
, (2.142)

which occurs when the beam is fully transmitted i.e. IB,DUMP = IB,MAX. However, the beam recovery

efficiency (Eq. 2.141) does not allow us to directly judge the technological gain provided by the

deceleration and energy recovery process due to the reduction of external RF power required for the

machine operation [17]. Instead, the RF recovery efficiency ηRF must be used as described by Arnold
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et al [17] (and extended to multi-turn ERLs by Pietralla et al [172])

ηRF =
PRF,ACC − PRF,ERL

PRF,ACC
, (2.143)

where PRF,i is the beam loading power i.e the power consumption by the beam (see [173] for details)

and the RF recovery efficiency is calculated by comparing the beam loading power of the ERL PRF,ERL

and the ERL operated as a re-circulating linac PRF,ACC (where the beam is not decelerated).

2.7.3 Multi-Turn ERL

Multi-turn ERLs function similarly to the single-turn ERL, however a multi-turn ERL takes advantage

of multiple accelerations by the RF linac before many subsequent decelerations to recover the beam

energy. As an example, consider a 2-turn ERL with a single linac accelerating section, a photo-

injector and beam stop as well as two re-circulating beamlines. A schematic of this simple 2-turn

ERL is shown in Fig. 2.16.

The electron bunch is generated via the photo-injector with energy Einj and transported to the

linac, arriving with accelerating phase, and is accelerated with energy gain ∆E (Eq. 2.98) to a kinetic

energy Ee,1, the first turn nominal energy. The electron bunch is then transported to the entrance of the

linac, via the first re-circulating beamline, in accelerating phase and is re-accelerated to Ee,2 = 2∆E +

Einj, an increased second-turn nominal energy. For acceleration, the first re-circulating beamline must

have a path length of L = nλRF to return to the same phase as the initial acceleration. The scheme

thus far is identical to a re-circulating linac, which was first demonstrated at MUSL-2 [174].

The electron bunch then enters the second re-circulating beamline which re-circulates the electron

bunch to the entrance of the linac. The second re-circulating beamline must conduct the 180◦ phase

change and therefore the path length is L = λRF
(
n + 1

2

)
. On the third pass of the linac the electron

bunch is decelerated to Ee,1, and the bunch is then transported around the first recirculating beamline

with path length L = nλRF, which maintains the decelerating phase of the electron bunch upon arrival

at the entrance to the linac for the 4th pass. The 4th pass of the linac decelerates the electron bunch

from E1 to Einj and the electron bunch is transported to the beam stop. Therefore, a two-turn ERL with

a single linac consists of four linac passes and three traversals of a re-circulating beamline. In general

a n-turn single linac ERL requires at least 2n linac passes and 2n − 1 traversals of a re-circulating

beamline.

A multi-turn ERL is advantageous over a single-turn ERL as, with a limited accelerating section,

a high electron bunch kinetic energy can be achieved via multiple passes. The multi-turn ERL can

achieve higher energy electron beams without a larger RF system and typically without a large

increase in the circumference of the re-circulation transport, hence higher electron energies may

be attained within a similar accelerator footprint. All advantages of the single-turn ERL listed in

Section 2.7.1 are also maintained for a multi-turn ERL. However, transport design is more complex
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in the multi-turn ERL because multiple nominal energies exist within the ERL.

Multiple electron beam energies can be transported by multiple re-circulation beamlines, where

a single electron beam energy is transported in a dedicated energy beamline. However, all beamlines

(with varying energy beams) must traverse the same linac along the reference orbit. Therefore,

beamline designs for the entrance and exit of multiple beamlines into a linac – named spreaders – can

be complex and are frequently magnet dense. Spreaders can be splitters, where the beamline is split

from common transport to many beamlines, or recombiners, where the reverse occurs. Other solutions

exist where multiple beams of varying electron energy can be transported by the same beamline,

such as the non-scaling FFA lattices described in Section 2.6.3. Re-circulation of the electron

bunch is further complicated by the need to transport both an accelerating and decelerating bunch of

identical electron energy. A single beamline can satisfy the transport conditions of both accelerating

and decelerating bunches, as in the two-turn ERL example described above, or accelerating and

decelerating bunches can be transported in separate beamlines. The discussion of transport options

for ERLs is furthered in Section 2.7.4

2.7.4 ERL Transport Options

Transports designs for multi-turn ERLs typically adhere to one of three main forms: separate

transport, common transport and multi-energy common transport, which are explained within this

section. Topologies of both separate transport and common transport three-turn ERLs are shown in

Figure 2.18. Transport in ERLs is subject to many constraints such as the path length condition

for acceleration, standard transport matching considerations (beam optics matching, momentum

acceptance etc.) and, dependent on the experimental requirements of users, any interaction region or

insertion device constraints – for example the final focus configurations for ICS sources investigated

in this thesis. Therefore, the ERL transport options are also evaluated on their applicability to ERL

driven radiation generation (ICS, FEL) as well as their general properties.

Figure 2.18: Diagrams of three-turn energy recovery linacs demonstrating the two main transport
options: separate and common transport [27]. The ERLs both contain two linacs (blue cylinders)
and denote a possible interaction point (red spiked ball). Left: common transport ERL where both
accelerating and decelerating bunches are contained in the same beamline. Right: separate transport
where accelerating (solid line) and decelerating (dashed line) bunches are transported in dedicated
beamlines.

Conceptually, the simplest transport design for the multi-turn ERL is separate transport, where

each accelerating and decelerating pass of the linac (for the nominal electron energy of each turn)
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is transported by a dedicated re-circulating beamline. There are 2n − 1 re-circulating beamlines

in the ERL, where n is the number of turns. As the constraints for the bunch are only satisfied

for a single bunch configuration in each beamline separate transport benefits from the most flexible

optics. Less constrained optics allow for an integrated interaction region, for example for radiation

production, to be more easily imposed. However, with the required 2n − 1 re-circulating beamlines

the quantity of magnets required is vast, adding additional cost into a design. During acceleration and

deceleration bunches must traverse the axis of the linac, therefore spreaders are required to make all

turns traverse the linac axis. As spreaders are spatially complex beamline designs with many nearby

magnets spreader beamlines can be subject to the fields generated in neighbouring beamlines, creating

a cross-talk between passes.

Common transport ERL designs, as shown in Figs. 2.16, 2.18, use the same beamline for

accelerating and decelerating passes therefore n re-circulating passes are required. For example,

in a 3-turn separate linac ERL three beamlines are used to transport the n nominal electron energies,

transporting both accelerating and decelerating bunches. In a multi-turn ERL, the nth pass is traversed

a single time by the highest kinetic energy bunch in a decelerating configuration whereas each other

re-circulating beamline is traversed twice (accelerating and decelerating). Consequently, a dedicated

beamline can be constructed for the required 180◦ phase change from acceleration to deceleration.

The common transport requirement for n beamlines (in contrast to separate transports 2n − 1

beamlines), reduces the complexity of spreader designs and theoretically requires less accelerator

magnets. Yet, the individual re-circulating beamlines must satisfy the constraints of two passes and

are less adjustable (more constrained). Correction of the transport optics becomes more difficult as

any correction affects both the accelerating and decelerating traversal. Design of interaction regions

for radiation generation also becomes more difficult as at the interaction point both accelerating

and decelerating bunches must have identical properties to generate an identical radiation spectrum

because radiation production is sensitive to the bunch distribution, further constraining the optics.

Common transport design can be extended such that a single beamline transports each of the n

nominal electron energies in both accelerating and decelerating configuration – named multi-energy

common transport. Only a single beamline is required which is constructed using an optics design

able to transport multiple varying energy beams such as the non-scaling FFA in Section 2.6.3. The

single re-circulating beamline is highly constrained: orbits must be designed to accommodate for the

path length variation (180◦ RF phase change) required in the nth pass, to satisfy all optical matching

conditions and allow for on-axis linac traversal.

When all constraints can be satisfied in the single re-circulating beamline, spreader systems are

not required. However, a multi-energy common transport multi-turn ERL scheme without spreaders

has not been demonstrated. However, a partial solution has been demonstrated by the CBETA

ERL [7, 8] which uses multi-energy common transport for re-circulation and common transport

spreader designs to provide additional path length correction and linac matching. Multi-energy
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common transport can reduce the number of accelerator magnets required, however optics like non-

scaling FFA can be magnet dense. Correction of multi-energy common transport systems is difficult

as variation in any magnet affects all 2n − 1 passes of the re-circulating beamline.

Several issues arise when considering use of a multi-turn common transport system for radiation

production or other applications because the re-circulating beamline is magnet dense and not easily

adjustable. For example, for an ICS source experiment sufficient space is required for a final focus and

laser optics. Also in FFA lattices, typically used for multi-energy common transport, the bunches are

offset transversely with respect to momentum (see Section 2.6.3) so creating a final focus to interact

the various energy electron bunches is difficult. The constraints on the design of an interaction region

in a multi-energy common transport system are increased 2n−1 fold from the separate transport case.

2.7.5 High Current ERL Operation

Operating with high average beam current is advantageous for an ERL as high current delivers a large

number of particles to user experiments as a function of time, which is beneficial in the two often

touted applications of ERLs: particle colliders [83–85] and radiation generating light sources [47, 48].

However, average beam current can be limited in numerous ways, for example by operating the ERL

in a pulsed mode, where a series of electron bunches are generated in trains with overall reduced

average beam current, or due to collective effects such as beam breakup instability. Many other

limitations for high average beam current exist, however this section aims to explore only those most

relevant to the ERL.

Within an ERL, the bunch generation can occur in two modes of operation: pulsed beam, such

as the first demonstrated SCA/FEL [55], or continuous wave (CW) operation, for example the JLab

FEL [47]. In pulsed beam operation a series of bunches are generated and accelerated in a bunch train,

with a pause before another bunch is generated. Whereas, in continuous wave operation bunches are

continually generated and accelerated with all RF buckets of the accelerator filled, resulting in a

higher average beam current. Additionally, creation of a very stable beam (in energy) and very low

energy spread is easier with CW resonant systems rather than pulsed systems [175]. However, high

acceleration gradients are required for high energy ERL operation to reduce the footprint of the ERL

but RF cavities with high acceleration gradients have large power consumption during CW operation.

Therefore, continuous wave acceleration gradients of above 5 MV/m are not sustainable with normal

conducting accelerating structures [175] because resistive wall losses become challenging thermally,

and the associated required power becomes infeasible. Therefore, for high energy ERLs with CW

operation superconducting RF (SRF) structures are the most viable solution.

The average beam current off energy recovery linacs can be limited by the effects of the beam

breakup instability (BBU). In the beam breakup instability, the electron bunch interacts with a higher

order mode (HOM) of an RF cavity [176], is deflected and beam loss can occur. A higher order

mode is any mode that differs from the accelerating mode of an RF cavity that also has a higher
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frequency. In transverse BBU an on-axis electron bunch traverses the first RF cavity of a linac and is

deflected (kicked) by the HOM within the cavity . The deflected bunch then traverses the next cavity

off-axis (or is re-circulated to the same cavity off-axis), is deflected further and interacts with a HOM

within this cavity (via energy exchange) which excites the higher order mode in this cavity [177]. As

the initial electron bunch propagates throughout the linac the HOMs are continually excited and the

bunch is deflected to a greater extent. Furthermore, if we consider the next bunch (which follows the

initial bunch), this beam is deflected more so than the initial bunch because the HOM’s are already

excited by the previous bunch and consequently the beam breakup instability increases exponentially

in both time and distance along the linac [176]. However, this instability can only occur beyond some

threshold current Ith, after which the the HOM interaction becomes resonantly excited and the beam

is eventually lost.

Longitudinal BBU can also occur when evenly spaced electron bunches enter a cavity that

contains a longitudinal higher order mode. Upon exiting the cavity the energy of the bunches has

been modulated by interaction with the HOMs [177]. If the beam is not isochronous then the energy

modulation is converted into a spacing modulation of the bunches. When the bunches then enter the

next RF cavity (or are re-circulated to the same cavity) with the modulated spacing the longitudinal

HOM is excited. Again, as in the transverse BBU example, this instability grows exponentially with

time and distance until the bunch is lost if the beam current is above Ith and is sufficient to cause

resonant excitation of the HOMs.

Two forms of beam breakup exist; cumulative BBU in which the instability builds up over a series

of RF accelerating structures, for example a long (100’s m) linac, and regenerative BBU where the

effect builds up via multiple passes of the same RF cavity. The former of these was observed first,

with experimentation at SLAC [176, 178] and LLNL [179] and analytically modelled by Panofsky

and Bander [180]. However, for ERLs – especially multi-turn ERLs – regenerative beam breakup

instability is of greater concern due to the re-circulated nature of the accelerator in which a short

linac is common. Regenerative BBU is particularly present in multi-turn ERLs in comparison to

circular machines such as synchrotrons because the multiple energy bunches in the ERL are deflected

differently for the same HOM voltage causing variation in bunch transverse offsets and a change in

revolution time for the first decelerating bunch, in which the phase is modulated by 180◦ [181].

Three main approaches exist to mitigate BBU: cavity design for strong damping of HOMs, optical

schemes for reduction of BBU effects and feedback and other electronic methods of increasing

the damping rates of HOMs [182]. Cavities can be designed to limit the effect of BBU, such as

choke mode cavities [183] which traps the accelerating mode in the cavity whilst allowing higher

order modes to flow away through a radial transmission line (which can use a broadband absorbing

material to absorb the HOMs) and HOM couplers, for example the waveguide HOM coupler where

a waveguide with a cut-off frequency above the accelerating mode is attached to the cavity so HOMs

can propagate through it (and be terminated by a load). A more in-depth discussion of HOM couplers
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is presented by Marhauser [184]. Accelerator optics schemes include the point-to-point focusing

scheme [185] where the deflection of the beam throughout the initial (and subsequent) passes of the

RF cavities is minimised i.e. the transport matrix elements R12 = R34 = 0, though this may not be

possible for every cavity, though minimisation of R12 and R34 may increase the BBU threshold.

Theoretical studies of regenerative BBU in ERLs were conducted by Hoffstaetter and Bazarov

[186] for uncoupled optics, then furthered for the case of coupled optics [187]. The focus is typically

on the excitation of dipole higher order modes, as these are often the easiest to excite. Experimentally,

regenerative BBU was observed and studied in an ERL at the Jefferson Laboratory FEL [188, 189].

Conventional methods of suppressing BBU [190] in an ERL include HOM dampeners, as well as

accelerator optics based solutions [185]. Recently BBU studies have been performed for the CBETA

multi-turn ERL [191] which predict an average beam current limitation of Ith = 40 mA. However,

mitigation of regenerative BBU remains an active field exemplified by the proposal of a bunch filling

pattern which could increase the threshold current limitation by up to a factor of 5 for a 3-turn ERL

[181].

High average current in ERLs is also limited by beam halo, where a low density ensemble of

particles are situated outside of the core of the particle bunch radially. Beam halo in ERLs can be

generated by myriad factors, such as the design of optics, magnetic field errors and non-linearities

as well as photo-cathode choice, the photo-injection system and vaccum issues such as residual

gas scattering [47, 192]. The exact causes of beam halo are not fully understood and are myriad.

Mitigation can be achieved through optics studies and correction as well as photo-cathode choice and

design of RF accelerating structures; many of which are active areas of study. Beam halo provides

challenges for high current operation because at high average beam current the particle loss within

the transport is increased and becomes intolerable; producing radiation doses above safety limits and

damaging sensitive components such as magnets. .

2.7.6 Dual Linac ERLs

So far, within Sections 2.7.1, 2.7.3, only the most simple ERL designs have been mentioned. Within

this section dual linac ERLs, like those used to explore transport options in Fig. 2.18, are explored

with two simple designs shown in Fig. 2.19.

Figure 2.19: A series of dual linac energy recovery linac design schematics. Basic components
such as photo-injector (green), linac (red), beam stop (purple) and transport (black) are shown. Left:
Symmetric dual linac ERL. Right: Asymmetric dual linac ERL.
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In a symmetric dual linac ERL, the electron bunch is accelerated or decelerated twice per pass

of the machine by each linac in turn. In a dual linac ERL there are n-turns, 2n − 1 passes of the re-

circulated beamline and n traversals of each linac (2n linac traversals total). A symmetric dual linac

ERL has two identical linacs where each linac provides half of the energy gain per turn, meaning

2n nominal kinetic energies of the particles circulate from an n-turn ERL. For example, 6 unique

electron energies are available in a three-turn ERL but these are spaced at fixed intervals. Additional

electron bunch energies may be beneficial to the design of a multi-colour light source from an ERL

as more energies means more wavelengths can be generated. Dual linacs also allow the size of the

accelerating section to be shortened, since two linacs are utilised, therefore ERLs can be built more

compactly. However, added complexity arises from the additional two sets of spreaders required for

on-axis acceleration in the additional linac and from matching the additional n phases for acceleration

and deceleration.

The dual asymmetric ERL offers similar flexibility and advantages to the symmetric dual linac

ERL, but the kinetic energy of the accelerated particles does not increase uniformly step-wise. For

example, with a total energy gain per turn of ∆Ee = 50 MeV, a injection energy of Einj = 5 MeV

and a two-turn ERL the energies available in the symmetric case per linac pass would be 30, 55,

80, 105 MeV. Whereas, a similar ERL but with a 4 : 1 asymmetric linac energy gain ratio could

provide energies 45, 55, 95, 105 MeV. Asymmetric linacs providing varying bunch kinetic energy

may simplify spreader design, as the bend angles required in spreader septa would no longer be

uniformly spaced [193], however this approach is yet to be investigated theoretically or demonstrated

experimentally.
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3

Photon Production by Inverse Compton

Scattering

3.1 Electron–Photon Interactions

While scattering interactions, specifically inverse Compton scattering interactions, are possible from

all particles, the work presented here is only concerned with electron–photon interactions, the

most commonly utilised form of inverse Compton scattering. Electron–photon interactions are

advantageous over other particle–photon interactions due to the low rest mass mec2 of the electron,

resulting in a typically large Lorentz factor γ, which allows for the production of high energy photons

since the scattered photon energy Eγ of an ICS interaction is proportional to γ2. For example, consider

a 1 eV photon incident upon a 500 MeV electron in a head-on collision, the photon is back-scattered

with energy Eγ = 3.81 MeV. Within this chapter, we briefly review electron–photon interactions in

general, with a focus on inverse Compton scattering; present the relevant laser physics, then extend

this work to ICS photon–electron interactions on a collective basis (electron bunch–photon pulse

interactions) and define several parameters to characterise the performance of radiation generation

based on ICS.

3.1.1 Radiation from an Accelerated Charge

Radiation is emitted when a charged particle is accelerated. Imagine a particle with charge q is being

subjected to a small, uniform acceleration a for a time ∆t after which it travels at constant velocity

u = a∆t where u ≪ c. As shown in Fig. 3.1, in the rest frame of the charged particle a radial electric

field is produced however, in the laboratory frame the electric field is no longer completely radial and

there is a kink corresponding to the acceleration of the charge. The kink propagates radially from

the charge at the speed of light and therefore the emitted radiation witnessed by an observer is the

radiation originating at the earlier retarded time τ = t − r
c where t is the observation time and r is the
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radial distance to the observer. Note that the field lines must remain continuous because of Gauss’

law in free space (∇·E = 0). The kink in the electric field corresponds to the emitted radiation, which

is polarised in the same direction as the acceleration of the charge but emitted perpendicular to it.

Figure 3.1: Left: A charged particle at point P is uniformly accelerated to point Q and thereafter
moves at constant velocity u = a∆t. An observer sees the field of the charge moving at constant
velocity within a radius r < ct but when r > ct the observer sees the stationary charge electric field
at P. Since field lines must remain constant there is a kink in the electric field at r = ct, which
corresponds to the generated radiation.

The radial E∥ and perpendicular (kink) E⊥ electric fields are given by

E∥ =
q

4πε0r2 , E⊥ =
qa⊥

4πε0c2r
, (3.1)

where ε0 is the permitivity of free space, r is the radial distance and a⊥ = a sin θ is the perpendicular

component of the uniform acceleration at an observation angle θ. Hence, the magnitude of the electric

field E (r, t) at some location r is

|E (r, t)| =
q|a (t − r/c)| sin θ

4πε0c3r
, (3.2)

and the magnitude of the magnetic field at r is |B (r, t)| = |E (r, t)|/c because of Faraday’s law. The

power flow of the emitted radiation can be expressed using the Poynting vector

S =
1
µ0

(E × B) , (3.3)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space and therefore the magnitude of the Poynting vector, the

Poynting flux (power flow) becomes

|S (r, t)| =
q2|a2 (t − r/c)| sin2 θ

16π2ε0c3r2 , (3.4)

where, as expected from the conservation of energy, P ∝ 1/r2 and P ∝ sin2 θ which means the angular
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distribution of the sphere of emitted radiation is in the dipole pattern shown in Fig. 3.2. The power

Figure 3.2: Angular distribution of the power of the emitted radiation from an accelerated charge.
The charge is accelerated along the z axis, and hence no radiation is emitted in this direction. The
distribution is the familiar dipole radiation pattern.

of the emitted radiation by an accelerated charge as a function of time can therefore be found by

integrating the radiation emitted into a spherical surface area A

P (t) =
∮

S · d A =
q2a2 (t − r/c)

6πε0c3 , (3.5)

where d A = 2πr2 sin θdθ; and this is Larmor’s formula [88]. Considering an alternative scenario more

appropriate to modelling radiation production, we imagine the acceleration applied to the charged

particle with charge q that causes the particle to oscillate over a distance l. This is analogous to the

well-known Hertzian dipole which is comprehensively detailed in many textbooks [89, 194] therefore

for brevity we instead replicate the main results. The oscillating charge causes a current I to flow

I =
dq
dt
= qω cos (ωt) , (3.6)

where ω is the frequency of the oscillation. Therefore, the power of the emitted radiation by Larmor’s

formula (Eq. 3.5) is

P (t) =
l2ω2

6πε0c3 q2ω2 sin (kr − ωt) , (3.7)

where k is the wavenumber of the emitted radiation. Note that with increasing mass of the

charged particle the oscillation distance l would decrease and hence less power would be emitted.

Consequently, the average power becomes

⟨P⟩ =
q2l2ω4

12πε0c3 . (3.8)

To summarise the important results: an oscillating charge emits radiation at the same frequency to

the frequency the charge is oscillating at; the power of the emitted radiation rapidly increases with

oscillation frequency (P ∝ ω4), the emitted radiation is polarised in the direction of the applied
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acceleration and the angular distribution of the radiation follows a dipole radiation pattern with P ∝

sin2 θ. These results all hold for a collective oscillation of multiple charges, with total charge Q,

where the single particle charge q would be replaced by the total charge Q in (Eqs. 3.5 – 3.8).

Until this point the description of radiation produced by an oscillating charge has been a classical,

non-relativistic description. To extend this to a relativistic description we picture the effect of

the Lorentz transformation upon the apparent acceleration a of the oscillating particle. Lengths

contract by a factor 1/γ via Lorentz transformation and the acceleration of the particle is of the

form a = d2y/dt2, resulting in a factor γ2 arising from the electron rest frame to laboratory frame

transformation. Hence, the relativistic Larmor’s formula becomes

P =
q2a2γ4

6πε0c4 , (3.9)

which means that the emission of power by high energy oscillating charged particles increase

dramatically.

For example, consider an electron and the much heavier proton (mp ≈ 1836me) both oscillating

in a magnetic field with equal kinetic Ek = 500 MeV. The Lorentz factor of the proton is γ = 1.53,

whilst for the electron γ = 979.47. Therefore, the power emitted by the oscillating electron is a factor

1.68 × 1011 larger and hence electrons are the particle of choice for radiation production

3.1.2 Thomson Scattering

Next we consider incident radiation as the cause of the acceleration applied to a charged particle.

Note that within the rest of this Chapter, electrons are the only charged particle considered. The

simplest radiation scattering interaction is Thomson scattering [195] where radiation is incident upon

an electron and later scattered. The electron is treated classically because the incident radiation is

much lower energy EL = h f (with h Planck’s constant and f the frequency) than the rest mass of

the electron mec2 (mec2 ≫ hν). In Thomson scattering incident radiation accelerates the electron and

causes it to oscillate, then the accelerated electron subsequently emits radiation as in the example

of an oscillating charge, which means the radiation is emitted isotropically in the electron frame.

The radiation is emitted at an identical frequency to the incident radiation and therefore no energy is

transferred. Thomson scattering is elastic because no energy is transferred from the incident electron

to the photon or vice versa. The polarisation of the incident radiation is conserved because the

incident radiation causes the electron to be accelerated in the direction of polarisation and therefore

the scattered photon polarisation is maintained.

3.1.3 Compton Scattering

Compton scattering [133] is the scattering of an electron by an incident photon and it is modelled

using a full quantum mechanical description. Here we consider a photon of momentum ℏk1 is
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incident upon a stationary electron p1 = 0, as shown in Fig. 3.3. The incident photon accelerates

the electric charge, as in Thomson scattering, and the electric charge subsequently radiates. However

the incident photon recoils after interaction with the stationary electron because momentum has been

transferred from the photon to the electron. The electron is scattered with higher momentum p2

(p2 > p1) whereas the photon recoils with lower momentum ℏk2 (ℏk1 > ℏk2) and consequently

the scattered photon wavelength is increased relative to the incident photon wavelength. Compton

scattering is termed inelastic because energy has been transferred from the incident photon to the

stationary electron and the magnitude of the photon recoil can be expressed as X = 4EL/mec2, where

EL is the energy of the incident photon. The decrease in momentum of the photon also causes an

angular dependence on the variation of the wavelength ∆λ as

λ2 = λ1 +
h

mec
(1 − cos θ) , (3.10)

∆λ =
h

mec
(1 − cos θ) , (3.11)

where θ is the scattering angle of the photon with respect to the electron, λ1 is the incident photon

wavelength and λ2 is the scattered photon wavelength. For example, a 1 MeV γ-ray (λ1 = 1.24 pm)

incident upon a stationary electron is scattered into an angle θ = 30◦ resulting in a scattered

wavelength of λ2 = 1.57 pm (Eγ = 0.79 MeV). As in Thomson scattering, the polarisation of

the incident photon is conserved by the scattered photon because the incident photon accelerates the

electron in the same direction as its polarisation.

3.1.4 Inverse Compton Scattering

Within this thesis, we are concerned with inverse Compton scattering – the process of scattering

a photon from a relativistically-moving electron where the scattered photon gains energy from the

recoiling electron. As we noted previously, a 1 eV photon incident upon a 500 MeV electron is

backscattered with a photon energy of Eγ = 3.81 MeV; highly energetic photons can be generated

from low energy incident photons. Inverse Compton scattering was first proposed by Feenberg and

Primakoff [132] as a mechanism to explain why cosmic rays reduce in energy as they propagate

through the universe. A simple diagram of inverse Compton scattering is shown in Fig. 3.3.

Classically inverse Compton scattering can be understood via the changing frames of reference of

the photon at different stages in the scattering process. Firstly, the incident photon is Doppler shifted

into the reference frame of the electron as given by

f ′ = γ (1 + β cos ϕ) f , (3.12)

where f ′ and f are the incident photon frequency in the electron frame and lab frame respectively and

ϕ is the crossing angle between the electron and the incident photon, as explained in Fig. 3.5. In the lab
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Figure 3.3: Left: Compton scattering of a incident photon (red) from a stationary electron where the
incident photon is scattered (green) at an angle θ and decreases in energy, increasing the wavelength,
while the stationary electron recoils and gains energy. Right: The inverse Compton scattering
interaction where an electron (blue) is interacted with an incident photon (red), typically from a
laser, at a crossing angle ϕ and scattered to higher energy (frequency) (green) at an scattering angle θ.
Energy is transferred from the electron beam to the scattered photon and therefore the electron beam
energy is reduced.

frame the photon (incident radiation) accelerates the electron and, as in the Hertzian dipole, causes the

electron to oscillate and subsequently emit a photon (scattered radiation). A Lorentz transformation

is then required to model the emitted radiation within the lab frame

f ′′ ≈ 2γ2 (1 + β cos ϕ) f , (3.13)

hence for a simplified head-on (ϕ = 0), ultra-relativistic (γ ≫ 1) interaction the frequency, and

therefore energy, become

f ′′ ≈ 4γ2 f ,

Eγ ≈ 4γ2EL. (3.14)

The Lorentz transformation to the laboratory frame results in the radiation being scattered into a

cone of angle 1/γ in the forward direction, from emitting isotropically in the electron frame. The

inverse Compton scattering process is often described as a double Doppler shift because the Lorentz

transformation is of similar form to a Doppler shift. Again, the polarisation of the scattered photon is

the same as the incident photon because the incident photon causes the electron to accelerate in the

direction of incident photon polarisation, which is the direction of polarisation of the emitted photon.

Once the electron is non-relativistic (γ ≪ 1) there is a negligible recoil of the electron and the process

tends to Thomson scattering.

However, as noted for Compton scattering, the classical picture is insufficient to describe the

recoil of the electron in inverse Compton scattering. Therefore, a full quantum picture is required.

Photon–electron interactions can be represented with complete generality by using the two quantum

electrodynamic leading order Feynman diagrams as shown in Fig. 3.4. The general form of the
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Figure 3.4: Two tree-level Feynman diagrams of photon (dashed)–electron (solid) interactions, which
contribute to the matrix element of the (inverse) Compton scattering process [28]. Left: The scattered
photon k2 is emitted with the annihilation of the incident electron p1, and the incident photon k1 is
absorbed with the production of the recoiling electron p2. Right: The incident photon k1 and electron
p1 are absorbed, and the scattered photon k2 is emitted with the recoiling electron p2.

electron–photon interactions can be specified by

p1 + k1 = p2 + k2, (3.15)

where p1 is the four-momentum of the incident electron, k1 is the four-momentum of the incident

photon, p2 is the four-momenta of the recoiling electron, and k2 is the four-momenta of the scattered

photon. The geometry of the inverse Compton scattering interaction in a 2D plane is shown in Fig. 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Geometry of the inverse Compton scattering event at the interaction point. The interaction
geometry follows the geometry prescribed by Sun et al [29]. Here θ is the scattering angle of the
photon, with ϕ′ = π − ϕ, the angle between the incident electron and incident photon, where ϕ is
the crossing angle of the electron and photon and θ′ = π − θ − ϕ the angle between the incident and
scattered photon. Left: Before interaction. Right: After interaction.

Motivated by the geometry of the inverse Compton scattering process, as shown in Fig. 3.5, the

initial photon p1 and electron k1 four-momenta can be expressed by

p1 = γme (c, vi) , (3.16)

k1 =
EL

c
(1, n̂i) , (3.17)

where n̂i is the unit displacement three-vector of the incident photon, γ is the Lorentz factor and vi

is the velocity three-vector of the incident electron with magnitude vi. Similarly, we can present the
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final electron and scattered photon states with four-momenta

p2 = γ
′me

(
c, v f

)
, (3.18)

k2 =
Eγ

c

(
1, n̂ f

)
, (3.19)

where Eγ is the scattered photon energy, n̂ f is the unit displacement three-vector of the scattered

photon, γ′ is the Lorentz factor of the recoiling electron and v f is the velocity three-vector of the

recoiling electron with magnitude v f .

Using the four-momenta definitions (Eq. 3.16-3.19), a series of kinematic invariants (Mandelstam

variables [196]) can be determined for the photon-electron scattering process [28]

s = (p1 + k1)2 = (p2 + k2)2 , (3.20)

t = (p1 − p2)2 = (k2 − k1)2 , (3.21)

u = (p1 − k2)2 = (p2 − k1)2 . (3.22)

where t describes the momentum transfer of the process, s is the centre of mass energy squared

and u has more tenuous physical meaning, describing the cross-channel of the interaction [28]. The

kinematic invariants can be used to form more convenient Lorentz invariants

X =
s − (mec)2

(mec)2 , (3.23)

Y =
(mec)2 − u

(mec)2 , (3.24)

which, when transformed into the geometry as shown in Fig. 3.5, can be re-written as

X =
2γEL (1 + β cos ϕ)

mec2 , (3.25)

Y =
2γEγ (1 − β cos θ)

mec2 , (3.26)

where β = v/c is the Lorentz speed factor.

Taking the head-on interaction case (ϕ = 0) and assuming the incident electron is ultra-relativistic

(β→ 1), the X invariant simplifies to

X =
4γEL

mec2 . (3.27)

The Lorentz invariant X can also be termed the recoil parameter, which denotes the magnitude of

the recoil of the incident electron. For the case X ≪ 1, the recoil is small and inverse Compton

scattering reduces to Thomson scattering; the interaction becomes elastic. To illustrate, assuming a

head-on interaction (ϕ = 0) with a near-infrared laser (Nd:YAG, λ = 1064 nm, see Section 3.2), a 1%

recoil effect (X = 0.01) requires an electron kinetic energy of Ee = 558 MeV, via re-arrangement of
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(Eq. 3.27). For a visible green wavelength (λ = 532 nm), a electron kinetic energy Ee = 279 MeV is

required. Therefore, as the sources designed in this thesis typically use near-infrared incident photons

(as explained in Section 3.2), recoil effects are expected to be non-negligible only in designs for γ-ray

ICS sources (where the electron beam energy is 100’s MeV).

3.2 Lasers and Fabry–Perot Optical Re-circulation Cavities

Inverse Compton scattering sources, which use the inverse Compton scattering process to produce

Doppler-shifted scattered radiation, require a source of incident photons. Ideally the incident photon

beam will be monochromatic, have a high power and be of small physical dimensions upon interaction

(as explained in future sections) to produce a scattered photon beam with identical characteristics.

The incident photon beam criteria is satisfied for two photon sources: accelerator produced radiation,

such as synchrotron radiation and free electron lasers; and lasers. Inverse Compton scattering has

been demonstrated using an incident photon beam from an FEL at the HIγS ICS source [51] and

synchrotron radiation has also been proposed as a source of incident photons [197]. Within this

thesis only lasers are considered as incident photon sources for ICS sources because these are more

commonly used and do not require the construction of two accelerator light sources as is required for

an ICS source using a photon beam from an FEL.

ICS sources can be designed using two approaches we term ‘single shot’ and ‘re-circulated pulse’,

which relate to design of the optical system – a schematic of each is shown in Fig. 3.6. In ‘single

shot’ ICS sources each incident photon pulse is used once; typically a high peak power laser pulse

with up to Joule-scale laser pulse energies and pulse durations in the range 1 ps–10 fs is interacted

with an electron bunch to scatter photons. The interaction rate (repetition rate) of the source is

limited by the repetition rate of the laser pulse to the Hz to kHz range. In comparison, re-circulated

accelerators have 10–100 MHz bunch repetition rates and linear accelerators typically operate with

bunch repetition rates on the kHz-scale. Therefore, the ‘single shot’ approach is most applicable

to linear accelerators because the laser repetition rate and electron bunch repetition rate are similar.

The ‘single shot’ approach applied to a re-circulated accelerator would fail to take advantage of the

high electron bunch repetition rate. As detailed in Section 3.3, high energy laser pulses can cause

non-linear ICS interactions, which may be beneficial for some ICS source developments and is most

achievable with this configuration.

Alternatively, the ‘re-circulated pulse’ approach utilises a re-circulated laser pulse where a series

of mirrors are used to reflect the laser pulse (or laser pulses) to the interaction point many times.

Re-circulation of the laser pulse is achieved by Fabry-Perot optical cavities, detailed in Section 3.2.2.

Re-circulation of the incident photon pulse enables a higher photon pulse repetition rate of around

10–100’s MHz, increasing the possible interaction frequency of the ICS source and the number of

potential photon scattering events, as discussed in Section 3.6. A higher repetition rate of the laser
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Figure 3.6: Possible interaction configurations for ICS sources. Left: ‘Single shot’ ICS source, where
a laser pulse (red) is generated and interacted at the interaction point (green) in a head-on (ϕ =
0) geometry with the electron bunch (blue) to produce higher energy scattered photons (turquoise).
Mirrors (grey) are used to transport the laser pulse to the IP. Right: ‘Re-circulated pulse’ ICS source,
where a laser pulse (red) is interacted with the electron bunch (blue) at the IP (green) to produce
higher energy scattered photons (turquoise). The laser pulse is re-circulated by the mirrors (grey) of
the optical cavity and re-interacted with the next re-circulated electron bunch.

pulse means this approach is more useful for re-circulated accelerators such as storage rings and

ERLs. However, re-circulation of the laser pulse places limitations upon the laser pulse energy that

may be re-circulated – Joule-scale pulse re-circulation has not been demonstrated – which is further

explored in Section 3.2.2. Non-linear ICS sources may also be excluded from the ‘re-circulated pulse’

approach as the reduced pulse energies in re-circulated optical cavities may not achieve the intensity

required for non-linear ICS.

3.2.1 Lasers for Inverse Compton Scattering Sources

Lasers providing the incident photon pulse for an ICS source are selected due to wavelength

(incident photon energy), the pulse duration, the compatibility with optical mirror technologies –

high reflectivity optical mirror coatings are only available in certain wavelength regimes – and the

spectral bandwidth of the laser. Certain lasers do not produce photons in continuous wave mode but

are pulsed; continuous wave lasers and those with a higher repetition frequency can be considered

for ‘re-circulated’ pulse operation. Some lasers may only be considered for ‘single shot’ ICS sources

because of their repetition rate, though with a short pulse duration and high total energy pulses, these

can still be effective in ICS sources.

Many lasers may be frequency doubled (second harmonic generation) [198] where an incident

photon pulse passing through a non-linear crystal material can generate a new pulse with half the

incident wavelength. For example, an Nd:YAG laser may be frequency doubled to reduce the

wavelength from λ = 1064 nm to λ = 532 nm [199], which has an incident photon energy of

EL = 2.34 eV. However, conversion efficiency – the efficiency in transferring power from the

initial pulse to the second harmonic pulse – can limit the pulse energy of frequency doubled lasers,

for example a 2nd harmonic Nd:YAG pulse (λ = 532 nm) has been produced with a conversion

efficiency of up to 56% [199]. Pulse durations remain unchanged from the fundamental harmonic of
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the Nd:YAG case and the spectral bandwidth is doubled.

Many lasers can be useful for ICS sources and this discussion is not comprehensive, but to

illustrate the above criteria we consider several laser types: CO2 (λ = 10.6 µm), Ti:Sa (λ = 800 nm)

, Nd:YAG (λ = 1064 nm) and a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm). Typical parameters

for these laser systems are quoted in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Example laser parameters for four different laser systems commonly utilised in ICS
sources.

Parameter CO2 [200–202] Ti:Sa [73, 203] Nd:YAG [11, 201, 204, 205] 2nd Harmonic Nd:YAG [205] Unit
Wavelength, λ (Photon Energy, EL) 10600 (0.12) 800 (1.55) 1064 (1.17) 532 (2.34) nm (eV)
Pulse Energy, Epulse 3 × 10−4 0.86 b 6.2 × 10−5 c 6.2 × 10−5 c J
No. Photons (100 µJ Pulse) 53.3 4.03 5.34 2.67 ×1014

Pulse Duration (rms), tpulse 100 d 0.08 5 e 5 e ps
Repetition Frequency, flaser

a 1.5 × 104 10 5×103 5 × 102 Hz
Spectral Bandwidth, ∆EL/EL 4.95 × 10−4 4.42 × 10−2 4.7 × 10−4 9.4 × 10−4

Mirror Reflectivity Coefficient, R < 0.99 < 0.99 < 0.995 < 0.99
Mirror Damage Threshold, P/Adam 10 0.4 f 20 0.55 kW/cm2

a Repetition frequency is quoted for the laser system without a Fabry-Perot optical re-circulation cavity.
b Ti:Sa lasers are readily available with pulse energies up to 5 J but the ALICE ICS source laser [73] is used as an example.
c Nd:YAG lasers are readily available with pulse energies up to 10 J [206] (5 J frequency doubled).
d Laser pulse durations of 5 ps can be achieved by splitting this pulse into many sub-pulses [201].

Can be operated in CW, typical pulsed operation values given.
f The damage threshold is quoted in units of J/cm2 because a Ti:Sa laser is typically used for single shot ICS experiments, see data sheet [203] for

more details.

The Nd:YAG frequency doubled laser, with the lowest wavelength (λ = 532 nm), has the highest

photon energy (EL = 2.34 eV) and can scatter higher energy photons from a lower electron energy in

comparison to the other lasers. A CO2 laser produces the least energetic photons (EL = 0.12 eV) – a

factor of ∼ 20 lower – and would require a factor of 4.5 increase in electron beam energy (Eq. 3.50)

to scatter photons of identical energy. Therefore, production of x-ray and γ-ray radiation can be

achieved more readily with Ti:Sa and Nd:YAG lasers than with CO2 lasers.

Table 3.1 shows that, for an invariant laser pulse total energy, more photons are included in the

pulse when a longer wavelength is used. A 100 µJ CO2 laser pulse (λ = 10.60 µm) contains ∼ 10

times more photons than a 100 µJ Nd:YAG laser pulse (λ = 1.064 µm). More photons present in the

laser pulse–electron bunch interaction increases the luminosity of the ICS source linearly, as discussed

in Section 3.6, so an ICS source with a longer wavelength laser may be more intense.

A CO2 laser also has the longest pulse duration of any laser at 100 ps in comparison to the

82 fs COHERENT Ti:Sa laser system [73]. Chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [207] is frequently

used with Ti:Sa lasers to obtain high pulse powers on the Joule-scale with short pulse durations.

Short laser pulse durations allow for generation of short duration scattered photon pulses (subject to

the electron bunch duration, see Section 3.7) that can be applied to experiments where phenomena

occur on femtosecond timescales. However, the picosecond domain achieved by Nd:YAG lasers is

satisfactory for most experiments.

The kHz laser repetition rates achieved by all lasers excluding Ti:Sa systems (as shown in

Table 3.1) are adequate for use within the ‘re-circulated pulse’ ICS source approach. Lasers can

circulate within a Fabry-Perot cavity at 100’s MHz repetition rates but laser photons are lost in every
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pass of the optical cavity because mirrors aren’t 100% reflective. A kHz repetition rate laser can be

used to top up the energy of the re-circulated laser pulse and mitigate this effect, known as pulse

stacking, hence the Ti:Sa laser with a slow 10 Hz repetition rate can not be used by the ‘re-circulated

pulse’ approach.

High reflectivity mirrors with reflection coefficient R > 0.99 are available for all of the lasers

in Table 3.1 so the laser can be transported to the ICS interaction with low losses. The reflection

coefficient denotes the fraction of the incident laser power that is reflected by the mirror. However,

optics for the Nd:YAG laser have demonstrated higher reflection coefficients (R = 0.995) than other

laser systems; lower photon losses are advantageous because they allow a larger average photon power

to be stored within the Fabry-Perot optical cavity which increases the luminosity (see Section 3.6) of

the ICS source.

The power transported in an optical system is also limited by the damage threshold of the mirrors;

a higher average stored power can be contained in a Fabry-Perot cavity if the damage threshold is

increased. The damage threshold is the maximum tolerable incident laser power per unit area of the

mirror. Table 3.1 shows that the Nd:YAG mirrors have the highest damage threshold of 20 kW/cm2

of incident laser power per unit mirror area which means higher average laser power can be stored

in a Fabry-Perot cavity using an Nd:YAG laser and these optics. Notably, the damage threshold for

the 2nd harmonic Nd:YAG laser system (λ = 532 nm) is reduced by a factor of ∼ 36 compared to

the fundamental Nd:YAG harmonic (λ = 1064 nm). Damage thresholds do not decrease linearly

with wavelength because the damage threshold is sensitive to the particular material properties of the

high reflectivity coating used to construct the optical mirror and typically development of reflective

coatings has focused on the near-infrared wavelengths.

The spectral bandwidth – the photon energy spread of the laser pulse – of the Nd:YAG laser system

(λ = 1064 nm) is the smallest of those surveyed in Table 3.1 which is advantageous for the generation

of small energy spread (bandwidth) scattered radiation, as discussed in Section 3.8. Scattered photons

may not have a lower energy spread than the incident photons in the ICS interaction, therefore using

the Ti:Sa laser (∆EL/EL = 0.0442) in Table 3.1 means the scattered radiation has a minimum

energy spread of 4.42%. The spectral bandwidth is increased when a laser is frequency doubled

so frequency doubled lasers may be less suitable for narowband photon generation. Narrowband

radiation is required for experiments that probe phenomena occurring from a small photon energy

range. Consequently, a small spectral bandwidth is required for a laser used in an ICS source.

3.2.2 Fabry–Perot Optical Cavities

A Fabry–Perot optical cavity is a Fabry–Perot interferometer [208] utilised as an optical resonator,

where incident photon pulses (laser pulses) are stacked to increase the circulating pulse energy [209,

210]. The Fabry-Perot optical cavity consists of a set of optical mirrors designed to transport a laser

pulse with low losses and produce a small laser focus at a position within the round trip of the cavity
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for an electron bunch–laser pulse interaction point. The cavity is constructed from high reflectivity

mirrors, however one mirror must be less reflective – known as the input mirror – so that the laser

pulses can enter the cavity. Fabry-Perot cavities are an optical arrangement commonly applied in

the ‘re-circulated pulse’ approach to re-circulate the laser pulse many times. Commonly, Fabry-

Perot optical cavities are constructed with 2 or 4 mirrors with the most prevalent topologies shown in

Fig. 3.7. Cavities can be planar – where all mirrors are in the same 2D plane – or non-planar where

the path of the laser pulse is three-dimensional. Non-planar cavities are preferred due to polarisation

considerations [211], details of this are beyond the scope of the discussion here.

Figure 3.7: Fabry-Perot optical cavities constructed from varying number of mirrors (grey), where
a laser (red) is circulated between the mirrors and interacted with an electron bunch (blue) at the
interaction point (green) where the incident photons are scattered (turquoise). At the interaction point
the spot size of the laser is at a waist σL, whereas at the mirror the laser pulse has diverged and is
larger, with spot size σw. Left: 2-mirror Fabry-Perot optical cavity. Right: 4-mirror ‘bow-tie’ Fabry-
Perot optical cavity.

Two-mirror cavities consist of two concave reflectors and require a concentric configuration to

achieve a very small beam-waist where each mirror has the same focal point and the focus is at the

centre of the mirrors. Consequently, the concentric configuration is mechanically very unstable [212]

because displacements of the optical axis correspond to small displacement on the mirrors [210] –

small cavity misalignments are inherently poorly corrected by the optics. A comprehensive discussion

of the mechanical instability of 2-mirror cavities and the difficulties associated with concentric

configurations is presented by Zomer et al [211]; following the justifications of Zomer et al only

4-mirror cavities are utilised here.

The main advantage of using a Fabry–Perot optical cavity is that the average power of the incident

laser can be increased because the repetition frequency is increased from a standard laser repetition

rate and the cavity can accommodate a large number of passes of the stacked optical pulse [210].

For example, the Nd:YAG laser in Table 3.1 has a laser repetition rate of 15 kHz, but 100’s MHz

laser pulse repetition rates can be achieved via re-circulation in an optical cavity – a near 10,000 fold

increase in laser average power. Therefore, higher average laser powers – the stored average laser

power of the cavity – can be interacted with the high average power of a re-circulated electron bunch,

with a higher interaction repetition rate, to produce more inverse Compton scattering events. The
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average stored power of an optical cavity is given by

Pavg = mEpulse fopt, (3.28)

where m is the no. of laser pulses stored in the cavity, Epulse is the energy of the pulse stored in

the cavity and fopt = n flaser is the repetition frequency of the laser in the optical cavity which is the

nth harmonic of the laser frequency flaser. Large laser infrastructure is also not required as the Fabry-

Perot optical cavity typically re-circulates weak laser pulses, with pulse energies of 10–100’s µJ. High

average powers can be stored as the ∼ 100 µJ pulse is re-circulated at 100’s MHz – a typical electron

bunch repetition frequency – yielding an average stored power of Pavg = 10 kW, much greater than

the ‘single shot’ approach where (for Ti:Sa laser in Table 3.1) the average power is 8.6 W.

However, implementation of Fabry-Perot cavities in an ICS source results in constraints to the path

length of the laser pulse (denoted by the red line in Fig. 3.7), the crossing angle of the interaction, the

focal radius (spot size) of the laser pulse at the interaction point and the average stored laser power

available for interaction. These constraints on the optical cavity are interdependent; for example,

reducing the path length will reduce the energy of the pulse that can be stored for (an assumed)

invariant laser average power.

The path length constraints arise due to the requirement that the electron bunch repetition rate and

the laser pulse repetition rate must remain identical. Two conditions are imposed:

felectron = m fopt, Lcav =
c

fopt
, (3.29)

where felectron is the electron bunch repetition rate, m is the number of pulses in the cavity and

Lcav is the path length of the cavity. A path length that is large will amplify the effect of mirror

misalignments, as a photon incident on a misaligned mirror will have a larger positional error on the

other cavity mirror if the distance between them is larger [211]. Small path lengths mean the laser

spot size upon the mirrors becomes small, as the transverse rms spot size of a laser pulse a distance

zL from focus is given by [213]

σw = σL

√
1 +

zL

zR
, (3.30)

with σL the transverse rms spot size of the laser pulse and the Rayleigh range [213] of a laser pulse

(assuming a Gaussian pulse) of wavelength λ is

zR =
4πσ2

L

λ
. (3.31)

Therefore, short path lengths are unfeasible because a small laser spot size incident on a cavity mirror

means the power per unit area of the laser pulse incident on cavity mirrors exceeds mirror damage

thresholds (see Section 3.2.1).
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The spot size at the interaction point of a 4-mirror cavity, as shown in Fig. 3.7, can be made smaller

by increasing the distance between the two curved cavity mirrors (M3 and M4), whilst keeping their

radius of curvature the same [11, 211]. The spot size on the M3 and M4 mirrors remains unchanged

but, as seen through inspection of (Eq. 3.30), the spot size at the interaction point between these

becomes smaller. Distances between the M1 and M2 mirrors are adjusted to maintain the path length

requirements (Eq. 3.29). Small laser pulse spot sizes at the IP are limited by misalignments of the

optical cavity mirrors, limiting the maximum distance between the M3 and M4 mirrors, and the

minimum distance between the M1 and M2 mirrors is similarly limited by the damage thresholds

of those mirrors.

A crossing angle of between 2–12◦ is typically imposed between the electron bunch and the laser

pulse in a Fabry-Perot optical cavity [210] to avoid the electron bunches hitting and causing damage

to the mirror surfaces. Alternatively, two schemes could be used where a head-on (ϕ = 0) interaction

is permissible:

1. The electron bunch could be incident through a hole in the mirror.

2. The electron bunch could be steered into the optical cavity via a magnetic chicane (see

Section 2.5.3).

When the electron bunch is incident through a hole in the mirror, the mirror itself must have a hole

drilled through it. The mirror hole reduces the reflection of the cavity mirrors and consequently the

stored power of the cavity. Radiation damage could also occur from electron beam halo or incorrectly

steered electron beams. If the electron bunch enters the Fabry-Perot optical cavity via a chicane

dipole magnets would be placed between the cavity mirrors (between M3 and M4 in the 4-mirror

cavity in Fig. 3.7). These dipoles would require modification to allow a laser to pass through the

magnet. Magnets within the laser path could also compromise steering of the laser beam by inducing

thermal stress in the optics [214]. Induced thermal stress within the cavity optics from magnets and

vibrations from vacuum equipment are two reasons Fabry-Perot cavities are difficult to implement

within particle accelerators.

The finesse of an optical cavity is defined as the number of-round trip passes a laser pulse can

accomplish before being absorbed or lost by transmission through the cavity mirrors. Therefore, this

is an important performance parameter of an optical cavity, analogous to the Q of an RF cavity. The

finesse of a Fabry-Perot optical cavity is given by [215, 216] (Eq. 94 [216])

F =
π

2 sin−1
(

1−R
2
√

R

) , (3.32)

where R is intensity reflectivity R = R1R2R3R4, the combined reflectivity coefficients Ri for each

of the mirrors. Note here that the description has simply been extended from the 2-mirror version

of Freise and Strain [?] (R = R1R2) to 4-mirrors. Assuming that the mirror reflection coefficients
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are near unity (Ri ≈ 1), as justified by Table 3.1 and using sin−1 (x) = x when x is small, we gain

(Eq. 95 [216])

F ≈
π
√

R
1 − R

, (3.33)

replicating the result of Hecht [217]. For efficient input of the laser pulse into the cavity the reflectivity

of a single mirror must be reduced (increasing the transmission coefficient) and therefore this also

limits the finesse of an optical cavity.

Consequently a high finesse cavity is necessary for transportation of a high average stored laser

power; otherwise, power losses on the mirrors and mirror heating would become prohibitive. A

high average power incident on a mirror heats the mirror causing thermoelastic deformation which

affects the radii of curvature of the mirror. When the radii of curvature of the mirror is altered the

coupling of the laser pulse to the cavity is poorer [218], causing greater power loss which reinforces

this behaviour until the cavity becomes unstable. Mitigation of thermoelastic deformation of optical

mirrors in Fabry-Perot optical cavities is an active research subject [219], where new mirror coatings

could increase damage thresholds of mirrors and increase the stored laser power. A high average

power also means a cavity is more susceptible to hot-spot defects, where manufacturing or handling

defects on a mirror surface cause a hot-spot and the mirror coating is damaged, resulting in a large

loss of stored power [220]. Limitations on the average stored power within an optical cavity mean

that the multi-pulse optical cavity approach (where m pulses are re-circulated) is not advantageous

to increasing the scattered photons produced by the ICS source because the energy of the pulses in a

multi-pulse optical cavity must be decreased due to the number of pulses in the cavity i.e. Epulse/m in

comparison to Epulse for a single-pulse cavity.

3.3 Non-linear Inverse Compton Scattering

The inverse Compton scattering process becomes non-linear when the scattering occurs with an

intense source of incident photons (intense laser pulse). The intensity of the incident photon source

is typically characterised using the normalised laser vector potential a0 defined as

a0 =
eE0

ωmec
=

eE0λ

2πmec2 , (3.34)

where E0 is the amplitude of the electric field of the laser pulse and ω is the photon frequency.

Therefore, the normalised laser vector potential is the ratio of the electron transverse momentum

induced by the laser pulse electric field eE0/ω and mec. Alternatively, a0 can be thought of as the

work done by the incident laser over a distance of one wavelength in units of the rest mass of the

electron. Once a0 ∼ 1 the incident electron undergoes relativistic transverse oscillations within the

laser pulse. The normalised laser vector potential can be more readily defined for both a longitudinally
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Gaussian and flat-top (longitudinally uniform) pulse [221], with a transverse Gaussian profile

a0 =
e
√

2cµ0

2πmec2 λ

√
Epulse

(2π)3/2 σ2
Ltpulse

(Gaussian Longitudinal), (3.35)

a0 =
e
√

2cµ0

2πmec2 λ

√
Epulse

2πσ2
Ltpulse

(Uniform Longitudinal), (3.36)

where e is the charge of an electron, µ0 is the permeability of free space, Epulse is the energy of the

incident photon pulse, σL is the transverse rms spot size (radius) of the incident photon pulse and

tpulse is the rms pulse duration. The normalised laser potential is often expressed as a0 ≈ 0.855 ×

10−9λ
[
µm

] √
I
[
W/cm2], where I is the peak intensity of the incident photon pulse [222].

When a0 ≪ 1 the inverse Compton scattering interaction is linear. Beyond a0 ∼ 1 non-linear

effects occur in inverse Compton scattering sources such as harmonic generation of higher energy

photons [223, 224] and multi-photon inverse Compton scattering [225]. Non-linear effects can occur

when a0 < 1 as their onset is also driven by other factors such as pulse length and shape [221]

however an intense laser pulse a0 ∼ 1 is still required. When a beam of monochromatic electrons is

interacted with an intense monochromatic incident photon source (conventional laser or otherwise)

we expect to see well-defined energies of the backscattered photons which occur near harmonics

(integer factors) of the linear photon energy (when a0 ≪ 1). For example, if we consider an intense

source of 1 eV photons is incident on a 500 MeV electron beam photons are scattered at energies of

Eγ,1 = 3.81 MeV (fundamental harmonic), Eγ,2 = 7.62 MeV (second harmonic), Eγ,3 = 11.43 MeV

(third harmonic) and so on (the small effect of electron recoil has been neglected here). Hence,

non-linear ICS can be useful for generating high energy electrons from moderate energy electron

beams. Both harmonic generation and multi-photon inverse Compton scattering produce photons

at harmonics of the scattered photon energy, and as stated by Kibble and Brown [226] the two are

equivalent models.

In harmonic generation, the relativistic transverse motion of the electrons within the intense

incident photon field causes non-linear acceleration of the electrons which produces harmonics in the

spectrum [223, 227, 228]. For example, a linearly polarised electron in the rest frame with momentum

p1 will be at rest before entering the laser pulse but upon entering the laser pulse will be accelerated

non-linearly and will orbit in a figure-8 motion around the previous momentum value p1 which

causes the production of harmonic radiation upon Lorentz transformation to the lab frame [223].

Alternatively in multi-photon Compton inverse scattering, an a0 ∼ 1 means that more than one photon

can be involved simultaneously in an ICS interaction and therefore the central equation of the ICS

interaction (Eq. 3.15) must be modified [225, 229]

p1 + nk1 = p2 + k2, (3.37)
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where n denotes an integer value of incident photons present in the interaction. With two or more

near-identical photons interacting simultaneously, the total incident photon energy is nEL and the

scattered photon energy becomes ∼ nEγ. However, the increased recoil

X =
4γELn
mec2 , (3.38)

from multiple photons participating in the interaction means Eγ,n < nEγ,1, where Eγ,n is the scattered

photon energy with n incident photons and Eγ,1 is the scattered photon energy from a single photon.

An intense laser pulse also can cause ponderomotive broadening [230], where the electron bunch

is decelerated by the ponderomotive force as it enters the laser pulse and accelerated as it exits which

causes a broadening in the scattered photon energies. A ponderomotive force is a force that acts upon

a charged particle in an oscillating electromagnetic field in the opposing direction to the high field

region, hence why the ponderomotive force pushes the electron away from the central intense region

of the laser pulse. Example ponderomotive broadening calculations by Seipt et al [231] have shown

the bandwidth (spread of scattered photon energies) of an ICS source using an intense laser (a0 =

2.83) can be increased by around 25% without mitigation. Whilst mitigation methods exist, such

as chirping of the incident laser pulse [221, 232, 233] to mitigate ponderomotive forces experienced

by the electron, these are yet to be experimentally demonstrated to the author’s knowledge. Hence,

intense laser and non-linear effects are avoided as we aim to demonstrate narrowband ICS sources.

Unless explicitly stated, all equations within this work are derived for the linear regime as this is the

regime the ICS sources presented are designed to operate.

3.4 Derivation of the Scattered Photon Energy

The electron–photon interaction relation (Eq. 3.15)

p1 + k1 = p2 + k2,

can be modified in order to calculate the scattered photon energy of an electron–photon interaction.

Using the four-momenta in (Eq. 3.16-3.19) we can create Lorentz invariant quantities from the

Minkowski norms of the four-momenta

p1µpµ1 = γ
2m2

e

(
v2 − c2

)
= −m2

ec2, (3.39)

k1µkµ1 = 0. (3.40)
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We can multiply (Eq. 3.15) by the four-momentum of the scattered photon and apply the Lorentz

invariant (Eq. 3.40)

kµ2
(
p1µ + k1µ

)
= kµ2

(
p2µ + k2µ

)
,

kµ2 p1µ + kµ2k1µ = kµ2 p2µ. (3.41)

Similarly we can construct another equation by inspecting the square of the conservation of four-

momentum

(p1 + k1)µ (p1 + k1)µ = (p2 + k2)µ (p2 + k2)µ ,

p1µpµ1 + k1µpµ1 + k1µpµ1 + k1µkµ1 = p2µpµ2 + k2µpµ2 + p2µkµ2 + k2µkµ2 , (3.42)

utilising the commutation of four-vectors (pµkµ = kµpµ) and our Lorentz invariants (Eqs. 3.39, 3.40)

we can simplify this further

p1µkµ1 = p2µkµ2 . (3.43)

Substituting (Eq. 3.43) into (Eq. 3.41) yields

kµ2 p1µ + kµ2k1µ = kµ1 p1µ (3.44)

Which in three-vector notation is shown as

ELEγ

c2

(
n̂i · n̂ f − 1

)
+

Eγ

c
γme

(
n̂ f · vi − c

)
=

EL

c
γme (n̂i · vi − c) (3.45)

However, (Eq. 3.45) should be presented in terms of the angles in Fig. 3.5. The dot products

within this formula can be replaced using projections to introduce the angular dependencies

n̂i · n̂ f = cos θ′, (3.46)

n̂ f · vi = vi cos θ, (3.47)

n̂i · vi = vi cos ϕ′. (3.48)

Upon introducing the projections (Eqs. 3.46, 3.47, 3.48), (Eq. 3.45) becomes

ELEγ
(
cos θ′ − 1

)
+ Eγγmec2

(vi

c
cos θ − 1

)
= ELγmec2

(vi

c
cos ϕ′ − 1

)
, (3.49)

where EL is the incident photon energy and Eγ is the scattered photon energy. Using the Lorentz

speed factor β = v/c and the total electron beam energy Ee = γmec2 and re-arranging, we arrive at the

general linear, recoil-corrected form for the scattered photon energy resulting from inverse Compton
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scattering

Eγ =
(1 − β cos ϕ′) EL

1 − β cos θ + (1 − cos θ′) EL
Ee

=
(1 + β cos ϕ) EL

1 − β cos θ + (1 − cos θ′) EL
Ee

, (3.50)

where using the definition of the crossing angle ϕ = π − ϕ′, as shown in Fig. 3.5, yields a more

convenient form for ICS sources.

In the head-on case (ϕ = 0), the scattered photon energy (Eq. 3.50) can be simplified to

Eγ =
(1 + β)

1 − β cos θ − (β − EL/Ee) cos θ
, (3.51)

further simplification by the small angle approximation (θ ≪ 1) and for an ultra-relativistic electron

beam (β ≈ 1) yields

Eγ ≈
4γ2EL

1 + γ2θ2 + X
, (3.52)

where the recoil term X is given by (Eq. 3.27). Extending this to backscattering of the incident photon

(θ = 0), the scattered photon energy becomes

Eγ =
4γ2EL

1 + X
, (3.53)

which is referred to in the literature [234] as the Compton edge as it is the highest possible scattered

photon energy from an electron–photon interaction in inverse Compton scattering. The γ2 factor

within (Eq. 3.53) is due to the double Doppler shift experienced by the incident photon as it is

scattered, which is best explained using the classical picture in Section 3.1.4. At low recoil the

Compton edge energy is given by the well known relation

Eγ = 4γ2EL. (3.54)

Upon inspection of the generalised ICS scattered photon energy (Eq. 3.50), there is an explicit

dependence of the scattered photon energy Eγ on the scattering angle θ. The scattering angle

dependence of the scattered photon energy enables scattered photon energy discrimination through

specification of a maximum scattering angle the radiation can traverse. By setting a maximum

scattering angle θmax photons with lower energy, inherently scattered at angles θ > θmax, will be

excluded i.e. the produced radiation can be simply collimated.

3.5 Electron–Photon Interaction Cross Section

The cross section σ defines the probability of a specific process occurring, in this case an incident

photon scattering from an incident electron within an electron bunch–laser pulse interaction. For a

scattering process, the cross section can be envisioned as an effective area presented by the electron to

the photon. Imagined as a ballistic collision, where a series of incident discrete photons are projected
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at the cross section of the electron, some photons hit the target and cause scattering whilst some miss

the target and do not. Therefore, the cross section describes the proportion of the incident photons

that are scattered. Alternatively, the cross section can be viewed as the ratio of the incident power Pin

to the radiated power Pout

σ =
Pout

Pin
. (3.55)

To understand the cross section of the electron–photon interaction, the interaction must be

modelled three dimensionally and considerations such as polarisation must be adequately accounted

for. The co-ordinate system in Fig. 3.5 can be extended to a full 3D representation in Fig. 3.8, with

an incident electron with momentum p1 parallel to the z-axis interacting with an incident photon with

wavenumber k1 travelling anti-parallel, with a crossing angle ϕ in the x-z plane, scattering a photon

with wavenumber k2 at a polar angle θ and azimuthal angle ϕ f . Whilst the incident electron is used

to set the right-handed global co-ordinate system (x, y, z), local right-handed co-ordinate systems

can be attached to the incident photon (x̃, ỹ, z̃), which propagates anti-parallel to the electron at a

crossing angle ϕ (x = −x̃ sin ϕ, z = −z̃), and to the scattered photon (x̃′,ỹ′,z̃′) where the variation from

the electron co-ordinate system is due to the polar scattering angle θ. Polarisation directions of the

incident and scattered photons are typically specified in the local co-ordinate systems.

Figure 3.8: Diagram of the electron–photon scattering interactions. Left: Geometry of the interaction
in the incident electron global co-ordinate system. An incident electron (blue) with momentum p1
interacts with an incident photon (red) with momentum ℏk1 at a crossing angle ϕ in the x–z plane
and rotated in the x–y plane by azimuthal angle ϕ f . The photon is scattered (green) with momentum
ℏk2 at a polar scattering angle θ in the y–z plane with azimuthal angle ϕ f . The incident and scattered
photons have local right handed co-ordinate systems attached. Right: Polarisation vector ε (red)
of the incident linearly polarised photon with reference to the local co-ordinate system (red) and
electron frame (black). The incident photon travels into the page, with the aximuthal angle of linear
polarisation τ defined with reference to the x axis of the electron frame.

Following the derivation by Berestetskii, Lifshitz and Pitaevskii [28], using the amplitude arising

from the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 3.4, the double differential cross section with respect to any
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polarisation of the incident and scattered photons and an unpolarised or arbitrarily polarised electron

is given by

d2σ

dYdϕ f
=

2r2
e

X
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 , (3.56)

where the incident photon pulse Stokes parameters ξi (i = 1, 2, 3), in the electron frame (global)

co-ordinate system, are given by

ξ1 = Pt sin
(
2τ − 2ϕ f

)
sin ϕ, (3.57)

ξ2 = Pc, (3.58)

ξ3 = −Pt cos
(
2τ − 2ϕ f

)
sin ϕ, (3.59)

where, using the same co-ordinate system as Sun and Wu [33, 34], −1 ≤ Pt ≤ 1 is the degree of

linear polarisation of the incident pulse (Pt = −1, full anti-parallel polarisation), −1 ≤ Pc ≤ 1 is the

degree of circular polarisation of the incident pulse (Pc = −1, full anticlockwise polarisation), τ is

the azimuthal angle of the linear polarisation, ϕ f is the azimuthal scattering angle, ϕ is the crossing

angle in the x–z plane. Polarisation of the incident photon is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.8.

The ξ1 parameter resembles linear polarisation along the transverse axes whereas the ξ3 parameter

corresponds to linear polarisation at a 45◦ angle to the transverse axes and ξ2 relates to the degree of

circular polarisation. For example, a linearly polarised incident photon oriented in the horizontal x

plane would be given by ξi = (1, 0, 0) whilst ξi = (0, 1, 0) describes a circularly polarised incident

photon propagating clockwise.

The Stokes parameters ξ′i (i = 1, 2, 3) of a single scattered photon for a small polar scattering

angle (θ ≪ 1) in the electron frame can be similarly defined

ξ′1 ≈ −ξ̄
′
1 cos

(
2ϕ f

)
+ ξ̄′3 sin

(
2ϕ f

)
, (3.60)

ξ′2 ≈ ξ̄
′
2, (3.61)

ξ′3 ≈ −ξ̄
′
1 sin

(
2ϕ f

)
− ξ̄′3 cos

(
2ϕ f

)
, (3.62)

where ξ̄′i are the scattered photon Stokes parameters of the scattered photon in its attached local

co-ordinate system. For example ξ̄′i = (−1, 0, 0), corresponds to a horizontally polarised scattered

photon aligned to ỹ. For a beam of unpolarised electrons scattering with a polarised laser pulse, the

polarisation of the scattered photons is parallel to the incident photon. However, since the photons

can be scattering at angle θ, the polarisation with respect to the scattered photon z̃ axis varies.
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Assuming, for the purposes of a general cross section formula, scattered photons are not

discriminated on the basis of polarisation from an ICS interaction (all scattered photon polarisations

are accepted) the cross section can be derived by setting ξ′i = 0, (i = 1, 2, 3) and multiplying

(Eq. 3.56) by 2. This is equivalent to summing over all possible polarisation states [33]. Making

this assumption, the double differential cross section (Eq. 3.56) reduces to

d2σ

dYdϕ f
=

4r2
e

X2

[
1 + Pt cos

(
2τ − 2ϕ f

)] (1 − ξ3)

( 1
X
−

1
Y

)2

+
1
X
−

1
Y

 + 1
4

(X
Y
+

Y
X

) , (3.63)

Integrating over the full range of the azimuthal scattering angle 0 ≤ ϕ f ≤ 2π obtains the differential

cross section as a function of the Y Lorentz invariant (Eq. 3.26)

dσ
dY
= A

∫ 2π

0
1 + Pt cos

(
2τ − 2ϕ f

)
sin ϕ dϕ f + B

∫ 2π

0
dϕ f ,

dσ
dY
= 2π (A + B) =

8πr2
e

X2

( 1
X
−

1
Y

)2

+
1
X
−

1
Y
+

1
4

(X
Y
+

Y
X

) , (3.64)

where A and B collect parameters that are independent of the azimuthal scattering angle in (Eq. 3.63)

A =
4r2

e

X2

( 1
X
−

1
Y

)2

+
1
X
−

1
Y

 ,
B =

4r2
e

X2

[
1
4

(X
Y
+

Y
X

)]
. (3.65)

Through inspection of (Eq. 3.64), it is clear there is no longer a dependence on the polarisation of the

incident photon therefore, the flux (number of photons scattered per second) of an ICS interaction is

independent of the polarisation of the incident photons.

Following the derivation of Berestetskii [28], the Mandelstam variables for the electron–photon

interaction (Eqs. 3.20, 3.21, 3.22) are limited by

s ≥mec2, t ≤0, us ≤
(
mec2

)2
, (3.66)

where the limit on s (Eq. 3.20) arises when the electron and photon momentum are zero, but the

electron is still of rest mass mec2. The t variable (3.21) must be smaller than zero because p1 = p2

for an elastic interaction and when the electron recoils and the scattered photon gains energy p1 > p2.

The us limit (Eq. 3.66) is more nuanced, but also occurs because of the limit of an elastic collision and

is derived more readily by Berestetskii et al [28]. The limits on the Mandelstam variables (Eq. 3.66)

can be re-arranged to form the inequality X/X + 1 ≤ Y ≤ X [33]. The total cross section for the
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inverse Compton scattering interaction [28] can be integrated within the range of the inequality

σ =
8πr2

e

X2

∫ X

X
X+1

(
1
X
−

1
Y

)2

+
1
X
−

1
Y
+

1
4

(X
Y
+

Y
X

)
dY,

σ =
2πr2

e

X

[
1
2
+

8
X
−

1
2 (1 + X)2 +

(
1 −

4
X
−

8
X2

)
ln (1 + X)

]
, (3.67)

where re is the classical radius of the electron. If, as in Curatolo et al [32], we take the classical limit

(X → 0) of the total cross section (Eq. 3.67) we obtain

lim
X→ 0

σ =
8πr2

e

3
(1 − X) = σT (1 − X) , (3.68)

where σT is the Thomson cross section. When the interaction is firmly in the classical regime (X ≪

1), in which inverse Compton scattering becomes Thomson scattering and there is elastic scattering,

the Compton cross section recovers the Thomson scattering cross section, σ = σT . If we take the

limit where all the energy of the incident electron is transformed to the scattered photon, where the

incident electron has maximal recoil (X → ∞), the cross section (Eq. 3.67) becomes

lim
X→ ∞

σ =
2πr2

e

X

(
ln X +

1
2

)
(3.69)

which is known as the ultra-relativistic limit [32]. At the ultra-relativistic limit the scattered photon

energy (Eq. 3.50) approaches the incident electron energy (Eγ ∼ Ee).
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Figure 3.9: Electron–photon interaction cross section (Eq. 3.67) as a function of electron bunch
energy for an Nd:YAG laser operating at the fundamental harmonic (λ = 1064 nm, EL = 1.17 eV).
Left: Comparison of the full cross section (Eq. 3.67) (black) with the cross section in the low recoil
limit (Eq. 3.68) (red) for a 5 MeV–35 GeV electron bunch kinetic energy range. Right: Comparison
of the full cross section (Eq. 3.67) with the cross section in the ultra-relativistic, high recoil limit
(Eq. 3.69) (blue) for a 35 GeV–10 TeV electron bunch kinetic energy range.

The behaviour of the total cross section as a function of electron bunch energy is shown in Fig. 3.9,

with the low-recoil (Eq. 3.68) and ultra-relativistic (Eq. 3.69) limits shown. A small recoil (X ≪

1) cross section calculation is valid up until the GeV-scale, above the GeV-scale the small recoil

approximation (Eq. 3.68) underestimates the electron–photon interaction cross section (Eq. 3.67).
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The ultra-relativistic cross section approximation (Eq. 3.69) becomes a good approximation to the

full cross section calculation (Eq. 3.67) beyond ∼ 92 GeV, at smaller energies the cross section is

underestimated and at energies on the order of 10’s GeV the cross section in the ultra-relativistic

approximation is negative which is clearly non-physical.

Assuming a head-on (ϕ = 0) interaction in the ultra-relativistic domain (β ≈ 1) the Lorentz

invariants can be related as

Y = X
Ee − Eγ

Ee − EL
, (3.70)

where the derivative of Y with respect to scattered photon energy becomes

dY
dEγ

= −
X

Ee − EL
. (3.71)

The derivative of Y with respect to the scattered photon energy Eγ (Eq. 3.71) is substituted into

(Eq. 3.63), which is integrated over the azimuthal angle, similarly to (Eq. 3.64), to obtain the

differential cross section with respect to the scattered photon energy

dσ
dEγ

=
8πr2

e

X (Ee − EL)

( 1
X
−

1
Y

)2

+
1
X
−

1
Y
+

1
4

(X
Y
+

Y
X

) . (3.72)

Since the differential cross section can be expressed in terms of the scattered photon energy

(Eq. 3.50), there is a cross section–scattering angle correspondence indirectly resulting from the

scattered photon energy (Eq. 3.50). The scattered photon energy–scattering angle correspondence is

explained in Section 3.4 and is further discussed with reference to the cross section in Section 4.2. The

cross section–scattering angle correspondence from the scattered photon energy is also convoluted

with the scattering angle dependency of the Y Lorentz invariant (Eq. 3.26). A full treatment of

collimation and the differential cross section with respect to scattering angle is included in Chapter 4,

where the angular solutions are used to derive an analytical model for the collimated flux of an ICS

interaction. The scattered photon energy differential cross section (Eq. 3.72) can be plotted against

the scattered photon energy of a single particle ICS interaction to reveal the spectral characteristics

of an ICS source. Fig. 3.10 shows a normalised plot of the scattered photon energy differential cross

section (Eq. 3.72) as a function of the scattered photon energy for a head-on collision (ϕ = 0), in the

low recoil regime (X ≪ 1). Several features are apparent in Fig. 3.10, such as the double peaked

spectrum – which is peaked in the forward (low energy) and backward (high energy) directions with

respect to the incident photon pulse – where the intensity of these peaks is double (for X ≪ 1) the

intensity of the trough at θ = 1/γ and the average energy (Eγ = 2γ2EL), which is half of the maximum

energy (Eq. 3.54) at the Compton edge.

The Lorentz Y invariant can be calculated for the angular limitations of the ICS interaction (0 ≤

θ ≤ 1/γ) – a cone of angular width θ = 1/γ in the backscattered direction. Taking the lower limit

of θ = 0 provides the minimum value of Y where Y ≈ X/ (1 − X) and the scattered photon energy is
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Figure 3.10: Normalised differential cross section with respect to the scattered photon energy
(Eq. 3.72) as a function of normalised scattered photon energy (Eq. 3.50) in the low recoil (X ≪ 1)
regime for a head-on interaction (ϕ = 0); both parameters are normalised for generality. The
maximum (blue) and minimum (green) values of the differential cross section (Eq. 3.74) are shown,
which differ by a factor of ∼ 2 (Eq. 3.75). The average energy in the spectrum is Eγ = 2γ2EL, half of
the Compton edge energy (Eq. 3.54), due to the symmetry of the spectrum.

given by (Eq. 3.53). At the large scattering angle limit θ = 1/γ, Y is at a minimum and has a value of

Y = X/ (1 − X/2) and the scattered photon energy becomes

Eγ =
2γ2EL

1 + X
, (3.73)

as seen in Fig. 3.10. Substituting the limitations of the Y Lorentz invariant for each angular case into

(Eq. 3.72) yields maximum and minimum values of the differential cross section as shown by Sun et

al [34]

(
dσ
dEγ

)
max
=

8πr2
e

X (Ee − EL)
2 + X

4
,(

dσ
dEγ

)
min
=

8πr2
e

X (Ee − EL)
1

4 (1 + X)
. (3.74)

The ratio of the maximum and minimum of the differential cross section given by

(
dσ/dEγ

)
max(

dσ/dEγ

)
min

= (2 + X) (1 + X) ≈ 2, (3.75)

shows that the intensity of the radiation emission in the backscattered direction, at the Compton edge

(θ = 0), is double the intensity than in the angular limit, at a semi-angle of θ = 1/γ, which is also

highlighted in Fig. 3.10. Furthermore, following Sun et al [34] by taking the small recoil limit of the

cross section (Eq. 3.68) with (Eq. 3.74), the ratio of the cross section in an energy range ∆Eγ around

the Compton edge energy Emax
γ (Eq. 3.54) in the case of low recoil (X ≪ 1) is given by

∆σ

σ
≈

3 (2 + X)
4 (1 − X)

∆Eγ

Emax
γ
≈

3
2
∆Eγ

Emax
γ

, (3.76)
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which can be used to estimate the part of the photon spectrum selected by a collimator aperture placed

downstream of an ICS source. A full calculation of this ‘collimated flux’ is developed in Chapter 4,

building upon the flux derivation in the next section and the cross section in (Eq. 3.63).

3.6 Luminosity and Flux

3.6.1 Luminosity

Applying Larmor’s theorem [88, 194] in the relativistic generalization [235] and following the

derivation by Krafft and Priebe [234], the luminosity of an ICS source in the head-on (ϕ = 0) case

can be derived. Larmor’s theorem of radiated power in the relativistic generalisation is

Prad =
γ4e2σ

6πϵ0c3 |v̇|
2 = γσϵ0c|(E + v × B) · x (t)|2, (3.77)

where e is the charge of an electron, ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space, |v̇| is the acceleration of the

electron in the laboratory frame, σ is the cross section of the electron–photon interaction (Eq. 3.67)

as derived in Section 3.5, E and B are respectively the electric field and magnetic flux density of the

incident laser, v is the velocity of the electron as it traverses the laser pulse and x (t) is the first order

approximation of the trajectory of the electron as it traverses the incident laser pulse. Following Krafft

and Priebe [234], the total energy radiated by the electron Ue− in a single electron–plane wave photon

pulse interaction is given by

Ue− =

∫
P (t) dt = γ2 (1 + β)2 σϵ0c

∫
|E

(
x, y,

[
β + 1

]
ct
)
|2dt, (3.78)

where the energy density of a plane wave laser is ϵ0|E|2. To generalise the single electron–plane

wave photon pulse interaction to the energy radiated by an electron bunch–photon pulse interaction

Uγ, we must replace the energy density of a plane wave laser by the energy density distribution of a

laser pulse and convolve this with an electron bunch intensity distribution. For a head-on case (ϕ = 0),

with the laser pulse Doppler shifted into the electron frame, the radiated energy of a Gaussian electron

bunch–laser pulse interaction is

Uγ = γ
2 (1 + β)σEL

∫
c (1 + β) ne (r, p, t) nL (r, k, t) d p dk dV dt, (3.79)

where ne (r, p, t) = Ne fe (r, p, t) is the electron bunch intensity function as a function of the

displacement vector r (integrated over volume V), momentum vector p and time t with Ne the number

of electrons per bunch and nL = NL fL (r, k, t) is the intensity distribution of the laser pulse where NL

is the number of photons in the incident laser pulse and fL (r, k, t) is the laser pulse intensity function

as a function of the displacement vector r, momentum vector k and time t. Within this derivation,

the laser pulse and electron bunch are approximated by Gaussian intensity distributions, however any
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model such as flat-top laser pulses or Lorentzian distributed electron bunches could be substituted.

The Gaussian intensity distributions of the electron bunch and laser pulse are given by [34]

fe (r, p, t) =
1

(2π)3 ϵxϵyσpσz,e
exp

−γxx2 + αxxx′ + βxx′2

2ϵx
−
γyy2 + 2αyyy′ + βyy′2

2ϵy
(3.80)

−
(p − p0)2

2σ2
p
−

(z − ct)2

2σ2
z,e

 ,
fL (r, k, t) =

1
4π2σz,Lσkσ

2
w

exp

− x2
L + y2

L

2σ2
w
−

(zL + ct)2

2σ2
z,L

−
(k − k0)2

2σ2
k

 , (3.81)

where ϵx/y is the emittance of the electron beam in the x and y directions (see Section 2.3), σp is

the fractional momentum spread of the electron bunch, σz,e is the rms electron bunch length, βx/y,

αx/y and γx/y are the Twiss parameters (see Section 2.3) in either the x or y direction, x and y are

the positions of the electron in both directions, similarly x′ and y′ are the angular divergences in

each direction, p is the magnitude of the momentum of an individual electron and p0 is the centroid

electron momentum of the bunch. The pulse length of the laser pulse is σz,L, σk is the fractional

momentum spread of the incident laser pulse, xL, yL and zL are the positions of an incident photon in

each direction, k is the wavenumber of an individual photon and k0 is the centroid wavenumber of the

laser pulse and σw is the rms transverse waist of the laser pulse given by the usual Gaussian optics

formula (Eq. 3.30).

The head-on Gaussian luminosity of the interaction can then be separated from the other terms in

(Eq. 3.79), assuming the interaction takes place at the waists of both pulse and bunch, by splitting the

spatial terms from the energy spread terms in the electron bunch (Eq. 3.6.1) and laser pulse (Eq. 3.81)

intensity functions

fe (r, p, t) = fe (r, t) fe (p) , (3.82)

fL (r, k, t) = fL (r, t) fL (k) . (3.83)

The luminosity of the head-on interaction becomes

LHEAD−ON = NeNLc (1 + β)
∫

fe (r, t) fL (r, t) dV dt, (3.84)

LHEAD−ON =
NeNL

2π
√
σ2

x,e + σ
2
x,L

√
σ2

y,e + σy,L

=
NeNL

2πσxσy
, (3.85)

where σi(i = x, y, z) =
√
σ2

i,e + σ
2
i,L is the convolution of the laser pulse and electron bunch spot sizes

at the IP. The energy spread terms of the electron bunch and laser pulse (spectral bandwidth) have

been neglected in (Eq. 3.85) because these have already been adequately taken into account by using

the average cross section σ, which already encapsulates the variation in number of interactions due

to energy variations and because they are typically small (∆Ee/Ee < 0.01, ∆EL/EL < 0.01). The
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luminosity in (Eq. 3.85) is analogous to particle collider luminosity [30, 236], reflecting the electron–

photon collider analogy of ICS sources.

3.6.2 Flux

The flux (photons generated per second) of an ICS source can be derived from the radiated energy

of the ICS source and the average scattered photon energy of the emission. Using the luminosity

(Eq. 3.85), the energy radiated by the interaction of a Gaussian laser pulse and electron bunch becomes

Uγ = γ
2 (1 + β)σ

NeNL

2πσxσy
EL, (3.86)

which omits the luminosity reduction from the hourglass effect of the two diverging beams (laser

pulse and electron bunch) and is also only true in the case of a head-on interaction at the waists of the

laser pulse and electron bunch – these two effects are accommodated in Section 3.6.3. The number of

photons produced per interaction Nγ = σL can be found using the average scattered photon energy

γ2 (1 + β) ℏω, where if β = 1, Eγ = 2γ2EL, as shown in Fig. 3.10

Nγ = σ
NeNL

2πσxσy
. (3.87)

The total flux of the photons is given by F = σL f where L is the luminosity of the source and f is

the repetition frequency of the ICS interaction. Therefore, the often quoted result [32, 234], of the

flux in the head-on configuration can be obtained

F =
σNeNL f
2πσxσy

. (3.88)

Using the result derived in Section 3.5 (Eq. 3.76) for the portion of the scattered photon energy within

an energy range ∆Eγ from the Compton edge (Eq. 3.54), we can approximate the flux in a part of the

ICS spectrum. For example, the flux in a 0.1% bandwidth of an ICS source (see Section 3.8), in the

head-on (ϕ = 0), low recoil (X ≪ 1) case is given by

F0.1% =
3
2
× 10−3F , (3.89)

where the 3/2 factor originates from (Eq. 3.76), the 10−3 is due to the 0.1% bandwidth scaling and F

is the total flux (Eq. 3.88) of an ICS source. The flux in a 0.1% bandwidth (Eq. 3.89) is an important

quantity for analysing the performance of an ICS source as a light source because it quantifies the

portion of flux of most use for narrowband experimentation and it is used to calculate the brilliance,

as expanded upon in Section 3.10.
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3.6.3 Geometric Luminosity Reduction and Corrected Flux

A generalization of the head-on (ϕ = 0) luminosity in (Eq. 3.85) to the case with an angular crossing

(ϕ , 0) can be performed, where the interaction geometry is modified and the transverse and

longitudinal profiles of the interaction are adjusted. A schematic of a electron bunch–laser pulse

interaction at a crossing angle ϕ is shown in Fig. 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Left: An electron bunch (blue) interacts with a laser pulse (red) at a crossing angle ϕ in
the horizontal x plane. The overlap (green) between the electron bunch and laser pulse is reduced due
to the crossing angle, leading to a reduction in luminosity. Right: A schematic of the hourglass effect.
During an electron bunch–laser pulse interaction both beams diverge longitudinally (z direction)
across the interaction source size σγ,z (see Section 3.7). Consequently the source size at the waist
σγ,x (green) is smaller than at other longitudinal positions in the interaction length i.e. σ∗γ,x (purple)
resulting in a luminosity reduction.

The effect of an angular crossing (assumed to be in the horizontal x plane) can be expressed by a

reduction factor RAC [30, 237]

RAC =
σx cos ϕ√

σ2
x cos2 ϕ + σ2

z sin2 ϕ

=
1√

1 +
(
σ2

z/σ
2
x

)
tan2 ϕ

, (3.90)

where σz,L = ctpulse with tpulse, the laser pulse duration. The luminosity for an angular crossing

becomes L = RACLHEAD−ON, therefore the flux in the case of an angular crossing is given by

F = σRACLHEAD−ON f ,

F = σ
NeNL f cos ϕ

2πσy

√
σ2

x cos2 ϕ + σ2
z sin2 ϕ

. (3.91)

For example, for a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) with a 5 ps pulse duration and a σL = 30 µm spot

size radius interacting with a 500 MeV kinetic energy electron bunch with a transverse rms spot size

of 10 µm and a rms electron bunch length σe,z = 0.5 mm interacting at a 5◦ crossing angle, the angular

crossing luminosity factor becomes RAC = 0.22 i.e. a factor ∼ 5 reduction in luminosity.

The hourglass effect, depicted in Fig. 3.11, is another deleterious effect on the luminosity of the

interaction, where the divergence of two colliding beams is taken into account. As the electron bunch

and laser pulse overlap, they diverge and their transverse profiles increase in size which in turn reduces
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the luminosity. The laser pulse typically diverges quicker than the electron bunch. The reduction

factor of the hourglass effect RHG for the head-on case (ϕ = 0), described by M Furman [238], for

a beam–beam collision of asymmetric particle beams is altered for the electron bunch–photon pulse

collision, where an electron beam divergence term in tx/y is replaced with a photon pulse divergence

term, yielding

RHG =
1
√
π

∫ ∞

−∞

exp
(
−t2

)
√(

1 + t2/t2
x

) (
1 + t2/t2

y

)dt, (3.92)

where t is the integration variable and the tx/y parameters are given by

tx/y =

√√√ 2σ2
x/y

σ2
z

(
σ2

x/y,e/β
∗2
x/y + σ

2
L/z

2
R

) ; (3.93)

β∗x/y are the β-functions of the electron beam at the interaction point and zR is the Rayleigh range

(Eq. 3.31).

An analytical solution to (Eq. 3.92) can be found for the case of round electron beams (σx,e = σy,e)

since tx = ty = tRB yielding

RHG =
√
πtRB exp

(
t2
RB

)
[1 − Φ (tRB)] , (3.94)

where 1 − Φ (tRB) is the complementary error function of tRB. The error function Φ is defined as

Φ (x) =
2
√
π

∫ x

0
exp

(
−t2

)
dt, (3.95)

where t is the integration variable. Non-round electron bunch transverse profiles must be evaluated

using numerical integration of (Eq. 3.92). For example, for a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) with

a 20 ps pulse duration and a σL = 30 µm spot size interacting head-on (ϕ = 0) with a 500 MeV

kinetic energy electron bunch with a transverse rms spot size of 10 µm and rms electron bunch length

σe,z = 3 mm yields an hourglass effect luminosity reduction factor becomes RHG = 0.93 i.e. a 7%

reduction in luminosity.

Miyahara [30] combines the isolated descriptions of the angular crossing by Suzuki [237], and

the hourglass effect by Furman [238]. The combined angular crossing and hourglass effect reduction

factor RACHG is defined as

RACHG =

∫ ∞

−∞

H exp
(
−hZ2

c

)
√
σ2

x + ⟨U2
x⟩Z2

c

√
σ2

y + ⟨U2
y ⟩Z2

c

dZc, (3.96)
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where Zc is an integration variable, and the parameters H and h are given by

H = cos ϕ

√
σ2

xσ
2
y

πσ2
z
, (3.97)

h =
sin2 ϕ

σ2
x + ⟨U2

x⟩Z2
c
+

cos2 ϕ

σ2
z

; (3.98)

the divergence term ⟨U2
x/y⟩ of the electron bunch–laser pulse interaction is

⟨U2
x/y⟩ =

(
σ2

x/y,e/β
∗2
x/y

)
+

(
σ2

L/z
2
R

)
2

. (3.99)

The combined reduction factor RACHG must be evaluated numerically as no analytical solutions exist.

With short picosecond-scale laser pulses and electron bunches the hourglass effect contribution can

be minimal when there is a crossing angle between the electron bunch and laser pulse. For example,

for a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) with a 5 ps pulse duration and a σL = 30 µm spot size interacting

at a 5◦ crossing angle with a 500 MeV kinetic energy electron bunch with a transverse rms spot size of

10 µm and a rms electron bunch length σe,z = 0.5 mm the angular crossing luminosity factor becomes

RACHG = 0.22. For the identical situation RAC = 0.22, so the hourglass effect is negligible, because

the crossing angle reduces the interaction time and is consequently the dominant factor in geometric

luminosity reduction.

3.6.4 Geometric Luminosity Reduction Benchmarking

The geometric luminosity reduction calculation (Eq. 3.96) has been extensively benchmarked and the

results of Miyahara’s paper [30] have been replicated here. Fig. 3.12 shows the replication of Fig. 6

of Miyahara’s work [30] (based on the Table 1 parameters) using Mathematica [239] with trapezium

rule integration to numerically evaluate (Eq. 3.96). Inspection of the two plots in Fig. 3.12 shows that

they are the same. Therefore, (Eq. 3.96) is a reliable method to account for the angular crossing and

hourglass effect luminosity reduction factors.

The flux in the case of an angular collision with non-negligible divergence of electron bunches

and laser pulses (hourglass effect) is given by

F = σ f RACHGLHEAD−ON. (3.100)

All subsequent equations, unless explicitly stated, use (Eq. 3.100) to account for the geometric

luminosity reduction of an ICS source. The luminosity of this result is given by L =

RACHGLHEAD−ON, mirroring the form of the luminosity for the isolated angular crossing and hourglass

effect.

Naively, one would expect the luminosity to also be appropriately modelled by L =

RACRHGLHEAD−ON, however this is incorrect as a moderate crossing angle ϕ will shorten the
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Figure 3.12: Benchmarking of (Eq. 3.96) with the results of Miyahara [30], for the Table 1 parameters
and results shown in Fig. 6 of the paper. Other equations are also benchmarked such as (Eq. 3.90)
and (Eq. 3.94). Left: Replication plot showing the angular crossing reduction RAC (black), hourglass
reduction RHG (green), crudely combined reduction RAC × RHG (red) and combined reduction RACHG

(blue). Right: Reproduction of Fig. 6 of Miyahara [30] showing the angular crossing RAC (red dashed
circles), hourglass effect RHG (red dashed triangles), crude combination RAC × RHG (red solid) and
combined RACHG (black) reduction factors.

interaction time between the laser pulse and electron beam such that the interaction length is of

an order at which the electron bunch and laser pulse minimally diverge and the hourglass effect is

negligible. Effectively, as shown by the example calculations, a moderate crossing angle suppresses

the hourglass effect.

3.7 Source Size and Divergence

The derivation of luminosity and flux in Section 3.6 has assumed that all emission of radiation in

the ICS interaction is from a point source at the centre of the interaction. However, the electron–

photon interaction occurs in a finite spatial volume and the transverse size of this spatial volume is

here named the source size. The source transverse density (electrons per transverse area) is given

by the transverse electron bunch electron density ne (x, y) and transverse laser pulse photon density

nL (x, y) [240]

ns (x, y) = ne (x, y) nL (x, y) , (3.101)

Modification of the Gaussian intensity distributions of the electron bunch (Eq. 3.6.1) and laser pulse

(Eq. 3.81) results in the transverse densities of the photon pulse and electron bunch

ne (x, y) =
Ne

2πσ2
e

exp
(
−

x2 + y2

2σ2
e

)
, (3.102)

nL (x, y) =
NL

2πσ2
L

exp
− x2 + y2

2σ2
L

 . (3.103)
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The transverse density of the source (Eq. 3.101) can be expanded through substitution of the

transverse electron (Eq. 3.102) and photon (Eq. 3.103) densities

ns (x, y) =
Ne

2πσ2
e

exp
(
−

x2 + y2

2σ2
e

)
NL

2πσ2
L

exp
− x2 + y2

2σ2
L

 ,
ns (x, y) =

NeNL

2πσ2
eσ

2
L

exp

−
(
x2 + y2

) (
σ2

e + σ
2
L

)
σ2

eσ
2
L

 ,
ns (x, y) =

1

2π
(
σ2

e + σ
2
L

) 1
2πσ2

γ

exp
− x2 + y2

2σ2
γ

 , (3.104)

where the transverse rms source size of an inverse Compton scattering electron bunch–laser pulse

interaction is consequently defined as

σγ,x/y =
σe,x/yσL√
σ2

e,x/y + σ
2
L

, (3.105)

where σe,x/y is the rms transverse electron bunch spot size in each plane and σL is the rms transverse

laser pulse spot size. A similar derivation to (Eq. 3.104) can be made for the longitudinal domain,

therefore the longitudinal rms source size is given by

σγ,z =
σe,z

(
ctpulse

)
√
σ2

e,z +
(
ctpulse

)2
, (3.106)

where σe,z is the rms electron bunch length and tpulse is the rms photon pulse duration. The

longitudinal source size corresponds to the duration of the produced radiation.

Similarly to the rms transverse source size, the rms source angular divergence of an ICS

interaction is

σ′γ,x/y =
σ′e,x/yσ

′
L√

σ′ 2
e,x/y + σ

′ 2
L

, (3.107)

where σ′e,x/y =
√
ϵx/β

∗
x is the rms transverse electron bunch angular divergence for a non-diffraction

limited beam and σL =
√
λ/4π is the rms transverse laser pulse angular divergence.

A non-zero transverse source size (Eq. 3.105) suggests that photon emission from the ICS

interaction can occur from any transverse position within the source. Whilst the emission of radiation

would occur mostly frequently in the centre of the bunch–pulse overlap, emission would also be

possible from the edges of the source. A non-zero source size with possible emission from a finite

transverse (Eq. 3.105) and longitudinal (Eq. 3.106) source would appear to invalidate the point source

approximation used in Section 3.6. However, the point source approximation holds if the scattered

photon distribution is sampled a large distance from the source relative to the source size i.e. d ≫ σγ,z,

where d is the source to collimator/detector distance. When d ≫ σγ,z holds this is termed far-

field collimation, as valid for our discussion of collimation in ICS sources in Section 4.2. Far-field
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collimation can be stated analogously in the transverse plane as a ≫ σγ,x/y, where a is the transverse

size of a collimator or detector aperture downstream of the interaction. The far-field collimation

condition is obeyed by all ICS sources designed within this work.

3.8 Bandwidth

3.8.1 Bandwidth of an ICS Source

The bandwidth – the rms energy spread of the scattered photons – of an ICS source as derived by

Ranjan et al [31] is given by

∆Eγ

Eγ
=

√(
σθ
Eθ

)2

+

(
σe

Ee

)2

+

(
σL

EL

)2

+

(
σϵ
Eϵ

)2

, (3.108)

where σθ/Eθ is a collimation term, σe/Ee is an electron beam energy spread term, σL/EL is a laser

pulse energy spread term and σϵ/Eϵ is an emittance term. The Ranjan et al bandwidth (Eq. 3.108) is

valid for the recoil-corrected (X ∼ 1) linear regime (a0 ≪ 1) and the terms of the bandwidth are given

by

σθ
Eθ
=

1
√

12

Ψ2

1 + X + Ψ2/2
, (3.109)

σe

Ee
=

2 + X
1 + X + Ψ2

∆Ee

Ee
, (3.110)

σL

EL
=

1 + Ψ2

1 + X + Ψ2

∆EL

EL
, (3.111)

σϵ
Eϵ
=

√
2γ2

1 + X

√
ϵ2

x

β∗2x
+
ϵ2

y

β∗2y
(3.112)

where Ψ = γθ is the acceptance angle, ϵx/y is the emittance in the x or y direction, β∗x/y are the β

functions at the IP in both directions, ∆Ee/Ee is the rms relative energy spread of the electron bunch

and ∆EL/EL is the rms spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse.

The electron bunch energy spread term (Eq. 3.110) and laser pulse energy spread term (Eq. 3.111)

describe how the energy spreads of the electron bunch and spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse

transform to the energy spread of the scattered radiation. Off-momentum electrons in the electron

beam are interacted with the laser and are scattered to produce higher or lower energy scattered

photons, the analogous situation happens with incident photons of variable energy. The collimation

term (Eq. 3.109) arises because photons emitted with different scattering angle have different energies,

so for a particular maximum scattering angle (collimation angle) there is an associated energy spread

in the scattered radiation. Emittance of the electron beam corresponds to an associated energy spread

in the scattered photons because electrons can interact off-axis in the collision, which means they can

pass through the collimator with a larger scattering angle and lower energy. Ranjan et al [31] present

a full derivation of the emittance broadening of the scattered photon energy. The effect of off-axis
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electrons is encapsulated in the emittance term (Eq. 3.112).

Conversion of the rms bandwidth to the full width half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth is trivial

and for a Gaussian electron beam and laser pulse is given by

(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
FWHM

= 2
√

2 ln 2
(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
rms
≈ 2.355

(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
rms

. (3.113)

3.8.2 Other Bandwidth Formulations

Other formulations of the rms bandwidth exist such as the formulation derived by Petrillo et al [11,

115]

∆Eγ

Eγ
=

√
Ψ4 + 4

(
∆Ee

Ee

)2

+

(
ϵn

σe

)4

+

(
∆ν

ν

)2

+

(
M2λ

4πσL

)4

, (3.114)

where ϵn = ϵn,x = ϵn,y is the round beam normalised transverse emittance, σe is the round beam

electron bunch spot size, ∆ν/ν is the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse defined in terms of the laser

pulse frequency ν and M2 is the quality factor of the laser pulse (M2 = 1 for a perfectly Gaussian

laser pulse). In comparison to (Eq. 3.108), the formulation derived by Petrillo et al [115] (and used by

Akagi et al [11]) is simplistic in the treatment of the emittance term (ϵn/σe)4, by solely accounting for

the round beam divergence, and the collimation term Ψ4 where the recoil dependence is neglected.

The Petrillo et al bandwidth is consequently only valid in the round beam case (ϵn,x = ϵn,y = ϵn).

Recoil of the electron bunch has also not been accounted for in any term, so the Petrillo et al bandwidth

is only relevant in the Thomson regime (X ≪ 1) and angular variation is only accounted for in the

collimation term not, as in (Eq. 3.108), for the electron bunch 4 (∆Ee/Ee)2 and laser pulse (∆ν/ν)2

energy spread terms. Unlike in (Eq. 3.108), a laser pulse quality term
(
M2λ/4πσL

)4
is imposed but

this term is generally negligible. For example, for a Gaussian (M2 = 1) Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm)

pulse focused to a typical small laser pulse rms spot size of 30 µm this term makes a 7.97 × 10−6

contribution to the rms bandwidth hence it is neglected by Ranjan et al [31] in the selected rms

bandwidth (Eq. 3.108).

Another possible formulation has been suggested by Curatolo et al [32], which updates

(Eq. 3.114) to be

∆Eγ

Eγ
=


 Ψ2
√

12
(
1 + Ψ2) + P̄2

1 +
√

12P̄2

2

+

[(
2 + X
1 + X

)
∆Ee

Ee

]2

+

(
1

1 + X
∆EL

EL

)2

+

(
M2λ

4πσL

)4

+

 a2
0/3

1 + a2
0/2

2
1/2

(3.115)

where

P̄ =

√
2ϵn

σe
√

1 + X
, (3.116)

is the rms normalised transverse momentum of the electron bunch. The bandwidth formulation by
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Curatolo et al assumes a round transverse profile of the electron bunch as in (Eq. 3.114), and also

includes an identical beam quality term, which is previously shown to be generally negligible. Recoil

correction is included in (Eq. 3.115) but angular variation is only included in the collimation term,

as the acceptance angle is present in no other term. A non-linear ponderomotive broadening term(
a2

0/3
1+a2

0/2

)2
is introduced in (Eq. 3.115), which is advantageous over the bandwidth by Ranjan et al [31]

where non-linear effects are not accounted for.

The bandwidth by Curatolo et al [32] also includes covariance of the emittance and collimation

terms for predicting the bandwidth of skewed non-Gaussian scattered photon spectra [31] produced

when the ICS interaction is not between a Gaussian electron bunch and laser pulse. However, skewed

non-Gaussian spectral effects can also be accounted for using a modified version of Ranjan et al’s

bandwidth
∆Eγ

Eγ
=

√[(
σθ
Eθ

)
+

(
σϵ
Eϵ

)]2

+

(
σe

Ee

)2

+

(
σL

EL

)2

, (3.117)

where the emittance and collimation terms are covariant. The covariant form (Eq. 3.117), whilst

more general, is not utilised in this work because there is a focus on Gaussian electron bunches

and laser pulses, and (Eq. 3.108) produces the same result as (Eq. 3.117) for Gaussian ICS spectra.

All optimisation methods in Chapter 4 can be utilised with the covariant form, however as standard

(Eq. 3.108) is used.

Therefore, (Eq. 3.108) was selected as this is both recoil–corrected and accounts for angular

variation in each bandwidth term; it is valid in the linear (a0 ≪ 1) region of interest and most

importantly, properly accounts for non-round electron bunch transverse profiles by allowing for

asymmetric emittance (ϵn,x , ϵn,y). As shown in Fig. 1 of Ranjan et al [31] (reproduced in Fig. 3.13),

there is also an apparent discrepancy in how the collimation angle, via the acceptance angle Ψ = γθ,

is accounted for in the Curatolo et al equation (Eq. 3.115). Whilst the semi-analytical spectrum code

ICCS3D [4, 31] (explained further in Chapter 4) and (Eq. 3.108) show good agreement, (Eq. 3.115)

shows a systematic difference from these simulations. The combination of these factors provided the

motivation for selecting (Eq. 3.108) as the rms bandwidth formulation.

However, there are some downsides to the Ranjan et al formulation (Eq. 3.108), as this is incapable

of calculating the bandwidth for a non-linear (a0 ∼ 1) ICS source. Circular collimation is also

assumed implicitly by the inclusion of a single acceptance angle termΨ, as in the case of a rectangular

collimator the maximum collimation angle would vary in each plane. However, the bandwidth in

(Eq. 3.108) has been extended to rectangular collimation by Hajima [241], though the ICS sources

within this thesis only employ circular collimation so Ranjan et al [31] (Eq. 3.108) is used.

3.9 Spectral Density

The spectral density of an ICS source is a measure of the energy density of the produced photon

spectrum; a higher spectral density for the same scattered photon energy of an ICS source means
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Figure 3.13: Reproduction of Fig. 1 of Ranjan et al [31]. rms bandwidth of an ICS source as a function
of acceptance angle, using the case Aa parameters by Ranjan et al [31], for (Eq. 3.108) (red, Ranjan et
al [31]) and (Eq. 3.115) (green, Curatolo et al [32]) and the ICCS3D simulated spectrum bandwidths
(black points, Ranjan et al [31]).

more photons are produced. The spectral density of an inverse Compton scattering source, for the full

scattered photon spectrum, is given by

S =
F

EMAX
γ

, (3.118)

where F is the total flux of the ICS source given by (Eq. 3.100) and EMAX
γ is the maximum scattered

photon energy, also known as the Compton edge energy (Eq. 3.54), when the incident photon is

backscattered (θ = 0).

The spectral density can also be measured around the Compton edge energy for a particular

bandwidth, for example by replacing the total flux F with the flux in a 0.1% bandwidth F0.1%

(Eq. 3.89). The spectral density around the Compton edge (Eq. 3.54) in a 0.1% bandwidth is therefore

S0.1% =
F0.1%

EMAX
γ

. (3.119)

Framed in terms of a particular bandwidth, the spectral density becomes an important performance

parameter of a narrowband ICS source. If an ICS source has a higher spectral density within a

particular bandwidth than another source then this source produces a higher flux of narrowband

radiation. Utilising spectral density comparisons within a particular bandwidth around the Compton

edge is a more appropriate comparative measure of ICS source performance because a user can

understand the energy density of monochromatic photons, most favoured by users of an ICS source.
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3.10 Peak and Average Brilliance

Brilliance, sometimes termed brightness, is a quantity originally used by Courant and Snyder [242]

to quantify the 6D phase space density of particle beams. The concept of brilliance was adopted to

characterize radiation beams produced from accelerator driven light sources, such as bending magnet

or wiggler synchrotron radiation sources and undulators [243], where the brilliance is defined as the

flux of photons into a particular bandwidth (usually 0.1%) per unit phase space area. Here, brilliance

is used to describe photon beams and brightness to describe the similar concept in electron beams

(Eq. 2.126). The brilliance performance parameter is readily applied to synchrotron radiation sources,

free electron lasers [244, 245] and has been extended to ICS sources [234, 246].

Brilliance is an important measure for synchrotron radiation sources because these typically use

a monochromator to achieve a small bandwidth. Monochromation is achieved by taking advantage

of the photon energy dependency of the Bragg condition (Eq. 5.5) and collecting photons (from the

radiation source) that are scattered into a particular diffraction angle, which are of small energy spread

(bandwidth). However, monochromators can only function when the photons incident on it (from the

radiation source) are from a similar angle and position. Therefore, a small spot size and divergence of

the emitted radiation is required at the monochromator for effective selection of a small bandwidth.

As brilliance measures the flux of photons as a function of phase space – the size and divergence of

the emitted radiation – a high brilliance source translates to a high flux of monochromatic photons

post monochromator. Hence, brilliance is used to characterise synchrotron radiation source. For an

ICS source brilliance is a less important measure because, as shown in Section 3.4, emitted photons

from an ICS source do not require a monochromator only simple collimation.

Average brilliance is time averaged, summing the contribution of all electron bunch–laser pulse

interactions of the source, thereby accounting for the repetition rate of the interactions. Peak brilliance

is calculated for a single bunch–pulse interaction subject to the pulse duration of the emitted radiation.

Both peak and average brilliance have advantages for different users; large peak brilliance is useful

for analysing processes which occur on a timescale shorter than the timescale for two radiation pulses

to be emitted and in making destructive measurements – similar to the utility of x-ray FELs [114].

Whereas average brilliance excels in improving data acquisition rates in processes with small cross

sections, such as nuclear resonance fluorescence studies [247]. Linac driven ICS sources typically

are designed to be single-shot, high peak brilliance sources whereas storage ring and re-circulated

electron beam based ICS sources take advantage of high repetition rates to be high average brilliance

sources. Theoretically, ERLs with linac-quality re-circulated electron beams could provide high peak

and average brilliance simultaneously.
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3.10.1 Average Brilliance

ICS sources can be viewed as analogous to undulator radiation – a ‘laser undulator’ system. Hence,

the average brilliance of an ICS source is adapted from that of an undulator. The average brilliance

of an undulator source, assuming a Gaussian electron bunch and planar undulator field [173], is given

by

BU =
Φn

4π2ΣxΣyΣ
′
xΣ
′
y

(3.120)

where Φn is the total flux of the nth undulator harmonic generated into a central cone of 0.1%

bandwidth, Σx/y =
√
σ2

x/y + σ
2
R are the effective source sizes in each plane (with σx/y the rms

source size of the electron beam and σR the diffraction-limited source size of a single electron

emission [245]), and Σ′x/y =
√
σ′2x + σ

′2
R the source size divergences (with σ′x the rms divergence

of the electron beam and σ′R the rms angular divergence of the single electron emission [244]).

The average brilliance for an inverse Compton scattering source is defined as the average flux per

unit phase space area of the interaction per 0.1% bandwidth. The ICS average brilliance is modified

from the undulator brilliance (Eq. 3.120) through replacement of the single electron emission field

for the electric field of a Gaussian laser pulse [6, 234]

Bavg =
F0.1%

4π2σγ,xσ
′
γ,xσγ,yσ

′
γ,y
, (3.121)

where F0.1% is the flux in a 0.1% bandwidth (Eq. 3.89) using the modified form of the flux for

geometric luminosity reduction (Eq. 3.100), σγ,x/y are the source sizes in each plane (Eq. 3.105) and

σ′γ,x/y are the source angular divergences (Eq. 3.107) in each plane. Assuming a non-diffraction-

limited electron bunch, where x/y′ <
√

x/y/βx/y, and that σ′e,x/y > σ
′
L, the brilliance can be calculated

as

Bavg =
F0.1%

4π2σγ,x
√
ϵx/β

∗
xσγ,y

√
ϵyβ
∗
y
. (3.122)

Simplifying (Eq. 3.122) further, by noting that for a compact ICS source the electron bunch transverse

profile size is typically larger than the laser spot size (σe,x/y ≫ σL) i.e. σγ,x/y ≈
√
ϵx/yβ

∗
x/y, the average

brilliance becomes

Bavg ≈
γ2F0.1%

4π2ϵn,xϵn,y
. (3.123)

Therefore the average brilliance is B ∝ 1/γ2 because the scattered photon beam is projected into a

1/γ cone in each plane and the angular dependence is incorporated into the scattered photon beam

phase space.

However, an assumption of σL < σe is often incorrect for the source designs presented in this

thesis and Chapter 4 makes a case for narrowband ICS sources with σL > σe; therefore (Eq. 3.123) is

not used here. The angular divergence of the electron bunch is also typically smaller than the angular

divergence of the laser pulse in a narrowband ICS source. For example, using the derivations of
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Section 3.7, a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) interacting with a Ee = 500 MeV kinetic energy electron

bunch with a 0.5 mm–mrad normalised emittance in each plane at a focus of σe = 1 mm in each plane

has an electron bunch angular divergence of σ′e = 7.14×10−5 rad and a laser pulse angular divergence

of σ′L = 2.91 × 10−4 rad. Clearly, the effect of the laser pulse angular divergence in (Eq. 3.121) can

not be neglected in all cases so (Eq. 3.121) is favoured over (Eq. 3.122), where the laser pulse angular

divergence is neglected.

3.10.2 Peak Brilliance

The peak brilliance – the brilliance of a single ICS interaction subject to the duration of the scattered

photon pulse – can also be defined for an ICS source, as for a FEL. Hartemann and Brown [246]

derive the peak brilliance to be given by

Bpk =
4 × 10−15

π2

γ

ϵ2
n

NeNL

tbunch

r2
e

4σ2
L

exp
{
χ − 1

2χ∆u2
⊥

[
2 +

δω2 + δγ2χ2

2χ (χ − 1)∆u2
⊥

]}
1 − Φ

 χ − 1√
δω2 + δγ2χ2

[
1 +

δω2 + δγ2χ2

2χ (χ − 1)∆u2
⊥

]

ηe1/µ2 [

Φ (1/η) − 1
]
− µe1/η2 [

Φ (1/µ) − 1
]

µ2 − η2

 ,
(3.124)

where χ = Eγ/4γ2EL is the normalised Doppler up-shifted frequency (the ratio of the scattered

photon energy and Compton edge energy (Eq. 3.54)) and ∆u⊥ ≈ ϵn/σe is the approximate transverse

spread in electron velocity – assuming the transverse velocity of the electron beam is small before

the interaction. The relative spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse is given by δω = 2∆EL/EL, the

relative electron bunch energy spread is δγ = ∆Ee/Ee, Φ (x) is the standard Gaussian error function

(Eq. 3.95), η = ctpulse/2
√

2β∗ is a normalised inverse β-function at the IP and µ = ctpulse/2
√

2zR

is a normalised Rayleigh length. As the brilliance is quoted in mrad2–mm2 per 0.1% bandwidth, a

factor 10−15 is present in (Eq. 3.124) to account for the SI unit conversion and bandwidth selection;

a 10−6 factor originates from mrad to rad conversion, similarly a 10−6 factor occurs for the mm to

m conversion plus a factor of 10−3 is introduced due to the per mille bandwidth (0.1%), summing to

produce the 10−15 factor.

The analytical peak brillance calculation by Hartemann and Brown [246] is useful because the

energy spread of the electron bunch and spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse are accounted for in the

calculation. There is also an attempt to account for the geometric luminosity reduction via an overlap

function in the final term of (Eq. 3.124), which is essentially accounting for the hourglass effect [238]

(Eq. 3.92), though the functional form is only valid for the round beam case (ϵn,x = ϵn,y = ϵn) and

doesn’t account for an angular crossing either (ϕ , 0), unlike the Miyahara luminosity reduction [30]

(Eq. 3.96) which is more general. The Hartemann and Brown equation (Eq. 3.124) is therefore only

valid in the head-on (ϕ = 0) case and for a round electron bunch transverse profile. Electron recoil

arising from scattering with high kinetic energy electron bunches is also not accounted for within this
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model.

The peak brilliance can also be constructed by modifying the average brilliance (Eq. 3.121) via

time averaging a single interaction, as pursued by Curatolo et al [32]. The peak brilliance, based on

the average brilliance formulation (Eq. 3.121) by Deitrick et al [6], becomes

Bpk =
c
σγ,z

N0.1%

4π2σγ,xσ
′
γ,xσγ,yσ

′
γ,y
, (3.125)

where time averaging is introduced via the interaction time σγ,z/c with σγ,z the rms longitudinal

source size (Eq. 3.106) and the number of photons scattered into a 0.1% bandwidth (Eq. 3.89). The

peak brilliance formula in (Eq. 3.125) is recoil-corrected, applicable to a non-round transverse profile

and to an angular crossing via the gemoetrical luminosity reduction (Eq. 3.96). However, unlike

(Eq. 3.124), the energy spread of the electron bunch and the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse are

neglected.

Comparison of (Eq. 3.124) and (Eq. 3.125) has shown that the Hartemann and Brown peak

brilliance is adequate for cases where interactions are head-on (ϕ = 0) and recoil is small (X ≪ 1)

but unsatisfactory for elliptical electron bunches (ϵn,x , ϵn,y) or interactions which occur at an angle.

The relative electron bunch energy spread is of the order ∆Ee/Ee ∼ 10−3–10−4 (0.1–0.01%); for

example ∆Ee/Ee = 0.1% in cERL [11] and ∆Ee/Ee = 0.061% in the MAX-III storage ring [1].

Whilst laser pulse spectral bandwidth is typically ∆EL/EL ∼ 10−2–10−5 (1–0.001%) as exemplified

by the Nd:YAG laser in the cERL ICS experiment (∆EL/EL = 0.006%) [11] and for a high-powered

Ti:Sa laser system (∆EL/EL = 1.19%) [248]. Therefore, the peak brilliance is negligibly effected by

neglecting the energy spread of the electron bunch and the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse.

A finite crossing angle results in a much larger decrease in peak brilliance, as evident from

(Eq. 3.90) in Section 3.6.3, where a 5◦ crossing angle results in a 78% luminosity reduction.

Therefore, (Eq. 3.125) should be favoured in ICS sources with an angular crossing unless the

energy spread of the electron bunch and spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse are particularly large.

Asymmetric emittances can not be described by (Eq. 3.124); therefore these must be calculated using

(Eq. 3.125).
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4

Optimisation and Characterisation of

Inverse Compton Scattering Spectra

4.1 Motivation for Characterisation of ICS Sources

Proper characterisation of inverse Compton scattering sources is necessary to quantify source

performance and for reliable comparison between ICS sources. Through design and benchmarking of

models used to predict ICS source performance and spectra, the ICS interactions of electron bunches

and laser pulses can be better understood. Better characterisation can reveal methods of improving

narrowband ICS source design such as the optimisation strategies covered later in this chapter, which

were motivated by the characterisation methods developed at the start of this chapter. The spectral

output parameters presented in Chapter 3, such as flux and (average and peak) brilliance, fail to

account for collimation effects, energy spread of the electron bunch and spectral bandwidth of the

laser pulse. Therefore, models are required to predict the spectrum of the ICS source and quantify the

effect of these parameters on the radiation spectrum available to the users of an ICS source.

Within the first half of this chapter, an analytical approach to calculating the collimated flux

produced by an ICS source is developed and compared to existing methods [32] and a semi-

analytical spectrum code ICARUS: Inverse Compton Scattering semi-Analytical Recoil-corrected

Ultra-relativistic spectrum code. Based on the model by Sun et al [33, 34] (which is corrected and

expanded) ICARUS is developed as part of the present work and benchmarked using the ICCS3D

code [4, 31]. The characterisation methods developed here are tested through the use of three cases

outlined in Section 4.4, specified to cover the range of accelerators used to provide electron bunches

to ICS sources; the characterisation methods may be generalised to any accelerator, not just ERLs.

An analytical collimated flux equation has been developed in Section 4.2 in order to provide

a quick, reliable method to predict the flux of an ICS source (post-collimation) with minimal

assumptions. The analytical collimated flux calculation can also be used to predict the total photon
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yield (flux) of spectrum codes. Using the analytical method, more accurate simulations such as those

from spectrum codes can be evaluated. A wide variety of effects such as collimation, angular crossing

and hourglass effects – described in Section 3.6.3 – have been incorporated into this methodology

whilst the effect of energy spread of the electron bunch and spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse

are presently neglected. Large-scale spectrum code simulations can require inordinate computational

time [31], on the order of hours (often with parallel computing, see Section 4.5.1) whereas analytical

calculations can be evaluated in sub-second timescales. For example, the commonly used Monte

Carlo spectrum code Conglomérat d’ABEL et d’Interactions Non-Linéaires (CAIN) [249] can take

on the order of 1200 minutes (20 hours) to produce a single spectrum [34]. Therefore, analytical

collimated flux calculations are easier to apply to optimisation procedures rather than the more

accurate spectral yield calculations from spectrum codes.

The ICARUS spectrum code (developed as part of the current work) is a dedicated semi-analytical

inverse Compton scattering code, which models the electron bunch–laser pulse interaction assuming

Gaussian distributions. It produces an ICS interaction spectrum accounting for phenomena such as

the recoil of the electron bunch, the emittance and divergence effects of the electron bunch and laser

pulse as well as their energy spread and spectral bandwidth. ICARUS is valid for both rectangular

and circular collimation. However, the ICARUS spectrum code is limited to linear ICS interactions

(a0 ≪ 1) and head-on interactions (ϕ = 0). Linear ICS interactions are those most commonly used

for the ‘re-circulated pulse’ approach described in Section 3.2, which uses non-intense (small pulse

energy) laser pulses, and are the sources we aim to model here. The luminosity of head-on interactions

can be simply corrected for an angular crossing using (Eq. 3.90) and an angular crossing causes only

small correction to the scattered photon energy (Eq. 3.50). For example, a 500 MeV electron beam

incident head-on with a Nd:YAG laser pulse (λ = 1064 nm) scatters 4.43 MeV γ-rays, whereas with

a 10◦ crossing angle, the scattered photon energy is 4.40 MeV – a small ∼ 0.7% reduction. Methods

have also been developed to calculate the flux of the ICS source post collimation from the ICARUS

spectrum, as explained in Section 4.3.

The ICARUS spectrum code is compared to two other commonly used ICS spectrum codes:

CAIN) [249], a Monte Carlo code for simulation of a broad range of electromagnetic interactions, and

the Improved Codes for Compton Simulation (ICCS3D) [4, 31], a semi-analytical code for simulation

of ICS interactions. The comparison is detailed in Section 4.5 where spectrum simulation methods

are discussed and the ICARUS code is benchmarked against the ICCS3D code.

4.2 Analytical Collimated Flux

In this section the collimated flux - the total flux collected within a circular aperture of semi-angle

θcol – is derived from first principles, using the work of Berestetskii et al [28]. Unlike others in the

literature [32], this method is valid for the angular crossing case (ϕ > 0) as the effect of the crossing
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angle is encompassed in the cross section as well as the geometric beam–beam angular crossing effect

described in Section 3.6.3. The hourglass effect is also fully accounted for in this method, using the

prescription of Miyahara [30]. The collimated flux calculation method is a semi-analytic calculation,

requiring numerical integration, that is valid within the recoil regime (X > 0) but is only valid for

the linear inverse Compton scattering case (a0 ≪ 1). The results of this derivation are benchmarked

against a series of other methods including the collimated flux formula by Curatolo et al [32] and the

ICARUS and ICCS3D spectrum codes in Section 4.5.

The electron-photon interaction cross section dependence on the scattering angle θ can be

introduced via the differential cross section with respect to Y (Eq. 3.64), as derived in Section 3.5

dσ
dY
=

8πr2
e

X2

( 1
X
−

1
Y

)2

+
1
X
−

1
Y
+

1
4

(X
Y
+

Y
X

)
where re is the classical radius of the electron and X (Eq. 3.25) and Y (Eq. 3.26) are the Lorentz

invariants. The Lorentz X invariant derived in Section 3.1 intrinsically has no scattering angle

dependence because it relates to the centre of mass s Mandelstam variable. Therefore, the scattering

angle dependency originates from the Y Lorentz invariant given by

Y =
2γEγ (1 − β cos θ)

mec2 ,

previously derived in Section 3.1. Inspecting (Eq. 3.26), we see Y is dependent on Eγ, the scattered

photon energy (Eq. 3.50) derived in Section 3.4, which has an explicit dependence on scattering

angle. Consequently, expansion of Y in terms of the scattering angle dependence of the scattered

photon energy (Eq, 3.50) is necessary, which can be simplified in terms of the recoil parameter X

(Eq. 3.25),

Y =
2γEL (1 + β cos ϕ) (1 − β cos θ)

mec2 {
1 − β cos θ +

[
1 + cos (ϕ + θ)

]
EL/Ee

} = X (1 − β cos θ)
1 − β cos θ +

[
1 + cos (ϕ + θ)

]
EL/Ee

. (4.1)

The derivative of the expanded Y Lorentz invariant (Eq. 4.1) is then found using the quotient rule and

the full derivative of Y by θ becomes

dY
dθ
=

Xβ sin θζ − X (1 − β cos θ)
[
β sin θ − sin (ϕ + θ) EL/Ee

]
ζ2 . (4.2)

which is parameterised using

ζ = 1 − β cos θ +
[
1 + cos (ϕ + θ)

]
EL/Ee, (4.3)

where ζ has no obvious physical meaning other than to simplify expression of (Eq. 4.2).
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The dependence of the cross section σ on the scattering angle θ is given by the chain rule

dσ
dθ
=

dσ
dY

dY
dθ
, (4.4)

therefore the integrated cross section collected within a collimation angle θcol becomes

σ (θcol) =
∫ θcol

0

dσ
dY

dY
dθ

dθ, (4.5)

where dσ/dY is given by (Eq. 3.64) and dY/dθ is given by (Eq. 4.2). The derivation of the recoil

parameter X = 2γEL (1 + β cos ϕ) /mec2 (Eq. 3.25) accounts for the crossing angle ϕ between the

incident photon and the incident electron, therefore this cross section is fully generalised for any

interaction geometry.

The collimated flux can then be derived by modifying the flux equation F = σLHEAD−ON f

(Eq. 3.88) derived in Section 3.6, where the total cross section σ (Eq. 3.67) is replaced by the

scattering angle dependent cross section σ (θcol) (Eq. 4.5). The geometric luminosity angular

crossing and the hourglass effect, as explained in Section 3.6.3, are accounted for using the

luminosity reduction factor RACHG (Eq. 3.96) by Miyahara [30] which generalises the collimated

flux for any electron bunch–laser pulse interaction geometry. Similarly to the uncollimated flux

F = σRACHGLHEAD−ON (Eq. 3.100), the collimated flux becomes

Fcol = σ (θcol) RACHGLHEAD−ON f . (4.6)

It is implicit in (Eq. 4.6) that the interaction occurs from a point source – the transverse and

longitudinal positions of the electrons within the bunch are neglected. However, as explained in

Section 3.7, this point source approximation is valid whilst the transverse (longitudinal) source size is

much smaller than the collimator aperture radius (source-to-collimator distance); this may be termed

far-field collimation. For example, a collimator placed 10 m downstream of a γ-ray ICS source will

have an aperture radius on the order of millimetres whereas the transverse source size of the electron

bunch-laser pulse interaction is typically 10’s µm and the longitudinal source size is typically around

1 mm.

Within (Eq. 4.6) the effect of the energy spread of the electron bunch, the spectral bandwidth and

partially, via the point source approximation, the effect of the emittance (spatial extent) of the bunch

are neglected. The codes ICARUS and ICCS3D [4, 31] properly take into account the energy spread

factors but the emission position problem is only solved in Monte Carlo codes such as CAIN [249].

However, this effect is expected to be small as most ICS sources use far-field collimation.
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4.3 Development of the ICARUS Spectrum code

ICARUS uses a modified (and corrected) version of the 2D ICS spectrum model developed by Sun

et al [33, 34] to generate the spectrum of radiation produced by an ICS source. The ICARUS code

is valid for large electron recoil (X > 0) and for the linear regime (a0 ≪ 1). ICARUS calculates the

number of photons produced in small energy intervals that pass through a given far-field collimator

aperture (circular or rectangular) for the fundamental harmonic of the laser (or incident photon

source). The simulated radiation spectrum is that observable at a detector placed downstream of a

collimator. ICARUS assumes that the electron bunch and laser pulse are modelled by 3D Gaussian

distributions, and can account for both circularly and linearly polarised incident photons. It is assumed

that the collimator is placed far enough from the interaction that the source size of the interaction can

be viewed as a point source (far-field collimation) However, ICARUS is currently only written to

calculate for a head-on (ϕ = 0) geometry.

Using a result of Sun et al [33, 34], the distribution of a ICS scattered photon beam produced by

a head-on collision of an electron bunch and laser pulse is given by

dNγ

dΩcdEγ
= NeNL

∫
dσ
dΩ

δ
(
Ēγ − Eγ

)
c (1 + β) fe

(
x, y, z, x′, y′, p, t

)
× fL (x, y, z, k, t) dx′ dy′ dp dk dV dt, (4.7)

where the differential solid angle of the scattered photons incident on the collimator is dΩc =

dxcdyc/L2 assuming dxc ≪ L, as shown in Fig. 4.1, with xc and yc the x and y photon positions

at the collimator and L the source-to-collimator distance. dσ/dΩ is the differential cross section of

the ICS interaction, δ
(
Ēγ − Eγ

)
is a delta function which encapsulates energy conservation in the

process and is integrated using the momentum integration variable dp (after conversion), with Ēγ

the maximum possible energy a scattered photon may have for a scattering angle θ, Eγ the actual

scattered photon energy. The c (1 + β) term is a conversion from position to time and Ne fe and NL fL

are the phase-space density distributions of the electron bunch (Eq. 3.6.1) and laser pulse (Eq. 3.81)

as modelled by Gaussian distributions, dx′ and dy′ are the divergence integration variables in x and

y respectively, dp is momentum of the electron integration variable, dk is the wavenumber of the

laser pulse integration variable, dV is used to integrate the volume of the laser pulse–electron bunch

interaction (source size in x, y and z) and dt is the interaction time integration variable.

The differential cross section for a head-on (ϕ = 0) collision in this model is given by

dσ
dΩ
= 8πr2

e

1
4

 4γ2EL

Ēγ
(
1 + γ2θ2) + Ēγ

(
1 + γ2θ2

)
4γ2Eγ

 − 2 cos2
(
τ − ϕ f

) γ2θ2(
1 + γ2θ2)2


(

Ēγ

4γEL

)2

, (4.8)

where Ēγ is the scattered photon energy for a particular scattering angle θ in the small angle
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Figure 4.1: Schematics and geometry of inverse Compton scattering modelled in the ICARUS code,
based on Sun et al’s model [33, 34]. Left: A photon (red) is scattered from an electron bunch–laser
pulse interaction (purple) with polar scattering angle θ and incident on a collimator (grey) a distance
L downstream. Scattered photons from the interaction are produced within in a cone of polar angle
θ = 1/γ. For the photon of interest (red) θ < θcol, with the collimation angle θcol, therefore the
scattered photon passes through the face of the collimator at position P = (xc, yc, L), with aperture
radius a. Assuming an infinitesimal variation in angle dθ, the differential solid angle of photons are
contained within an area dxcdyc at the face of the collimator. Right: An electron (red) with angular
divergence x′ interacts with an incident photon (not shown) at position O and a photon is scattered
(green) which passes through a collimator placed a distance L downstream. The photon is scattered
with a polar angle θx in the horizontal plane and passes through the collimator at position P.

approximation for a head-on (ϕ = 0) collision (Eq. 3.52),

Ēγ =
4γ2EL

1 + γ2θ2 +
4γEL
mec2

. (4.9)

The angular divergences of the scattered photons x′ and y′ and their initial horizontal x and vertical y

position can be expressed in terms of the projection of the scattering angle of the produced radiation

in each plane θx and θy (θ =
√
θ2

x + θ
2
y ) using the relations

θx + x′ =
xc − x

L
, θy + y′ =

yc − y
L

(4.10)

which arise from the geometric constraints, shown in Fig. 4.1, of a photon passing through a far-

field (L ≫
√

x2
c + y2

c) collimator at a position (xc, yc) on the collimator face. Here, the angular

divergences of the laser pulse have been neglected. The model can be simply extended for collimator

misalignment, through addition of a simple error term [33] xerr or yerr, where the angular divergences

become

θx + x′ =
xc − x − xerr

L
, θy + y′ =

yc − y − yerr

L
(4.11)

Applying (Eq. 4.10) and integrating (Eq. 4.7) with respect to dV , the laser pulse–electron bunch

interaction volume or overlap, and dt the interaction time, whilst expanding the differential solid angle

dΩ = dxcdyc/L2, the Gaussian density distributions of the electron bunch (Eq. 3.6.1) and laser pulse
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(Eq. 3.81), yields

dNγ

dEγdxcdyc
=

NeNL

(2π)3 zRσpσkL2

∫
k√

ζxζyσθxσθy

dσ
dΩ

δ
(
Ēγ − Eγ

)
(1 + β)

× exp

− (θx − xc/L)2

2σ2
θx

−

(
θy − yc/L

)2

2σ2
θy

−
(p − p0)2

2σ2
p
−

(k − k0)2

2σ2
k

 dθx dθy dp dk, (4.12)

where zR is the Rayleigh range of the laser pulse (Eq. 3.31), and the ζx/y, σθx/y and ξx/y parameters in

each plane are given by

ζx = 1 +
2kβxϵx

zR
, σθx =

√
ϵxξx

βxζx
, ξx = 1 +

(
αx −

βx

L

)2
+

2kβxϵx

zR
,

ζy = 1 +
2kβyϵy

zR
, σθy =

√
ϵyξy

βyζy
, ξy = 1 +

(
αy −

βy

L

)2

+
2kβyϵy

zR
, (4.13)

where p0 is the reference momentum of the electron bunch and k0 is the centroid wavenumber of

the laser pulse (the wavenumber of the fundamental harmonic). Note that there is an algebraic error

in Sun et al’s [33, 34] derivation; Sun et al’s pre-factor states that dN/dE ∝ L2. The error occurs

because of a mishandling of the detector solid angle. Clearly, this should be dN/dE ∝ 1/L2, since if

the source to collimator distance L is increased the number of photons through the collimator should

decrease. This is corrected within the ICARUS code.

The delta function, encompassing the energy conservation of the interaction, can be rewritten in

terms of the Lorentz factor

δ
(
Ēγ − Eγ

)
= −δ (γ − γ̄)

(
1 + γ̄2θ2 +

4γ̄EL
mec2

)2

8γ̄EL
(
1 + 2γ̄EL

mec2

) , (4.14)

where γ̄ is given by

γ̄ =
2EγEL

mec2
(
4EL − Eγθ2

) 1 +
√√

1 +
4EL − Eγθ2

4E2
LEγ/

(
mec2)2

 . (4.15)

Substituting for δ
(
Ēγ − Eγ

)
using (Eq. 4.14) and simply exchanging the electron bunch

momentum variable from dp to dγ, (Eq. 4.12) is integrated with respect to dγ to introduce the electron
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bunch energy spread variation, which becomes

dNγ

dEγ
=

r2
e NeNL

4π3L2ℏczRσγσk

∫ kmax

kmin

∫ θx,max

−θx,max

∫ θy,max

−θy,max

∫ ymax

ymin

∫ xmax

xmin

1√
ζxζyσθxσθy

γ̄

1 + 2γEL/mec2

×

1
4

 4γ̄2EL

Eγ
(
1 + γ̄2θ2) + Eγ

(
1 + γ̄2θ2

)
4γ̄2EL

 − 2 cos2
(
τ − ϕ f

) γ̄2θ2(
1 + γ̄2θ2)2


× exp

− (θx − xc/L)2

2σ2
θx

−

(
θy − yc/L

)2

2σ2
θy

−
(γ − γ0)2

2σ2
γ

−
(k − k0)2

2σ2
k

dxc dyc dθy dθx dk, (4.16)

where the cross section has been expanded in terms of the γ̄ parameter with a normalisation factor

in the third term γ̄/
(
1 + 2γEL/mec2

)
, γ0 is the centroid Lorentz factor of the electron bunch and

σγ = σe/mec2 is the spread of the Lorentz factor of the electrons in the bunch. Integral limits have

been imposed on each of the integrations, as discussed below.

The integral over the horizontal collimator aperture dxc (and vertical collimator aperture dyc) can

be carried out with the limits xmin and xmax (ymin and ymax), which vary dependent on the collimator

shape (rectangular or circular) and the specified collimator dimensions. For the circular collimation

case, the relationship R ≥
√

x2
c + y2

c must be obeyed with R the radius of the collimator. For example,

in the horizontal x plane xmin = −R and xmax = R, such that the limits are equal to the radius of the

collimator. However this means that in the y plane, the collimator position integration limits are a

function of xc: ymin = −
√

R2 − x2
c and ymax =

√
R2 − x2

c . For the case of a rectangular collimator

these limits can be treated independently. Integrals over the projection of the scattering angles in each

plane are carried out using the limits

θx,max =

√
4EL

Eγ
− θ2

y , θx,min = −

√
4EL

Eγ
− θ2

y

θy,max =

√
4EL

Eγ
, θy,min = −

√
4EL

Eγ
, (4.17)

which constrains the angular cone the radiation is produced into to a maximum of a 1/γ cone in two

dimensions as shown in Fig. 4.1. The collimation angle θcol typically limits Eγ so that the cone is

smaller than 1/γ. As the limits of the θx integral are dependent on θy, the order of integration is

constrained and θy must be evaluated before θx. The order of integration is similarly constrained for

the integration over a circular collimator aperture – xc must be integrated before yc.

The wavenumber k of the incident laser photon in Sun et al’s model [33, 34] is integrated from 0

to ∞, to reflect a summation over all possible laser harmonics. However, this is impractical in a real

simulation and unnecessary for laser driven sources because the fundamental harmonic is the laser

wavelength of interest and other harmonics will have a negligibly weak contribution to the spectra for

a0 ≪ 1 or be excluded completely due to re-circulation in a Fabry-Perot optical cavity. Therefore, the

limit for the integration of the wavenumber of the incident laser is set to k±3σk, representing the 3σk
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spectral bandwidth tail of the laser pulse, as the laser pulse is modelled using a Gaussian distribution.

The polarisation term 2 cos2
(
τ − ϕ f

)
in (Eq. 4.16) represents the polarisation of the scattered

photon, as defined in Section 3.5. The polarisation term must be modified as the azimuthal scattering

angle ϕ f is not explicitly integrated; instead the azimuthal scattering angle dependence is incorporated

into the integration of the projection of the scattering angles (θx and θy) in each plane. Therefore, the

azimuthal scattering angle ϕ f in (Eq. 4.16) is replaced by ϕ f = cos−1 (θx/θ). The x plane projection

of the scattering angle θx is selected over the y plane due to order of integration constraints. However,

when integrated over the full azimuthal scattering angle (0 ≤ ϕ f ≤ 2π) – which occurs during the

spectrum code simulation – the polarisation term has no effect, as expected from the derivation of the

total electron–photon interaction cross section (Eq. 3.67) in Section 3.5.
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Figure 4.2: Example spectrum (spectral density against scattered photon energy) produced using
ICARUS for the case A parameters defined in Section 4.4. A total of 100 scattered photon energy
intervals in the range Eγ = 16.9 MeV to Eγ = 17.6 MeV are calculated. The peak spectral density
occurs when photons are backscattered (θ = 0) and corresponds to a scattered photon energy given
by (Eq. 3.54) – the Compton edge energy.

The ICARUS spectrum code is written in the Mathematica language [250] with pre-input of ICS

source parameters (electron bunch and laser pulse parameters), often from the optimisations later

in this chapter, and post-processing which produces plots of spectra from the developed model and

calculates the spectral yield (collimated flux) from the produced spectrum. An example ICARUS

spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.2, using electron bunch and laser parameters presented later in this chapter

in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The spectral yield (collimated flux) is calculated by

Fcol = RAC fFICARUS (4.18)

where RAC is the crossing angle luminosity reduction factor (Eq. 3.90), which adjusts the head-on

spectrum flux for the crossing angle of the interaction because ICARUS only simulates head-on

interactions, f is the repetition rate of interactions of the source, included because the ICARUS
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simulation only simulates a single electron bunch–laser pulse interaction and FICARUS is the spectral

yield (collimated flux) of a single electron bunch–laser pulse interaction – the area under the ICARUS

spectrum; however, we note that the spectral density units used here are ph/MeVnC so a scaling for

electron bunch charge is also required. The spectral yield can be applied more generally to calculate

the collimated flux from any spectrum code.

The ICARUS simulation evaluates (Eq. 4.16) at a series of scattered photon energy points to

determine the number of photons produced at scattered photon energy intervals thereby building up

a spectrum. For example, in Fig 4.2 the spectrum is produced for a scattered photon energy range

of ∆Eγ = 0.6 MeV, where the model (Eq. 4.16) is evaluated for 100 scattered photon energy points

(a calculation every 6 keV). Simulation time increases linearly with the number of scattered photon

energy points used in generating the ICARUS spectrum.

The maximum scattered photon energy to sample for the spectrum calculation is calculated using

(Eq. 3.50) with Ee+3σe as the electron bunch energy because of the Gaussian distribution of electron

energies with non-negligible energy spread. However, this neglects the laser pulse spectral bandwidth

because the scattered photon energy (Eq. 3.50) has a squared dependence on the electron bunch

energy (Eγ ∝ E2
e ) whereas there is a linear dependence on the incident photon energy (Eγ ∝ EL).

Consequently, the scattered photon energy varies less with incident photon energy than electron

energy and therefore it is reasonable to neglect the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse unless

∆EL/EL ≫ ∆Ee/Ee. The minimum sampled scattered photon energy for a Gaussian electron bunch

and laser pulse interaction is approximated arbitrarily as

Eγ,min ≈ Eγ

[
1 − 3

(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
FWHM

]
, (4.19)

where the Compton edge energy is reduced by three full-width half-maximum bandwidths (Eq. 3.113)

of the ICS source being simulated. For example, the FWHM bandwidth of the case A spectrum in

Fig. 4.2 is 0.0118, so the minimum energy simulated in the spectrum is 16.9 MeV, with a 17.5 MeV

Compton edge energy. This is deficient because the spectrum of the scattered radiation does not

follow a Gaussian distribution. Alternatively, a user specified maximum and minimum scattered

photon energy can be provided.

For the complex integration involved in evaluating the central equation of ICARUS (Eq. 4.16),

quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) integration methods are used alongside parallel-processing, where each

node calculates an individual scattered photon energy point in the simulation. The oscillatory

behaviour or ‘roughness’ – quickly varying amplitude of the spectral density – is present in the shape

of the ICARUS spectra because of the highly oscillatory integrals involved in the electron bunch

energy spread term of (Eq. 4.16) with small electron bunch energy spread

dNγ

dEγ
∝ exp

 (γ − γ0)2

2σ2
γ

 , (4.20)
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which causes errors in the quasi-Monte Carlo integration. The ‘roughness’ or bumps seen in the

ICARUS spectrum in Fig. 4.2 appear unphysical and, upon further investigation, seem related to the

setting of the quasi-Monte Carlo integration routine used in the simulation.

4.4 Benchmarking Cases for Characterisation and Optimisation

Three ICS source benchmarking cases are specified which are designed to be characteristic of three

accelerator types that are considered as drivers of ICS sources. The three test case ICS sources use

the ‘re-circulated pulse’ approach, using a Fabry-Perot optical cavity to re-circulate the laser pulse

for interaction with a high repetition rate accelerator, which means low laser pulse energies are used,

and that the flux of a single interaction is small. Further details can be found in Section 3.2, and

the interaction scheme matches that shown in Figure 3.7. These three cases include: a high energy

ERL driven γ-ray ICS source (Case A) – a precursor to the DIANA design in Chapter 6 – a storage

ring γ-ray ICS source based on the MAX-III storage ring [1, 169] (Case B), and a low energy high

repetition rate linac ICS source based on the Old Dominion University x-ray ICS source design [4–6]

(Case C).

For each case a single set of laser parameters is used, as discussed in Section 4.4.2, based on

the cERL Fabry-Perot optical re-circulation cavity [11]. Inclusion of a Fabry-Perot cavity in the case

A ERL is as described for the DIANA ERL ICS design (Chapter 6). A Fabry-Perot cavity can be

incorporated within a straight with focusing optics to bring the electron beam to a waist – as is the

case for the DIANA ERL – in a design like the MAX-III storage ring in case B, though proposal

of a detailed optics scheme for ICS interaction are beyond the scope of this work. The laser system

envisioned in the ODU ICS source [4–6] could simply be replaced by the Fabry-Perot cavity as there

is a reasonable distance (L ∼ 0.5 m) between the last final focus quadrupole and the interaction point

where a Fabry-Perot optical cavity with a 3 m total path length (∼ 2 in length) could be installed [6].

4.4.1 Electron Bunch Parameters

The electron bunch parameters at the interaction point for each of the three accelerator cases are

shown in Table 4.1; the parameters of the existing accelerators have not been modified.

The three electron bunch cases in Table 4.1 have electron bunch energies chosen to reflect the

typical electron bunch energy regimes of x-ray (Ee = 10’s MeV) and γ-ray (Ee = 100’s MeV)

production typical of many proposed and operating ICS sources. Within the three electron bunch

cases, each of the main accelerator driver options for ICS sources are represented: an ERL, a storage

ring and a linac; therefore this should provide a fair overview of the applicability of the developed

characterisation and optimisation methods to a wide range of ICS source designs. A large range in

electron bunch energy is spanned (25–1000 MeV) as well as a large variation in bunch charge (10 pC–

3 nC), transverse normalised emittance (0.1–18.78 mm-mrad) and bunch length (0.38–26.7 mm)
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Table 4.1: Electron bunch parameters at the interaction point. Parameters are given for three cases: a
state-of-the-art 1 GeV ERL – a preliminary design of the DIANA ERL (Chapter 6) – (Case A), the
MAX-III storage ring operated at 700 MeV [1–3] (Case B) and the designed ODU ICS 25 MeV high
repetition rate linac [4–6] (Case C). Parameters have not been modified with respect to pre-existing
accelerators.

Parameter Case A (DIANA) Case B (MAX-III) Case C (ODU ICS) Unit
Kinetic Energy, Ee 1000 700 25 MeV
Repetition Rate, f 100 83.33 100 MHz
Bunch Charge, Q 100 3000 10 pC
Norm. Trans. Emittance, ϵn,x/ϵn,y 0.50/0.50 18.78/0.233 0.10/0.10 mm-mrad
Bunch Length, σe,z 1.00 27.9 0.38 mm
Relative Energy Spread, ∆Ee/Ee 10−4 6.07 × 10−4 3.00 × 10−4

Scattered Photon Energy *, Eγ 17.55 8.65 0.0116 MeV

* Assuming head-on (ϕ = 0), backscattering (θ = 0) interaction with an Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm)

which is adequate for evaluating the optimisation and characterisation methods and their efficacy

in modelling a range of ICS sources. Each of these sources has a high ∼ 100 MHz repetition rate;

therefore they are suitable for design of high flux ICS sources using the ‘re-circulated pulse’ approach

with Fabry-Perot cavities described in Section 3.2. The characterisation and optimisation methods are

designed toward the ‘re-circulated pulse’ approach explained in Section 3.2, because this scheme is

the focus in this thesis but they can also be applied to any linear (a0 ≪ 1) ICS source.

Case A electron bunch parameters are typical of a world leading 1 GeV 3-turn energy recovery

linac, and are based on a precursor to the conceptual DIANA ERL and ICS source that is presented

in Chapter 6. The DIANA ERL design is based upon several next generation GeV ERL designs,

such as a recent ERL based EUV-FEL design [251], the PERLE energy recovery linac [76] and the

ER@CEBAF ERL project [78, 82]. The full justification for the case A electron bunch parameters

is near-identical to the justification of the DIANA ICS source parameters, so the reader is directed to

the explanation in Chapter 6.

The electron beam parameters of case B are based upon the electron bunch parameters of the

MAX-III storage ring synchrotron light source [1–3]. Whilst the existing accelerator does not have

an ICS interaction point, one could be accomodated by focusing optics and a Fabry-Perot cavity

implemented in a straight section in the 36 m circumference. Operation of MAX-III as an ICS source

has been suggested by Yu et al [169, 252]; many other synchrotron light sources have been used as an

ICS source such as HIγS at the Duke University storage ring [51], NewSUBARU [253] and a similar

design to a MAX-III ICS source has been proposed by Pan et al [254]. The parameters for case B

are based on Sjöstrom et al [1] using emittance measurements by Hansson et al [2] because these

parameters are most typical of existing storage ring based γ-ray ICS sources such as NewSUBARU

[253] and HIγS [51]. MAX-III has numerous other configurations and operating modes [1], such as

non-equilibrium operation [36], but these have not been evaluated. Note that the Case B 83.33 MHz

repetition rate is lower than the 100 MHz repetition rate of case A and C [1, 3]. At a current of

250 mA, with a 36 m circumference and repetition rate of 83.33 MHz [1, 3] there are a total of 10
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bunches each with a 3 nC bunch charge.

Case C is based upon the design of the ODU compact linac [4–6], which is designed for use as

a compact x-ray ICS source because of the lower energy electron beam (Ee = 25 MeV). The ODU

ICS source is a high repetition rate ( f = 100 MHz) linac, and is therefore comparable to the ERL and

storage ring ICS approaches included here and could utilise a high average power Fabry-Perot cavity

for the production of x-rays. The design study for this linac is completed with start-to-end simulations

and therefore beam parameters are comprehensively presented [5, 6], which are used in this case.

Small emittance and energy spread parameters of the ODU linac are attractive for development of a

narrowband ICS source, hence the ODU ICS souce design is suitable for inclusion within this study.

4.4.2 Laser Pulse Parameters

The laser parameters for the test case ICS sources, based on the electron bunch parameters in

Table 4.1, are kept constant with the exception of an adjusted repetition rate for the MAX-III case

B parameters where the repetition rate is reduced to 83.33 MHz. Constant laser pulse parameters

for each case, shown in Table 4.2, mean the effect of the electron bunch on the ICS spectrum

and optimisation is more readily interpreted. The laser parameters are based upon an Nd:YAG

laser (λ = 1064 nm) re-circulated in a 4-mirror Fabry-Perot optical cavity based on the cERL ICS

source demonstration at KEK [11]. The Nd:YAG laser is selected for its reasonable incident photon

energy (EL = 1.17 eV), which enables scattering of high energy x-rays and γ-rays, as well as the

commercially available narrow spectral bandwidth of ∆EL/EL = 4.70 × 10−4 (∆λ = 0.5 nm [204]),

which is ideal for a narrowband ICS source.

Table 4.2: Laser pulse parameters at the interaction point. Each accelerator electron bunch case in
Table 4.1 is assumed to interact with identical laser pulse parameters at the IP.

Parameter Quantity Unit
Wavelength, λlaser 1064 nm
Photon energy, Elaser 1.17 eV
Pulse energy 0.1 mJ
Number of photons, Nlaser 5.34 × 1014

Repetition rate, f 100 (83.33)* MHz
Spot size at the IP, σL 30 µm
Crossing angle, ϕ 5 deg
Pulse length 10 ps
Spectral Bandwidth, ∆EL/EL 4.70×10−4

* Adjusted to compensate for the lower case B
(MAX-III [1, 3]) repetition rate.

The optical cavity envisioned to deliver these laser parameters has an average stored power of

10 kW (Case B: 8.33 kW), well below demonstrations at MuCLS [138] and the state-of-the-art

670 kW stored average power optical cavity [255]. A reduced average stored power is considered

here because this is the current highest average stored power ICS source demonstration on an ERL,
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from the cERL ICS souce [11]. Limitations are also imposed upon the stored power of a Fabry-Perot

optical cavity due to mirror heating [218] and the proximity of strong magnetic fields [214], which

causes thermoelatic deformation of the cavity optical mirrors and a loss of stability. At a repetition

rate of 100 MHz (83.33 MHz), the cavity path length is 3 m (3.6 m) which is tolerable for both

misalignment errors [211] and mirror heating considerations with a single stored 0.1 mJ laser pulse.

4.5 Benchmarking of the Characterisation Methods

4.5.1 ICARUS Spectrum Code

In addition to ICARUS, several other codes are available that can calculate spectra of ICS sources,

using either semi-analytical or Monte Carlo approaches. Two codes have been considered for

benchmarking the ICARUS code: CAIN [249], a Monte Carlo electromagnetic interactions code, and

ICCS3D [4, 31] a semi-analytical inverse Compton scattering code. CAIN simulation is currently

viewed as the ‘standard’ method of simulating ICS source spectra; however, the ICCS3D code has

demonstrated advantages in the simulation of re-circulated ICS sources with collimation, as discussed

in this section.

Monte-Carlo codes are so called because they utilise a Monte Carlo algorithm, which is a

numerical method of solving mathematical problems by use of random variables; the name Monte

Carlo comes from an early paper on the subject by Metropolis and Ulam [256], who applied the

method to problems of neutron transport [257].

A simple example is that of a 6-sided die that may land to give one of the values v = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

with equal probability p = 1/6. We may calculate the average score of such a die analytically as

av = Σ
6
v=1 pvv = 3.5 (4.21)

where all the probabilities are pv = 1/6. A Monte Carlo way of calculating this is to generate n values

of v (say, n = 1000) with equal probability, and then to estimate av numerically as

av ≃
1
n
Σivi. (4.22)

Carrying out this calculation several times we observe a statistical fluctuation which is a feature of

the Monte Carlo method:

av|MC = 3.487, 3.554, 3.499, 3.523... (4.23)

One method to determine the error in these numerical estimates is to calculate their standard deviation,

but there are others. The Monte Carlo method replaces an analytical integral with a sampled numerical

estimate of that integral, akin to using the trapezium rule but replacing evenly-spaced samples with

randomly-selected ones.
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Another classic example of the Monte Carlo method is to estimate π in the following manner.

Pairs of random variables (x, y) with range −1 < x < 1 and −1 < y < 1 are generated, and the

quantity r =
√

(x2 + y2) is made for each pair. For n such pairs one then calculates how many values

m there are where r < 1. It can be shown for very large n that

4
m
n
→ π. (4.24)

Our numerical estimate for π is then

π|MC = 4
m
n
. (4.25)

Again, for n = 1000 we obtain π|MC = 3.168 for one such calculation, and we may show that the

statistical error between this estimate and the true value of π improves proportionally to 1/
√

n.

Since numerical estimates contain such statistical variations, the motivation for using the Monte

Carlo method is unclear – why not carry out the integrals directly? In many situations of interest

it is very challenging to correctly evaluate the analytical integral, but still relatively easy to perform

a Monte Carlo estimate. The original Metropolis/Ulam motivation is the one used in this thesis: to

follow (’track’) primary particles and any produced secondary particles as they interact with other

entities (such as materials, laser fields etc.) and scatter, lose energy and so forth.

As a simple example, we consider an electron incident on a target generating secondary particles

which are then collimated and detected. Firstly, the electron energy, position and direction – the initial

conditions – would be randomly sampled from a given probability distribution. This particle would

then be tracked in time – it’s position evolved due to it’s initial conditions – until it impinges upon

the target. Then to determine if the initial particle interacts successfully with the target to generate

a secondary particle rejection sampling [257] is used, where a generated random number is tested

against a probability to determine if a process is successful. If this is not successful the process

repeats from generation of the initial conditions. However, if a secondary particle is generated then

a probability distribution is randomly sampled to determine the initial conditions of the secondary.

The secondary is then evolved until it reaches the collimator, where the position of the particle would

be tested against the collimator bounds to determine if the secondary particle could pass through.

Secondary particles within the collimator bounds would then have their parameters such as position

recorded. The Monte Carlo approach is advantageous because complex scenarios can be simulated

without a unified description of the whole system. Processes can be split into separate descriptions

that are then combined; applying Monte Carlo simulation to generation of an ICS Spectrum, as

pursued by Sun [33], allows the scattering of photons and collimation to be considered as separate

processes unlike in ICARUS and means adding other processes such as the detector response is more

simplistic.

The CAIN code is a Monte Carlo code designed to simulate all electromagnetic interactions but

subroutines can limit the simulated interactions to purely inverse Compton scattering interactions.
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A Gaussian or uniform laser distribution is generated – specified using a superposition of plane

waves – and interacted with an electron bunch generated from a Gaussian or uniform distribution

or a distribution of uniformly weighted macroparticles. A Monte Carlo event generator, as specified

in the CAIN manual [258], determines whether a photon is produced and then calculates a scattered

photon energy and polar and azimuthal scattering angles that correspond to the scattered photon.

CAIN is capable of simulating non-linear ICS interactions, unlike the ICARUS code in Section 4.3,

but CAIN is also limited to head-on (ϕ = 0) interactions. The emittance and divergence effects

of the electron bunch are accounted for by CAIN, but neglected in the laser pulse. Collimation is

not directly implemented within the CAIN code but can be implemented via post processing of the

produced spectra.

The ICCS3D semi-analytical spectrum code, a generalization of the ICCS code [4, 31], computes

scattered radiation from laser pulse–electron bunch interactions within the linear Compton regime

(a0 ≪ 1) and accounts for electron recoil. In ICCS3D, a 3D laser pulse model is used as described

in Terzić et al [221]; instead of all electrons experiencing the same laser field strength a0, as they

do for a 1D plane wave, their effective laser field strength is dependent on the electron’s distance

from the centre of the laser spot. ICARUS models the interaction as a collision between a laser

pulse and electron bunch whereas ICCS3D models the interaction as an electron radiating within the

electromagnetic field of a laser pulse; these are two equivalent models with differing mathematical

construction. To calculate anticipated spectral output, in addition to the laser parameters, ICCS3D can

use either the parameters of the electron beam or an arbitrary electron distribution – which could have

been obtained by tracking through the electron accelerator – allowing start-to-end simulation of ICS

sources. The emission spectrum of a single electron is calculated using a 3D laser field model and the

Klein-Nishina cross section [259], and the bunch spectrum is formed by summing over the emission

of each individual electron. Collimation is implemented within ICCS3D by limiting the possible

scattered photon scattering angles through which the emission is calculated. ICCS3D can calculate

the spectrum of an ICS interaction in an angular crossing case, with rectangular or circular collimation

and accounts for the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse, the electron bunch energy spread as well

as the emittance and divergence of the electron bunch. Like the ICARUS code, ICCS3D can produce

spectra for arbitrary polarisation of the incident photons.

A semi-analytical ICS spectrum code is advantageous to Monte Carlo based techniques such as

the CAIN spectrum code as collimation effects aren’t taken into account directly within the simulation

and are instead required as part of post-simulation analysis. There is no built-in method of imposing

a collimator within CAIN [249]. Because CAIN treats the incident laser pulse as a superposition

of plane waves, the effect of the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse isn’t properly accounted

for. Incorporating the effect of the incident laser pulse spectral bandwidth is necessary for the ICS

interaction because it can be the main contributor to the bandwidth of the resulting spectrum, as

is frequently the case in the ‘single shot’ ICS source approach with wideband lasers such as Ti:Sa
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(see Section 3.2). Inherently, in Monte Carlo simulation rare events in nature will be as rare in the

simulation, therefore statistics in situations where low scattered photon counts are expected are poor;

for example in the tails of the distribution, at very narrow apertures [31] and in re-circulated ICS

sources where low flux interactions are conducted at high repetition rate. However, CAIN can model

non-linear (a0 ∼ 1) ICS interactions unlike ICCS3D and ICARUS, which are limited to the linear

regime.

The ICCS3D code [4, 31] was selected to benchmark the ICARUS spectrum code as ICCS3D

also aims to predict spectra of ICS sources in the linear regime with a similar semi-analytical

approach. ICCS3D provides a good benchmarking standard because ICCS3D has also previously

been benchmarked against the 1D model by Sun et al [29] (see Krafft et al [4] Fig. 2–4) and the

CAIN Monte Carlo code (see Ranjan et al [31] Fig. 7). Consequently, benchmarking ICARUS

against ICCS3D demonstrates that ICARUS would perform reasonably against CAIN. Through

benchmarking of ICARUS against ICCS3D, ICCS3D has also been improved via introduction of

a new integration method to handle laser pulse durations on the order of 10’s ps.

ICARUS spectra have been produced for the three configurations of ICS source (case A, B and

C) outlined in Section 4.4, as shown in Figure 4.3. The head-on (ϕ = 0) spectra in Fig. 4.3 are

produced using the optimised electron bunch β-functions and collimation parameters from a 0.5%

rms bandwidth (2% rms bandwidth for case B) simplex elliptical beam optimisation (detailed in

Section 4.8), as shown in Table 4.5, because collimation and β-functions at the IP are not defined in

Table 4.1. Spectra have also been produced as shown in Fig. 4.3, courtesy of B. Terzić, using ICCS3D

with identical parameters for cases A, B and C.

The ICARUS and ICCS3D spectra for cases A, B and C in Fig. 4.3 show good agreement.

The spectra in each case produced via ICARUS and ICCS3D are near-identical in shape, with

identical peak spectral density and Compton edge energies (Eq. 3.54) – the scattered photon energy at

maximum (or peak) spectral density – in both of the spectra for each case. Consequently, the spectral

yield (collimated flux) is in good agreement between the two codes – a difference in collimated flux

of < 2% between ICARUS and ICCS3D is noted for each of the benchmarking cases.

The spectra have a high energy tail resulting from the energy spread of the electron bunch and laser

pulse spectral bandwidth at low spectral densities. Maximum spectral density is at the location of the

Compton edge, with scattered photon energy given by (Eq. 3.54), which corresponds to the centroid

energy of the electron bunch and laser pulse and occurs in the back-scattered direction (θ = 0).

The collimator truncates the spectrum, so we do not see the full ICS source spectrum as shown in

Fig. 3.10. Emittance of the electron bunch and collimation result in the shape of the low energy tail of

the spectrum. The ‘roughness’ of the spectrum is related to numerical integration errors, as explained

in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of ICS head-on (ϕ = 0) single electron bunch–laser pulse interaction spectra
using circular collimation for each case in Table 4.1, produced by the semi-analytical codes ICARUS
(red) and ICCS3D (blue) for 0.5% rms (2% case B) bandwidth, with configuration optimised by the
single point simplex elliptical beam optimisation (see Section 4.8). All ICARUS spectra are produced
using 100 points across the energy range. Top Left: Case A. Top Right: Case B. Bottom Left: Case
C.

4.5.2 Analytical Collimated Flux

The analytical collimated flux (Eq. 4.6) derived in Section 4.2 has been compared against numerous

methods including the analytical formulation by Curatolo et al [32] as well as the collimated flux

(spectral yield) calculated from the ICARUS and ICCS3D [4, 31] spectrum codes. The collimated

flux is calculated by Curatolo et al, in conventional units as

Fcol = 6.25 × 108 Epulse (J) Q
(
pC

)
f (Hz)

EL (eV)
[
σ2

e
(
µm

)
+ σ2

L
(
µm

)] ×
(
1 + 3√XΨ2/3

)
Ψ2[

1 + (1 + X/2)Ψ2] (1 + Ψ2) , (4.26)

where all symbols are consistent with those in (Eq. 4.6), Ψ = γθcol is the acceptance angle of the

collimator and σe =

√
σ2

x + σ
2
y is the rms spot size of the electron bunch at the IP.

The collimated flux calculation by Curatolo et al [32] (Eq. 4.26) uses the Berestetskii, Pitaevskii

and Lifshitz [28] differential cross section (Eq. 3.64) like the derivation presented here in Section 4.2

however, an explicit derivation is not shown or referenced in that paper. Upon inspection of (Eq. 4.26),

it is evident that this is only valid for a head-on (ϕ = 0) interaction and doesn’t account for

the hourglass effect [30, 238] (outlined in Section 3.6.3). Therefore, to align the Curatolo et al

calculations (Eq. 4.26) with (Eq. 4.6), the angular crossing and hourglass effect luminosity reduction
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factor RACHG [30] (Eq. 3.96) must be introduced.

The collimated flux calculation methods are compared using the benchmarking cases in

Section 4.4 with the electron bunch parameters in Table 4.1 and laser pulse parameters in Table 4.2.

The calculations have been conducted using the simplex elliptical beam single point bandwidth

optimisation, as outlined in Section 4.8, for a 0.5% rms bandwidth (2% rms bandwidth case B)

which yields the values for the β-functions at the IP and collimation angle shown later in this

chapter in Table 4.5. The results of the collimated flux calculations, by each method, for each of

the benchmarking cases A, B and C are shown in Table 4.3

Table 4.3: Calculations of collimated flux in a 0.5% rms bandwidth (Case B 2% rms bandwidth) for
each of the benchmarking cases in Table 4.1, using elliptical beam simplex optimised interaction point
parameters as shown in Table 4.5, via a variety of methods. Laser parameters shown in Table 4.2 are
kept constant for each benchmarking case.

Collimated Flux (ph/s)
Method Case A Case B Case C
Curatolo et al *(Eq. 4.26) [32] 6.03 × 108 0.60 × 1010 0.74 × 108

Analytical (Eq. 4.6) 8.86 × 108 1.04 × 1010 1.17 × 108

ICARUS †(Eq. 4.18) 8.76 × 108 1.04 × 1010 1.14 × 108

ICCS3D †(Eq. 4.18) [4, 31] 8.75 × 108 1.02 × 1010 1.16 × 108

* The Curatolo et al collimated flux (Eq. 4.26) has been multiplied
by the combined angular crossing and hourglass effect luminosity
reduction factor (Eq. 3.96) for comparison with other collimated flux
calculations.
† The ICARUS and ICCS3D spectra used in the calculation of the

collimated flux (spectral yield) are shown in Fig. 4.3.

The collimated flux calculations in Table 4.3 show good agreement between the spectrum code

calculations, as ICARUS and ICCS3D agree to within < 2% in all cases. Good agreement was shown

qualitatively between these two codes in Fig. 4.3, therefore good quantitative agreement was expected.

Between the ICARUS code and the analytical collimated flux calculation (Eq. 4.6), a maximum

discrepancy of 1.14% is observed. Percentage scale discrepancies between these two calculations

can be expected because the analytical calculation neglects the energy spread of the electron bunch

and the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse and the ICARUS code is not exact because of oscillatory

integration errors, as discussed in Section 4.5.1.

However, the collimated flux calculation by Curatolo et al [32] (Eq. 4.26) shows large differences

from both the analytical collimated flux derived in Section 4.2 and the spectrum codes. Table 4.3

shows the Curatolo et al collimated flux (Eq. 4.26) is consistently reduced with reference to the

analytical (Eq. 4.6) and spectrum code collimated flux, which is also observed in Fig. 4.4. For

example, in Table 4.3, a factor ∼ 1.75 reduction in collimated flux is observed between (Eq. 4.6)

and (Eq. 4.26) for case B. A comparison of the collimated flux derived here (Eq. 4.6) and that by

Curatolo et al [32] (Eq. 4.26) as a function of scattering angle is shown in Fig. 4.4. The discrepancy
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must originate in the angular term of (Eq. 4.26)

Fcol ∝

(
1 + 3√XΨ2/3

)
Ψ2[

1 + (1 + X/2)Ψ2] (1 + Ψ2)
because the head-on luminosity is equivalent in both equations, the geometric luminosity reduction

is applied identically and the cross section variation of Case A (the maximum electron bunch energy

case, Ee = 1 GeV) is small – a 1.2% reduction in the ICS cross section (Eq. 3.68) due to the recoil

effect. The cross section variation with electron energy is illustrated in Fig. 3.9. However, the origin of

the discrepancy in the angular term of the Curatolo et al [32] calculation (Eq. 4.26) remains unknown

because no adequate derivation is shown within the literature.

To further investigate the angular dependency of the collimated flux calculations the collimated

flux, via the two analytical methods (Eqs. 4.6, 4.26) and the ICARUS spectrum code, has been

calculated as a function of the acceptance angle in Fig. 4.4. The benchmarking cases from Table 4.1

are used, where the interaction β-functions are those from the 0.5% rms bandwidth (case B 2%

rms bandwidth) elliptical beam simplex optimisation, and the collimation angle is varied. Laser

parameters remain constant, as given in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the derived analytical collimated flux (Eq. 4.6) (blue) with the Curatolo
et al collimated flux calculation [32] (Eq. 4.26) (red) and the results of the ICARUS spectrum code
(black) within an acceptance angle 0 ≤ Ψ ≤ 1 (a 1/γ cone). The benchmarking cases are presented
in Table 4.1, optimised for a 0.5% rms bandwidth (Case B 2% rms bandwidth) using the elliptical
beam simplex optimisation with parameters shown in Table 4.5. The ICARUS spectrum code data
has been adjusted for an angular crossing (Eq. 3.90) and the Curatolo et al calculation (Eq. 4.26) has
been adjusted for the hourglass effect and angular crossing (Eq. 3.96). Top Left: Case A. Top Right:
Case B. Bottom Left: Case C.

In Fig. 4.4, there is an excellent agreement between the analytical collimated flux and that derived
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from the ICARUS spectrum code, therefore (Eq. 3.50) can efficiently predict the collimated flux

across the whole range of scattering angles. However, at large acceptance angles in case A and C

the ICARUS values differ from the analytical calculation. The discrepancy is due to the settings of

the integration routine which have been setup for quick but less precise simulation and can result in a

small integration error, as previously shown in Fig. 4.2. The scattered photon energy range increases

with collimation angle because of the energy–angle correspondence in the scattered photon energy

(Eq. 3.50) which, with a constant 100 simulation points, dilutes the spectrum as the step energy

between simulation points is greater. The collimated flux calculation by Curatolo et al [32] (Eq. 4.26)

disagrees with (Eq. 4.6) and the ICARUS scattering code beyond Ψ > 0.1 in each case in Fig. 4.4.

The discrepancy in the Curatolo et al calculation increases as a function of acceptance angle, which

suggests that a small angle approximation could occur within the derivation of (Eq. 4.26), however it

is unverifiable because (Eq. 4.26) is not derived in the literature.

The analytical calculation (Eq. 4.6) is sufficient to calculate the yield of ICARUS spectrum code

within energy spread and spectral bandwidth tolerances and consequently is a valid alternative to

spectrum code collimated flux calculations. The analytical collimated flux calculation is advantageous

in terms of simulation time, as the collimated flux is calculated analytically on a sub-second timescale

whereas the spectrum codes require up to 10 hours to run. Consequently, the analytical collimated

flux is a useful calculation method for computing the many collimated flux values required in the

optimisations detailed in the rest of this chapter.

4.6 Motivation for Narrowband Optimisation of ICS Sources

Currently, many ICS sources are designed to maximise uncollimated flux via matching the transverse

rms spot size of the laser pulse to that of the electron bunch (σL ≈ σelectron) [6, 11, 254, 260–262],

termed here transverse profile matching (TPM). However, TPM is deficient because ICS sources have

two aims: to produce a large quantity of photons at the sample (where the scattered photon beam is

collimated) and to minimise the energy spread (bandwidth) of the scattered photons. The former – a

high flux of photons – is desirable because a high flux decreases data acquisition times and improves

the signal-to-noise ratio of measurements; the latter is advantageous due to the ability to target certain

processes with small energy bandwidths, for example a specific resonance in an isotope like 235U for

a nuclear resonance fluorescence investigation [49]. Users typically require a compromise between

bandwidth and flux for precise investigations of energy dependent phenomena whilst conducting

measurements on a reasonable timescale and with adequate statistics. Therefore, within the following

optimisations we aim to maximise the collimated flux (Eq. 4.6) whilst minimising, or limiting to

some user specified value, the rms bandwidth (Eq. 3.108) of the ICS source. All optimisations

are performed with the assumption of a circular collimator, as the focus of this study is on narrow

bandwidth and studies by Hajima [241] demonstrate circular collimation is the optimum approach for
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narrow bandwidth; the analytical collimated flux (Eq. 4.6) is also derived for circular collimation.

Firstly, within this half of the chapter, the choice of variables of the optimisations are justified and

the types of optimisation (single bandwidth and tuning curve) are explained. Then two optimisation

methods are developed and tested: a round beam optimisation (RB) and an elliptical beam simplex

optimisation (simplex EB). Round beam optimisations simplify the electron bunch dynamics so the

β-functions and emittance are identical in each plane (β∗x = β∗y, ϵnx = ϵny), whereas elliptical beam

optimisations treat each transverse plane individually. These optimisation methods are then evaluated

and compared in Section 4.9 using the previously defined benchmarking cases in Section 4.4. The

developed optimisations are applied throughout the ICS source designs in Chapters 5 and 6.

4.6.1 Variable Selection

Inspection of the rms bandwidth (Eq. 3.108) for ICS sources has shown that the emittance (Eq. 3.112)

and collimation (Eq. 3.109) terms typically dominate the bandwidth of an ICS source. The dominant

terms of the bandwidth are dependent upon the transverse β-functions at the IP β∗x/y in each plane,

the emittance (emittance term) in each plane and the collimation angle θcol (collimation term)

respectively. Similarly, the collimated flux (Eq. 4.6) of an ICS source is dependent upon the β-

functions at the IP (via the electron beam spot size) and the collimation angle. Varying the β-

functions at the IP is a better variable choice than the emittance because the β-functions can be varied

through adjustment of the electron beam final focus, whereas the transverse emittance is dependent

on the electron photo-injector and the collective effects experienced by the bunch throughout the

accelerator. Collimation of the produced radiation is external to the electron bunch–laser pulse

interaction, therefore collimation angle is easily adjusted via a selection of collimators, a variable

aperture collimator or by adjusting the source-to-collimator distance and hence is a good optimisation

variable. Therefore, the β-functions at the IP and collimation angle (β∗x, β∗y, θcol) are selected as

optimisation variables. These variables can be tuned for any accelerator type, hence the ICS source

optimisations presented here are generalised to any accelerator driver of an ICS source, not just an

ERL.

Transverse profile matching is insufficient for optimising an ICS source for narrow bandwidth

because the collimation angle is left as the only free parameter. If the emittance term (Eq. 3.112)

is dominant in the bandwidth when σelectron ≈ σL then the collimation angle can not further reduce

the bandwidth because it can only vary the collimation term (Eq. 3.109). The flux of an ICS source

may also be poorly optimised by TPM when the laser spot size is large, the σelectron ≈ σL condition

under-focuses the electron beam and decreases the luminosity (Eq. 3.85).

Other parameters could be selected as optimisation variables such as the transverse spot sizes of

the laser pulse at the IP, however this is more complex because Fabry-Perot optical cavity design

is severely constrained, as discussed in Section 3.2. Electron bunch longitudinal phase space could

also be considered for optimisation of the collimated flux and bandwidth because the bandwidth
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(Eq. 3.108) is dependent on the electron bunch energy spread and the collimated flux is dependent on

the electron bunch length – via the angular crossing luminosity reduction (Eq. 3.90). However, the

collimated flux advantage of reducing the electron bunch length is small and longitudinal optimisation

is also more complex because of the RF system – requiring a more complete accelerator design.

Transverse laser pulse and longitudinal electron bunch optimisations are suitable subjects for future

work but are rejected here.

4.6.2 Single Bandwidth and Tuning Curve Optimisations

Single bandwidth optimisations aim to maximise the collimated flux for a specific single bandwidth

which can be supplied by the user of the optimisation. For example, single bandwidth optimisations

could be used to determine the maximum flux of an ICS source that can be produced with a 1%

bandwidth of the scattered photon beam. Therefore, single bandwidth optimisations are useful when

an experimental phenomena can only be resolved by using a certain maximum bandwidth (energy

spread) of the scattered photons, such as targeting single nuclear resonance fluorescence lines in

uranium-235 [49] (explained further in Section 6.7). The optimisation methods also return the values

of the variables required to achieve the user specified bandwidth and therefore the configuration of

the ICS source required to achieve the best experimental parameters for the user is known.

Single bandwidth optimisations are achieved through using the bandwidth of the ICS source as a

constraint on the optimisation. The bandwidth can be used to construct a constraint on the variables

directly, as in the round beam optimisation detailed in Section 4.7 or indirectly as a separate constraint

as in the elliptical beam optimisation in Section 4.8. To use the bandwidth as an indirect constraint the

difference between the bandwidth achieved in the optimisation
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
ach

and the single bandwidth

supplied by the user
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
tar

is zeroed,

Min
[(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
ach
−

(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
tar

]
. (4.27)

This method and its implementation are further detailed in Section 4.8.

Tuning curve optimisations aim to show the maximum collimated flux that can be produced over

a range in bandwidth values. For example, a tuning curve can predict the maximum collimated

flux an ICS source could produce within a bandwidth range of 0 < ∆Eγ/Eγ ≤ 0.01 (i.e. from

0–1% bandwidth). Therefore, tuning curves are advantageous in mapping the possible operational

configurations of an ICS source, much like the peak brilliance–photon energy (Bpk–Eγ) tuning curves

produced for synchrotron radiation sources (see Fig. 1.13). The tuning curves are produced by

multiple single bandwidth optimisations at intervals in a bandwidth range and produce a plot of

the maximum collimated flux against bandwidth of an ICS source. Similarly, tuning curves of the

variables can be produced that correspond to the collimated flux–bandwidth tuning curves since the

configuration of the variables that relate to the maximum collimated flux are also returned in single
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bandwidth optimisations. Parameter space (variable) tuning curves show the trade-off required to

design narrowband ICS sources.

4.7 Round Beam Optimisation

Here we develop a brute-force optimisation method to maximise flux within a selected rms bandwidth

for the simplified case of an electron beam with a round transverse profile, where the normalised

emittance and β-functions at the IP are assumed to be identical in both planes (ϵnx = ϵny = ϵn, β∗x =

β∗y = β∗), named the round beam (RB) approximation. Consequently, bandwidth tuning is possible

via two variables: selecting β∗ at the IP and by setting the collimation angle θcol. The round beam

approximation simplifies the interaction dynamics from a more general model with three variables

(β∗x, β∗y, θcol). RB optimisation shows simple optimisation can yield improvement in collimated flux,

and is applicable in ICS sources with near-round electron bunch transverse profiles – as in ERLs and

linacs. A round electron beam may also be the optimum solution (maximal collimated flux, minimal

bandwidth) because the transverse laser profile is also typically near-round in an optical cavity [262]

and therefore a round beam may provide the optimum overlap of the electron beam and laser pulse.

4.7.1 Round Beam Optimisation Method

For the RB optimisation, the rms bandwidth is given by (Eq. 3.108) with the emittance term

(Eq. 3.112) modified for the transversely round bunch case

σϵ
Eϵ
=

2γϵn

(1 + X) β∗
, (4.28)

where X is the recoil parameter (Eq. 3.25), ϵn is the transverse rms normalised emittance of the

electron bunch and β∗ is the β-function at the interaction point. As mentioned in Section 4.6.1, the

collimation term Eq. (3.109) and the emittance term Eq. (4.28) are dominant. Therefore, optimisation

of bandwidth and collimated flux minimises the collimation and emittance terms whilst maximising

collimated flux.

By using a larger β∗ and a small collimator aperture (collimation angle), the contribution of the

collimation and emittance terms can be reduced so that they are negligible; thus the electron bunch

(Eq. 3.110) and laser pulse energy spread terms (Eq. 3.111) dominate the bandwidth for accelerators

with a sufficiently small emittance. Taking the limit of a small collimation angle (θcol → 0), and

assuming the β-function at the IP can be made very large (β∗ → ∞) this effectively places a lower

limit on the bandwidth of an ICS source; it is limited by the energy spread of the electron beam

∆Ee/Ee and laser pulse spectral bandwidth ∆Elaser/Elaser as

(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
min
≈

√[(
2 + X
1 + X

)
∆Ee

Ee

]2

+

[(
1

1 + X

)
∆EL

EL

]2

. (4.29)
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Consequently, any bandwidth above the limit (Eq. 4.29) can theoretically be achieved by an ICS

source by tuning of the collimation angle and β-function at the IP so that a desired bandwidth,

∆Eγ/Eγ, is achieved. Since the collimation and emittance terms are typically dominant, all other

terms can be excluded and the solutions are approximately bounded by

∆Eγ

Eγ
>

√(
σθ
Eθ

)2

+

(
σϵ
Eϵ

)2

. (4.30)

The limit in (Eq. 4.30) can be re-cast in terms of β∗ through a re-arrangement of the bandwidth

(Eq. 3.108), with the emittance term in the transversely round bunch case (Eq. 4.28)

β∗ ≤
2γϵn

(1 + X)

√(
∆Eγ
Eγ

)2
−

[(
σθ
Eθ

)2
+

(
σe
Ee

)2
+

(
σL
EL

)2
] . (4.31)

The collimation angle is lower bounded as the collimation angle must be larger than zero (θcol > 0)

– or the collimator becomes an attenuator – and is upper bounded through the assumption that the

collimation term (Eq. 3.109) is dominant and the rms bandwidth (Eq. 3.108) becomes

(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
rms
≈

(
σθ
Eθ

)
, (4.32)

which, by expanding the collimation term (Eq. 3.109), is re-cast as an approximate collimation angle

upper bound

θcol,max =
1
γ

√√√√2
√

3
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

[1 + X]

1 −
√

3
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

θcol ≲ θcol,max (4.33)

where all terms have previously been defined and 0 < θcol < θcol,max.

Bounding the bandwidth by these limits (Eq. 4.29) and (Eq. 4.30) results in a range of β∗ and

θcol that give a particular chosen bandwidth. The different β∗, θcol combinations each give a different

collimated flux; the solution with the largest collimated flux is optimal.

4.7.2 Implementation and Test Case

Calculation of the collimated flux (Eq. 4.6) from every combination of β∗ and θcol within the upper

(Eq. 4.31) and lower (Eq. 4.29) bounds of the β-function and collimation angle (Eq. 4.33) is not

practical. Instead, an array of collimation angles θcol from 0 to the upper bound (Eq. 4.33) in

1000 equal intervals is used and the collimation angle and minimum β∗-function (for maximum

flux) are calculated for each combination, with the maximum collimated flux solution returned. The

optimisation method is implemented as a script within Mathematica [239], that iterates over every
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point within this grid and selects the solution with the maximum collimated flux.

The method described above optimises the collimated flux within bandwidth limits to determine

θcol and β∗. In addition, applying the method to a series of chosen bandwidths maps the optimum

configurations of the ICS source, producing tuning curves of the collimated flux against bandwidth.

For example, a Fcol–
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

tuning curve and β∗–θcol parameter space tuning curve have been

produced for benchmarking case A as shown in Fig. 4.5, using electron bunch parameters in Table 4.1

with laser parameters in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.5: Case A (see Table 4.1) tuning curves in solution space (red) (Fcol–
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

) and
parameter space (β∗–θcol) (blue), using the round beam optimisation method in the narrowband regime
(0 < ∆Eγ/Eγ ≤ 0.01). Both the left and right plot are coupled together as the right plot is the
parameter space (β∗–θcol) of the F –

(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
solution space. Left: collimated flux–rms bandwidth

tuning curve. All solutions below the line (red, shaded) are possible. Right: Parameter space β∗–
θcol tuning curve corresponding to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve. Wide-band
solutions favour large collimation angle and small β-function at the IP (collimation term dominates),
narrow-band solutions favour small collimation angle and large β-function at the IP (emittance term
dominates). All solutions above the line (blue, shaded) are possible.

Fig. 4.5 shows the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve for the case A parameters within

the rms bandwidth range 0–1%, the defined regime of narrowband operation. A small bandwidth

limitation (Eq. 4.29) of ∼0.05% exists due to the electron bunch energy spread and laser spectral

bandwidth of the source. The collimated flux (Eq. 4.6) increases linearly with increasing rms

bandwidth. Collimated fluxes below the line (i.e. less flux) can be produced at each bandwidth

point in the range, however the tuning curve denotes the maximum collimated flux available.

The case A β∗–θcol parameter space tuning curve in Fig. 4.5 is curved, where the combinations

of variables shown in the tuning curve correspond to the Fcol–
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
tuning curve. All solutions

above the line in the β∗–θcol parameter space are possible though combinations of β∗ and θcol on the

front shown are optimal. Combinations of larger β∗-functions and collimation angles (and vice-versa)

may have the same rms bandwidth but will have reduced collimated flux. The narrowest bandwidth

solutions have higher β-function at the IP and smaller collimation angle whereas the wider-band

solutions exist at smaller β-functions at the IP and larger collimation angles.

In the small collimation angle and large β-function region of the tuning curve (θcol ≲ 0.02 mrad)

the emittance term (Eq. 4.28) dominates unlike in the wider-band, larger collimation angle and smaller
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β∗-function region (θcol ≳ 0.02 mrad) where the collimation term dominates. A point exists in the

tuning curve where emittance domination switches to collimation domination, which is not visible

for case A but is visible in case C in Fig. 4.10.

4.8 Elliptical Beam Simplex Optimisation

In an elliptical beam (EB) optimisation the transverse normalised emittances (ϵnx/ϵny) and the β-

functions at the IP (β∗x/β
∗
y) in each plane of the electron beam can differ, as well as the collimation

angle θcol. Three variables are used in the optimisation, unlike the two in the RB optimisation

method in Section 4.7. An elliptical beam may provide the optimal solution (maximal collimated

flux, minimal bandwidth) because ICS interactions can occur with a crossing angle ϕ, where the

geometry of the interaction is modified and an elliptical beam may provide a better overlap. Laser

pulses, whilst often round, can be elliptical as in the cERL ICS source demonstration [11]; then an

elliptical electron beam could provide better overlap between electron bunch and laser pulse.

The round beam approximation is also a poor approximation in some cases; for example in storage

rings electron beams are typically a ‘flat’ shape where ϵnx ≫ ϵny such as the electron beam in the HIγS

storage ring driven γ-ray ICS source where the emittance is ϵx = 18 nm–rad, ϵy < 1 nm–rad [51, 263].

Realistic electron beams are also rarely round in practice, therefore elliptical beam optimisation may

offer a more precise result.

For an elliptical beam optimisation, the selected β-function variables can not be easily bound or

calculated as a function of the bandwidth as in (Eq. 4.31) of the round beam optimisation, because

the full emittance term (Eq. 3.112) cannot be simply re-arranged. This also means no satisfactory

upper bounds on the β-functions can be derived. Therefore, a different optimisation method to the RB

optimisation in Section 4.7 must be developed. Hence, an elliptical beam optimisation based on the

simplex algorithm is developed in the following section.

4.8.1 Simplex Method

The downhill simplex method is a local, direct search optimisation method which is used to find a

solution to the collimated flux (Eq. 4.6)–rms bandwidth (Eq. 3.108) trade-off. The downhill simplex

optimisation method is a local minimisation routine, since derivatives are effectively used to find

minima [141]; however a minimisation routine can be used to maximise the collimated flux if we use

−Fcol (i.e. the minimised negative collimated flux is the maximum collimated flux). A global solution

is possible from local optimisation methods if the parameter space of the optimisation problem is not

complex, else a local minimum will be achieved; as both the bandwidth (Eq. 3.108) and collimated

flux (Eq. 4.6) are smoothly varying functions it is reasonable to assume the parameter space is not

complex. In practice downhill simplex is efficient in finding global minima where few local minima

exist in the parameter space [239]. In this section the simplex methodology is outlined, its application
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to the optimsation problem for single bandwidth optimisation is explained, and extension to the tuning

curve case is demonstrated. The simplex method will be explained using the Mathematica formalism

[239], as Mathematica’s NMaximize function has been used for the EB optimisation.

Figure 4.6: Diagram of simplex optimisation, where each axis of the 3D plot corresponds to an
optimisation variable (θcol, βx, βy). Each set of axes shows a step of the simplex optimisation
procedure which is iterated until a solution is found. Left: In a reflection step, a 3D polytope is
generated with 4 points (blue + white) where the worst point x4 (white) – the poorest bandwidth and
collimated flux point – is replaced by a trial point xt (red) that is a reflection of the worst point. The
trial point replaces the worst point in the new polytope. Middle Left: The expansion step, where if the
best point x1 (white) is replaced by a trial point xt (red) from the reflection, the trial point is expanded
xe (green) in the direction of the reflection and a new polytope is formed. Middle Right: Contraction
step, where the worst point x4 (white) is replaced by a trial point xc (orange) closer to the midpoint of
the polytope and the new polytope is formed. Right: Shrink step, if the worst point is the contracted
point xc (orange), then the contraction is repeated and xc in the polytope is replaced by a shrink trial
point xs (yellow) closer to the midpoint and a new polytope is formed.

In downhill (minimisation) simplex optimisation, for an optimisation problem with n variables,

a set of n + 1 points (x1, . . . , xn+1) are used to form the vertices of a polytope in an n-dimensional

parameter space [239]. A diagram illustrating the simplex optimisation method is shown in Fig. 4.6.

For example, in the EB optimisation there are three variables so the polytope is a 4-vertex polyhedron

in parameter space. Selection of the initial vertex points can be prescribed, but random selection

allows the potential to fully investigate the parameter space [264]. The objective function f (x) – in

this case the negative collimated flux – is calculated for each of these vertices and they are sorted into

the form

f (x1) ≤ f (x2) ≤ . . . ≤ f (xn+1) , (4.34)

where the objective functions are ordered from minimum objective function (x1, best point) to

maximum objective function (xn+1, worst point). The worst point is then replaced by a trial point

xt, given by

xt = c + sr (c − xn+1) , (4.35)

which denotes a reflection of the worst point xn+1 through the midpoint of the polytope, with sr > 0
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the reflection parameter, and the midpoint c of the n-dimensional polytope is given by

c =
1
n

n∑
i=1

xi. (4.36)

If xt minimises the objective better than the best point ( f (xt) ≤ f (x1)), then reflection is a successful

objective function minimisation method. The polytope is then expanded in the reflected direction

because this could provide further minimisation of the objective function. The new trial point xe is

given by

xe = c + se (xt − c) , (4.37)

where se > 1 is the expansion parameter. If f (xe) < f (xt), xe is a better solution and it replaces the

worst point in the set xn+1, otherwise xt replaces xn+1.

Contraction of the polytope could provide a better solution if the new trial point xt is worse than

the second worst point f (xt) ≥ f (xn), the new trial vertex becomes

xc =


c + sc (xn+1 − c) , if f (xt) ≥ f (xn+1) ,

c + sc (xt − c) , if f (xt) < f (xn+1) ,
(4.38)

where 0 < sc < 1 is the contraction parameter. A further contraction, named a shrink, is carried out

if f (xc) < f (xn+1) ∧ f (xt) because the previous contraction was successful, with xt replacing xn+1.

A shrink would be of identical form to (Eq. 4.38) with the contraction parameter sc replaced by a

shrink parameter 0 < ss < 1. The method is then iterated until the termination condition – typically a

number of iterations – is exceeded or until the simplex optimisation converges.

4.8.2 Implementation and Test Case

The single bandwidth optimisation uses the NMaximize maximisation routine in Mathematica [239]

where the collimated flux (Eq. 4.6) is maximised for a user chosen bandwidth value. The optimisation

is then extended to tuning curve optimisations by running the single bandwidth simplex optimisation

many times over a range of bandwidths; typically 200 bandwidth values in the narrowband range

0 ≤ ∆Eγ/Eγ ≤ 0.01 (i.e. 0–1%) are used.

A set of constraints are imposed upon the simplex optimisation, as summarised in Table 4.4,

where the variables are upper and lower bounded. For the collimation angle, the upper and lower

bounds are unchanged from the round beam optimisation where θcol > 0 and an approximate upper

bound is provided by (Eq. 4.33). The β-function at the IP upper bounds vary from the round beam

optimisation because the bandwidth can not be simple re-arranged to provide a β-function constraint

and consequently arbitrary lower and upper bounds must be set. Lower bounds of β∗x/y > 1 mm are

set because even the tightest final focuses (typically used for particle colliders) are limited to the mm-

scale; for example the KEK ATF2 [265] used as a demonstrator for the international linear collider
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(ILC) [266] achieves β-functions at the IP of 0.48 mm. An upper bound of β∗x/y < 30 m is arbitrarily

set because this means large IP spot sizes are present for each of the benchmarking cases in Table 4.1.

For example, for case C where the emittance is smallest (ϵnx/y = 0.1 mm–mrad) electron beam spot

sizes at the IP of σx/y = 12.35 mm are found for β∗x/y = 30 m. These constraints are imposed using

a penalty method [267], where solutions are penalised for being outside of the constrained parameter

space – typically by increasing the objective function by a very large amount.

Table 4.4: Simulation settings, including variable bounds, used for the elliptical beam simplex
optimisations.

Constraints
Parameter Lower Bound Upper Bound Unit
Collimation Angle, θcol 0 Eq. 4.33 rad
Horizontal β-function at IP, β∗x 10−3 30 m
Vertical β-function at IP, β∗y 10−3 30 m
Bandwidth Tolerance, Ω - 10−6

Simplex Settings
Parameter Value
ReflectRatio, sr 1.0
ExpandRatio, se 2.0
ContractRatio, sc 0.5
ShrinkRatio, ss 0.5
No. Iterations, Nit 200

A further constraint is imposed using the bandwidth of the ICS source, where the bandwidth

achieved by the simplex optimisation
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
ach

is forced to converge to a bandwidth chosen by a

user
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
tar

. Hence, the bandwidth constraint is of the form

Ω >

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
tar
−

(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
ach

∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.39)

where Ω is a tolerance on the bandwidth. A bandwidth tolerance of Ω = 10−6 is used because we

typically optimise to narrow bandwidths of ∆Eγ/Eγ ∼ 10−4 (i.e. 0.01%) and Ω = 10−6 means

a 1% error in optimising to this bandwidth, which we deem acceptable. The method we have

used to impose this constraint on the simplex optimisation follows the ϵ-constraint multi-objective

optimisation method first described by Haimes [268], where an objective – the bandwidth of the

ICS source – is re-cast into a constraint, whilst we maximise the most important objective – the

collimated flux. This is a commonly used method in multi-objective optimisation and its formalities

are described further by Marler and Arora [269]. The bandwidth constraint then operates like the

variable constraints within NMaximize, where the penalty method is used to exclude solutions that

lie outside of the constraint.

The simplex EB optimisation uses the default values of the constants sr, se, sc, ss, named

ReflectRatio, ExpandRatio, ContractRatio, ShrinkRatio within Mathematica, which are tabulated in

Table 4.4. The default values are used because benchmarking has shown that varying combinations of
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these parameters produce broadly similar results (a variation < 2%) and optimal settings vary between

optimisation cases. A termination condition of Nit = 200 iterations is set because this value is large

enough to allow all of the single bandwidth optimisations in Section 4.9.1 to converge and is around

the default 100 iterations [239]. However, the EB simplex optimisation is limited by this arbitrary

termination condition, which may mean that a true optimal solution is not found if finding it exceeds

the iteration limit.

The results of the simplex elliptical beam tuning curve optimisations for benchmarking case A

(see Section 4.4) are shown in Fig. 4.7 for the narrowband (∆Eγ/Eγ ≤ 1%) regime. The collimated

flux–rms bandwidth (Fcol–
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

) tuning curve in Fig. 4.7 is well defined in the 0–1% rms

bandwidth range. The minimum achieved bandwidth is around ∼ 0.1%, as expected using (Eq. 4.29).

A maximum collimated flux of ∼ 1.9 × 109 ph/s in a 1% rms bandwidth is predicted in Fig. 4.7.

The EB simplex method fails to converge for few bandwidth points in the tuning curve, hence the

complexity of solution space is minimal, and the downhill simplex method is generally satisfactory

for case A.
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Figure 4.7: Case A simplex optimisation collimated flux–rms bandwidth and parameter space tuning
curves. Top Left: tuning curve of the collimated flux as a function of rms bandwidth. Collimated flux
varies linearly with bandwidth. Top Right: simplex EB β∗x–β∗y tuning curve (green) corresponding
to the simplex collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve compared to the round beam β-functions
(black) which are identical in each plane. The simplex EB tuning curve diverges from the round
beam solution, where elliptical beams that are larger horizontally are favoured. Bottom Left: β∗x–θcol
tuning curve corresponding to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve. Bottom Right: β∗y–
θcol tuning curve corresponding to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve.

The β∗x–β∗y parameter space tuning curve corresponding to the collimated flux–rms bandwdith
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tuning curve shows that the optimal solution is an elliptical electron bunch profile at the IP because

the β∗x-function is typically larger than the β∗y function in Fig. 4.7. A larger horizontal spot size is

favoured because of the ϕ = 5◦ crossing angle between the electron bunch and laser pulse in the x–z

plane. Both of the β-function at the IP against collimation angle parameter space tuning curves in

Fig. 4.7 are a curved shape similar to those observed in the RB case in Fig. 4.5. However, the β∗x–θcol

plot shown numerous points which have failed to converge around 0.03 mrad < θcol < 0.09 mrad.

4.9 Evaluation of Optimisation Methods

Optimisations have been performed for each of the cases in Table 4.1, using the laser parameters in

Table 4.2, by the round beam (Section 4.7) and simplex elliptical beam (Section 4.8) optimisation

methods. Since case B electron bunch parameters don’t fulfill the round beam optimisation criteria

(ϵnx , ϵny) it has been excluded from the RB method. Within this section, the optimisation methods

will be compared through both single bandwidth and tuning curve optimisations, to evaluate the

applicability of optimisation towards narrowband radiation production, quantify the advantage of EB

optimisation over RB optimisation and examine the feasibility of each optimisation method.

Applying these optimisation techniques in practice requires further studies. For example,

accelerator jitter may impede the optimised electron bunch transverse profile at the interaction point

from being produced and the effect of this error on source performance needs to be quantified. Errors

such as misalignment of the incident laser pulse and collimator must also be studied. This is a subject

for future work.

4.9.1 Single Bandwidth Optimisations

Single bandwidth optimisations of the benchmarking cases in Table 4.1, with laser parameters in

Table 4.2, are used to compare the round beam and elliptical beam optimisations at small rms

bandwidths (0.5% rms bandwidth for case A and C and 2% rms bandwidth for case B) to quantify the

advantage of using each method and for comparison against the standard transverse profile matching

approach in Section 4.6.1. The single bandwidth optimised results of each case are shown in Table 4.5.

Comparison between optimisation methods will determine if optimising the transverse dynamics

for maximal collimated flux in a narrow bandwidth is a worthwhile strategy and ascertain the benefit

of using an elliptical beam optimisation, beyond the obvious advantage that RB optimisation is only

applicable when the round beam approximation is valid. Through examination of the variables related

to the optimal solution, ICS source design can be further understood and the question of whether a

round beam is optimal can be answered.

Comparing the collimated flux for case A in Table 4.5, the collimated flux in the transverse profile

matching case is exceeded by all optimised cases, with a 17.0% increase in collimated flux from the

RB optimisation and a 19.5% increase in collimated flux from the simple EB optimisation, with
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Table 4.5: Single bandwidth optimisations for the transverse profile matching (TPM), round beam
(RB) and elliptical beam simplex (EB simplex) of all benchmarking cases. rms bandwidths of 0.5%
(2%) are chosen to evaluate the single bandwidth optimisation methodologies for case A and C (case
B). The optimisations are compared via the collimated flux, which is maximised, and the variables
corresponding to the optimal solution.

Parameter TPM RB EB simplex Unit
Case A 0.5% rms bandwidth (1 GeV ERL)

Collimated flux 7.37 × 108 8.62 × 108 8.81 × 108 ph/s
β∗x-function 3.53 1.15 1.69 m
β∗y-function 3.53 1.15 0.88 m
Collimation angle 0.068 0.066 0.066 mrad

Case B 2% rms bandwidth (700 MeV Storage Ring) * †

Collimated flux – – 9.19 × 109 ph/s
β∗x-function – – 3.46 m
β∗y-function – – 0.10 m
Collimation angle – – 0.178 mrad

Case C 0.5% rms bandwidth (25 MeV Linac)
Collimated flux 8.35 × 107 1.16 × 108 1.16 × 108 ph/s
β∗x-function 0.45 0.015 0.016 m
β∗y-function 0.45 0.015 0.015 m
Collimation angle 2.63 2.62 2.63 mrad

* Transverse profile matching settings aren’t possible because the
emittance term (Eq. 3.112) for σelectron = σL leads to a larger than
2% rms bandwidth.
† This case doesn’t satisfy the round beam condition (ϵnx , ϵny),

therefore the RB optimisation can’t be utilised.

respect to the transverse profile matching case. A small 2.2% increase in collimated flux is found by

using an elliptical beam optimisation in comparison to a RB optimisation – no significant increase in

collimated flux is predicted. However, a small increase is expected as the optimised case A adheres

to the round beam criteria well (ϵnx = ϵny = ϵn, β∗x ∼ β∗y). The collimated flux advantage in the

EB method must result from the angular crossing luminosity reduction term (Eq. 3.90) because each

transverse plane of the interaction is otherwise identical. The β-functions in each plane of this case

differ, therefore an elliptical electron beam spot at the IP is optimal. Collimation angles agree well

between the RB and EB optimisations.

Single bandwidth optimisation results for case B, in Table 4.5, show both the transverse profile

matching method and round beam optimisation could not be used. Transverse profile matching leads

to a large emittance term (Eq. 3.112) in the bandwidth, which means an rms bandwidth of 2% can’t

be achieved – an rms bandwidth below ∼20% is not achievable. The round beam optimisation is also

unsuitable due to the mismatched emittances in each plane (ϵnx , ϵny). Therefore, elliptical beam

optimisations are required and have shown that a large collimated flux of Fcol = 9.19 × 109 ph/s is

available from the case B storage ring ICS source at 2% rms bandwidth. The optimal spot sizes at the

IP of case B are highly elliptical, with σx = 21.77 mm and σy = 4.12 µm i.e. the horizontal beam

size is a factor of ∼ 5300 larger than the vertical beam size. However, beams that are this asymmetric
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cannot be feasibly produced.

For case C, Table 4.5 shows that 38.9% and 40.1% increases in collimated flux are achieved via

using the round beam and simplex elliptical beam optimisation methods respectively over transverse

profile matching – a significant improvement. However, comparing the EB solution with the RB

solution, no notable increase in collimated flux is achieved. The EB optimisation has provided similar

collimated flux to the RB optimisation because case C fits the round beam criteria particularly well;

the emittance is very small, identical in each plane and the short bunch length suppresses the crossing

angle effect (Eq. 3.90) where the β∗x > β∗y bias is introduced. The spot size in case C is asymmetric

with the electron bunch having a larger horizontal size, however the difference could be numerical

noise within the optimisation, so this does not re-inforce the conclusion that elliptical electron beams

at the IP are optimal.

To summarise, in Table 4.5 the simplex EB single bandwidth optimisation consistently provides

the most optimal solution. The EB optimisation method is necessary in cases where the emittances are

mismatched and therefore it is especially valuable for storage ring driven ICS sources because ERL

and linac drivers conform more readily to the round beam approximation. However, this approach

is limited by the asymmetry we can introduce into the spot size; beams with small vertical spot size

and very large horizontal spot cannot be readily produced. Case A and C showed that optimisation

provided on the order of ∼ 10% more collimated flux than the transverse profile matching scheme,

therefore optimisation is necessary for high flux, narrowband ICS based light source operation.

However, when the round beam approximation is applicable, the collimated flux predicted from

the elliptical beam approximations is only marginally larger < 10% than RB optimisations. All

of the optimised cases in Table 4.5 predict elliptical beams at the IP, so EB optimisation can be

worthwhile when emittances are identical in each plane, however the collimated flux predicted by the

EB optimisation only increases with respect to the RB optimisation when there is a crossing angle

between the electron beam and incident photon source.

4.9.2 Tuning Curve Optimisations

Comparison of tuning curve optimisations via the round beam and elliptical beam optimisation

methods for the three test cases in Table 4.1 means their efficacy at improving the capabilities of

an ICS source can be evaluated. ICS source comparisons are improved by comparing their tuning

curves, not just comparing single bandwidth configurations, as is best practice in other light source

facilities such as synchrotron light sources and free electron lasers. Collimated flux–rms bandwidth

and parameter space tuning curves, such as those in Figs. 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 would also enable ICS source

users to find optimal configurations for experiments.

A comparison of the tuning curve optimisation methods for the case A (1 GeV ERL) parameters

in Table 4.1 is shown in Fig. 4.8. The case A Fcol–
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

tuning curve shows a small increase

in collimated flux for the EB optimisation in comparison to the RB optimisation, the difference in
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collimated flux between these optimisations increases with a wider bandwidth. As expected, the

minimum achievable bandwidth (Eq. 4.29) of each of the tuning curves produced by the two methods

agrees as this is limited by the energy spread of the electron bunch and laser pulse spectral bandwidth.
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Figure 4.8: Tuning curve comparison of two optimisation methods: RB (black) and simplex EB
(blue), used in collimated flux–rms bandwidth ICS optimisation for the case A parameters (1 GeV
ERL see Table 4.1). β-functions at the IP in each plane and collimation angle are varied. Top Left:
Fcol–

(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

tuning curves. Marginally more collimated flux is produced by the simplex EB
optimisation. Top Right: Parameter space β∗x–β∗y tuning curves corresponding to the collimated flux–
rms bandwidth tuning curves. The elliptical beam optimisation favours an elliptical spot size at the
IP with β∗x > β

∗
y. Bottom Left: Parameter space β∗x–θcol tuning curves corresponding to the collimated

flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves. The EB tuning curve is offset in collimation angle from the RB
optimised tuning curve. Bottom Right: Parameter space β∗y–θcol tuning curves corresponding to the
collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves. The elliptical beam β∗y–θcol tuning curve is more similar
to the round beam optimised tuning curve than in the horizontal plane (βy–θcol).

The β-function at the IP parameter space tuning curve in Fig. 4.8 (β∗x–β∗y) demonstrates that an

elliptical beam spot at the IP is favoured in case A because the optimal EB solution differs from the

RB solution. The simplex optimisation shows a linear relationship between the β-functions – i.e.

the electron beam has the same ellipticity (ratio of σx to σy) across the narrowband regime. The

two β∗x/y–θcol parameter space tuning curves for the case A electron bunch parameters both have the

characteristic curves expected from these optimisations. Anomalous points are visible in the simplex

EB tuning curve for small β∗, which conform to the round transverse profile optimisation solution and

are points where the optimisation has failed to converge. The β∗x–θcol tuning curve of the EB solution

appears offset in collimation angle with respect to the RB solution i.e. larger β∗x functions for identical
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collimation angles. The RB and EB tuning curves appear to vary less for the β∗y–θcol than the β∗x–θcol

tuning curves because the angular crossing is imposed in the horizontal plane.

The collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves for case B for each optimisation method are

shown in Fig. 4.9 for a 0–2% bandwidth range. Only the simplex elliptical beam optimisation results

are presented here because only the elliptical beam optimisation is valid for the case B (700 MeV

storage ring) ICS source parameters with asymmetric emittance (ϵnx ≫ ϵny) where the round beam

approximation doesn’t apply. Many anomalous points occur within the simplex EB tuning curve

where the simulation has failed to converge – an occasional weakness in the simplex approach. The

minimum bandwidth in the case B simplex EB optimisation tuning curve is around 0.15%, which

is higher than the 0.1% predicted by (Eq. 4.29) because of poor convergence of the simplex EB

optimisation at the narrowest bandwidths.
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Figure 4.9: Simplex EB (blue) optimisation tuning curves for the case B parameters (700 MeV storage
ring see Table 4.1). Note that the RB method is not applicable because of the asymmetric emittances
in case B. Top Left: Fcol–

(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

tuning curve. A maximum of ∼ 1 × 1010 ph/s are available
in a 2% bandwidth. Top Right: Parameter space β∗x–β∗y tuning curve corresponding to the collimated
flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve. Highly elliptical electron beam spot sizes at the IP are favoured
for the case B parameters. Bottom Left: Parameter space β∗x–θcol tuning curves corresponding to
the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve. Many points do not agree with the overall tuning
curve; the simplex EB optimisation has failed to converge here. Bottom Right: Parameter space β∗y–
θcol tuning curve corresponding to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve. Here the tuning
curve is flattened due to the asymmetry of the emittance in case B.

The β-function at the IP parameter space tuning curve (β∗x–β∗y) in Fig. 4.9 shows that EB simplex

optimisation favours a larger β∗x and smaller β∗y at the IP i.e. an elliptical beam that is horizontally

larger. There are some anomalous points within the simplex tuning curve clustered around β∗x <
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10 m where the simplex method has failed to converge. Many of these non-convergent points can

be observed in the β∗x–θcol parameter space tuning curve. The β∗y–θcol parameter space tuning curve

shows that β∗y < 1 m are favoured past 50 µrad collimation angle, though the simplex EB method fails

to define the large β∗y-function, small collimation angle region (θcol < 50 µrad) of the tuning curve

where solutions should be possible (for example for Case A in Fig. 4.8). The β∗y–θcol parameter space

tuning curve is also very flat, unlike other β∗x/y–θcol tuning curves such as those for case A, because

the emittance in the vertical plane is very small (ϵny = 0.233 mm–mrad) and the electron beam is

highly asymmetric (ϵnx ≫ ϵny).

The case C (25 MeV linac) collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves in Fig. 4.10 shows

good agreement between both methods (RB and simplex EB), because the emittance is very small

(ϵn = 0.1 mm–mrad) and the electron bunch is short, so the angular crossing effect (Eq. 3.90) is

minimal. Around 2.4 × 108 ph/s are available in a 1% rms bandwidth.
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Figure 4.10: Tuning curve comparison of the two optimisation methods: RB (black) and simplex EB
(blue), for the case C parameters (25 MeV linac see Table 4.1). Top Left: Fcol–

(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

tuning
curves. The EB and RB optimisations produce near-identical collimated flux. Top Right: Parameter
space β∗x–β∗y tuning curves corresponding to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves. The
elliptical beam optimisation tuning curve differs from the round beam tuning curve. Bottom Left:
Parameter space β∗x–θcol tuning curves corresponding to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning
curves. The EB optimisation tuning curve is offset from the RB tuning curve. No large β-function,
small collimation angle solutions converge in the simplex EB optimisation. At θcol ∼ 0.4 mrad in the
RB optimisation tuning curve the shape of the tuning curve changes because the bandwidth varies
between being dominated by the collimation term (Eq. 3.109) to the emittance term (Eq. 4.28) of the
bandwidth. Bottom Right: Parameter space β∗y–θcol tuning curves corresponding to the collimated
flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves. The RB and EB optimisation agree well, except below θcol <

1 mrad the simplex EB optimisation does not find any solutions.
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The β∗x–β∗y parameter space tuning curves show that the simplex EB optimisations favour β∗x >

β∗y, however this does not lead to a significant increase in collimated flux. In the β∗x/y–θcol round

beam parameter space tuning curve the shape of the tuning curve varies at around θcol ∼ 0.4 mrad

where the emittance term (Eq. 4.28) of the bandwidth becomes dominant over the collimation term

(Eq. 3.109). Hence, larger β-function solutions are favoured in this part of the tuning curve, which

has the narrowest bandwidths. The simplex elliptical beam optimisation fails to map the steep, high

β-function (β∗x/y > 0.3 m), small collimation angle (θcol < 0.4 mrad) section of the parameter space

tuning curves. The simplex EB optimisation performs poorly here because small increases in the

β-functions at the IP yield small reductions in the bandwidth, which prevents convergence of the

simplex optimisation.

In summary, the tuning curves in Figs. 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 show that the optimisation methods

developed within this chapter (RB and simplex EB) are able to map the parameter space of an

ICS source and provide a tuning curve of the maximal collimated flux as a function of bandwidth.

Collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves have shown the collimated flux increases near linearly

with the rms bandwidth, and that there is a low bandwidth cut-off that can not be surpassed due to the

energy spread of the electron bunch and spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse. Parameter space tuning

curves, which correspond to the tuning curves in collimated flux–rms bandwidth space, such as the

β∗x–β∗y tuning curves have demonstrated the optimal solution is to have an elliptical transverse electron

bunch at the interaction point. However, the collimated flux advantage from elliptical beam spots at

the IP is small compared to round beam spots. The β∗x/y–θcol parameter space tuning curves for each

case have shown that the narrowest bandwidth ICS source configurations involve high β-functions at

the IP and small collimation angles. Convergence issues are frequently seen in the simplex elliptical

beam optimisation. The most obvious solution to convergence issues is to use a simplex optimiser

with a non-derivative-based heuristic optimisation method [141]. A combined global non-derivative

based optimisation method and downhill simplex method would be a suitable investigation for further

study.

4.10 Summary

Within this chapter an analytical collimated flux calculation (Eq. 4.6) has been developed which is

beneficial over calculations such as the formulation by Curatolo et al (Eq. 4.26) [32] because it fully

accounts for a crossing angle between the laser pulse and electron bunch (in both cross section and

geometric luminosity reduction) as well as the hourglass effect (Eq. 3.92). The derived collimated

flux formula is generalised, but excludes the energy spread of the electron bunch and laser pulse

spectral bandwidth. An ICS spectrum code ICARUS has been developed based on the improved and

corrected model by Sun et al [33, 34] accounting for recoil of the electron bunch, emittance effects,

collimation, energy spread of the electron bunch, spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse and is valid in
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the head-on (ϕ = 0) linear (a0 ≪ 1) regime. The collimated flux calculation (Eq. 4.6), Curatolo et al

collimated flux calculation (Eq. 4.26), ICARUS spectrum code and ICCS3D spectrum code created

by Krafft et al [4, 31] have been benchmarked against each other yielding good agreement between

all except the formulation by Curatolo et al [32]. Agreement between these codes allowed for the

spectrum of an ICS source to be quantitatively characterised by these methods, with confidence in

the spectral density units. Overall, this work has allowed for better characterisation of ICS sources,

which is necessary in maximising their performance.

Studies have shown that simplistic methods of ICS source IP design like transverse profile

matching are sub-optimal, consequently two optimisation methods – round beam and simplex

elliptical beam – have been developed toward maximising the collimated flux within a narrow

bandwidth via adjusting the electron bunch β-functions at the IP and the collimation angle. Narrow

bandwidth ICS sources provide good resolution of energy dependent phenomena for experiments and

high collimated flux improves the signal-to-noise ratio and data acquisition times of measurements.

The optimisation of the electron bunch transverse profile and the collimation angle by the round

beam (Section 4.7) and simplex elliptical beam (Section 4.8) methods has shown an advantage of up

to ∼ 40% in collimated flux in using an elliptical beam optimisation. Elliptical beam optimisations

are sometimes the only viable optimisation method because ICS sources can be developed where the

beam is highly elliptical, such as in a storage ring driven ICS source. However, no significant increase

in collimated flux is found using the elliptical beam optimisation for small emittance, short bunch,

round electron beams or when a head-on (ϕ = 0) interaction is used in ICS sources .

Two optimisation types have been developed: single bandwidth optimisations and tuning curve

optimisations. Single bandwidth optimisations allow the optimal configuration of an ICS source

for a particular bandwidth to be found whereas tuning curves map the possible operational settings

of an ICS source – as is best practice for other accelerator light sources such as synchrotron light

sources and free electron lasers. Tuning curve optimisations have shown there is a natural limit on

the bandwidth of an ICS source because of the energy spread of the electron bunch and laser pulse

spectral bandwidth, that the relationship between bandwidth and collimated flux is linear for an ICS

source and that increasing the β-functions at the IP whilst minimising the collimation angle allows

for the production of the narrowest bandwidth radiation. Advancements in both characterisation and

optimisation enable ICS sources to be designed with higher collimated flux and narrower bandwidths,

with better prediction of the spectral output.
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5

CBETA Inverse Compton Scattering

Source Design

5.1 Motivation for a CBETA Inverse Compton Scattering Source

The CBETA ERL is the first demonstration of an SRF multi-turn ERL [8], which enables a compact

accelerator to provide 100’s MeV electron beams with small emittance (ϵn < 1 mm-mrad) and small

relative energy spread whilst aiming to deliver a high electron beam power (Pavg = 6 MW). These

factors contribute to a high-quality, high-brilliance electron beam which is an ideal driver of an

inverse Compton source. Another advantage of using a multi-turn ERL to drive an ICS source is

that ICS sources can be constructed to use each of the four nominal electron bunch energies of the

CBETA accelerator; therefore a multi-colour radiation source is possible. Consequently, an x-ray

ICS source can be designed to harness CBETA and provide high-quality, high-energy x-ray beams

within a compact footprint. A high-energy x-ray source is desired to increase the x-ray photon energy

currently available at Cornell university via the CHESS synchrotron light source, which produces a

monochromatic x-ray beam up to 80 keV [270].

The maximum 150 MeV electron beam energy of the CBETA ERL, interacted with an Nd:YAG

laser (λ = 1064 nm), enables production of x-rays with a minimum wavelength of λ = 0.03 Å

(Eγ = 402.5 keV), extending the reach of current synchrotron facilities, such as the CHESS

synchrotron [270], which are limited to the Eγ ≈ 300 keV range, as demonstrated later in Section 5.7.

A smaller wavelength enables new applications such as tomography of thick specimens and non-

resonant inelastic scattering (NIXS) of transition metal oxides – of relevance to development of high

temperature superconductors [271].

Inherent in the inverse Compton scattering process is a correspondence between photon energy

Eγ and scattering angle θ (Eq. 3.50), therefore simple collimation is adequate to select a bandwidth of

photons from an ICS source – assuming a well collimated monochromatic electron beam. Simple
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collimation can remain viable once geometric bunch–pulse effects are accounted for. This is in

contrast to synchrotron and bremmsstrahlung sources, where complicated optical arrangements –

like monochromators [98] – are required to select a specified photon bandwidth (energy spread).

Therefore, compact ICS sources may have an additional advantage of less complex experimental

optics for users in comparison to similar x-ray production methods; an advantage that becomes

apparent at higher photon energies (Eγ > 300 keV) where crystal monochromators become difficult

and less efficient [272].

Production of narrow-bandwidth radiation (Eq. 3.108) is plausible using an ERL driven ICS

source as ERLs such as CBETA have small energy spread (∆Ee/Ee ∼ 10−4) and are capable of very

small emittances (ϵn = 0.3 mm-mrad). Consequently, design of a CBETA inverse Compton scattering

source is informative toward narrow-band radiation sources in the γ-ray regime (Eγ > 1 MeV). Above

1 MeV photon energies only bremsstrahlung sources are competitive with ICS as a high-flux source,

but bremsstrahlung suffers from an inherent broad bandwidth (continuous spectrum) and, due to the

high scattered photon energies, monochromation is much less feasible.

In summary, ERLs combine the best of both types of accelerators: delivering higher-quality beams

than storage rings, with greater energy efficiency than a linac [273]. As scientific research calls for

higher current and higher quality beams, ERLs are the accelerators best-suited to meet this demand.

Multi-turn ERLs, which accelerate the electron beam multiple times before decelerating the beam,

capitalise upon the ability to reach higher energies without additional cost, power requirements, or

floor space [177]. As inverse Compton scattering sources benefit from both the high current, energy

and quality electron beams delivered by ERLs by translating this into high flux, narrow bandwidth

ICS sources desired by users, the ERL driven ICS source is a premier candidate for x-ray and γ-ray

generation.

5.2 The CBETA ERL

5.2.1 CBETA Motivation and Context

The Cornell University Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) Energy Recovery Linac Test

Accelerator (CBETA) is a 4-turn superconducting RF ERL demonstrator, which utilises a novel

multi-energy common transport non-scaling FFA (ns-FFA) return loop (see Sections 2.6.3, 2.7.4) for

re-circulation and energy recovery of electron bunches [7, 8]. The 4-turn (8-pass) ERL was built in

collaboration with BNL and hosted at Cornell University, the birthplace of the ERL concept [9]. The

CBETA ERL successfully demonstrated SRF multi-turn energy recovery, with only the Novosibirsk

Recuperator [14] – a NCRF ERL – previously achieving multi-turn energy recovery. In addition,

CBETA holds the record for the most ERL turns. A schematic of the CBETA ERL is shown in

Fig. 5.1.

The CBETA ERL was originally envisioned to test the ERL approach to a coherent electron cooler
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the CBETA ERL. The electron bunch is produced by the photo-injector
(Einj = 6 MeV), accelerated by the main linac (∆Ee = ±36 MeV) and re-circulated by the FFA return
loop (FA–FB) for 4 successive passes until the maximum electron energy is reached (Ee = 150 MeV).
The path length induces a phase change of 180◦ on the 4th traversal of the FFA beamline so the
electron beam is decelerated for the next 4 passes, where the electron bunch is returned to the injection
energy on the 8th pass and transported to the beam stop.

[274, 275] for improving the luminosity of the forthcoming electron–ion collider (EIC) [276]. The

multi-turn ERL concept is a favoured approach for coherent electron cooling because high brightness

electron bunches of moderate kinetic energy (Ee = 149.8 MeV [276]) may be delivered in a compact

footprint; CBETA has a circumference of 79.1 m.

An ERL driven free electron laser [277–279] was originally proposed at Cornell University to

expand the energy range of the existing CHESS synchrotron radiation facility [270, 280] to hard x-

rays. The proposed Cornell ERL light source design consists of a 5 GeV single-turn ERL with an

average electron beam current of 100 mA [277–279], driving a 25 m long free electron laser for the

production of λ = 6 pm (Eγ = 207.2 keV) radiation at high x-ray brilliance Bavg ∼ 1023 ph/s mm2–

mrad2 0.1% bw [279]. Whilst the CBETA ERL is much smaller scale and energy than the Cornell

ERL light source, the high electron brightness, moderate energy from the compact CBETA accelerator

is advantageous toward a light source. Hence, the CBETA ERL is suggested as a electron beam driver

of a hard x-ray (Eγ = 402.5 keV) inverse Compton scattering source.

5.2.2 The CBETA 4-turn ERL

In the CBETA ERL the electron bunch is injected from a high repetition rate continuous wave

photoinjector, delivering electron bunches with small transverse emittance (ϵn = 0.3 mm–mrad) at

an electron energy of 6 MeV, a 325 MHz repetition rate and an average electron beam current of up

to 75 mA [281]. The Cornell DC photo-emission gun and injector cryomodule system are world-

leading in both small emittance and average beam current; ideal for a high brightness ERL. The

electron bunch is then accelerated by the superconducting RF main linac cryomodule (MLC), which
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accelerates the electron bunch to 42 MeV kinetic energy – an energy gain of ±36 MeV per pass.

The MLC is 9.8 m long and comprised of six 7-cell 1.3 GHz superconducting cavities providing an

accelerating field of up to 16 MV/m [7].

Post-acceleration the electron bunch is then re-circulated via the non-scaling FFA return loop, as

shown in Fig. 5.10. Non-scaling FFA optics schemes are explained in Section 2.6.3, and in CBETA

the ns-FFA return loop is used to transport the multiple nominal energy electron beams of each turn

(42, 78, 114, 150 MeV) using a series of Hallbach permanent magnet quadrupoles [35]. A Hallbach

magnet is a magnet that is constructed from an appropriate arrangement of permanent magnet blocks

designed to produce a desired magnetic field, for example a quadrupole field. Permanent magnet

blocks provide magnetic flux via the remnant field of a suitable material; typically rare-earth materials

such as neodymium iron boron (NdFeB) or Samarium Cobalt (SmCo). Hallbach magnets are typically

used to achieve high gradients with small apertures or for cost saving (electrical power reduction) as

in CBETA. Examples of Hallbach magnets used in the CBETA return loop are shown in Fig. 5.2

Figure 5.2: Halbach magnets used in the CBETA return loop. Left: A focusing quadrupole
Hallbach magnet, with electromagnetic window frame correctors placed around the magnet. Right:
A combined function Hallbach magnet. This Hallbach magnet has both a dipole and quadrupole
component (see Section 2.1.2). Images reproduced from S. Brooks et al [35].

The arcs of the ns-FFA return loop contain a periodic combined function–defocusing quadrupole

doublet (FA/FB), the straight is comprised of a focusing–defocusing quadrupole doublet (ZX) and the

transition sections (TA/TB) are comprised of quadrupole doublets. The transition section quadrupoles

are offset from the reference orbit to slowly conform the transversly offset electron bunches in the

arcs to the reference trajectory in the straight sections and vice versa [7]. The splitter (SX) and

recombiner (RX) spreader sections merge the linac with the FFA return loop via a common transport

arrangement – both accelerating and decelerating electron beams traverse the same spreader beamline.

Each electron energy has a dedicated beamline (S1–4, R1–4) so the spreader sections consist of
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a series of linear electromagnets (quadrupoles and dipoles) as multiple energies are not transported.

Each spreader also contains a set of bellows for adjustment of the path length of each turn (varying the

time-of-flight of the electron beam) and therefore finely adjusting the phase witnessed by the electron

bunch upon arrival in the MLC. Adjustment of the MLC arrival phase is required for acceleration or

deceleration of the electron bunch as explained in Section 2.7. Since permanent magnets are used

for the return loop and electromagnets for the spreaders, the spreaders must be used for any electron

beam orbit correction as permanent magnets are not gradient variable.

Upon arrival at the linac for the second pass, the electron bunch coincides with the accelerating

phase of the MLC and is further accelerated to 78 MeV. Two further re-circulations (accelerating

passes) occur until the electron bunch has reached the maximum 150 MeV kinetic energy. The

electron bunch is then decelerated from 150 MeV to 114 MeV because the path length is designed

so the electron bunch arrives for the 5th pass of the MLC at a decelerating phase of the linac (see

Fig. 2.17) and energy is recovered by the SRF cavities. Stated otherwise, the 4th turn is designed to

cause a 180◦ phase change upon re-entry into the linac. The energy recovered by the SRF cavity can

be used to accelerated the next electron bunch, thereby reducing the RF power required by the MLC.

Three further decelerating passes occur until the electron bunch is returned to the injection energy

(Einj = 6 MeV) and transported to the beam stop. Electron bunches in CBETA traverse the MLC a

total of 8 times, with 4 accelerating passes and 4 decelerating passes – a total of 4-turns. The FFA

return loop is traversed a total of 7 times.

CBETA aimed to demonstrate a high brightness electron beam within a multi-turn ERL, hence a

high average beam current of 40 mA was targeted, with a small emittance of 0.3 mm–mrad exiting

the photoinjector. Continuous wave operation is utilised in CBETA with a high bunch repetition of

325 MHz, limited by the 4-turns and 1.3 GHz RF frequency of the MLC. Design parameters of the

CBETA ERL [7] are shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Electron beam design parameters of the CBETA ERL from the technical design report [7].

Parameter Design Value Unit
No. turns 4
Injection energy, Einj 6 MeV
Nominal electron kinetic energy, Ee 42, 78, 114, 150 MeV
Bunch charge, Q 1–123 pC
Average beam current, I 40 mA
Trans. norm. rms emittance, ϵn 0.3–1 mm–mrad
rms bunch length (duration), ∆τ 1.2 (4) mm (ps)
Bunch frequency, fbunch 325 MHz
Rel. energy spread, ∆Ee/Ee 5 × 10−4

The design parameters of the CBETA ERL are at the forefront of ERL developments as no

ERL has been operated beyond 3-turns [14, 16] and only the ER@CEBAF experiment [78, 82] is

designed to use more turns. The predicted average beam current is a factor of ∼ 4 larger than the

9.1 mA achieved by the upgraded JLab FEL [47], which is the highest demonstrated average beam
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current SRF ERL. A 40 mA average beam current at a maximum energy of 150 MeV corresponds

to an average electron beam power of 6 MW, exceeding any demonstrated ERL project as shown

in Fig. 1.6. The predicted transverse normalised emittance of ϵn = 0.3 mm–mrad is world leading

and has previously been demonstrated using the Cornell photoinjector [281] now applied to CBETA,

therefore a high brightness electron beam ideal for light source operation can be produced using

CBETA.

5.2.3 Multi-Turn Commissioning Results

The CBETA ERL was first commissioned as a single-turn ERL where an energy recovery efficiency

(Eq. 2.143) of 99.4% was demonstrated [75] on 24/06/2019 via a beam loading measurement of the

electron beam power recovered in the RF cavities of the MLC. A maximum average beam current of

70 µA was demonstrated, but this was limited because of machine protection concerns (a fast machine

shutdown system designed to protect sensitive components was not yet implemented) not by the ERL

itself. Commissioning proceeded to multi-turn ERL demonstration before the maximal parameters of

the CBETA single-turn ERL could be measured.

Multi-turn energy recovery was demonstrated [8] on 24/12/2019, with 4-turns (8-passes) of the

CBETA ERL using a 5 pC electron bunch with a 1.2 mm (4 ps) bunch length (duration). Electron

beam parameters measured during 4-turn operation of the CBETA ERL are tabulated in Table 5.2.

Comparison with Table 5.3 shows design parameters such as the number of turns, the nominal

electron bunch energies of the ERL, the bunch length and the bunch charge have been achieved and

successfully measured. Some parameters, such as the transverse emittance and relative energy spread

of the electron bunch, have not been measured within commissioning and some design parameters,

such as the average beam current and bunch frequency, have not been met during this commissioning

run.

Table 5.2: The achieved multi-turn commissioning electron beam parameters of the CBETA ERL [8]

Parameter Commissioning Value Unit
No. turns 4
Injector Energy, Einj 6 MeV
Nominal electron kinetic energy, Ee 42, 78, 114, 150 MeV
Bunch charge, Q 5 pC
Average beam current*, I 1 nA
rms bunch length (duration), ∆τ 1.2 (4) mm (ps)
Bunch frequency†, fbunch < 1 kHz
* The photoinjector demonstrated an average beam current of 1 mA

independent of the full CBETA ERL.
† The photoinjector demonstrated a bunch repetition rate of 325 MHz

independent of the full CBETA ERL, which satisfies the design
specifications.

The multi-turn orbit throughout the 4-turns of the CBETA ERL has been measured by beam
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position monitors (BPMs) placed periodically around the CBETA FFA return loop, as shown in

Fig. 5.3, and comparison with the Bmad [37] simulated orbit shows good agreement for the horizontal

plane but not in the vertical plane. As expected for FFA transport with multiple energies (see

Section 2.6.3) the horizontal and vertical positions of the electron bunch within the FFA arcs vary as a

function of energy. However, the simulated and measured vertical orbits differ – the measured vertical

orbit is not flat as expected in simulation and instead oscillates even after vertical correction. Multi-

turn orbit measurement and correction, with multi-energy common transport optics is challenging

because a total of 8 electron bunches are propagated through the FFA return loop simultaneously.

Correction of individual passes affects other passes and timing of BPMs must be well calibrated to

see only the bunch of interest. However, propagation of the electron bunches is clearly measured

throughout the 8 passes of the ERL.

Figure 5.3: Measured (bold) and simulated (light) orbits of the FFA return loop of the CBETA ERL
for each of the nominal electron beam energies: 42 MeV (red), 78 MeV (orange), 114 MeV (green),
150 MeV (blue). Measurements are separated between accelerating (round marker) and decelerating
(square marker) passes of the ERL. Plot courtesy of the CBETA collaboration. Left: Horizontal orbit.
Right: Vertical orbit.

The demonstrated average beam current of 1 nA in Table 5.2 is reduced by seven orders of

magnitude with respect to the design average beam current of 40 mA in Table 5.1 because the average

beam current was limited by poor transmission of electron bunches throughout the 7 passes of the FFA

return loop and spreaders. The measured transmission of the electron beam throughout the CBETA

return loop on each of the 7 passes is shown in Fig. 5.4.

Transmission is measured through a comparison of the BPM signal intensities at each BPM

around the CBETA return loop to an averaged intensity of the BPM signals from each of the BPMs in

the first pass – a normalised BPM intensity. Good transmission in the first pass of the return loop has

been demonstrated by the single-turn commissioning [75], with 99.4% energy recovery of the electron

beam, therefore the transmission issue must arise in later passes. In Fig. 5.4 the transmission of the

electron bunch decreases slowly during passes 2 to 6, with an approximate reduction in intensity of

∼ 2% per pass of the FFA return loop and spreaders. Upon the 6th pass of the FFA return loop, with a

78 MeV electron bunch in the decelerating configuration the transmission is reduced to 36% – a 52%
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Figure 5.4: Transmission (normalised BPM intensity) of the electron beam as a function of the
distance traversed around the CBETA ERL. Each individual BPM intensity measurement, from each
BPM in the return loop and spreaders, is represented by a single bar (blue) with a per pass average
transmission (red) shown. Each distinct block corresponds to one of the 7 FFA return loop and
spreader passes of CBETA. Plot courtesy of the CBETA collaboration

reduction in intensity. The cause of the large beam loss is unknown, but occurs before the entrance

to the linac on the 7th pass. Preliminary investigations have shown myriad beam optics issues within

this region, though further investigation is required. A total of 36% of the initial electron bunch is

transported throughout the CBETA ERL and energy recovered, however with 64% beam loss high

current operation is prohibited due to machine protection concerns.

Transmission losses pose problems for measuring energy recovery of the electron beam because

the threshold current for a beam loading measurement can not be achieved. Any quantification of the

electron beam energy recovery would also be scaled by the electron beam transmission. Therefore,

multi-turn energy recovery of the CBETA ERL can not be quantitatively measured. Energy recovery

is therefore demonstrated by two other measurements: the arrival of the electron bunch in the electron

beam stop and the agreement between simulation and measurement of the arrival time (converted to

phases) of the electron beam at the entrance and exit of the linac, as shown in Fig. 5.5.

For the electron bunch profile to be measured at a screen in the beam stop of the CBETA ERL

the kinetic energy of the electron bunch must match the injection energy with a ±7% tolerance

(EBS = 6 ± 0.42 MeV) which can only be achieved if the electron bunch is energy recovered within

the four decelerating passes. The measured orbit matches the predicted orbit for each accelerating

pass, as shown in Fig. 5.3, therefore the electron bunch must be decelerated to be present on the

beam stop screen. Also the MLC entrance and exit phases for the electron beam agree well between

simulation and measurement, as shown in Fig. 5.5, therefore the electron bunches must be decelerated

by the MLC on passes 5–8. Collectively, these measurements provide evidence for multi-turn energy

recovery within CBETA, though a full beam loading measurement is required for full quantification
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Figure 5.5: Left: Multi-turn energy recovered electron bunch profile before the beam stop. Right:
MLC entrance (red) and exit (blue) phases of the measured (bold, error bars) and simulated (light)
electron beam in CBETA as a function of MLC passes. Plot courtesy of the CBETA collaboration.

of energy recovery at CBETA.

5.3 ERL Electron Beam and Optical Cavity Laser Pulse Parameters

5.3.1 The CBETA Inverse Compton Scattering Source

The CBETA ICS source would generate x-ray radiation through the interaction of the electron bunches

from the CBETA ERL transported through an interaction bypass line (detailed in Section 5.4) with a

counter-propagating Nd:YAG laser pulse (λ = 1064 nm) that is re-circulated in a Fabry–Perot optical

cavity (see Section 3.2) for high repetition rate interactions. Both electron bunch and laser pulse are

focused to a small transverse spot size at the interaction point in the optical cavity and interact with a

crossing angle of ϕ = 5◦. A proposed schematic of the electron bunch–laser pulse interaction region

of the CBETA ICS source is shown in Fig. 5.6.

The Fabry-Perot optical re-circulation cavity is designed to operate at a pulse repetition frequency

that is a harmonic of the CBETA ERL bunch repetition frequency so each bunch is interacted with a

laser pulse; the CBETA ERL repetition rate is also reduced. The generated x-ray radiation propagates

in the direction of the electron bunch because the interacted incident photons are backscattered. The

parameters of the electron bunch and laser pulse within the CBETA ICS source design are given in

Tables 5.3, 5.4. To avoid electron bunches colliding with and damaging the optical mirrors [210]

a 5◦ crossing angle between the laser pulse and electron bunch is introduced. Utilising a Fabry-

Perot cavity allows a higher rate of interactions because the same laser pulse is reused multiple times

however, compared a single-shot laser setup the laser pulse energy must be reduced, as explained in

Section 3.2. However re-circulation of both the laser pulse and electron bunch increase the frequency

of the interaction to compensate for the reduced laser pulse energy and provide a higher flux.
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Figure 5.6: Interaction of the electron bunch (blue) with a Nd:YAG laser pulse (red) at the interaction
point (green, circle) within a 4-mirror Fabry-Perot re-circulating optical cavity (grey) scattering the
laser photons to higher energy (green). The interaction occurs at the center of the electron bunch final
focus system of the CBETA ICS source bypass (see Section 5.4) at a crossing angle ϕ = 5◦.

5.3.2 Electron Beam Parameters

Electron bunch parameters for the CBETA inverse Compton scattering source are conducive to a high

brightness electron beam with a low energy spread, which is necessary to meet design goals of a high

flux, high average brilliance x-ray source with narrow-bandwidth capabilities. The electron beam

parameters for the CBETA ICS source are shown in Table 5.3. For a large flux, a smaller electron

beam spot size at the IP is needed; while a larger spot can be beneficial for a narrower scattered photon

bandwidth, photon bandwidth ultimately depends on the electron beam divergence and energy spread.

The electron parameters for the design of the CBETA inverse Compton scattering source are mainly

based on the design parameters of the CBETA ERL [7] but these were modified retrospectively of the

multi-pass commissioning [8] discussed in Section 5.2 and to optimise inverse Compton scattering

production.

The electron bunch parameters have been optimised for narrowband operation
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

< 1%

of the ICS source using the round beam optimisation in Section 4.7. The round beam optimisation is

readily applied to the CBETA ICS source design because the tranverse emittance is identical in each

plane (ϵn,x = ϵn,y = ϵn) and the emittance is small (ϵn = 0.3 mm–mrad) resulting in an approximately

round spot size at the IP, assuming small β-functions at the IP. Single bandwidth RB optimisations for

a 0.5% rms bandwidth are presented alongside a tuning curve in the 0–1% rms bandwidth range (see

Figs. 5.8, 5.14) defined as narrowband and the optimisations are discussed later in this section.

A baseline case is proposed to characterise the spectrum of the ICS source without collimation,

where the design aim is solely to produce a high flux of x-rays irrespective of bandwidth. A high

flux of x-rays is achieved with a small spot size, therefore in the baseline case the β-function at the

interaction point β∗, remains constant and small (β∗ = 0.01 m) across all nominal electron bunch
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energies produced by the CBETA ERL. The baseline case is used to characterise the performance

of the CBETA ICS source by calculation of several spectral output parameters: uncollimated flux

(Eq. 3.100), spectral density (Eq. 3.118), average brilliance (Eq. 3.121) and peak brilliance (Eq. 3.125)

as given in Table 5.5. These parameters can only be calculated satisfactorily for an uncollimated

spectrum so the baseline case is required. Consequently, the baseline case also enables comparison

against other similar ICS source projects in Section 5.6, which may not be designed to produce narrow

bandwidth.

Table 5.3: Electron beam parameters envisaged at the CBETA ICS source interaction point (IP). Both
baseline and optimised parameters assume a round transverse profile for the electron bunch. The given
baseline parameters – which assume a constant β∗-function for each energy – allow a comparison
of flux and brilliance (peak and average) at different electron bunch energies and characterise the
uncollimated ICS spectrum. The round beam optimised values beneath those correspond to maximal
flux into a 0.5% rms scattered photon bandwidth.

Parameter Quantity Unit
Turn number 1 2 3 4
Electron kinetic energy, Ee 42 78 114 150 MeV
Injection kinetic energy, Einj 6 MeV
Repetition rate, f 162.5 MHz
Bunch charge, eNe 32 pC
Transverse normalised rms emittance, ϵN 0.3 mm-mrad
rms bunch length, ∆τ 1.0 (3.33) mm (ps)
Relative energy spread, ∆Ee/Ee 5.0 × 10−4

Baseline parameters
β∗ (at the IP) 1 cm
Electron bunch spot size, σelectron 6.01 4.42 3.65 3.19 µm

Optimised for 0.5% rms bandwidth
β∗ (at the IP) 3.59 6.63 9.66 12.70 cm
Electron bunch spot size, σelectron 11.38 11.38 11.38 11.38 µm
Collimation angle, θcol 1.533 0.831 0.570 0.434 mrad

The CBETA ERL [7] is designed to have a maximum bunch charge of 123 pC which is required

for a 40 mA average beam current with a 325 MHz repetition rate. However, the bunch charge

assumed in this design is 32 pC (a factor ∼ 4 lower) because coherent synchrotron radiation production

through the FFA transport at 123 pC is intolerable – the energy spread exceeds the ±7% energy

acceptance of the beam dump [282]. An identical 162.5 MHz repetition rate is proposed for both the

electron bunch and laser pulse (in the Fabry–Perot optical cavity) so that each electron bunch interacts

with a laser pulse. The repetition rate is limited to 162.5 MHz because of cavity misalignment and

average stored power limitations in the Fabry-Perot optical as explained in Section 5.3.3.

The 162.5 MHz ICS source design repetition rate is half of the 325 MHz repetition rate for

continuous wave operation [7] which means the average beam current is halved from the design

values. Through halving the repetition rate and reducing the bunch charge the 40 mA maximum

average beam current predicted in the design report [7] is reduced to 5.2 mA for operation of
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the CBETA ICS source. The 5.2 mA average beam current is well within the theoretical current

limitations of the beam break-up instability (BBU) studied by Lou and Hoffstaetter for the CBETA

ERL [191], where average beam currents beyond 40 mA were tolerable in simulation.

A 3.33 ps rms bunch duration at the IP is predicted for the CBETA ICS source, comparable

to other ERLs such as PERLE [76] (10 ps) and cERL [11] (2.9 ps). Therefore, with similar laser

pulse duration of 10 ps, given in Table 5.4, the scattered radiation is produced with picosecond-scale

duration. Because the laser pulse duration is larger than the electron bunch duration, limitation of the

scattered photon pulse duration arises due to the limitations of the Nd:YAG laser system discussed in

Section 5.3.3.

Single-turn commissioning of the CBETA ERL successfully demonstrated the operation of the

FFA return beamline with electron beams in an energy range from 39 to 59 MeV [75, 283]. Therefore,

the CBETA ERL could generate ICS photons from the first turn configuration with electron energies

in this range. Production of scattered photons with continuously tuneable energy in the range 27.8

to 63.0 keV would be enabled. Extending the argument to the demonstrated 4-turn configuration [8],

Fig. 5.7 indicates the possible scattered photon energies using either the nominal energies of the 4

passes, or from the tuneable electron kinetic energy of a single pass. Since tuning of the scattered

photon energy of inverse Compton scattering sources is most practical by the variation of the electron

beam kinetic energy, Fig 5.7 is indicative of the likely scattered photon energy tuning range at the

CBETA ICS source.
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Figure 5.7: An ICS source generating photons from each of the four CBETA ERL passes delivers the
(fixed) scattered energies indicated here; we assume a fixed incident laser wavelength of 1064 nm.
CBETA has also experimentally demonstrated tuning of single-pass acceleration from 39 to 59 MeV
(indicated by the shaded region), which indicates the continuous tuning of scattered photon energy
that an ERL in general might deliver.

The CBETA ICS source has been optimised assuming a round beam at the IP, as explained in

Section 4.7. The optimisation trades-off the β-function at the IP β∗ and collimation angle θcol to

maximise the flux in a 0.5% rms narrow bandwidth. A 0.5% rms bandwidth of the scattered radiation

is selected because this is an appropriate bandwidth for demonstration of a narrow-band ICS source(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms

< 1 %. The β-function at the IP and collimation angle corresponding to the maximal

collimated flux for a 0.5% bandwidth are shown in Table 5.3, produced from single bandwidth
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optimisation. In addition, the optimal collimated flux of the source can be mapped throughout the

narrowband range (0 ≤
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
rms
≤ 1%), by applying the methodology in Section 4.7, to produce

a tuning curve of maximum collimated flux against rms bandwidth and the corresponding tuning

curve in β∗–θcol parameter space. The round beam parameter space tuning curves at each turn electron

energies of CBETA ICS source are shown in Fig. 5.8, with the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning

curves presented in Fig. 5.14 of Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.8: Tuning curves of β∗ against θcol for each of the nominal CBETA electron beam energies
satisfying the maximal flux across the 0–1% rms bandwidth range. The shaded area is the parameter
space, while the line corresponds to the maximal flux solution for a given rms bandwidth. Minimised
bandwidth solutions in this range have large β-functions at the IP and small collimation angles θcol;
the maximal bandwidth solutions have small β-functions and larger collimation angles θcol.

Each of the parameter space tuning curves (one for the electron energy of each turn) in Fig. 5.8

follow a distinctive shape; large β∗-functions are favoured at collimation angles below θcol ≤

0.2 − 0.27 mrad, then small β∗-functions are favoured at larger collimation angles. Similar behaviour

has been observed previously when benchmarking the round beam optimisation in Section 4.7. At

small collimation angles the emittance term (Eq. 4.28) dominates the bandwidth but for a collimation

angle beyond θcol ≥ 0.2 − 0.27 mrad the collimation term (Eq. 3.109) dominates the bandwidth.

Wider bandwidth solutions have larger collimation angle and smaller β-functions at the IP whereas

narrow bandwidths require small collimation angle and a large β∗-function. Fig. 5.8 clearly shows

an energy dependence of the optimal β-functions at the IP and the collimation angles; consequently

the interaction region optics and collimation of a multi-colour ICS source must be optimised for

maximum collimated flux for each electron energy in each turn.

5.3.3 Laser Pulse and Fabry-Perot Optical Cavity

The CBETA ICS source is designed to use a Nd:YAG (λ = 1064 nm) laser enhanced and re-circulated

within a Fabry-Perot optical cavity, which are discussed in Section 3.2. The laser pulse parameters
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within the optical cavity are based on the Fabry-Perot optical cavity demonstrated in the cERL inverse

Compton scattering source [11]. An identical bow-tie 4-mirror cavity is envisioned for the CBETA

ICS source, as shown in Fig. 5.6, though a full design of a Fabry-Perot optical cavity is beyond the

scope of this ICS source design. Focus here is on design of electron accelerators toward high flux,

narrow bandwidth ICS sources, not on laser system design for ICS sources. The laser pulse and

Fabry-Perot optical cavity parameters of the CBETA ICS source are specified in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Nd:YAG Gaussian laser pulse parameters at the CBETA ICS source IP. The interacted
laser pulse is produced via a Nd:YAG infrared laser and re-circulated in a bow-tie Fabry-Perot optical
cavity, as shown in Fig. 5.6.

Parameter Quantity Unit
Wavelength, λlaser 1064 nm
Photon energy, Elaser 1.17 eV
Pulse energy 62 µJ
Number of photons, Nlaser 3.3 × 1014

Repetition rate, f 162.5 MHz
Spot size at the IP, σlaser 25 µm
Crossing angle, ϕ 5 deg
Pulse length 10 ps
Spectral bandwidth, ∆Elaser/Elaser 6.57×10−4

An Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) is proposed for the CBETA ICS source as Nd:YAG lasers

typically have a a narrow spectral bandwidth in comparison to other possible interaction lasers such

as Ti:Sa lasers (see Section 3.2). Longer wavelength lasers, such as a CO2 laser [201] (λ = 10.6 µm),

produce incident photons of lower energy and therefore for an invariant pulse energy there are more

photons in the interacted pulse, which increases the output flux of the ICS source. However, the

desire for higher energy x-rays makes an Nd:YAG laser with a 1064 nm wavelength preferable for

this design. In addition, for a high repetition rate of inverse Compton scattering interactions it is

necessary to have re-circulation of the laser pulse requiring high-finesse (high reflection coefficient)

optical mirrors that have been developed more thoroughly in the infrared regime.

The Fabry-Perot optical cavity repetition rate of the CBETA ICS source is set at 162.5 MHz

because no higher optical cavity repetition rate has been demonstrated within an ICS source [11].

Optical cavities of higher repetition rate have been demonstrated, such as the 250 MHz cavity by

Carstens et al [255], however these studies are typically conducted without nearby accelerators (i.e.

not as part of ICS sources). Stable operation of optical cavities with a nearby accelerator can be

impacted by compromised steering of the laser beam from thermally induced stress in optics, for

example if optical mirrors are placed in close proximity to strong conventional magnets [214]. A

repetition rate of 325 MHz would be ideal as this would allow operation at the nominal CBETA ERL

bunch repetition rate [7]. However, in this domain the total path length of the cavity (for a single pulse

configuration) must be 0.92 m for a 325 MHz cavity in comparison to 1.84 m at 162.5 MHz, which

presents engineering challenges such as small spot sizes on the cavity mirrors and an inevitably larger
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crossing angle for a planar cavity.

Multiple laser pulses could be utilised in a larger path length cavity to increase the repetition rate

however averaged stored cavity power limitations would negate this benefit. The laser pulses would

have to be fractionally reduced in energy by the number of laser pulses in the cavity to maintain

invariant average stored laser power. For example, a double pulse optical cavity would require half

the pulse energy for each pulse to remain at the same average stored power. General issues with

optical cavity design are discussed in Section 3.2. Due to these limitations, a more conservative

choice of a 162.5 MHz interaction repetition rate was selected. The repetition rate of the electron

bunches must also match this ratio, hence why the CBETA ERL is limited to half of the original

design bunch repetition rate as stated in Section 5.3.2.

An Nd:YAG laser typically operates with a 10–20 ps rms pulse duration, which is ideal for the

CBETA ICS source as this is well matched to the 3.33 ps electron bunch duration. The laser pulse

duration is fixed by the parameters of the Nd:YAG laser system, which is identical to that the cERL

ICS source laser system [11], unless a compression scheme such as chirped pulse amplification [207]

is used. A picosecond-scale laser pulse duration is advantageous because it diminishes the effect of

the hourglass (Eq. 3.92) and angular crossing (Eq. 3.90) effects [30] discussed in Section 3.6.3, whilst

also avoiding the timing complexity for the ICS interaction that would be associated with shorter

durations. With invariant average laser power, shorter laser pulse durations would also increase the

peak power of the laser upon the Fabry-Perot cavity mirrors increasing the possibility of surface hot-

spot defects, which reduce average stored power in the optical cavity [220]. In addition, the 10 ps

laser pulse duration reflects the pulse duration used in the state-of-the-art 670 kW average stored

power optical cavity demonstration with a 1040 nm wavelength laser [255].

An rms spot size at the IP of 25 µm, demonstrated by the cERL ICS source experiment [11], is

proposed for the CBETA ICS source. Small spot size at the IP is limited by astigmatism in the optical

mirrors as well as the size of the mirrors because a very small focus results in a large spot size at the

mirrors due to the Rayleigh range (Eq. 3.30). The CBETA ICS source Fabry–Perot cavity is proposed

to operate at a 5◦ crossing angle to the electron bunch, as in the cERL ICS source experiment [11],

and similar to other ICS source designs [284, 285]. A 5◦ crossing angle is required because the

electron bunch should not be incident on the cavity mirrors to avoid mirror damage and electron

bunch distortion. With a narrow focus constraining the laser pulse spot size on the mirrors and a fixed

path length from the fixed repetition frequency, the minimum feasible crossing angle is on the order

of 5◦.

The proposed spectral bandwidth (relative energy spread of the laser pulse) is not directly stated

within the cERL paper [11], however based on the pulse duration of the laser, the characteristic

small spectral bandwidth of commercially available Nd:YAG lasers [204, 286] (∆λ =0.5–2 nm) and

the energy selecting nature of a Fabry-Perot cavity an approximation of a ∆λ = 0.7 nm [287] rms

wavelength variation is assumed. With ∆λ = 0.7 nm the rms spectral bandwidth is ∆EL/EL = 6.57 ×
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10−4. The spectral bandwidth of other lasers are generally larger, for example the Thorlabs Octavius–

85M–HP Ti:Sa laser (λ = 800 nm) has an rms spectral bandwidth of ∆EL/EL = 0.0884 (∆λ =

70.7 nm) [288], and a Yb:YAG laser (λ = 1030 nm) has an rms spectral bandwidth of ∆EL/EL =

4.85 × 10−3 (∆λ = 5 nm) [289].

The Fabry–Perot cavity in the CBETA ICS source design has an average stored power of 10 kW,

which is much below the state-of-the-art 670 kW stored power demonstration by Carstens et al [255]

and 383 kW average stored power demonstration by the ThomX collaboration [290]. However, these

demonstrations operated the Fabry–Perot cavity separately of an accelerator as an accelerator can

negatively affect stability of optical cavities (discussed earlier in this section). Operated as part of an

ICS source, 70 kW average stored power at a repetition rate of 64.91 MHz has been demonstrated

by the Munich Compact Light Source (MuCLS) [138] using a two-pulse 4-mirror optical cavity – a

factor of 7 increase in average stored power from the CBETA design. However, high average power

incident on mirrors can cause thermoelastic deformation in optical mirrors and affect the stability of

the Fabry-Perot cavity [218]. To avoid this the stored laser power in the CBETA ICS source system

remains relatively conservative. Comparatively MuCLS uses a much lower repetition rate and a

design with a larger laser focus, which results in a much larger power per area incident on the optical

mirrors, so the conservative figure of 10 kW average stored power is appropriate for an ERL ICS

source demonstration.

5.4 Bypass Design

To utilize CBETA as an inverse Compton scattering source, a bypass line is required due to the

stringent space restrictions in the existing FFA system; this leaves no space to arrange IP focusing, nor

for the laser re-circulation cavity. The scattered photons from the ICS source must also be produced

in a different plane to the existing accelerator; the photons must be safely extracted from the footprint

of the ERL since there is no space for an experimental hutch within the existing CBETA hall. This is

evident upon inspection of Fig. 5.9, the technical schematic of the CBETA accelerator and hall. From

this diagram it is also clear that there is no scope to build a bypass line within the same plane as the

existing accelerator due to space constraints.

5.4.1 4th Turn ICS Source Bypass

The layout of the designed bypass line is shown in Fig. 5.10, where the ICS source bypass replaces

the ordinary 4th pass of the CBETA ERL. The bypass is configured for 150 MeV 4th-pass operation

but could be adapted to operate with all nominal energies through adjustment of the splitter and

recombiner sections of the CBETA ERL; modification of the bypass to lower nominal energies is

discussed in more detail at the end of this section. The bypass beamline was designed and optimised

using the Bmad accelerator simulation library [37] and the Tao program [26] for simulating high
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Figure 5.9: Schematic of the CBETA ERL [7]; existing accelerator structure including injector, main
linac cryomodule, FFAG return loop, splitter and recombiner systems and beam dump, as well as
supporting infrastructure such as electronic racks, vaccuum pumps and shielding.

energy particle beams in accelerators. The designed ICS source bypass beamline diverts the 150 MeV
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Figure 5.10: Layout of the ICS source bypass in CBETA; greyed beamline elements are already
installed in the existing accelerator. The bypass is designed using linear magnets with quadrupoles
(red) and dipoles (blue). The path length correction system is highlighted for the ±λRF adjustment
cases (green). Outer walls and relevant existing infrastructure shown in black.

electron beam after the 4th linac pass in the corresponding S4 splitter line; the electron beam then

re-enters the existing layout in the R4 line. Therefore the bypass replaces the 4th pass of the FFA

return loop, the S4 splitter (from the 4th dipole onward) and R4 recombiner (up to the 4th dipole).

The bypass will be located above the existing permanent magnet arc as the original FFA arc transport

of CBETA is still used to transport the lower energy (42, 78, and 114 MeV) beams before and after

the bypass. For example, for ICS source operation of CBETA using the 3rd turn nominal electron

bunch energy (Ee = 114 MeV), the original FFA arc will be used to transport the first two-turns – the
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first and second pass as well as the fourth and fifth pass.

All of the magnets within the CBETA ICS source bypass have magnetic field strengths and

gradients within the maxima of those already present in the CBETA ERL design. The maximum

magnetic field gradient of any quadrupole is below ∼ 15 T/m and the maximum dipole field used

is below ∼ 1 T which should be readily attainable and would allow the use of pre-existing magnet

designs. Magnet specification is beyond the scope of this design though the field requirements of

the ICS source bypass magnets may be satisfied through conventional electromagnets. Hallbach

permanent quadrupole magnets (discussed in Section 5.2.2), as used in the CBETA FFA design,

would not be suitable as these are fixed field magnets unlike electromagnets and the ICS source

bypass requires tuning for each nominal electron bunch energy of CBETA.

A system of vertical doglegs, replacing sections of the S4 and R4 lines where the bypass connects

to the existing 4th turn of the CBETA ERL, are required to provide a 30 cm vertical elevation of

the bypass line relative to the plane of the FFA return loop in order to avoid the existing accelerator.

Single step vertical doglegs are preferred over the staircase style vertical doglegs, for example those

used in the CEBAF spreader [291], as they offer a smaller footprint which is desirable in a compact

accelerator. However, this comes at the cost of increased dispersion growth which increases R56 more

rapidly. Increased dispersion growth can be mitigated by additional focusing, though in the CBETA

bypass additional focusing is not required as the vertical doglegs – the area of vertical dispersion –

are short enough to limit the R56 growth. Bypass arc sections using a quasi double bend achromat

structure – which is deficient from a true DBA structure (see Section 2.6.2) as dispersion is not

zeroed in each cell – replace the existing FFA arc sections (FA, FB). Following the first arc, there is a

horizontal dogleg used to zero the horizontal dispersion before the interaction region and to offset the

bypass from existing infrastructure.

At the interaction region the beam is again offset upward locally by a further 20 cm – to a 50 cm

total vertical offset above the FFA reference orbit height – using a pair of vertical doglegs, here named

the IR doglegs. The further vertical offset is imposed so the photons are produced in a different plane

to both the bypass line and FFA return loop, which is necessary for the extraction of the scattered

x-ray beam to an external experimental hutch and to avoid irradiation of the FFA permanent magnets.

As electrons circulate clockwise with reference to Fig. 5.10 and the photons are backscattered, an

experimental hutch would be placed to the left of this figure (−x direction) where adequate space

exists for an experimental end station. Design of the experimental hutch is beyond the scope of this

design study.

An adjustable focusing section within the pair of IR doglegs is used to focus to the required beam

waist. The final focus section is designed to enable both β∗ = 1 cm for the baseline case and β∗ =

12.7 cm for the 0.5% rms bandwidth case (see Table 5.3). Further interaction point conditions require

αx/y = 0 and for the dispersion and it’s derivative to be zeroed (ηx/y = 0, η′x/y = 0). The condition

for αx/y = 0 arises from the design of the low β insertion i.e. a beam waist, and zeroed dispersion
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is necessary for the production of quasi-monochromatic scattered photons as well as maintaining a

small beam spot size with no additional dispersive term (Eq. 2.82). The final focus section is based

on a low β insertion [173] and is constructed from 7 quadrupoles with the laser re-circulation cavity

placed between the adequately separated 4th and 5th quadrupoles. Quadrupole triplets are used to

focus the bunch to the required small waist for interaction whilst the 7th IR quadrupole is used to aid

optics matching of the outgoing interaction vertical dogleg. This scheme allows the photons to be

extracted via the first dipole of the downstream IR dogleg, minimizing the number of magnets that

require modification for photon extraction.

For the 4th pass of CBETA, the total path length must be altered by (n + 1/2)λRF so the electron

beam is decelerated in the subsequent pass. Small adjustments are typically made to the path length

by the spreader lines, however in the bypass design these have been bisected and can not accomplish

this task. Therefore within the straight section of the bypass following the IR, variable path length

adjustment is implemented based on a moving chicane described by H. Owen et al [36]; this 4-dipole

focusing chicane (see Section 2.5.3), as shown in Fig. 5.11, uses two mechanically-adjustable swing

arms each incorporating a quadrupole triplet, and a central bellows. The path length adjustment

chicane is introduced to replicate the function of the S4/R4 spreaders to allow variation of both R56

and path length for re-entry into the MLC. Path length adjustment is made by opening the swing

arms of the chicane whilst increasing the dipole strengths accordingly. With this system a path length

adjustment of ±λRF is possible, which corresponds to 180◦ of linac phase; more than adequate for

adjustment of the bypass line. Over a change in path length of ±λRF the variation in Twiss values

(after re-matching) is moderate, as can be seen in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.11: Schematic of a possible configuration of the adjustable bypass path length chicane.
Swing arms with focusing elements can move vertically to vary path length using sets of bellows and
a magnet girder placed on rails. Reproduction of engineering drawing by H. Owen et al [36].

After path length adjustment there is a short ∼ 5 m transport section before the second arc. The

second arc has a smaller radius of curvature than the first arc, but maintains dipole bending using

reasonable strength magnets B < 1 T. Again, the second arc is constructed using a similar quasi-

DBA design to the first arc. After the arc there is a vertical dogleg which reverses the 30 cm offset

of the bypass line re-introducing the electron bunch to the plane of the existing CBETA ERL whilst
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also zeroing the vertical dispersion. The vertical dogleg, in combination with the existing R4 splitter

magnets are used to match the optics of the bypass to the pre-existing Twiss parameters and zero

horizontal and vertical dispersion of the original 4th turn linac re-entry; hence the further decelerating

passes remain unchanged from the original CBETA ERL configuration.

The quality of the optical matching of the bypass is limited by the compact layout of CBETA, the

conditions required for energy recovery of the interacted beam, re-entry from the bypass to the 5th

linac pass (Twiss matching, R56 = 0), and the necessity for the bypass to be constructed above the

existing FFA return loop; the maximum β-functions and dispersion remain feasible throughout the

ICS source bypass. In the worst case scenario, a maximum β-function of βy = 150 m is encountered,

resulting in a 0.4 mm rms bunch radius which can be accommodated for by the standard 35 mm

CBETA beam pipe radius. The dispersion in the x-plane has a maximum of ηx ∼ 5 m which is

tolerable. This bypass design is intended as a proof of principle design, where further iterations could

improve upon transport in the bypass. Plots of β-functions and dispersion in the bypass line for the

0.5% rms bandwidth case are shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13.
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Figure 5.12: β-functions in the ICS source bypass line for both the x and y planes as a function
of distance around the reference orbit in the 0.5% BW optimised case. β-functions re-matched for
different path length configurations −λRF (red, solid), 0 (black) and +λRF (red, dashed) are also shown.
The ICS source interaction point (IP) is indicated. The β-functions as a function of distance around
the reference orbit are modelled using Bmad [37] and Tao [26].

A Gaussian bunch based on the CBETA ERL parameters at the exit of the linac on the 4th pass has

been tracked using Tao [26] from the exit of the linac, around the bypass lattice, to the IP and to the

re-entry into the linac on the 5th pass. The tracking simulation was conducted neglecting collective

effects such as coherent synchrotron radiation, space charge and beam breakup instability as they

have all been the subject of study for the standard CBETA configuration [7, 191, 282], with no large

distortions of the electron distribution observed. Neglecting collective effects is admissible for a first
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Figure 5.13: Dispersion functions in each plane in the ICS source bypass line as a function of distance
around the reference orbit for the 0.5% rms bandwidth case. The dispersion functions for different
path length configurations −λRF (red, solid), 0 (black) and +λRF (red, dashed) after re-matching are
shown. The ICS source interaction point (IP) is indicated. The dispersion as a function of distance
around the reference orbit are modelled using Bmad [37] and Tao [26].

design study but would be the subject of future work on this topic. At the IP the Gaussian pulse

shape is retained; the electron bunch distribution at the IP has been used in analysing the ICS source

spectrum at the IP using the ICCS3D spectrum code [4, 31] in Fig. 5.15.

5.4.2 Lower Electron Energy ICS Source Bypass

The ICS source bypass design for the 150 MeV 4th turn could be generalised to the lower energy

turns to form configurable ICS sources from each nominal electron energy. In this scheme, electron

bunches would be re-routed through the S4 line, magnet strengths would be scaled and re-matched,

the optimised IP focusing solution for each line in Table 5.3 would be imposed and the path length

correction system would be adjusted to satisfy path length and R56 constraints. Demonstration of a

±λRF path length adjustment for the 150 MeV 4th turn means greater flexibility for ±λRF adjustment

at lower nominal energies is possible.

The 150 MeV nominal energy beamline is at first glance the most challenging as this requires

the highest gradient magnets for focusing at the IP, path length correction and transport. However,

with a common transport ERL there is added complexity as beamlines are traversed twice in both

acceleration and deceleration configuration. For example, the 3rd pass 114 MeV nominal energy

transport line is traversed on both the 3rd turn (accelerating pass) and the 5th turn (decelerating pass).

Whereas the 150 MeV 4th turn beamline is the maximum energy of the CBETA ERL and is a special

case; in standard 4-turn operation it is only traversed once in a decelerating configuration, which

means this complexity is removed.
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Added complexity occurs in lower turn ICS source bypass beamlines because more transverse and

longitudinal matching conditions must be satisfied for two passes (accelerating and decelerating). For

example, if the ERL is still operated in 4-turn mode whilst the ICS source aims to produce radiation

using the 3rd turn (Ee = 114 MeV) electron bunch the bypass line must simultaneously be able

to provide the electron bunch in the correct accelerating configuration into the linac at the end of

the 3rd pass (Ee = 114 MeV), whilst also being able to provide the electron bunch into the linac

on the 6th pass (Ee = 78 MeV) in the correct decelerating configuration. By correct configuration

we mean the path length is correctly adjusted and the twiss parameters are matched to the linac

identically to the FFA transport. In addition, whilst satisfying the linac constraints (matching and

path length), the bunch properties and focusing at the IP must remain identical on each traversal,

otherwise the spectral characteristics of the radiation produced will vary which is not ideal for light

source operation. Satisfying these additional constraints may prove challenging.

The most challenging of these constraints is to keep the electron bunch properties identical at the

IP on both passes in the ICS source bypass. This requirement originates because the spectrum of

x-rays produced are dependent on the electron bunch profile. However, this requirement is unique

to common transport. If a separate transport ERL is used the ICS source interaction point is only

traversed once as each pass is only traversed once, which avoids the requirement to have identical

bunch profiles at the IP from the accelerating an decelerating passes. Therefore, separate transport

ERLs may be more appropriate for integrating ICS sources or other insertion devices into multi-turn

ERLs.

5.5 Spectral Output

In order to determine the performance of the CBETA inverse Compton scattering source, the

predicted spectral output of the source – several measures quantifying the output radiation – must

be characterised using the formulae in Chapter 3. Anticipated spectral output of the CBETA inverse

Compton scattering source is denoted in Table 5.5, where the spectral output of the baseline and the

0.5% rms bandwidth round-beam optimised configurations are both shown based upon the proposed

electron bunch parameters (Table 5.3) and laser pulse parameters (Table 5.4) in Section 5.3. The

(average and peak) brilliance and spectral density have been calculated for the baseline case. The

collimated flux can only be calculated for the 0.5% rms bandwidth configuration because the baseline

case is used to define the full, uncollimated radiation spectrum.

From Table 5.5 it is evident that uncollimated flux varies by around 2% due to the small effect of

the varying electron spot size. Recoil effects, as described in Section 3.1, are negligible even at the

highest electron beam energy Ee = 150 MeV, as X = 2.70 × 10−3. Therefore, the number of photons

scattered generated from multi-turn ICS sources are essentially independent of electron energy for a

fixed electron spot size at the IP. Collimated flux is also similarly independent of electron energy.
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Table 5.5: Anticipated photon output for each of the four nominal electron beam energies in CBETA,
taking into account a 5 degree crossing angle. The recoil parameter is negligible X < 0.003, even at
150 MeV – the maximum electron beam energy. The collimated flux has been optimised for a 0.5%
rms bandwidth and the baseline case focuses at the IP to β∗ = 1 cm for each nominal electron energy.

Electron Kinetic Energy (MeV)
42 78 114 150

X-ray peak energy 32.2 109.7 233.1 402.5 keV
Baseline

Source size 5.84 4.35 3.62 3.17 µm
Uncollimated flux 3.16×1010 3.20×1010 3.21×1010 3.22×1010 ph/s
Spectral density 9.82×105 2.92×105 1.38×105 8.00×104 ph/s eV
Average brilliance 9.23×1010 3.19×1011 6.81×1011 1.18×1012 ph/s mm2-mrad2 0.1% bw
Peak brilliance 1.43×1017 3.03×1017 5.01×1017 7.37×1017 ph/s mm2-mrad2 0.1% bw

0.5% rms bandwidth
Source size 10.25 10.34 10.32 10.35 µm
Collimated flux 3.68×108 3.61×108 3.59×108 3.57×108 ph/s 0.5% bw

The crossing angle (ϕ = 5◦) causes only a ∼ 1 keV reduction in the Compton edge scattered

photon energy (Eq. 3.50) in comparison to the head-on case (ϕ = 0). However, a crossing angle

reduces the flux of an ICS source significantly as the effective time over which incident laser photons

may interact with the electrons in the counter-propagating bunch is reduced. For the CBETA ICS

source using the 150 MeV electron bunch the 5◦ crossing angle corresponds to a factor 1/RAC = 5.56

luminosity reduction (Eq. 3.90) – a substantial reduction in flux.

The scattered photon energy of the source is independent of the hourglass effect – the reduction

in luminosity due to the geometrical divergence of the beams at the IP [238] – but the hourglass effect

reduces the luminosity of the source and therefore the flux. The hourglass effect luminosity reduction

factor (Eq. 3.92) for the CBETA ICS source is RHG = 0.96, resulting in a 4% reduction in flux for

the 150 MeV electron bunch in a head-on (ϕ = 0) back-scattering arrangement. However, the angular

crossing and hourglass effect affect the ICS source simultaneously so the full combined reduction

factor RACHG (Eq. 3.96) must account for both simultaneously, resulting in a factor 1/RACHG = 5.57

reduction in flux for the 150 MeV electron bunch ICS interaction. For the CBETA ICS source, the

value of the combined luminosity reduction factor 1/RACHG = 5.57 is near-identical to the angular

crossing reduction factor 1/RAC = 5.56 as the hourglass effect is suppressed by the reduction in

interaction time of the electron bunch and laser pulse. Further explanation of geometrical luminosity

reduction is provided is Section 3.6.3.

Table 5.5 also shows both the peak and average brilliance of the source, which increase with

nominal electron energy due to the B ∝ γ2 relationship explicitly shown in (Eq. 3.123). The γ2

Lorentz factor dependence occurs due to the Lorentz contraction of the phase space of the output

radiation in both transverse planes, discussed in more detail in Section 3.10. Similarly, the spectral

density S ∝ 1/γ2 because of the γ2 double Doppler shift in the scattered photon energy (Eq. 3.50).

The round beam optimisation in Section 4.7 has been applied to maximise the collimated flux
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within an rms bandwidth in the range 0–1% for each of the four nominal electron energies (from each

turn) of the CBETA ERL, as shown in Fig. 5.14. The tuning curve in Fig. 5.14 of the collimated flux–

rms bandwidth corresponds to the parameter space tuning curves for each electron energy in Fig. 5.8.

The round beam optimisation tuning curves of the four nominal electron energies (from each turn) of

the CBETA ICS source are shown as a single line in Fig. 5.14 because the recoil parameter for the

CBETA ICS source is near-negligible (X < 3 × 10−3) so the tuning curves overlap. As expected, the

collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curve is independent of electron bunch energy as the collimated

flux (Eq. 4.6) is near-independent of electron bunch energy and the recoil is small.
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Figure 5.14: Tuning curve of collimated flux against rms bandwidth for a 0–1% rms bandwidth range,
produced by a round beam optimisation which tunes β∗ and θcol. The tuning curve is independent of
beam energy for scattering scenarios with small recoil (X ≪ 1), hence this tuning curve applies to all
energies in CBETA. The left end of tuning curve indicates the minimum possible rms bandwidth of
the ICS source, which in CBETA is ≃ 0.12% (Eq. 4.29) and is determined by the electron beam and
laser pulse energy spreads.

The relationship between collimated flux and bandwidth for the CBETA ICS source is generally

linear though, at low bandwidth (∆Eγ/Eγ < 0.17%), the collimated flux appears to decrease

non-linearly. Below Eγ/Eγ < 0.17%, the energy spreads of the electron bunch and laser pulse

(spectral bandwidth) begin to dominate the bandwidth, which severely restricts the round beam β∗–

θcol parameter space. Consequently, the optimum balance between the emittance (Eq. 4.28) and

collimation (Eq. 3.109) terms in the bandwidth can not be achieved, causing a rapid decrease in the

collimated flux. The minimum limit of the bandwidth of an ICS source (Eq. 4.29) is given by

(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
min
=

√
2
(
∆Ee

Ee

)2

+

(
∆EL

EL

)

in the low recoil limit (X ≪ 1), which occurs when the energy spread of the electron bunch (∆Ee/Ee)

and the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse (∆EL/EL) dominate the bandwidth. Since the energy

spread of the electron bunch and laser pulse spectral bandwidth do not vary in the optimisation, this

places a lower bandwidth limit on the CBETA ICS source of
(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
min
= 1.2 × 10−3 i.e. a 0.12%
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rms bandwidth.

The spectrum of the scattered x-rays produced from a single head-on (ϕ = 0) CBETA ICS source

interaction from a 150 MeV electron bunch and Nd:YAG (λ = 1064 nm) laser pulse, collimated

downstream into a 0.5% rms bandwidth, with electron bunch and laser pulse parameters presented

in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, is shown in Fig. 5.15. The ICS spectrum in Fig. 5.15 is produced using

two individual semi-analytical spectrum codes: ICARUS, the development of which is discussed

in Section 4.3, and ICCS3D [4, 31]. Both spectrum codes are described in detail in Chapter 4.

The ICARUS spectrum is produced using Gaussian models for the electron bunch and laser pulse

whereas ICCS3D uses an electron bunch distribution that has been tracked using Tao [26] through the

CBETA ICS source bypass, as detailed in Section 5.4, to the interaction point. Both codes simulate

the recoil effect, account for emittance in both transverse planes, model the effect of energy spread of

the electron bunch and laser pulse (spectral bandwidth) and are capable of simulating both square and

circular collimation. The CBETA ICS source ICARUS and ICCS3D spectra show good agreement as

also observed during the benchmarking of the three test cases in Section 4.5.1.
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Figure 5.15: Predicted spectral output (flux) from 1064 nm photons colliding head-on with the Ee =

150 MeV (kinetic energy) electrons in CBETA; this spectrum was generated using the ICCS3D (blue)
and ICARUS (red) codes. This spectrum has a peak energy of 403.3 keV; using the proposed 5◦

crossing angle, the peak energy is reduced to 402.5 keV and the spectral density is reduced by a
factor ∼ 5.56.

In Fig. 5.15 the spectrum of the CBETA ICS source with a 150 MeV electron bunch is shown

with a scattered photon energy of 403.3 keV at the Compton edge (Eq. 3.54), 0.8 keV above the value

shown in Table 5.5 because the spectrum is for the head-on (ϕ = 0) case. The Compton edge energy

of the spectrum (Eγ = 403.3 keV) is located at the peak spectral density (intensity). The maximum

scattered photon energy in the spectrum (Eγ ≈ 405 keV) in the spectrum exceeds the predicted

Compton edge energy (Eq. 3.54) at peak intensity because of the energy spread of the electron bunch
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and the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse, which mean that an incident electron or photon can

generate a higher energy photon than predicted with the nominal electron or incident photon energy.

The high scattered photon energy tail is a pure energy spread effect.

The spectral density of the spectrum is truncated at lower photon energies due to collimation,

which excludes lower energy photons due to the scattered photon energy–scattering angle relation in

(Eq. 3.50). The low scattered photon energy tail of the spectrum occurs because of the energy spread

of the electron bunch and laser pulse spectral bandwidth combined with the transverse emittance.

Electron bunch energy spread and laser pulse spectral bandwidth mean the incident electron or photon

can be lower energy than the nominal electron bunch energy, which results in lower energy scattered

photons being generated – the inverse of the high scattered photon energy tail. Whereas the transverse

emittance of the electron bunch contributes to the divergence of the scattered photons and therefore

allows lower energy photons to pass through the collimator. Hence, the two combine to create a low

energy tail.

The round beam optimisation method in Section 4.7 maximises the collimated flux, and therefore

the spectral density, in a chosen rms bandwidth. Hence, by using the variables from the chosen 0.5%

rms bandwidth optimisation the spectrum produces the maximal flux for the ICS source through the

collimator. Therefore, the ICS spectrum in Fig. 5.15 is the shape of a spectrum that can produce the

most photons in a 0.5% bandwidth from the CBETA ICS source. A collimated flux of F ICARUS
col =

1.99 × 109 ph/s is calculated via the ICARUS spectrum in a head-on interaction for the 0.5% rms

bandwidth (using RB optimisation). The head-on collimated flux (F ICARUS
col = 1.99 × 109 ph/s) must

then be adjusted for the luminosity reduction due to an angular crossing (Eq. 3.90) yielding

F ICARUS
col

RAC
=

1.99 × 109

5.56
= 3.58 × 108 ph/s,

F
analytical

col = 3.57 × 108 ph/s

where F analytical
col is the analytical collimated flux (Eq. 4.6) derived in Section 4.2. The collimated flux

of the ICARUS simulation is in good agreement with the analytical collimated flux formula (Eq. 4.6)

once the ICARUS value is adjusted by the angular crossing luminosity reduction factor (Eq. 3.90). A

small difference is expected between the two values, as the ICARUS code accounts for energy spread

of the electron bunch and spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse.

5.6 X-ray ICS Source Comparison

Many inverse Compton scattering sources, with electron beams provided by a variety of accelerator

types, have been designed and built to produce wavelengths in the x-ray regime. The CBETA ICS

source can be compared against these to evaluate the benefit of the ERL approach. Direct comparison

is difficult as different designs have different objectives – one design may prioritize maximizing flux
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while another prioritizes a narrower bandwidth. Sources may also take different approaches to the

interaction laser, as explained in Section 3.2 two schemes are possible: ‘single shot’ and ‘re-circulated

pulse’. In re-circulated laser pulse systems the laser is re-circulated in a Fabry–Perot optical cavity and

interacted many times, as in the CBETA ICS source design, with a focus on producing high flux and

average brilliance from the high repetition rate with a more modest laser pulse energy. Whereas single

shot interaction lasers only use the laser pulse a single time and typically have a lower repetition rate

and higher laser pulse energy which results in high peak brilliance and many more photons produced

from a single electron bunch–laser pulse interaction. Therefore, the specifics of the interaction laser

design add nuance to the x-ray ICS source comparison.

To collate ICS sources of interest, we arbitrarily limit our discussions to the scattered photon

energy range 1 keV (∼10 Å) < Eγ < 1 MeV (∼0.01 Å); very low flux (F < 103 ph/s) ICS sources are

neglected. A brief survey of x-ray inverse Compton sources is presented in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Comparison of existing and designed x-ray ICS sources.

ICS Accelerator Type Scattered Photon Energy (keV) Flux (ph/s)
cERL [11] ERL 6.95 2.6×107

ALICE [48, 73] ERL 21.5 9×105

MIT ICS* [292] Linac 3 - 30 3×1014

MuCLS [138] Storage Ring 15 - 35 0.443 - 1.78×1010

Tsinghua [293] Linac 51.7 1×106

ThomX* [262, 285] Storage Ring 45 - 90 1 × 1010 - 1013

BriXS* [261, 284, 294] ERL 20 - 180 1 × 1010 - 1013

CBETA* ERL 32.2, 109.7, 233.1, 402.5 3.16 - 3.21×1010

NIJI-IV [295] Storage Ring 1200 3.1×104

HIγS† [51] Storage Ring 1000 - 3000 5×107 - 5×108

* Denotes design parameters for sources which are not yet demonstrated.
† The HIγS source is capable of scattered photon energies up to 100 MeV.

Shown is the lowest energy operational setting relevant to an x-ray source discussion.

The 3rd and 4th pass ICS sources on CBETA nominally produce x-rays at 233 keV and 403 keV

respectively therefore the CBETA ICS source offers unparalleled access to the Eγ > 200 keV x-ray

regime in comparison with other surveyed ICS source. With x-ray photons of 200 keV < Eγ <

402.5 keV a series of new high energy x-ray applications, discussed in Section 5.8, are enabled. Few

other ICS sources operate within the 200 keV–1 MeV scattered photon energy range.

The highest flux x-ray ICS source demonstration is the 1.78×1010 ph/s demonstration at MuCLS

[138], which uses a small (∼ 4 m diameter) storage ring and a 70 kW average stored power Fabry-

Perot optical cavity. The CBETA ICS source design excels the MuCLS flux by a factor ∼ 2 because

of CBETA’s higher repetition rate (162.5 MHz > 64.91 MHz) and the small emittance made possible

by the ERL approach (ϵn = 0.3 mm–mrad). However, the CBETA ICS source also produces a much

smaller bandwidth due to the smaller energy spread and emittance of the ERL in comparison with

the MuCLS storage ring. The CBETA ICS source design also outclasses the cERL ICS source

demonstration – the highest flux ERL driven ICS source – in terms of flux by a factor of ∼ 1000. As
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the Fabry-Perot optical cavity for CBETA is based upon the cERL ICS source design, the difference

is mainly due to the increase in bunch charge of CBETA in comparison to cERL (32 pC > 0.355 pC)

and the smaller electron bunch spot size at the interaction point (for the baseline case). Therefore,

with a high brightness electron beam the ERL approach to an x-ray ICS source is competitive with

the storage ring approach and offers advantages in narrow bandwidth operation.

The proposed designs of the BriXS and ThomX ICS sources could achieve fluxes up to 1013 ph/s

– a factor ∼ 300 higher than those predicted for the CBETA ICS source. In the BriXS case this is

because the push-pull ERL design expects to transport a much higher bunch charge than CBETA

(32 pC < 200 pC) [261] and the average stored laser power at 750 kW [261] is a factor 75 greater

than the CBETA ICS source proposal. A 750 kW average stored power is beyond the 670 kW highest

average stored power demonstration [255] for an optical cavity. Therefore, the increase in flux of the

BriXS design is dependent on an undemonstrated optical cavity whereas the CBETA ICS source is

based upon demonstrated laser parameters.

ThomX aims to re-circulate two electron bunches in a storage ring with bunch charges ranging

from 50 pC–1 nC at a 16.6 MHz repetition rate [262], resulting in a maximum average beam current

of 33.2 mA. In comparison, the CBETA ICS source design is expected to produce an average beam

current of 5.2 mA – a factor 6.4 reduction. Therefore, the flux of the CBETA ICS source is expected

to be a factor of 6.4 less due to average beam current. However, the emittance of the ThomX storage

ring is much larger than CBETA (2–9 mm–mrad > 0.3 mm–mrad) and the ThomX electron beam spot

size is up to a factor ∼ 20 larger in both planes [262] which will reduce the average beam current flux

advantage of ThomX. The proposed large emittance also means the bandwidth of the ThomX source

will be larger than the CBETA ICS source because the emittance term of the bandwidth (Eq. 3.112),

which typically dominates the bandwidth, will be increased.

The ThomX ICS source intends to increase its flux, by increasing the bunch charge, repetition

frequency and stored laser power Pavg (in the Fabry–Perot cavity), in three steps [262]:

1. Stage 1 (F = 1010 ph/s): Q = 50 pC, Pavg = 100 kW.

2. Stage 2 (F = 1011 ph/s): Q = 100 pC, Pavg = 500 kW.

(repetition rate increased five-fold).

3. Stage 3 (F = 1013 ph/s): Q = 1 nC, Pavg = 1 MW.

A stored laser power of 1 MW has not been demonstrated, and is a factor of 100 larger than the

CBETA parameters based on the cERL demonstrated optical cavity [11]. Therefore, most of the

thousand-fold increase in flux of ThomX can be attributed to the optical cavity. However, the

ThomX collaboration have demonstrated a 383 kW average stored power cavity [290] separately

to the operation of the storage ring, which could affect stability of the optical cavity via vibration

and compromised steering of the laser beam by thermally induced stress in optics from nearby
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magnets [214]. Though the 383 kW average stored power ThomX cavity has not demonstrated ICS

photon production therefore, the demonstrated 70 kW MuCLS [138] optical cavity remains the state-

of-the-art.

5.7 Synchrotron Facility Comparison

Inverse Compton production of photons at CBETA has the ability to extend the reach of

monochromatic photon sources toward the MeV scale, as shown in Table 5.5, operating in the

high energy x-ray regime. Alternative sources of x-rays are bremsstrahlung methods (discussed in

Section 6.6), though these generate intrinsically broad-band radiation, line sources such as 137Cs

and 60Co, and synchrotron radiation. Whilst line sources provide photons on the MeV-scale, they

are not tuneable, emit isotropically and require favoured handling (constant emission). Therefore,

synchrotron radiation sources such as undulators are currently the premier method to generate

intense, narrow-band radiation tunable over a keV to MeV scale. Synchrotron radiation requires

monochromation to produce narrowband x-ray radiation [98] however, a high flux of monochromatic

radiation is still achieved – beyond the flux of bremsstrahlung sources. Hence, evaluation of the

CBETA ICS source as a source of monochromatic x-ray radiation is best attained by direct comparison

with leading synchrotron radiation sources as well as other inverse Compton scattering sources

(Section 5.6). A discussion of bremsstrahlung is consequently suspended until discussion of the

DIANA γ-ray ICS source design in Chapter 6, where the γ-ray photons (Eγ > 1 MeV) can not be

readily generated by synchrotron radiation.

Krafft and Priebe [234] proposed that the flux and brilliance offered by ICS sources is not

competitive at the photon energies accessible with 3rd generation light sources such as synchrotron

radiation facilities. Hence, recent x-ray ICS source designs are intended to compromise between

typical laboratory-scale sources, such as rotating anode tubes, and synchrotron radiation facilities in

terms of size, cost, access, availability, and x-ray quality [6]. The CBETA ICS source design provides

scope to test Krafft and Priebe’s hypothesis because it spans to the 100’s keV regime with comparable

flux to other ICS sources, as shown in Section 5.6, which allows better assessment of the utility of

ICS production at the limits of synchrotron production.

Firstly, the limitations of the synchrotron radiation approach must be characterised. The

characteristic critical photon energy for synchrotron radiation is

ϵc =
3
2
ℏcγ3

ρ
, (5.1)

which can be recast in more natural units as ϵc[keV]≃ 0.665E2
e B (for Ee, the electron kinetic energy,

given in GeV and B, the magnetic flux density of the bending magnets, in T). The highest-energy

3rd-generation light source source today is SPring-8 with Ee = 8 GeV and B ≃ 0.68 T to obtain

a critical energy ϵc ≃ 29 keV for broadband incoherent synchrotron radiation production. Storage
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rings for 3rd generation light sources, such as SPring-8, have a physical circumference exceeding

1 km therefore due to financial considerations it is unlikely that a storage ring above 8 GeV will be

built. Therefore, ∼ 30 keV is a realistic limitation on the maximum photon energy produced by the

fundamental harmonic of a 3rd generation light source.

The undulator minimum wavelength limit from a storage ring can be illustrated by setting the

undulator K-parameter to be K ∼ 1 and an undulator period λu ∼ 1 cm. This gives a magnetic field of

B0 =
mec

e
2π
λu

K ≃ 1T. (5.2)

The minimum undulator wavelength (K = 0) possible (in the fundamental harmonic of emission) is

λmin =
λu

2γ2 ≃ 0.2Å (5.3)

at the realistic electron beam energy limitation of 8 GeV (γ ∼ 15, 700), corresponding to a photon

energy of 62 keV. In practice, most hard x-ray undulators and wigglers operate up to around

100 keV photon energy by using higher harmonics, with few existing beamlines extending beyond

that. Undulator output at higher harmonics has a photon energy limited predominantly by the presence

of magnetic phase errors, and the reduction factor R in ideal flux from an rms phase error σϕ can be

modelled approximately [296] using

R = exp
(
−n2σ2

ϕ

)
, (5.4)

where n is an integer (odd) undulator harmonic number, and σϕ typically has a value of a few degrees

[297]. In practice magnetic phase errors limit undulators in operation to the n < 15 harmonics,

although there is still debate on the pessimism of the rms error in some cases [298] and around

schemes for reduction of σϕ future insertion devices [299, 300].

Hard x-ray sources presently available at the high-energy storage rings APS [39], ESRF-EBS [40],

PETRA-III [41], and SPring-8 [38], have been surveyed. The codes SPECTRA [301] and SRW [302]

are used to validate expected spectral output [96] of these synchrotron sources. For example, the flux

of the SPring-8 BL10XU beamline subject to a reasonable 5◦ rms phase error is shown in Fig. 5.16;

this is compared with sample fluxes at the source points presented by SPring-8 [38] and with the

predicted uncollimated flux in a 0.1% bandwidth (Eq. 3.89) from the CBETA ICS source design. A

0.1% bandwidth is used as a conventional performance parameter for synchrotron light source as this

characterises the narrowband portion of the radiation spectrum most exploited by users.

The predicted average brilliance of the CBETA ICS source at the nominal energies of each turn

is compared in Fig. 5.17 with a high-energy undulator (BL10XU) at SPring-8 – the world’s highest-

energy 3rd-generation synchrotron source. Because the SPring-8 BL10XU undulator is not atypical,

Fig. 5.17 is indicative of achievable brilliance from other state-of-the-art synchrotron facilities. This

statement also holds for the case of the spectral flux (Eq. 3.89) in Fig. 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of CBETA predicted uncollimated flux (here flux in a 0.1% bandwidth,
to allow comparison with conventional calculations of undulator flux) at the four discrete electron
energies given in Table 5.5 with the output from a typical high-energy undulator. The undulator
shown is the SPring-8 BL10XU insertion device [38] assuming an rms phase error of 5◦. Whilst this
undulator is not designed to deliver good output at high harmonic number, it offers a useful guide to
possible 3rd-generation source output in the 100 keV to 500 keV range. The measured flux at 30 keV
and 61 keV for this beamline is also shown [38]. We predict that CBETA flux at 402.5 keV (150 MeV
electron energy) exceeds that from 3rd-generation sources.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of CBETA predicted average brilliance at the four discrete electron energies
given in Table 5.5 with the output from a typical high-energy undulator. The undulator shown is the
SPring-8 BL10XU insertion device [38] assuming an rms phase error of 5◦. We predict that CBETA
brilliance at 402 keV (150 MeV electron kinetic energy) exceeds that from 3rd generation sources.

As proposed by Krafft and Priebe [234], storage ring synchrotron light sources produce greater

brilliance and flux at high harmonic number for photon energies up to approximately 300 keV.

However, the fundamental energy scaling of synchrotron radiation and the finite undulator magnetic

field quality means that the ICS output (flux and average brilliance) from CBETA becomes superior

beyond 300 keV. From Fig. 5.16, the measured synchrotron flux at 30 keV and 61 keV [38] is orders

of magnitude superior to that from an ICS source, but at 400 keV this is reversed. As shown in

Table 5.6 ICS sources are projected to achieve ∼ 1010–1013 ph/s quasi-independently of scattered

photon energy, so we conclude that ICS sources are generally favoured over 3rd generation light
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sources (in terms of flux and average brilliance) beyond Eγ ∼ 300 keV. Therefore, the hypothesis of

Krafft and Priebe [234] must be modified accordingly.
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Figure 5.18: On-sample measured fluxes from APS, ESRF-EBS, PETRA-III, and SPring-8 for which
information has been published [38–41]. This is compared with the predicted CBETA outputs using
(Eq. 3.89), at the 4 discrete photon energies from 32 to 402 keV, and the predicted flux obtained
by scaling the CBETA electron energy to 300 MeV (1.60 MeV photons) and 600 MeV (6.36 MeV
photons). Whilst 3rd generation sources are superior to ICS sources up to photon energies around
300 keV, no synchrotron light source produces useable flux above 400 keV.

Fig. 5.18 compares the on-sample measured fluxes from high-energy synchrotron beamlines

(>30 keV) where data is available [38–41]. Few synchrotron beamlines generate radiation above

100 keV, and above 300 keV we have shown that ICS is a superior production method. When

the demonstrated CBETA parameters are extended to higher electron energies the collimated flux

is expected to remain nearly constant because, as demonstrated in Section 5.5, flux in ICS sources

is broadly independent of electron kinetic energy. Hence we can predict the likely possible flux

for MeV-scale photons from a CBETA style ERL-based source. Two indicative electron energies

(300 MeV and 600 MeV) are included in Fig. 5.18. The fluxes at 100’s MeV, based on a

conservatively designed multi-pass ERL ICS source, highlight the potential of this approach to γ-

ray sources.

5.8 CBETA ICS Source Applications

The proposed CBETA ICS source design provides a high-flux, tuneable, quasi-monochromatic source

of x-rays, producing high peak energy photons in the 100’s keV range. Large flux (∼ 1010 ph/s) at high

energies (> 100 keV) opens up a parameter space for x-ray applications previously attainable only at

the largest synchrotrons and using substantial x-ray optics such as monochromators [98]. Section 5.7

has shown that the CBETA ICS source can achieve fluxes of 3.16 × 1010 ph/s up to 402.5 keV,

beyond that possible at synchrotron radiation facilities, therefore enabling new applications. Within

this section an overview of the potential applications of the CBETA ICS source are presented.
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Scattered photon beams produced by the CBETA ICS source could be used in important

applications such as x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray fluorescence (XRF) [303]. A

simple diagram of an x-ray resonant fluorescence experiment is shown in Fig. 5.19. Energy-sensitive

x-ray fluorescence detection can be provided by a solid-state detector coupled to a pulse-height

analyzer for quantification studies. For example, in analysis of a fission reactor’s fuel rods, the Kα

and Kβ lines for uranium (Kα1 = 98.4 keV, Kβ1 = 111.3 keV) and plutonium (Kα1 = 103.7 keV,

Kβ1 = 117.2 keV) could be probed [304]. Quantitative assays and elemental determination would

be performed through use of a low-Z reference scatterer – such as a kapton foil – to ascertain the

spectral content of the broadband incident beam via the elastic and Compton scattering into the same

detector. The detected spectrum of the ICS source would first be measured using XRF of a kapton

foil and known energy dependent photo-absorption cross sections of the kapton sample would enable

determination of the fluorescence efficiency of the detection scheme for elements of interest. The

experiment would then be repeated with a sample of interest, such as the uranium fuel rods, to provide

an XRF measurement that could be corrected from the ICS source spectrum.

Figure 5.19: Schematic of an x-ray resonant fluorescence experiment performed using an ICS source.
Electrons (blue) with momentum p1 interact with incident photons (red) with momentum ℏk1 to
scatter high energy x-rays (light green) with momentum ℏk2, which are collimated (black), and
incident upon a sample (purple) contained within shielding (grey) where fluorescent x-rays (yellow)
are generated and collected by a detector (dark green).

High energy photon production from the CBETA ICS source allows imaging of thick specimens,

with monochromatic photons, as the penetration depth of x-ray radiation increases with photon

energy. The CBETA ICS source could therefore be a prime tool to apply straightforward techniques

such as 2D shadowgraphy to more complex 3D reconstruction with tomography [305] to thick

samples (cm-scale samples are classified as thick at CHESS [306]). For example, inverse Compton

scattering x-rays have been applied to lithium battery material studies [307–309], where a higher

energy is advantageous over other spectroscopies as it allows a bulk-sensitive measurement of a

disordered system under sample conditions of temperature, magnetic field, and pressure and also

enables measurement of a sample inside a metal container, which can be penetrated by high-energy

x-rays [307]. For example, the mass attenuation coefficient µ/ρm for 304 stainless steel [310] (a

common battery housing material) at various energies is: 25.64 g/cm2 (20 keV), 0.37 g/cm2 (100 keV)
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and 0.09 g/cm2 (402.5 keV) [311] – CBETA would enable a ∼ 4 fold increase in penetration power

from a typical 100 keV synchrotron beamline. Therefore, the higher photon energies enabled by the

CBETA ICS source could extend the range of experiments conducted at existing synchrotron radiation

facilities.

Energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction (EDXRD), used to identify constituents of a poly-crystalline

or powdered sample, is another application which exploits the high flux and high energy an ICS

source. A simple schematic of an EDXRD experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.20, where the

experiment is performed for a fixed diffraction angle Υ. A high-flux source would allow for rapid

identification of the minerals in a mined ore sample, while again the high energy of the source allows

for the inspection of thick specimens. For commercial applications, the compact nature of the CBETA

ICS source is also advantageous. In EDXRD [312] one applies the non-monochromated peak to a

specimen of the material of interest, and checks for diffracted photons with an energy-sensitive solid-

state detector. From the diffracted photon energy the wavelength can be deduced, and via application

of the Bragg condition [313]

nλ = 2d sinΥ, (5.5)

where n is an integer and d the spacing between atomic planes, a combination of Miller indices

and lattice spacing of the reflecting crystalline planes is returned. Survey of many crystalline plane

reflections in a particular mineral provides constituent identification; the intensity of these Bragg

peaks provides the relative abundances of the various mineral components.

Figure 5.20: Schematic of an energy dispersive x-ray diffraction experiment performed using an ICS
source. Electrons (blue) with momentum p1 interact with incident photons (red) with momentum ℏk1
to scatter high energy x-rays (light green) with momentum ℏk2, which are collimated (black), and
incident upon a sample (purple) where x-rays (brown) are diffracted at a fixed angle Υ and collected
by a detector (dark green).

We also consider applications that would require significant beamline infrastructure in contrast

to previously discussed applications. Non-resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (NIXS) [314] could be

performed to examine the dynamic electronic response of materials. A schematic of a non-resonant

inelastic scattering experiment is shown in Fig. 5.21. The inherent high scattered photon energy and

large flux of the CBETA ICS sources allows experimentation with novel materials such as transition

metal oxides, which provide insight into high-temperature superconductor candidates [314, 315].
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Experimental test of the Mott-Hubbard model [316, 317] could also be accomplished via the

application of high photon energy NIXS to transition metal oxides [271]. The Mott-Hubbard model

is a lattice model of a solid, modelling correlated (strongly interacting) electrons in a solid via pairs

of repulsing electrons which contribute to the potential term of the Hamiltonian in the model. The

Mott-Hubbard model is useful to describe materials with open d and f shells, such as the transition

metal oxides, where narrow orbitals cause highly correlated electron behaviour unexplained by other

methods [318]. The energy resolution requirements for NIXS are severe – 1 eV out of 100 keV (a 10−5

Figure 5.21: Schematic of a non-resonant inelastic scattering experiment performed using an ICS
source. Electrons (blue) with momentum p1 interact with incident photons (red) with momentum ℏk1
to scatter high energy x-rays (light green) with momentum ℏk2, which are collimated (black), and
incident upon a sample (purple) where x-rays (yellow) are scattered at an angle 2θ and collected by
an analyser (orange) which re-directs the x-rays to a detector (dark green).

FWHM bandwidth) – though the minimum possible FWHM bandwidth of the CBETA ICS source is

2.8 × 10−3 (see Fig. 5.14). Therefore a high-energy x-ray monochromator and analyzer optics must

be developed to enable this application. A possible route to the stringent monochromator conditions

is via a synthetic multi-layer construction [319], used to provide an optimal match to x-ray beam

optics. For an implementation of the NIXS technique at the CBETA ICS source the analyzers would

be arrayed at a range of scattering angles for measurement of a comprehensive set of momentum

transfers, as the momentum transfer between the solid and the x-ray probe will vary with angle.

The pass energy – for collection in the detector – of the analyzers is fixed while the incident energy

of the photon on the sample is scanned to provide variable energy transfers with a double crystal

monochromator configuration [320, 321]. Because of sample self absorption and the weak signal set

by the small Thomson cross section [320], further reduced by monochromation requirements (the no.

photons in a 10−5 bandwidth is severely limited), the applicability of NIXS to medium to large Z

elements is limited. Performance of NIXS at an incident energy of 100 keV as proposed here would

provide an attenuation length due to photo-absorption of 100 µm. This is a factor of 25 greater [322]

than that provided at the contemporary hard NIXS facility at the Advanced Photon Source [321],

which operates with an incident energy of 10 keV when performing spectroscopy with the low energy
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transfers widely used in condensed matter studies.

5.9 Summary

In summary, the CBETA ICS source design study has shown that the ERL driven ICS source approach

is capable of delivering a high flux (Fcol = 3.68–3.57×108 ph/s) of high energy x-rays (Eγ = 32.2–

402.5 keV) within a narrow bandwidth (∆Eγ/Eγ = 0.5%). A retrofittable bypass line to the CBETA

multi-turn ERL has been designed for production of photons from 150 MeV electron bunches in

CBETA, with tunable focusing which could be extended to each of the other nominal energies of

the CBETA ERL. In comparison with other designed and demonstrated ICS sources, as shown by

Table 5.6, the CBETA ICS source is comparable in flux and extends upward the scattered photon

energy range of conventional x-ray ICS sources. The multi-turn ERL design of CBETA has been

shown to be an effective route to a multi-colour ICS source.

A prototype design of a bypass beamline to the existing CBETA ERL has been shown, which

allows for optimised operation of the ICS source at the maximum 150 MeV electron kinetic

energy. The bypass design satisfies conditions imposed by a multi-turn ERL such as path length

and R56 adjustment, whilst providing tunable focusing at the IP and adhering to reasonable magnet

specifications. Discussion is included on extension of this bypass design to a multi-colour x-ray ICS

source.

At the specified design parameters, the CBETA narrowband high energy x-ray ICS source could

facilitate a wide variety of experiments typically only available at a synchrotron light source, whilst

enabling experiments that require high energy photons such as thick specimen experimentation in

fields such as lithium battery development and nuclear waste management. Comparative studies with

synchrotron sources in Section 5.7 have demonstrated that above photon energies of ∼ 300 keV

synchrotron light source facilities are excelled by the x-ray flux available at ICS sources. An ICS

source at CBETA would increase the photon energy reach of the CHESS [270] synchrotron, with flux

unattainable at any currently demonstrated ICS source or synchrotron source.

The CBETA ICS source design has demonstrated the ability of inverse Compton scattering

sources to deliver high energy, narrow bandwidth x-ray beams at high flux. Higher energy electron

beams (Ee > 250 MeV) could extend this approach to the MeV-scale, where narrowband γ-ray

production is currently unavailable due to the broadband limitations of bremsstrahlung sources and

lack of γ-ray monochromators [120]. Comparison of the x-ray flux and bandwidth at each nominal

electron energy of the CBETA ICS source shows this remains relatively unchanged with energy, which

means similar narrow bandwidth and high flux is achievable for a γ-ray ICS source. Consequently,

the ERL driven ICS source approach is a premier candidate for narrowband γ-ray production, which

motivated further investigation of MeV-scale ICS sources in Chapter 6.
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6

DIANA Inverse Compton Scattering

Source Design

6.1 The DIANA Energy Recovery Linac and it’s Motivation

The Daresbury Industrial Accelerator for Nuclear Physics Applications (DIANA) is a proposed

applications centric 3-turn superconducting-RF ERL designed for electron-based light source

operations. Tunability of the DIANA light source (operating both an FEL and ICS source) is

paramount, enabling a variety of applications from lithography to nuclear photonics and security.

The DIANA ERL is proposed to provide a high brightness electron beam at a maximum energy of

∼1 GeV with small relative energy spread (∆Ee/Ee < 10−4) and transverse emittance (ϵn,x/y < 1 mm-

mrad), pushing the average beam current to the 10’s mA frontier – a state-of-the-art for SRF ERL

demonstrations. The project is in conceptual phase; potential configurations for the machine and its

applications are being investigated from a design choices standpoint and a user community is being

assembled, with scope across nuclear, particle, medical physics and material science.

The ERL will be designed with dual linacs (see Section 2.7.6), with an SRF linac placed in

each straight of the racetrack configuration, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The DIANA SRF linacs may

either be asymmetric, where one linac may provide greater electron energy gain than the other, or

symmetric, where the each linac provides equal energy gain, subject to a full conceptual design

process. Because DIANA is a 3-turn ERL with dual linacs, a total of 6 nominal energy electron

bunches must be transported through the ERL re-circulation beamlines in both accelerating and

decelerating configurations. A drawing of the DIANA ERL is shown in Fig. 6.1. Currently, separate

transport optics – with individual transport beamlines for both the accelerating and decelerating passes

at each electron energy – are proposed. Separate transport is selected because it offers advantages

towards a multi-colour light source facility with additional control over the optics in each pass, at the

cost of more magnets and more challenging linac entrance and exit design. A more robust analysis
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and justification of these design choices is presented in Section 6.2. Within the context of the wider

Figure 6.1: Drawing of the 3-turn DIANA ERL, utilising dual symmetric linacs (dark blue) and
separate transport – where each accelerating (solid line) and decelerating (dashed line) pass is
transported in a separate beamline. A total of 6 different energies, noted on the diagram, will be
transported by the DIANA ERL. A possible schematic for an ICS source is presented, with an IP
(green), where the counter-propagating laser (red) interacts with the electron bunch (blue) to scatter
photons (turquoise) that are collimated downstream (grey).

particle accelerator landscape, DIANA would be a national scale facility and is aligned to two projects

in particular: a proposal for the UK-XFEL [323] and as a solution for the Large Hadron–electron

Collider (LHeC) [71, 83–85]. A partial ERL solution with an ICS source is one of three suggested

accelerator solutions to a UK x-ray free electron laser presented in the UK-XFEL science case [323].

The UK-XFEL ICS source design is a precursor to the DIANA ICS source design, as a UK-XFEL

ICS source could be a potential demonstrator for the DIANA ERL. The DIANA ERL could also act as

a proof-of-principle for the LHeC ERL alongside the PERLE accelerator [76], demonstrating another

design and transport approach.

High brilliance electron beams on the GeV scale can facilitate applications such as a high-power

extreme ultraviolet (EUV) FEL [251] and a γ-ray inverse Compton scattering source [324, 325].

Tunability of the electron bunch energy of the ERL is necessary for many light source experiments

and must be central to the design philosophy of DIANA for useful operation of the ICS source and

EUV FEL.

In photo-lithography high average powers of UV radiation λ = 193 nm (the current industry

standard wavelength [326]) are required to nanopattern silicon wafers for the production of integrated

circuits. However, wavelengths below 193 nm are necessary for further miniaturisation of integrated

circuitry to keep pace with Moore’s law; every two years the density of chip transistors is doubled

[327] or alternatively, in the last 30 years the number of transistors on chips has doubled every two

years. Nanopatterning on integrated circuits must become smaller to increase the density of transistors

hence the requirement for smaller wavelengths. However, as smaller transistors are used the off-

state leakage current – current that leaks through the transistor even when turned off (static power)

[328] – increases. When transistors become small (µm-scale) off-state leakage dominates the power
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dissipation of microprocessors and Moore’s law may become infeasible with conventional technology.

Wavelengths of 13.5 nm are targeted because these offer nanopatterning to within a 10 nm

resolution [329] however, only two technologies have been identified for high average power EUV

production: laser produced plasma sources, such as the ASML NXE:3100 [326, 330], and EUV

FELs [251, 326]. FELs may offer a higher average power EUV source of around 5 kW average

EUV power [251] whereas laser produced plasma sources have demonstrated up to 125 W [326]

– a factor 40 increase in power and consequently an increased production rate. In summary, an

EUV FEL source would have far-reaching consequences for semiconductor lithography providing an

unparalleled source of 13.5 nm EUV radiation (or some harmonic thereof) [326].

A high flux, narrowband γ-ray inverse Compton scattering source driven by the DIANA ERL is

another possible application. ERL driven γ-ray ICS sources would have considerable impact upon

nuclear physics and security [50] by reducing the bandwidth of the produced γ-rays which limits

experiments currently performed at world-leading storage ring driven γ-ray ICS source facilities such

as HIγS [51]. HIγS is currently the highest energy Eγ ∼ 100 MeV and highest fluxF ∼ 109 ph/s γ-ray

source but is limited to a ∼ 2% FWHM bandwidth [51]. The focus of this thesis is on the development

of the DIANA γ-ray ICS source and its applications, as well as progress toward a conceptual design

of the DIANA ERL, hence the following chapter excludes EUV FEL developments.

A γ-ray ICS source at moderate energies (Eγ < 5 MeV) could enable applications such as

nuclear resonance fluorescence (NRF) for inspection of nuclear fuel rods, waste studies and detection

of clandestine nuclear material [247, 331] whereas higher energy photons (Eγ > 5 MeV) allow

applications such as nuclear photonics [50] and medical isotope production [332], as explained in

Section 6.7. The scattered photon energy regime of nuclear photonics lies in the ∼20 MeV regime

and above; therefore the electron bunch energy of the DIANA ERL must enable γ-ray production in

this range. However, the scattered photon energy of the DIANA ICS source could also be doubled

(Eγ ∼ 40 MeV) through use of frequency doubled lasers (see Section 3.2), such as the commonly used

2nd harmonic of a Nd:YAG (λ =532 nm) laser. A range of applications are investigated in Section 6.7

with greater consideration given to the photo-nuclear production of medical isotopes.

The designed DIANA ICS source will utilise the electron bunch provided by the ERL at

interaction points integrated directly into the transport optics, unlike the bypass design for the CBETA

ICS source in Chapter 5, to produce a multi-colour γ-ray source from the three nominal electron

bunch energies of the DIANA ERL (resulting from the three turns, Ee =362, 717, 1072 MeV). A

high average power 4-mirror Fabry-Perot optical re-circulation cavity is proposed to store a Nd:YAG

laser pulse (λ = 1064 nm) and interact the laser pulses with the electron bunches at a high repetition

rate, producing a high flux of γ-rays and taking advantage of the re-circulated electron bunch in an

ERL; a schematic of the ICS interaction is shown in Fig. 6.2. As shown in Fig. 6.1, a variable aperture

circular collimator placed 10 m from the interaction point will then select the monochromatic γ-rays

for narrowband operation (at the users bandwidth specification); taking advantage of the scattered
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Figure 6.2: Interaction of an electron bunch (blue) with an Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) pulse (red)
at a crossing angle ϕ = 5◦ at the IP (green) placed at the centre of the electron bunch final focus
system. Photons are scattered (turquoise) in a similar direction to the incident electron bunch. The
laser pulse is re-circulated many times in the 4-mirror (grey) Fabry-Perot optical cavity.

photon energy–angle correspondence (see Section 3.4). Within this chapter the DIANA ERL is

outlined and the design of the ICS interaction points, using optimisation procedures developed in

Chapter 4, is presented for narrowband (< 1% rms) γ-ray production on the MeV-scale.

6.2 The Conceptual DIANA ERL Design

The conceptual DIANA ERL is a 3-turn (6-pass) electron energy recovery linac with dual SRF linacs

(12 linac passes) in a racetrack topology, designed for light source operation (γ-ray ICS source and

EUV FEL). A maximum electron bunch energy of 1072 MeV is proposed to generate 290 MeV

photons. The DIANA ERL is designed to be CW, delivering 100 pC electron bunches at a bunch

repetition rate of 125 MHz (an average beam current of 12.5 mA). The design aims for a high electron

brightness – high average beam current with a small emittance (ϵn = 0.5 mm–mrad) – and a small

energy spread (∆Ee/Ee ∼ 10−5), crucial for high brilliance light sources. Parameters of the DIANA

ERL are shown in Table 6.1, and expanded upon for the γ-ray ICS source in Table 6.2 with a detailed

explanation of the design parameters presented in Section 6.3.1. Discussions in this section focus on

ERL design concepts and contextualising the DIANA ERL, not the justification of ERL parameters.

Design of the DIANA energy recovery linac is an ongoing project. Two of the most critical design

choices – the choice of dual linacs and separate transport – are discussed here, with reference to the

development of DIANA as a light source facility and with focus on the proposed multi-colour ICS

source. Therefore, the following sections present the design choices with reference to other similar

GeV-scale ERL projects: the PERLE ERL [76], the ER@CEBAF multi-turn ERL [78] and the ERL

FEL design by Akkermans et al [251]. Parameters of these ERL designs and the proposed DIANA

ERL design are shown in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Parameters of some proposed multi-turn GeV-scale energy recovery linac projects around
the world. ERLs such as the DIANA ERL and EUV-FEL ERL are designed for light source operation
whereas the ER@CEBAF and PERLE ERLs are designed as demonstrators for future particle collider
or fundamental nuclear physics experiments.

Parameter ER@CEBAF [78, 82] PERLE [76, 333] EUV-FEL ERL [251] DIANA Unit
No. Turns 5 3 2 3
Injection Energy, Einj 79 7 9.91 7 MeV
Max Electron kinetic energy, Ee 7080 487 748 1072 MeV
Bunch charge, eNe 0.2 500 70 100 pC
Average beam current, I 0.1 20 45.5 12.5 mA
Trans. norm. rms emittance, ϵN 3 * 6 0.4 0.5 mm-mrad
rms bunch length, ∆τ 0.09–0.12 (0.3–0.5) 3 (10) 0.9 (3) 0.9 (3) mm (ps)
Bunch frequency, fbunch 249.37 40 649.35 125 MHz
RF frequency, fRF 1497 801.58 650 750 MHz
Rel. energy spread, (∆Ee/Ee) 0.02-0.03 - 3 × 10−4 ∼ 5 × 10−5

* The normalised emittance at injection into ER@CEBAF is ϵn = 1.56 mm-mrad, however the
design parameter of Meot et al [78] is used here.

6.2.1 Dual Linacs

The DIANA design proposes dual symmetric SRF linacs which are incorporated into the ERL

racetrack, as shown in Fig. 6.1. Using dual linacs in the racetrack layout minimises the footprint

of the accelerator in comparison to a single linac design, such as the CBETA ERL in Section 5.3.1, as

the required acceleration section length can be halved. Energy recovery linacs such as PERLE [76]

and ER@CEBAF [78] achieve high energies in a more compact layout than a single linac design

primarily because of the dual linac racetrack. However, an extra two spreader sections are required

to re-combine the 3-turns (6-passes) of DIANA into a single beamline for on-axis traversal of the

second linac, then to re-split the beamlines back into the 6 different passes after the linac traversal.

Using symmetric linacs (see Section 2.7.6) would mean that the electron bunch energies transported

in the beamlines are spaced by equal successive intervals; with an energy gain per turn of 355 MeV,

the beamlines after each linac pass differ by 177.5 MeV. The regular electron beam energy intervals

between passes may mean that spreader design is more simplistic; however, an asymmetric solution

may be easier to implement – this aspect requires further study. In addition, with 6 beamlines –

required by separate transport (see Section 2.7.4) – the spreader sections would be spatially complex

with many nearby magnets and may experience cross-talk – where magnetic fields overlap – which

would be difficult to design and implement. Multi-turn separate transport spreaders have not been

demonstrated in design studies with a dual linac approach, as both CEBAF [78] and PERLE [76] are

common transport ERLs, therefore design of this section of the DIANA ERL may prove challenging.

Dual symmetric linacs mean a total of 6 different electron energies would be present in the DIANA

ERL (i.e. each turn contains two electron energies). The additional electron energies are available to

a potential light source operating on the ERL, therefore this could provide a simple route to a multi-

colour γ-ray source if an ICS source interaction point is placed after each linac pass. Fully integrated

interaction points within the DIANA design would avoid the necessity of complex bypass designs like
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those for the CBETA ICS source in Section 5.4. However, with more electron energies transported

in the ERL the transport optics must be designed to transport more electron beam energies, and are

therefore more complicated. To the author’s knowledge, dual linac multi-turn ERLs have not been

proposed for light source operations but may provide tuneable sources of electrons at a variety of

electron energies within a compact footprint that may be ideal for a multi-colour light source.

6.2.2 Separate Transport

The separate transport approach to multi-turn ERLs (see Section 2.7.4) has been utilised previously

in the ERL FEL design by Akkermans et al [251]. Therefore, separate transport is a more established

option for ERL based light sources, such as the DIANA proposal, than common transport approaches

where no current light source design study exists. Separate transport may be particularly useful

for ERL driven ICS sources as each beamline transports a single electron bunch configuration

(accelerating or decelerating) at a single energy. Therefore, varying the optics of a single beamline

in a separate transport ERL does not vary optics of other beamlines, as long as the electron bunch at

the entrance to the linac for the next pass remains unchanged. Consequently, interaction points with

variable focusing – as needed to provide narrowband optimised radiation production (see Chapter 4)

– can be integrated into this design more easily because there are less optics constraints than from

multiple electron energy transport optics.

In comparison, for a common transport ERL an ICS interaction point would have to focus both

electron bunches on the accelerating and decelerating passes to the same electron bunch spot size at

the interaction point and, as the produced spectrum of scattered photons is sensitive to the electron

bunch distribution, the bunch would have to be in an identical configuration. If these conditions

weren’t obeyed the ICS spectral output to a user would be variable. Separate transport is consequently

a more simple transport option for a multi-turn ERL light source. However, separate transport ERLs

typically use more magnets and beamline infrastructure which adds to the expense of an ERL project.

In summary, the separate transport approach to an ERL light source may provide advantages of easier

integration of ICS sources and more reproducible scattered photon production at the cost of a greater

number of accelerator magnets.

6.3 ERL ICS Source Electron Beam and Optical Cavity Laser Pulse

Parameters

6.3.1 ERL ICS Source Electron Beam Parameters

The proposed electron bunch parameters for the DIANA ERL ICS source are presented in Table 6.2.

The proposed parameters are broadly applicable to development of a high brilliance FEL though

an EUV FEL would require some adjustment to the longitudinal parameters as coherence in FELs
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demands short bunch lengths and high peak electron beam powers. However the DIANA ERL

electron bunch parameters for the ICS source would be tunable to the requirements of an EUV FEL

via compression of the electron beam (Section 2.5.3) before an undulator.

Baseline electron bunch parameters are proposed to characterise the bare, uncollimated spectrum

of the γ-ray radiation produced by the DIANA ICS source when configured solely for high flux

operation, not for narrow bandwidth. High flux operation of an ICS γ-ray source requires small

electron bunch spot sizes, therefore a small β-function at the IP in the baseline design case is specified

(β∗ = 0.2 m). Round beams at the IP for the baseline case are chosen for simplicity, and because a

round bunch is a decent approximation to electron bunches in ERLs. Constant β-functions in the

baseline case allow the effect of electron bunch energy variation in each turn to be inspected. The γ-

ray production from an ICS source is quantified by performance parameters such as the uncollimated

flux (Eq. 3.100), spectral density (Eq. 3.118), average (Eq. 3.121) and peak (Eq. 3.125) brilliance, as

calculated in Table 6.4 for the DIANA ICS source. The performance parameters can be calculated

for an uncollimated ICS source and are consequently limited to the baseline case here. Because

ICS sources, and light sources more generally, are compared via these performance parameters the

baseline case enables comparison between the proposed DIANA ICS source design and other projects,

as shown in Section 6.5, which may not be designed toward the narrowband radiation production goals

of DIANA.

The electron bunch parameters have also been optimised for narrowband operation(
∆Eγ/Eγ < 1%

)
of the ICS source using the simplex elliptical beam (EB) optimisation described

in Section 4.8, as this optimisation produces more collimated flux within the specified bandwidth of

the source (∆Eγ/Eγ = 0.5% rms) than the round beam (RB) optimisation in Section 4.7. Narrowband

optimisation provides insight on the ability of the DIANA ICS source design to provide the quasi-

monochromatic radiation most favoured by users, for example for high precision nuclear physics

experiments. Single bandwidth optimisations are specified for a narrowband 0.5% rms bandwidth,

chosen because an 0.5% rms bandwidth is comparable to the state-of-art ELI-NP-GBS [53] γ-ray

ICS source. ICS source parameter tuning curve optimisations shown later in this section (in Figs. 6.3,

6.4, 6.5), where the collimated flux–rms bandwidth results presented in Section 6.4, are extended

across the narrowband range (0–1% rms bandwidth).

The nominal electron kinetic energies of the DIANA 3-turn ERL are 362, 717, 1072 MeV with

a difference in energy per turn of 355 MeV due to acceleration or deceleration in the dual linacs;

injection is at 7 MeV. A 7 MeV injection energy is identical to the PERLE [76] ERL injection energy

and similar to demonstrated multi-turn ERL projects such as CBETA (Einj = 6 MeV) [8] and S-

DALINAC (Einj = 7.6 MeV) [334]. MeV-scale injection energies are relativistic and above transition,

which simplifies the longitudinal beam dynamics within an ERL (see Section 2.5.2). Modern photo-

injectors also operate at high average beam current within the 5–10 MeV electron energy range, such

as the world-leading Cornell photoinjector [281].
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Table 6.2: Electron beam parameters foreseen at the DIANA ICS source interaction point. Baseline
parameters assume a round transverse profile for the electron bunch whereas the optimised parameters
are the result of simplex elliptical beam optimisation. The given baseline parameters – which assume
the same β∗ at the IP – allow a comparison of flux and bandwidth at different energies. The optimised
values beneath those are designed to maximise the flux into a 0.5% rms scattered photon bandwidth
through a trade-off of β-functions of the electron bunch in each transverse plane and collimation angle.

Parameter Quantity Unit
Turn number 1 2 3
Injection Energy, Einj 7 MeV
†Electron kinetic energy, Ee 362 717 1072 MeV
Harmonic Frequency, f 125 MHz
Bunch charge, eNe 100 pC
Average beam current, I 12.5 mA
Transverse normalised rms emittance, ϵN 0.5 mm-mrad
♯rms bunch length, ∆τ 0.9 (3) mm (ps)
Bunch spacing, tb 8 ns
RF frequency, fRF 750 MHz
*Absolute energy spread, ∆Ee ∼10–50 keV
*Relative energy spread, (∆Ee/Ee) ∼ 5 × 10−5

Baseline Parameters
β-functions at the IP, β∗x/β

∗
y 0.2/0.2 0.2/0.2 0.2/0.2 m

Electron bunch spot size, σe,x/σe,y 11.87/11.87 8.44/8.44 6.90/6.90 µm
Optimised 0.5% rms Bandwidth

β-functions at the IP β∗x/β
∗
y 1.33/0.298 2.62/0.587 3.90/0.874 m

Electron bunch spot size, σe,x/σe,y 30.62/14.49 30.54/14.46 30.48/14.43 µm
Collimation Angle, θcol 0.180 0.091 0.061 mrad

♯ Based on the EUV FEL parameters [251]
* Estimated values.
† Electron beam energies to accomplish Emax

γ = 20 MeV γ-rays.
Electron energy variation per turn ∆Eturn = 355 MeV.

A maximum electron energy of 1072 MeV is selected as – with a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) –

this allows production of 20 MeV γ-rays. A 1072 MeV maximum energy also reflects the limitations

imposed upon the ERL by both physical size and coherent synchrotron radiation losses. For example,

assuming a 20 MV/m accelerating electric field [335], symmetric linacs and an 80% filling factor (the

same as CBETA [7]) ∼11 m long linacs are required, and an accelerator circumference of ∼100’s m

is expected (subject to full design study). The nominal energies of the previous turns are fixed at

362 MeV and 717 MeV due to the 355 MeV energy gain per turn. However, the first turn electron

energy (Ee = 362 MeV) is advantageous because scattered photon energies of 1.5–3 MeV applicable

to nuclear resonance fluorescence experiments [247, 336] can be produced.

An RF frequency of 750 MHz is proposed because this is typical of state-of-the-art SRF, where

stable CW acceleration is available in the 600–800 MHz range [337], and studies for the LHeC

ERL configuration have proposed similar RF frequencies ( fRF = 802.5 MHz) [71]; operation of

DIANA SRF cavities at 802 MHz would allow DIANA to benefit from cavity developments at

PERLE [76], eRHIC, ESS and design efforts toward the LHeC [338]. For example, a Jefferson
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Laboratory prototype single cell SRF cavity has achieved accelerating gradient of Eacc = 25 MV/m at

a 748.5 MHz RF frequency [339], which would satisfy the DIANA ERL design parameters. Whilst

higher gradients are currently available from high frequency cavities, such as the 1.3 GHz cavity used

in EUXFEL, with a higher 27.7 MV/m usable accelerating gradient [340], a lower frequency cavity is

chosen because of the requirement for less cryogenic power, the smaller number of cells per module

(of similar length) at lower RF frequency is preferred with regard to trapped modes and the lower-

frequency structures reduce beam-loading effects and transverse wake fields [338]. However, a full

study of the ideal cavity frequency for DIANA would be required.

The proposed bunch repetition frequency of DIANA is 125 MHz, 1/6th of the RF frequency

because DIANA is a CW ERL with a total of 6 linac passes and 6 simultaneously circulating electron

bunches. The electron bunch repetition rate is also fixed by the requirement that the laser pulse and

electron bunch must interact at the same rate, therefore the Fabry-Perot optical cavity must have

an identical repetition frequency (or some harmonic thereof) for interaction of each electron bunch

with a laser pulse. The ideal repetition frequency of both systems is 125 MHz (an optical cavity

path length of 2.4 m) because of the laser pulse optical re-circulation cavity limitations mentioned in

Section 6.3.2.

Modern photo-injectors are capable of delivering bunch charges into the 100’s pC range [76, 87]

– for example the Cornell photoinjector demonstrated a 100 pC electron bunch with a transverse

emittance of ϵnx
(
ϵny

)
= 0.37 (0.39) mm–mrad [281]. Consequently, a 100 pC bunch charge is

selected for DIANA which, with a 125 MHz bunch repetition frequency, corresponds to a 12.5 mA

average beam current. A small transverse emittance of ϵn = 0.5 mm–mrad is also proposed for the

DIANA ERL because this is well within the state-of-the-art of the demonstrated Cornell photoinjector.

A previous design study for an EUV FEL using a 750 MeV multi-turn electron ERL with a

100 pC bunch charge and similar transverse normalised emittance by Akkermans et al [251] shows

that transport of the DIANA bunch charge and small normalised emittance is feasible. Bunch charges

in ERLs on the 10’s pC-scale have been demonstrated, such as the JLab FEL, where energy recovery

with 60 pC electron bunches [62] was achieved. The average power of the DIANA electron beam

is 13.4 MW, a factor of 2.23 larger than the electron beam power in the CBETA ERL proposal

as described in Chapter 5, and similar to the PERLE proposal [76]. However, average current is

limited by collective effects such as coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) and beam break-up (BBU)

instabilities arising during transport in the ERL. Beam break-up studies for the CBETA ERL have

demonstrated that an average beam current threshold of up to 40 mA is possible within the CBETA

ERL [191] and similarly a 10’s mA threshold would be expected for DIANA. An increase in coherent

synchrotron radiation production is expected for DIANA relative to CBETA because the bunch charge

(number of electrons) is larger which increases the CSR power emitted (PCSR ∝ N2
e ) and the electron

beam energy is larger (1072 MeV > 150 MeV) causing a large increase in emitted power (PCSR ∝ γ
4).

Therefore, more in depth studies – beyond the scope of this thesis – are required to validate the
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proposed parameters.

Short rms bunch lengths (durations) of σz = 0.9 mm (3 ps) predicted for DIANA are based upon

the ERL EUV FEL design by Akkermans et al [251] because of similarities in the separate transport

design for DIANA. However, a short electron bunch duration is only desirable for an ICS source

interaction if the time duration of the radiation is critical for applications. This is dissimilar to FEL

operation where a short bunch length is required for coherence and a high peak beam current. The

scattered photon duration of ICS sources also depends on the laser pulse duration, so electron bunch

lengths much shorter than the laser pulse duration in the Fabry-Perot optical cavity are not beneficial.

A 3 ps electron bunch duration is of similar scale to the 10’s ps pulse durations demonstrated in Fabry-

Perot optical cavities and a short bunch duration ensures minimal geometric luminosity reduction,

because the reduction in laser pulse–electron bunch overlap in the interaction is not substantially

reduced (see Section 3.6.3). .

A small electron bunch energy spread is necessary for the production of narrowband radiation

from an ICS source (∆Eγ/Eγ ∝ ∆Ee/Ee), therefore it is necessary to minimise the energy spread

of the electron bunch for light source operations. The electron bunch energy spread proposed for

DIANA in Table 6.2 (∆Ee ∼ 10 keV) is based upon the 6 keV uncorrelated electron energy spread

that is readily demonstrated at the EuXFEL [341] for a 250 pC electron bunch.

The three DIANA ICS sources at each turn energy (Ee = 362, 717, 1072 MeV) have been

optimised for a 0.5% rms bandwidth using the two optimisation methods: round beam (RB) and

simplex elliptical beam (EB) outlined in Chapter 4. The optimised electron beam interaction

parameters and collimation parameters resulting from the 0.5% rms bandwidth optimisations are

shown in Table 6.2, which provide a snapshot of a potential DIANA ICS source in a narrowband

configuration. However, the focus here is on the parameter space (collimation angle θcol and βx/y-

functions in each plane) tuning curve optimisations in the narrowband range (0 ≤ ∆Eγ/Eγ ≤ 1%) used

to map the tunability required in the electron bunch final focus and γ-ray collimation systems. Laser

pulse parameters remain unchanged from Table 6.3. Parameter space tuning curves are produced

for each of the three nominal electron energies of the DIANA ERL, as shown in Figs. 6.3, 6.4, 6.5.

Parameter space tuning curves correspond to the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves in

Fig. 6.6, shown in Section 6.4.

The top plots of parameter space tuning curves of the DIANA ICS source at an electron bunch

energy of Ee = 362 MeV in Fig. 6.3 show the β-functions at the IP in each plane against the required

collimation angle, for each of the two optimisation methods considered. The β∗x–θcol tuning curve

shows that the elliptical beam optimisations maintain a similar shape to the benchmarking elliptical

beam optimisations in Section 4.8. However, the simplex EB and RB optimisations have a relative

offset in the parameter space tuning curves because of the non-zero crossing angle and the gradient

of the tuning curve is less severe because the β∗x-functions are increased to increase the overlap of the

electron bunch and laser pulse. Small collimation angle (large β∗-function) positions in the tuning
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Figure 6.3: DIANA 362 MeV 1st turn ICS source optimisations, comparing the simplex elliptical
beam optimisation (blue) with the round beam method (black). Top Left: parameter space tuning
curves of the interaction β-function in the x plane and collimation angle. Top Right: parameter
space tuning curve of the interaction β-function in the y plane and collimation angle. Bottom Left:
interaction point x and y plane β-function parameter space tuning curves. Elliptical electron bunches
are favoured at the IP, with a larger horizontal beam size because of the laser pulse–electron bunch
crossing angle in the horizontal x plane.

curve relate to the narrowest bandwidth solutions whereas the large collimation angle (small β∗-

function) tuning curve positions relate to larger bandwidths in the range. Maximising collimation

angle and minimising β-functions in each plane is optimal for collimated flux (Eq. 4.6) in opposition to

the requirements of a narrow bandwidth (small collimation angle, large β-functions) which is limited

by the emittance (Eq. 3.112) and collimation (Eq. 3.109) terms of the bandwidth (Eq. 3.108). The βy–

θcol EB and RB tuning curves are in better agreement than the βx–θcol tuning curves, where the simplex

elliptical beam tuning curve appears to be offset relative to the RB tuning curve. We conclude that

the large variation of the elliptical beam optimisation in comparison to the round beam optimisation

in the horizontal x plane must be due to the angular crossing, which is the only difference between

the x and y planes. Parameter space tuning curves in Fig. 6.3 of the β-functions at the IP in each

plane (β∗x–β∗y) show that (as the transverse emittance is identical in each plane) a larger electron bunch

spot size in the x-plane than the y-plane is optimal because the βx functions are larger than the βy

functions. As the transverse emittance is identical in each plane (ϵnx = ϵny), the optimum electron

bunch is transversely elliptical and therefore for the DIANA ICS source elliptical beam optimisations

are justified.

The 717 MeV parameter space tuning curves in Fig. 6.4 shows similar properties to the parameter
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Figure 6.4: DIANA 717 MeV 2nd turn ICS source parameter space tuning curves, comparing
the simplex elliptical beam optimisation (blue) to the round beam optimisation (black). Top Left:
parameter space tuning curves of the interaction β-function in the x plane and collimation angle. Top
Right: parameter space tuning curves of the interaction β-function in the y plane and collimation
angle. Bottom Left: interaction point x and y plane β-function parameter space tuning curves. Again,
elliptical electron bunches are favoured at the IP, with a larger horizontal beam size because of the
laser pulse–electron bunch crossing angle in the horizontal x plane.

space of the 362 MeV tuning curve in Fig. 6.3. However, the collimation angles decrease in

comparison to the 362 MeV tuning curve because θ ∝ 1/γ. The bandwidth (Eq. 3.108) is dependent

on the acceptance angle (Ψ = γθ), therefore the bandwidth does not decrease with increasing

electron energy and the concomitant scattering angle reduction. Again, larger horizontal β-functions

are favoured in comparison to the vertical interaction β-functions (βx > βy) in the elliptical beam

optimisation because of the 5◦ crossing angle in the x–z plane. Hence, the elliptical beam optimisation

results are selected because these produce more collimated flux as shown in Fig. 6.6.

Fig. 6.5 shows the parameter space tuning curves corresponding to the optimal collimated flux–

rms bandwidth tuning curves for 1072 MeV (in Fig. 6.6) in the range 0–1% rms bandwidth. The

parameter space tuning curves (βx/y–θcol) are similar to those at the 362 MeV and 717 MeV electron

energies however, the collimation angles of the solutions are again smaller θ ∝ 1/γ. Elliptical beam

solutions again are favoured (i.e. produce maximal collimated flux, see Fig. 6.6), as shown in the

βx–βy plot, with βx > βy resulting in an elliptical electron bunch spot at the IP. Within the βx–θcol

plot, there are some simplex EB optimisation points which do not correspond to the overall tuning

curve trend, these points appear to be closer to the RB solution and could occur when the simplex

optimisation has failed to converge.
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Figure 6.5: DIANA 1072 MeV 3rd turn ICS source optimisations, comparing the elliptical beam
simplex optimisation (blue) with the round beam optimisation (black). Top Left: parameter space
tuning curves of the interaction β-function in the x plane and collimation angle. Top Right: parameter
space tuning curves of the interaction β-function in the y plane and collimation angle. Bottom Left:
interaction point x and y plane β-function parameter space tuning curves. Elliptical electron beams
with β∗x > β

∗
y are optimal because of the 5◦ crossing angle in the x–z plane.

Overall, for the parameter space tuning curves in Figs. 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, the EB tuning curves deviate

from the RB tuning curves at each nominal electron bunch energy (362, 717, 1072 MeV) where

elliptical electron bunch spots at the IP are optimal. Hence, solutions from the EB optimisation

increase the collimated flux of the DIANA ICS source and are the correct optimisation method.

Collimation angle also appears to vary with energy; collimation angles decrease with increasing

electron energy because θ ∝ 1/γ, as explained in Section 3.5.

6.3.2 Optical Cavity and Laser Pulse Parameters

A Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) is proposed for the DIANA ICS source which is re-circulated using

a 4-mirror Fabry-Perot optical cavity with a 5◦ crossing angle between the electron bunch and laser

pulse, as shown in Fig. 6.2. A re-circulated laser pulse scheme (see Section 3.2), where a 100 µJ

laser pulse makes many round trips of an optical cavity is selected to take advantage of the 125 MHz

repetition rate available from the DIANA ERL electron beam. The operation of an ICS source with a

Fabry-Perot optical cavity is explained in Section 3.2.

As noted in Section 3.2, the average laser power of the re-circulated scheme is larger than

the ‘single shot’ approach, and higher average laser power corresponds to a high-flux ICS source.
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However, the peak power of the laser pulse in the re-circulated pulse scheme is reduced. Main

applications of a γ-ray ICS source, such as nuclear resonance fluorescence and medical isotope

production, require high average power γ-ray beams not high peak powers therefore the re-circulated

scheme is selected. As in the CBETA ICS source design in Chapter 5, the cERL Fabry-Perot

cavity [11] is used as the model cavity design for the DIANA ICS source and a full optical cavity

design is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Envisioned parameters of the laser pulse provided by a Nd:YAG (λ = 1064 nm) laser and a four

mirror Fabry-Perot optical cavity are shown in Table 6.3. As noted in Section 3.2, a 4-mirror cavity

is selected over a 2-mirror design for improved stability of operation and better focal properties.

Following the example of the CBETA ICS source in Chapter 5, an Nd:YAG laser is selected for its

relatively short pulse duration (tlaser = 10 ps), though longer than femtosecond scale Ti:Sa lasers,

narrow spectral bandwidth and because the incident photon energy (EL = 1.17 eV) is sufficient to

produce 20 MeV γ-rays from GeV-scale electron bunches.

Table 6.3: Nd:YAG Gaussian laser pulse parameters at the DIANA ICS source IP. The interacted
laser pulse is produced via a Nd:YAG infrared laser and re-circulated in a bow-tie Fabry-Perot optical
cavity, as shown in Fig. 6.2.

Parameter Quantity Unit
Wavelength, λlaser 1064 nm
Photon energy, Elaser 1.17 eV
Pulse energy, Epulse 100 µJ
Number of photons, Nlaser 5.34×1014

Repetition rate, f 125 MHz
Spot size at the IP, σlaser 25 µm
Crossing angle, ϕ 5 deg
Pulse length, τlaser 10 ps
Spectral bandwidth (rms), ∆Elaser/Elaser 6.57 × 10−4

A crossing angle of 5◦ is chosen to prevent the scattered γ-rays and the electron bunches from

hitting cavity mirrors. Head-on interactions are possible using chicane interaction regions that can

introduce (remove) the electron bunch to (from) the IP within the mirror spacing (as used in MuCLS

[138]) or via mirrors with holes, both described in more detail Section 3.2.2, but these reduce the

stored laser power available to ICS sources and are not selected for the DIANA ICS source. A crossing

angle within a 2–12◦ range is reasonable for integration of cavity mirrors [210] whilst providing a

high flux. A 5◦ crossing angle is also proposed because it has been demonstrated with the cERL ICS

source [11] Fabry-Perot optical cavity used in an ERL, though this angular crossing will reduce the

flux of the ICS source (Eq. 3.90).

The 125 MHz repetition frequency results in a cavity path length of 2.4 m for a single stored

laser pulse, which is tolerable for misalignment errors [211], and within the same scale as the 9.2 m

MuCLS optical re-circulation cavity [138]. The minimum path length limitation of a Fabry-Perot

optical cavity is due to mirror heating, which results in thermoelastic deformation of the optical
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cavity mirrors causing a loss of stability of the optical cavity [218]. A further discussion of repetition

rate is included in Section 3.2.

A rms spot size (radius) on the order of 10’s µm is common in ICS sources [5, 261, 262]; for

example the laser pulse spot size achieved at cERL ICS source is σL ≈ 20 − 30 µm [11], which

is similar to the parameters proposed here for the DIANA ICS source. The laser waist size of the

DIANA ICS source is within the state-of-the-art and smaller waists are difficult to achieve because of

astigmatism in mirrors [211], and because the laser pulse spot size at the cavity mirrors σw increases

as the laser spot size at the waist σL decreases by σw = σL

√
1 + z

zR
, where z is the waist to mirror

distance and zR is the Rayleigh range (Eq. 3.31).

These laser pulse parameters are based upon the demonstration of the Fabry-Perot optical cavity

in the cERL ICS experiment [11], however they have been modified for a reduced 125 MHz repetition

rate with an increased pulse energy of 100 µJ, resulting in an average stored power of 12.5 kW re-

circulated in the optical cavity. Therefore, the stored power of the Fabry-Perot cavity in the DIANA

ICS source is increased relative to the 10 kW CBETA ICS source design in Table 5.4, which increases

the flux of scattered photons produced from the DIANA ICS source. The increased laser pulse power

is within the MuCLS demonstration of 70 kW [138] and the DIANA optical re-circulation cavity

also has an average stored laser power a factor of ∼ 50 lower than the 670 kW average stored power

demonstrated by Carstens et al [255] at 250 MHz. Therefore, the laser pulse energy and repetition

rate (average stored laser power) appear to be feasible and are based on previously demonstrated

parameters for ICS sources.

The rms wavelength spread of the proposed incident laser pulse (based on commercial Nd:YAG

lasers [204]) is small (∆λ = 0.7 nm) [287] resulting in a small spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse

∆EL/EL = 6.57 × 10−4. Small spectral bandwidth is necessary to give a narrowband ICS source

as the bandwidth of the scattered radiation (Eq. 3.108) is dependent upon the spectral bandwidth.

Comparatively, other lasers have a larger spectral bandwidth (see Section 3.2) therefore the Nd:YAG

laser is practical for development of a narrowband ICS source.

6.4 ICS Source Spectral Output

The anticipated spectral output of the DIANA ICS source is shown in Table 6.4 using the electron

bunch and laser pulse parameters specified in Tables 6.2, 6.3. The spectral output parameters are

shown for both the 0.5% rms bandwidth optimised configuration, using the simplex EB method of

Section 4.8, and the baseline configuration that has small electron bunch spot sizes and constant β-

functions at the IP (βx/y = 0.2 m). The average and peak brilliance, spectral density and uncollimated

flux have been calculated for the baseline case. The collimated flux can only be calculated for the

0.5% rms bandwidth optimised configuration because the baseline case is used to define the full,

uncollimated radiation spectrum. All calculation methods are outlined in Chapter 3.
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Table 6.4: Anticipated photon output for each of the three nominal electron beam energies (at each
turn) in DIANA, assuming a 5◦ crossing angle. The recoil parameter is small (X < 0.02) even at
1072 MeV. The collimated flux has been optimised for a 0.5% rms bandwidth using the EB simplex
optimisation (see Section 4.8) and the baseline case achieves β∗ = 0.2 m at the IP for each electron
energy.

Electron Kinetic Energy (MeV)
362 717 1072

γ-ray peak energy 2.33 9.06 20.11 MeV
Baseline

Source size (x/y) 10.72/10.72 8.00/8.00 6.65/6.65 µm
Uncollimated flux 5.77×1010 6.02×1010 6.08×1010 ph/s
Spectral density 2.48×105 6.65×104 3.03×104 ph/s eV
Average brilliance 5.64×1012 2.05×1013 4.45×1013 ph/s mm2mrad2 0.1% bw
Peak brilliance* 4.44×1018 1.62×1019 3.50×1019 ph/s mm2 mrad2 0.1% bw

0.5% rms bandwidth
Source Size (x/y) 19.36/12.54 19.35/12.52 19.33/12.50 µm
Collimated flux 1.30×109 1.29×109 1.29×109 ph/s 0.5% bw

Table 6.4 shows that the DIANA ICS source is capable of producing γ-rays up to 20.11 MeV

(Ee = 1072 MeV), with the first two turns (Ee = 362, 717 MeV) producing 2.33 and 9.06 MeV

γ-rays respectively. The crossing angle (ϕ = 5◦) of the ICS interaction in DIANA reduces the

maximum scattered photon energy from 20.14 MeV to 20.11 MeV – a small ∼ 30 keV reduction.

Depending on the tunability of the electron bunch or variation of the scattering angle sampled (due to

the energy–angle correspondence), scattered photon energies from 1–20.11 MeV may be accessible,

i.e. steplessly variable tuning.

World-leading uncollimated flux, spectral density and average brilliance are available from the

DIANA ICS source due to the interaction of a high brightness (small emittance, high bunch charge)

electron beam with a re-circulated laser pulse at high repetition rate. For example, the maximum flux

of HIγS [51], the current highest flux γ-ray ICS source, is F = 5×108 ph/s, a factor of ∼ 120 smaller

than the maximum flux of the DIANA ICS source. A full comparison of the DIANA ICS source to

other designed and operated ICS sources on the MeV-scale in terms of scattered photon energies and

flux is presented in Section 6.5.

Flux reduces by 5.1% from the 1072 MeV to the 362 MeV electron energy because of the increase

in the electron bunch spot size at lower energies. The increase in the recoil parameter (Eq. 3.25)

decreases the flux negligibly. The variation with energy of average and peak brilliance is due to the

Lorentz transformation causingB ∝ γ2 as shown in (Eq. 3.123). Spectral density (Eq. 3.118) deceases

with increasing electron beam energy as the spectral density is the flux per unit scattered photon

energy and the scattered photon energy (Eq. 3.50) is double Doppler shifted, yielding a S ∝ 1/γ2

dependence.

Calculation of the flux, spectral density and (average and peak) brilliance of the DIANA ICS

source all take into account the geometric luminosity reduction caused by the reduction in laser pulse–
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electron bunch overlap from an angular crossing and the hourglass effect, where the spot size of the

diverging electron bunch and laser pulse varies throughout the interaction. Both effects are further

explained in Section 3.6.3. The 5◦ crossing angle imposed on the interaction and the divergence of

the electron bunch and laser pulse cause a factor of ∼ 10 reduction (RACHG = 0.094 (Eq. 3.96)) in the

luminosity of the interaction. The hourglass effect is suppressed in the DIANA ICS source because

the angular crossing results in a small overlap between the electron bunch and laser pulse and within

the reduced overlap the electron bunch and laser pulse diverge negligibly.

Peak brilliance of the DIANA ICS source is reduced in the DIANA ICS source in comparison

to other proposed ICS sources [342] with Bpk > 1020 ph/s mm2–mrad2 0.1% BW because DIANA

favours average brilliance over peak brilliance, which is more useful for the applications listed in

Section 6.7. The modest peak brilliance of DIANA is due to the low energy of the interacted laser

pulse (Epulse = 100 µJ) and the moderate picosecond durations of the laser pulse (τL = 10 ps)

and electron bunch (τe = 3 ps). High peak brilliance ICS sources, such as the original ELI-NP-GBS

design [52], typically target femtosecond electron bunch and laser pulse lengths with Joule-scale laser

pulse energies with the ‘single shot’ ICS source approach. However, a high repetition rate enables

DIANA to produce a high average brilliance of up to Bavg = 4.45 × 1013 ph/s mm2–mrad2 0.1% BW.

The three nominal electron energy (Ee = 362, 717, 1072 MeV) DIANA ICS sources have

been optimised for a 0.5% rms bandwidth using the elliptical beam simplex optimisation method,

described in Chapter 4, because this optimisation method delivers a higher collimated flux than the RB

optimisation. The optimised electron beam interaction β-functions and collimation angles resulting

from the 0.5% rms bandwidth optimisation are shown in Table 6.2 and the collimated flux is calculated

using these parameters.

The DIANA ICS source is expected to deliver a collimated flux of 1.30×109 ph/s in a 0.5% rms

bandwidth. The increase in collimated flux due to the decreased electron spot size (with increasing

electron energy σe ∝ 1/γ) observed in the baseline case (see Table 6.4) is not observed for the

optimised case. The collimated flux is independent of energy because the recoil effect is negligible.

The RB optimisation (see Section 4.7) for the 1072 MeV electron bunch energy predicts a collimated

flux of 1.24×109 ph/s in comparison to the 1.30×109 ph/s for the EB simplex optimisation, therefore

a small gain in collimated flux of ∼ 5% is achieved via EB optimisation; similar differences are

achieved for the other nominal electron energies. At a collimator placed 10 m downstream of the

interaction point the spot size (radius) of the radiation, produced in a 0.5% rms bandwidth with the

1072 MeV electron bunch, is 0.61 mm and therefore DIANA could produce a small spot (pencil

beam) of γ-rays for experimental use. A small γ-ray spot is useful experimentally for imaging small

samples or for example detecting small features in nuclear waste canisters with nuclear resonance

fluorescence [247].

To further characterise narrowband operation of the DIANA ICS sources a series of optimised

tuning curves are produced at each nominal electron energy of DIANA, using the optimisation
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methods in Chapter 4, to show the maximum collimated flux as a function of bandwidth within

a narrow bandwidth (< 1% rms BW). For these optimisations, the laser pulse parameters remain

unchanged from Table 6.3 and only the β-functions at the IP in each plane and the collimation

angle are varied. The collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves in the narrowband range

(0 < ∆Eγ/Eγ ≤ 1%) are shown in Fig. 6.6, with the corresponding parameter space tuning curves

previously presented in Figs. 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and discussed in Section 6.3.1.
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Figure 6.6: Collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves for the two optimisations methods: round
beam (RB BF, black) and elliptical beam simplex (EB Simplex, blue) in Sections 4.7, 4.8 for the three
nominal electron bunch energies (Ee = 362, 717, 1072 MeV) of the DIANA ICS source. Top Left:
362 MeV electron bunch. Top Right: 717 MeV electron bunch. Bottom Left: 1072 MeV electron
bunch. All solutions below the tuning curves are possible.

Fig. 6.6 shows that the collimated flux–rms bandwidth tuning curves are near identical for each

electron beam energy (362, 717, 1072 MeV) because the collimated flux and bandwidth are near-

independent of electron bunch energy; small variation in the tuning curves is observed because of

differing recoil parameters, which reduces the collimated flux by reducing the cross section (Eq. 3.68).

For example the recoil parameter (Eq. 3.25) of the 362 MeV electron beam (head-on, backscattering)

is X362 MeV = 6.51 × 10−3 whereas for the 1072 MeV the recoil parameter is X1072 MeV = 0.0193. As

explained for the 0.5% rms bandwidth optimisations in Table 6.4, spot size reduction with energy –

a factor in flux variation with energy in the baseline case – is not relevant here as the β-functions at

the IP are allowed to vary. A small increase in collimated flux is observed for the EB optimisations

in comparison to the RB optimisations; however, the increase is small (∼ 5%) as a round beam

approximation is a good approximation for an ERL due to the small emittance and β-functions at the

IP. The difference in collimated flux between the EB and RB optimisations increases with increasing

rms bandwidth – at a 1% bandwidth the collimated flux from a EB optimisation is increased by 7%
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whereas at 0.2% bandwidth the increase is around 2%.

A collimated flux of up to Fcol ≈ 2.7 × 109 ph/s can be produced by DIANA in a narrow

(∆Eγ/Eγ < 1%) bandwidth (practically independent of electron bunch energy). The minimum

achievable bandwidth (the cut-off bandwidth in Fig. 6.6) in each of the three nominal electron

energy tuning curves is identical; the low bandwidth limit (Eq. 4.29) is imposed by the energy

spread of the electron bunch (∆Ee/Ee = 5 × 10−5) and the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse

(∆EL/EL = 6.57 × 10−4) and is given by

(
∆Eγ

Eγ

)
min
≈

√[(
2 + X
1 + X

)
∆Ee

Ee

]2

+

[(
1

1 + X

)
∆EL

EL

]2

.

For example, the minimum bandwidth of the 1072 MeV nominal electron energy ICS source is(
∆Eγ/Eγ

)
min
≈ 6 × 10−4 which is approximately the low bandwidth cut-off in all of the plots in

Fig. 6.6.

The three nominal electron energy ICS sources driven by the proposed DIANA 3-turn ERL have

been characterised by spectrum plots within a 0.5% rms bandwidth for a single electron bunch–laser

pulse interaction, using the ICARUS code as described in Chapter 4. ICARUS has been benchmarked

against the semi-analytical ICS spectrum code ICCS3D [4, 31] for both the CBETA ICS source in

Section 5.5 and a series of test cases in Section 4.4. The optimised parameters from the simplex

EB optimisation, as shown in Table 6.2, are used to produce the spectra of the DIANA ICS source.

A head-on (ϕ = 0) interaction is modelled, therefore the Compton edge scattered photon energies

(Eq. 3.54) – the scattered photon energy at peak spectral density – are higher than the γ-ray peak

energies shown in Table 6.4. For example the scattered photon energy is increased by 30 keV for the

DIANA 1072 MeV electron bunch. Since a head-on interaction is modelled, the reduction in spectral

density (flux) by the angular crossing (Eq. 3.90) is also neglected, which has a value of RAC = 0.143

for the optimised 1072 MeV electron beam. The electron bunch and laser pulse are also modelled

as Gaussian distributions, with emittance and energy spread (laser pulse and electron bunch) effects

accounted for. Spectra for the DIANA ICS sources at 0.5% rms bandwidth are shown in Fig. 6.7.

The spectra of the DIANA ICS source at each of the three nominal energies (Ee =

362, 717, 1072 MeV) are similar in shape; they differ significantly in both spectral density and

scattered photon energy. The Compton edge (Eq. 3.54) is defined as the energy of the scattered

photons originating from backscattered incident photons and this coincides with the peak spectral

density of the spectra. The scattered photon energies (Eq. 3.50) vary due to Eγ ∝ γ
2 and the scattered

photon energies at the Compton edge (Eq. 3.54) of the spectrum agree with the calculated values

in Table 6.4. Scattered photon energies above the Compton edge (Eq. 3.54) are produced because

electrons and incident laser photons exist with energies above the mean electron bunch energy – a

high scattered photon energy tail. A section of the total ICS interaction spectrum is selected by the

collimator (in this case the 0.5% rms bandwidth section), therefore the scattered photon energies with
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Figure 6.7: Predicted spectra (spectral density–scattered photon energy) of 1064 nm incident photons
interacting head-on (ϕ = 0) with each of the three nominal energy (362, 717, 1072 MeV) electron
bunches in DIANA; this spectrum was generated using the ICARUS code. Top Left: 362 MeV
electron bunch–laser pulse interaction spectrum, with peak energy Eγ = 2.33 MeV and an angular
crossing luminosity reduction factor (Eq. 3.90) RAC = 0.143. Top Right: 717 MeV electron bunch–
laser pulse interaction spectrum, with peak energy Eγ = 9.07 MeV and an angular crossing luminosity
reduction factor RAC = 0.143. Bottom Left: 1072 MeV electron bunch–laser pulse interaction
spectrum, with peak energy Eγ = 20.13 MeV and an angular crossing luminosity reduction factor
RAC = 0.142. The scattered photon energy at the maximum spectral density corresponds to the
Compton edge energy (Eq. 3.54), where the incident photons are backscattered (θ = 0).

scattering angles beyond the collimation angle are removed. For example, for the 1072 MeV electron

bunch scattered photons with scattering angles larger than the θcol = 0.061 mrad collimation angle are

collimated, corresponding to Eγ = 19.8 MeV. However, a low scattered photon energy tail consisting

of scattered photons Eγ < 19.8 MeV is observed. The low scattered photon energy tail occurs due to

interactions with electrons with lower energies than the mean and because the scattered photons are

not emitted from a point source – the electron bunch has a finite emittance which allows photons to

pass through the collimator with scattering angles larger than the collimation angle.

The peak spectral density of the DIANA ICS sources in the spectrum is decreased at larger

electron bunch energies as S ∝ 1/γ2 (Eq. 3.118) – the spectral density is the flux per unit scattered

photon energy and there is a γ2 dependence in the scattered photon energy (Eq. 3.50). The spectra

in Fig. 6.7 are not smooth because of oscillatory integration errors within the ICARUS code (see

Section 4.4).

The collimated flux resulting from yield calculations of the ICARUS spectra at each nominal

electron energy (for 0.5% rms bandwidth), including angular crossing luminosity reduction (RAC ≈
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0.14), are

F 362 MeV
col = 1.31 × 109 ph/s

F 717 MeV
col = 1.30 × 109 ph/s

F 1072 MeV
col = 1.29 × 109 ph/s

which are in close agreement with the collimated fluxes calculated analytically (Eq. 4.6) in Table 6.4.

Small variations are expected between the analytical collimated flux and the collimated flux calculated

from ICARUS spectra as the analytical calculation does not account for energy spread of the electron

bunch or laser pulse spectral bandwidth. As the energy spread of the electron bunch and spectral

bandwidth of the laser pulse are small we see good agreement between the analytical and ICARUS

calculations.

6.5 Gamma-ray ICS Source Comparison

Inverse Compton scattering sources for production of γ-rays have been designed and demonstrated

worldwide and comparison of these against the DIANA ICS source is indicative of the benefits of

the ERL driven ICS source approach. Varying types of accelerators and incident photon sources have

been trialed for γ-ray ICS sources. For example, the HIγS source uses radiation produced from a

free electron laser as the incident photon source to achieve production of photons with energies up

to 100 MeV [51]. ICS sources may also have different design goals; for example, ICS sources may

be designed for high peak brilliance, which requires high flux per shot and short pulse duration (e.g.

10’s fs), for destructive inspection of samples. Some sources may favour the high peak brilliance

approach of a ‘single shot’ design whereas some favour the ‘re-circulated pulse’ approach leading

to high average brilliance used for time-averaged measurements e.g. nuclear resonance fluorescence

studies. The two main conventional laser ICS source approaches are detailed in Section 3.2. The

most relevant γ-ray ICS facilities for comparison to the DIANA ICS source are those producing γ-ray

radiation with scattered photon energies on the MeV-scale (Eγ > 1 MeV); a selection of these ICS

sources are given in Table 6.5.

The DIANA ICS source is designed to produce γ-rays across a wide range of scattered photon

energies (Eγ = 2.33–20.11 MeV), and will be designed to be steplessly variable – any scattered photon

energy in this range will be accessible – via adjustment of the electron bunch energy. The tunability

proposed for the DIANA ICS source matches the tunability of the ELI-NP-VEGA system [53, 54],

with a similar scattered photon energy range. Other ICS sources such as NewSUBARU and HIγS are

capable of producing γ-rays up to 40 MeV and 100 MeV respectively, extending the utility of those

sources into the nuclear photonics regime [50]. High-energy photon production (Eγ ∼ 10’s MeV) is

possible at NewSUBARU and HIγS because of two approaches: the use of frequency doubled lasers
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Table 6.5: Comparison of existing and proposed γ-ray ICS sources.

ICS Source Accelerator Type Scattered Photon Energy (MeV) Flux (ph/s)
DIANA* ERL 2.33–20.11 5.77–6.08×1010

NIJI-IV [295] Storage Ring 1.2 3.1×104

VIGAS*[343, 344] Linac 0.2–4.8 1–4×108

ELI-NP-GBS*[52] Linac 0.2–19.5 3.9 × 109

ELI-NP VEGA*[53, 54] Storage Ring 1–19.5 1×1011

NewSUBARU [253] Storage Ring 5–40 3 × 107

Pan et al CBS*[254] Storage Ring 4–10 0.14–3.87×1012

Super-ACO [345] Storage Ring 33.4 5 × 106

HIγS [51] Storage Ring 1–100 5×107–5×108

* Design parameters for sources which are not yet demonstrated.

at short wavelengths (for example a 2nd harmonic Nd:YAG laser at λ = 532 nm) or using short-

wavelength radiation from an FEL. The former approach is implementable within the current design

of the DIANA ICS sources and is a suitable topic for further study, but use of frequency doubled lasers

in Fabry-Perot optical cavities poses additional challenges in attaining high average stored laser power

(see Section 3.2).

γ-ray ICS sources designed or demonstrated are yet to utilise the ERL approach, and in-depth

consideration of an ERL as the driver of an inverse Compton scattering source for production of γ-

rays is limited. Predominantly, ICS γ-ray production is driven by storage rings, with existing ICS

sources, such as NewSUBARU [253] and HIγS [51] utilising existing synchrotron facilities. The

European flagship ELI-NP γ-ray source plans to utilise the Lyncean Technologies variable energy

gamma-ray (VEGA) system [53, 54] – a storage ring system instead of the previous ELI-NP-GBS [52]

linac system, therefore planned next generation ICS sources still use storage ring approach. Storage

ring sources are favoured because of the high flux available due to re-circulation of the electron

bunch and laser pulse leading to a much higher interaction rate. However, as demonstrated in the

DIANA ICS source design, re-circulation from ERL driven ICS sources can match the high flux

operation of storage ring driven ICS sources. The predicted flux of the DIANA ICS source is similar

to leading storage ring designs such as ELI-NP VEGA and the CBS [254] in Table 6.5. Therefore, the

ERL driven ICS source approach deserves further scrutiny, as multi-turn ERLs such as the proposed

PERLE [76] and CEBAF [78] ERLs can offer the necessary higher electron energies (Ee > 250 MeV)

and ERLs in general may offer more brilliant electron beams [16] for development of a high flux,

narrowband γ-ray source.

DIANA is competitive with other world-leading ICS source designs, such as those by Pan et

al [254] and the ELI-NP-VEGA collaboration [53, 54]. The DIANA ICS source flux of 6.08×1010ph/s

is bested by both the Compton Back-scattering Source (CBS) by Pan et al [254], with a factor of 2

larger laser pulse energy, and the ELI-NP-VEGA source, where a high average stored laser power

cavity (beyond the average stored power in the DIANA design) is expected to be used. Head-on

(ϕ = 0) interactions are also assumed in the highest flux sources (ELI-NP-VEGA and CBS); the
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implementation of these are not adequately explained as it is unclear whether the Fabry-Perot optical

cavities in each design will have the electron bunches enter within the cavity (via a dipole bend

contained in the cavity) or by using holes in the optical cavity mirrors. Both pose issues for optical

cavity development as explained in Section 3.2. In the Pan et al CBS design [254] the hourglass

effect (Eq. 3.92) has been neglected, and this would be non-negligible because the electron bunch and

laser pulse are both of considerable length (σz,e = 110 mm, σz,L = 6 mm) resulting in an hourglass

effect luminosity reduction factor (Eq. 3.92) of RHG = 0.66 (a 34% reduction in luminosity). In

summary, the DIANA ICS source is capable of similar flux performance as the ELI-NP-VEGA and

CBS sources, with an angular crossing IP arrangement and demonstrated laser parameters.

Whilst the ERL approach has been shown to be competitive in terms of flux, an ERL driven

ICS source may also be more advantageous in achieving a narrow bandwidth and a large collimated

flux. However, comparing the bandwidth and the collimated flux per bandwidth is difficult as

these parameters (or parameters suitable to calculate them) are often omitted in the literature.

Narrow bandwidth is necessary for nuclear physics experiments in the γ-ray regime, for example for

determining nuclear material composition of mixed isotopic wastes by nuclear resonance fluorescence

[247], where isotopic signatures may lie close to one another, or for exploiting narrow resonances

(Pygmy, Giant Dipole etc.) in nuclear photonics [50].

Storage ring driven ICS sources can suffer from large bandwidth due to large energy spread and

emittance of the electron bunch; for example with an intrinsic electron energy spread of ∼ 0.1% [346],

the minimum possible bandwidth of the HIγS ICS source is limited to 0.2% by this factor alone. In

ICS sources the limiting factor on a narrow bandwidth is often due to emittance and divergence

effects, therefore large equilibrium emittances in storage rings (such as the large natural emittance

(ϵx = 350 nm–rad) in HIγS [51]) lead to large divergence terms in the bandwidth (Eq. 3.112). For

example, the large electron bunch energy spread and high emittance of the HIγS source limits the

produced γ-ray beam to a 2.5–3.5% FWHM bandwidth [51]. However, certain storage ring operation

modes such as non-equilibrum rings [169, 347] and low emittance designs such as the CBS [254] may

avoid poor bandwidth, at the cost of a reduction in average electron beam current and consequently

γ-ray flux. Within an ERL both the electron bunch energy spread and large divergence (emittance)

limitations are avoided; for example the DIANA ICS source is capable of a ∆Ee/Ee ∼ 10−5 electron

bunch energy spread and a small emittance ϵnx = 0.5 mm–mrad (ϵx = 0.24 nm–rad, Ee = 1072 MeV).

6.6 Bremsstrahlung Source Comparison

Bremsstrahlung (braking radiation) is a process that occurs when a charged particle (here electrons) is

incident upon a solid target; the electron traverses the target (convertor) with kinetic energy Ee and is

attracted to the positively charged nuclei of the target such that the trajectory of the incident electron

is bent and the charged particle is accelerated. The accelerated charge radiates isotropically in it’s rest
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frame (like a Hertzian dipole, as explained in Section 3.1) and this radiation is consequently directed

into an angular cone of scattering angle θ = 1/γ in the lab frame due to the Lorentz transformation.

The interaction of the incident electron with the nucleus results in the electron losing an amount

of kinetic energy Ek. Energy must be conserved and therefore photons with varying energies Eγ,

are emitted totalling the kinetic energy Ek lost by the incident electron. A simple schematic of the

bremsstrahlung process with a single emitted photon is shown in Fig. 6.8. For example, consider a

50 MeV electron bunch bombarding a tungsten (Z = 74) target – at the extremes of the bremsstrahlung

process the trajectory of electrons within the bunch may be bent by the target such that all the kinetic

energy of the electron is lost and a photon of energy Eγ = 50 MeV is produced or the electrons may

traverse the target with an unchanged trajectory where no photon is produced Eγ = 0. The maximum

photon energy is given by the Duane–Hunt law [119]

Ee = Eγ,max = h fmax =
hc
λmin

, (6.1)

which is a statement of conservation of energy within the bremsstrahlung process. Depending on the

proximity of the electron to the nucleus and the corresponding Coulomb force acting on the passing

electron, the electron can be accelerated by a varying amount and therefore bremsstrahlung generates

a continuous spectrum of photon energies within the range 0 ≤ Eγ ≤ Ee.

Figure 6.8: Diagram of the bremsstrahlung process where an electron (blue) with momentum p1 is
bent from its original trajectory by the Coulomb attraction of a nearby nucleus (red), the momentum
of the electron is modified p2 and a photon (green) is generated with momentum ℏk, with energy
equal to the kinetic energy reduction of the electron.

The differential cross section of the bremsstrahlung interaction as a function of generated photon
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energy per unit mec2, k for a thin target is given by Bethe [118, 348] as

dσ
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=
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 , (6.2)

where Z is the atomic number of the target (convertor) element, E0 is the energy of the incident

electron per unit mec2, E is the energy of the outgoing electron per unit mec2, the impact parameter b

is given by

b =
2E0EZ1/3

111k
, (6.3)

and the constant M (0) [349] is given by the function

1
M (y)

=

(
k

2E0E

)2

+

(
Z1/3

111
(
y2 + 1

) )2

, (6.4)

when y = 0. The total cross section of the bremsstrahlung interaction, following the results of Koch

and Motz [118], is therefore

σ =
4Z2r2

e

137

[
ln

(
183Z−1/3

)
+

1
18

]
. (6.5)

For example, for a tungsten (Z = 74) target, the total cross section of the bremsstrahlung reaction is

σ = 4.87 × 10−27 m2, a factor ∼ 73 larger than the Thomson cross section.

Integrating the differential cross section (Eq. 6.2) with respect to the generated photon energy k

gives the bremsstrahlung cross section for photon production within the energy range kmax ≥ k ≥ kmin

σ (k) =
∫ kmax

kmin

dσ
dk

dk. (6.6)

The flux of bremsstrahlung photons generated in an energy range kmax ≥ k ≥ kmin by a

bremsstrahlung source is given by

F = σ (k)L, (6.7)

and L is the luminosity of a fixed target interaction – where a relativistically moving electron beam

is incident on a stationary target – which is given by Herr and Muratori [236] as

L = ρTτΦ, (6.8)

where Φ is the flux of electrons incident on the target, τ is the thickness of the target and ρT is the

number density of target atoms. The number density of target atoms is given by

ρT =
ρNA

M
, (6.9)
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where ρ is the density of the bremsstrahlung target, NA is Avogadro’s constant and A is the atomic

weight of the target isotope. Therefore, F ∝ ρT and using a target with a high number density of

atoms, for example tungsten, increases the flux of a bremsstrahlung source

Hence, we define the intensity of a bremsstrahlung source as

I = ρT
dσ
dk
, (6.10)

where the intensity of the bremsstrahlung source is quoted in units of number of photons

per unit electron per generated photon energy in MeV per mm of target (convertor) thickness

(ph/(e− MeV mm)). Similarly, the spectral density of the bremsstrahlung interaction is defined as

S =
dσ
dk
L, (6.11)

and is quoted in units of the number of photons per unit electron energy in MeV per second

(ph/(MeVs)).

The differential and total cross sections in (Eq. 6.2) make several approximations such as the Born

approximation, that an approximate screening potential is used, that the angle of the initial momentum

of the electron θ0 is approximated as θ0 ≲ Z1/3/111E0 and that the generated photon, incident and

outgoing electron are all ultra-relativistic (k, E0, E ≫ mec2). The Born approximation requires the

initial and final velocities of the electron to satisfy the equations

2πZ
137β

≪ 1,
2πZ

137β0
≪ 1, (6.12)

where β and β0 are the Lorentz speed factors of the outgoing and incident electron. Screening occurs

when electrons of the atom limit the attractive Coulomb force of the nucleus and the screening

potential is of the form (Ze/r) exp (−r/a) [349] with r the distance from the interaction (in terms

of the Compton wavelength o = ℏ/mec) and a the angle of the generated photon with respect to the

incident electron beam.

The Born approximation (Eq. 6.12) for an ultra-relativistic incident electron (β0 ∼ 1) is only valid

for low-Z isotopes up to Z = 22. Most isotopes selected for bremsstrahlung targets have high-Z as

explained later in this section, for example tungsten (Z = 74) is a common bremsstrahlung target

material. However, when the Born approximation breaks down, for example at high-Z, the accuracy

of the bremsstrahlung cross section is still reasonable [118] and an overestimation of the cross section

on the order of 10% is predicted [350]. The accuracy of the differential cross section (Eq. 6.2) beyond

the breakdown of the Born approximation (Eq. 6.12) is demonstrated in Fig. 6.9 via a comparison

between the intensity resulting from (Eq. 6.10) and the results of a GEANT4 [351] simulation for a

tungsten (Z = 74) target at several ultra-relativistic incident photon energies.

GEANT4 uses the more sophisticated Seltzer–Berger bremsstrahlung model [352, 353] to
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Figure 6.9: Bremsstrahlung generated photon intensity spectra as a function of generated photon
energy for several incident photon energies and target materials. Left: Analytical bremsstrahlung
generated photon intensity (Eq. 6.10) (line) and GEANT4 simulated generated photon intensity
(point) spectra as a function of generated photon energy for several incident electron energies: 20
(blue), 30 (green), 50 (red) and 100 MeV (purple) for a tungsten (Z = 74) target beyond the
breakdown of the Born approximation (Eq. 6.12). Agreement between GEANT4 and analytical
models becomes worse with increasing incident electron energy. Right: Analytical bremsstrahlung
generated photon intensity (Eq. 6.10) spectrum as a function of generated photon energy assuming
a 100 MeV incident electron for several target materials: tungsten (purple), palladium (red), copper
(green), aluminum (blue).

calculate the bremsstrahlung spectrum which differs from (Eq. 6.2) because bremsstrahlung radiation

that is generated while the atomic nucleus is screened by the electrons is accounted for more

rigorously. The GEANT4 bremsstrahlung simulation [351] also includes re-absorption of generated

photons, resulting in a reduction in photons produced from thick targets, and the energy loss of the

electrons as they penetrate the target material, which reduces the number of high energy photons

(E0 ∼ k) produced. GEANT4 is a Monte Carlo code, which uses the angular double differential cross

section by Tsai (Eq. 3.80 Tsai) [354, 355] as the initial Monte Carlo generator. A description of Monte

Carlo codes is presented in Section 4.5.1. Overall, GEANT4 provides a more accurate prediction of

the bremsstrahlung spectrum than the simple differential cross section (Eq. 6.2) used here.

The bremsstrahlung generated photon intensity spectra produced in Fig. 6.9 show that a

continuous spectrum is produced with photon energies up to a cut-off of k = E0 which corresponds

to the Duane-Hunt law (Eq. 6.1) where all of the kinetic energy of the incident electron is transferred

to the generated photon. The intensity of the generated photon spectrum is largest for the lowest

energy photons and decreases with increasing photon energy with a sharp cut-off near the energy of

the incident electron (k ∼ E0).

The differential cross section for bremsstrahlung generation of photons (Eq. 6.2) shows that

approximately dσ/dk ∝ Z2, therefore the target (convertor) must be selected with a high atomic

number to maximise the number of photons produced. Fig. 6.9 shows that the highest Z material

plotted (tungsten) produces the largest intensity of generated photons. Tungsten (Z = 74) is a

commonly chosen material because it has high-Z and therefore a large cross section, a high melting

point of 3695 K as well as a moderate thermal conductivity κ = 174 Wm−1K−1. A high thermal

conductivity and melting point are advantageous because bremsstrahlung targets are heated by the
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incident electron beam so a high melting point allows for a large incident electron beam power without

affecting the target and a high thermal conductivity allows for the heat to be dissipated effectively.

The number of photons generated is also dependent upon the thickness of the target material as

shown in Fig. 6.10 where the bremsstrahlung intensity spectrum is simulated using GEANT4 [351] for

a 50 MeV electron beam incident upon a tungsten target of various thicknesses. From the luminosity

(Eq. 6.8) it would be expected that the number of photons increases with the thickness of the target

(L ∝ τ) however, this ignores effects such as the re-absorption of the generated photons within a

thick sample. Instead, in Fig. 6.10 we find that there is an optimum target thickness of ∼ 4 mm where

the most photons (∼ 0.5 photons in the energy range 10–20 MeV per electron) are generated by the

bremsstrahlung interaction. This is consistent with the comparative intensity against target thickness

plot in Fig. 6.10 which shows a 5 mm thick tungsten target produces the most photons.
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Figure 6.10: Left: GEANT4 bremsstrahlung generated photon intensity spectrum as a function of
generated photon energy for 50 MeV electrons incident on a tungsten target of varying thickness:
0.1 (purple), 0.5 (cyan), 1.0 (red), 2.0 (green), 5.0 (orange), 10.0 mm (blue). A total of 100k
macroparticles (primaries) are used in the simulation. The ’roughness‘ of the curves is not physical,
it is a result of insufficient macroparticles used in the simulation. Intensity of generated photons
increases until τ = 5 mm where re-absorption of generated photons in a thicker target decreases
the intensity. Right: Summed intensity from 10–20 MeV of the GEANT4 generated photon
bremsstrahlung spectrum as a function of simulated target thickness for a 50 MeV electron incident
upon a tungsten target. Intensity of generated photons increases until a peak of τ = 4 mm where
re-absorption of photons decreases intensity.

Bremsstrahlung sources are typically more simple to construct than ICS sources since an

electron beam is incident on a stationary target not a counter-propagating laser pulse and therefore

bremsstrahlung sources are consequently cheaper. As bremsstrahlung generates photons with

energies up to maximum kinetic energy of the particle bunch incident on the target due to the

Duane-Hunt Law (Eq. 6.1), MeV-scale photons are available with much lower electron energies.

For example, 1 MeV γ-rays can be produced by inverse Compton scattering via an interaction of

an Nd:YAG (λ = 1064 nm) incident laser and a ∼ 235 MeV electron bunch in comparison to a

bremsstrahlung source where 1 MeV γ-rays are readily available from a 5–10 MeV electron bunch

incident on a tungsten target. Therefore, MeV-scale photons from a bremsstrahlung source can be

produced by a small accelerator using only a converter target and an electron accelerator [356],
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whereas a larger electron accelerator is required for an ICS source generating similar photon energies.

However, unlike the ICS process there is no inherent photon energy–angle correspondence in

bremsstrahlung sources – photons of varying energy travel in the same direction – therefore energies

of photons can not be simply selected by a collimator. In bremsstrahlung sources photon energy

selection is not readily achievable; the spectrum may be narrowed by attenuating the bremsstrahlung

photons through a material as lower energy photons would be attenuated to a greater extent than the

higher energy photons, but some would still remain and the attenuation would distort the spectrum

overall and reduce the photon flux. Therefore, attenuation of the spectrum is a poor way of obtaining

a monochromatic photon spectrum. Unavoidably bremsstrahlung γ-ray sources produce photons with

a broad energy range, as shown in Fig. 6.9, that delivers an unnecessary off-energy γ-ray dose to a

sample which can interfere with the signature to be detected [357]. Broadband radiation reduces

the signal-to-noise ratio of the investigated process, consequently monoenergetic sources allow the

sensitivity of a experiment to be improved [128].

To compare the DIANA ICS source with a common bremsstrahlung source we consider a 1 mA

electron beam from an electron linac with a maximum electron beam energy of 50 MeV, similar to the

demonstrated 0.85 mA ELBE linac [358], is incident on a 1 mm thick tungsten (Z = 74) target. The

resultant spectrum in terms of spectral density (Eq. 6.11) at a current of 1 mA is given in Fig. 6.11.

The DIANA ICS source spectrum at Eγ = 20 MeV is selected as a comparison and the spectrum in

Fig. 6.7 has been scaled by the 12.5 mA current of the DIANA ERL for conversion from a single

electron bunch–laser pulse interaction spectrum to the ICS interaction spectrum per second.
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Figure 6.11: Left: Analytical generated photon bremsstrahlung spectrum for 50 MeV electrons at
an average beam current of 1 mA incident upon a 1 mm thick tungsten target (convertor). The full
spectrum (red) and portion of the spectral density covering an identical energy range to the DIANA
ICS source spectrum (blue) are shown. Right: DIANA ICS source scattered photon produced using
ICARUS for the interaction of a 1072 MeV electron beam with a 12.5 mA average beam current and
a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) for a head-on interaction. This spectrum is scaled from the single
interaction spectrum in Fig. 6.7 for the photons generated from the DIANA ICS source within one
second.

The 1 mA, 50 MeV bremsstrahlung source produces a total flux of F = 4.15 × 1015 ph/s, which

is much larger than the total flux (F = 6.08 × 1010 ph/s) of the DIANA ICS source configured

for Eγ = 20.11 MeV because the bremsstrahlung cross section is much larger than the ICS cross
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section (σZ=74 ∼ 73σT ) and the number density of nuclei present in the tungsten target (ρt = 6.31 ×

1028 atoms/m3) is much larger (a factor ∼ 220) than the number density of photons in the laser pulse

(ρL = 2.85 × 1026 ph/m3). The average power of the photons generated by the bremsstrahlung source

is P = 5.17 kW, ∼ 10% of the electron beam power, with a mean photon energy of Eγ = 7.78 MeV.

The number of photons produced within the 0.5% rms BW scattered photon energy range of

the DIANA ICS spectrum (19.44 MeV ≤ Eγ ≤ 20.16 MeV) is 1.29 × 109 ph/s, as shown in

Table 6.4. However, the bremsstrahlung source over the same generated photon energy range

(19.44 MeV ≤ Eγ ≤ 20.16 MeV) produces 2.79×1013 ph/s with an average generated photon power of

88.5 W. The bremsstrahlung source produces a factor ∼ 104 increase in the flux in comparison to the

DIANA ICS source for the same energy range (19.44 MeV ≤ Eγ ≤ 20.16 MeV). Therefore, we can

conclude that conventional bremsstrahlung sources exceed ICS sources in terms of flux. However,

bremsstrahlung sources are inherently broadband with a continuous spectrum and do not allow for

photons of particular energies to be selected unlike ICS sources and γ-rays with narrow bandwidths

are required by a variety of experiments, as discussed in Section 6.7.

Laser plasma wakefield accelerators [146, 147], have also been considered for compact (small

accelerator footprint) bremsstrahlung generation of γ-rays [359, 360]. A discussion of laser wakefield

acceleration is not included here, but a discussion is presented by Esarey et al [147]. Cipiccia et

al [359] used a Ti:Sa laser (λ = 800 nm) with pulse energy 2.5–3.5 J and laser pulse duration 60–

80 fs FWHM to generate 20–25 pC electron bunches with energies in the range 200–400 MeV and

an rms energy spread of 8%. The 20–25 pC electron bunches were incident upon a 2 cm aluminium

(Z = 13) target generating 1×109 bremsstrahlung photons with photon energies up to ∼ 220 MeV and

a mean energy of 10 MeV. The photon flux of the experiment by Cipiccia et al [359] is representative

of most LWFA bremsstrahlung source experiments. A photon flux of 1 × 109 ph/s is a factor of ∼ 61

smaller than the flux of the DIANA ICS source in Table 6.4, therefore LWFA bremsstrahlung sources

are incapable of the high flux of conventional sources such as the 1 mA electron linac bremsstrahlung

source and the proposed DIANA ICS source. The high flux in a narrow bandwidth (F0.5% = 1.30 ×

109 ph/s, 0.5% rms bandwidth) achievable from DIANA is far beyond what is available at LWFA

bremsstrahlung sources.

6.7 DIANA ICS Source Applications

A series of ICS sources driven by DIANA would enable a broad range of experiments within nuclear

photonics [50, 361] and nuclear physics more broadly, such as nuclear resonance fluorescence (NRF),

transmutation of waste, nuclear forensics and security, as well as fundamental nuclear physics such

as photonuclear cross section measurements [362]. More broadly, experiments can be performed

in fields such as high energy astrophysics, high energy physics and fundamental tests of quantum

mechanics, as well as medical isotope production. The DIANA ICS source, with spectral output
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parameters shown in Table 6.4, offers high flux and a narrow bandwidth which are required for

experimentation in these areas, and allows for greater measurement precision than previous sources,

as discussed in Sections 6.5 and 6.6. The preliminary examination of applications for the DIANA

ICS source has focused upon nuclear resonance fluorescence, transmutation of radioactive wastes

and photonuclear medical isotope production – areas in which a high average brilliance, narrowband

γ-ray source can excel.

6.7.1 Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence

Nuclear resonance fluorescence is a process first described by Schiff [363], with first experiments

performed by Hayward and Fuller [364]. In NRF a nucleus of an atom resonantly absorbs a γ-

ray, exciting the nucleus to a higher energy level excited state; the nucleus subsequently decays via

emission of a γ-ray to a lower energy state i.e. a (γ, γ′) reaction. Applied to a bulk sample, with a beam

of γ-rays, the energy of the γ-rays emitted is characteristic of the particular isotope and excited state

that is being resonantly excited, therefore NRF is applicable to isotopic determination of samples.

Nuclear resonance fluorescence is the nuclear (isotopic) analog of x-ray resonance fluorescence

(as described in Section 5.8) used for atomic (elemental) discrimination of samples because of the

uniqueness of nuclear decays. There are also numerous uses for NRF within nuclear spectroscopy;

specific uses and measurement methods are explained later in this section.

First we consider the use of nuclear resonance fluorescence to identify individual transitions in the

nucleus and hence identify a constitutent isotope. The intrinsic resonance width of an excited state in

the nucleus is of the order meV to eV, and is further broadened to several eV by Doppler broadening

[247], which occurs due to the thermal motion of the nuclei in the target material. Therefore, direct

probing of just the resonance width would require a γ-ray beam probe with energy spread on the

order of several electronvolts which, with resonances excited on the MeV-scale, would require a

bandwidth on the order of ∆Eγ/Eγ = 10−6. Production of γ-rays with bandwidth on the 10−6 scale has

only been demonstrated using γ-rays from radioactive sources, which lack the required flux for short

timescale measurements. However, a single nuclear resonance may be probed if the energy spread

of the γ-ray pulse is smaller than the energy variation between its nearest-neighbour resonances.

For example, consider the three lowest (and closest in excitation energy) measured excited states

of uranium-238, where resonances can be excited with 2.176 MeV, 2.209 MeV and 2.245 MeV

γ-rays respectively [336]. A γ-ray beam probe may excite just the 2.209 MeV resonance if the γ-

ray has a central energy of 2.209 MeV and the total energy spread of the γ-ray beam is less than

∆Eγ = 33 keV (a FWHM value of 25.9 keV) and therefore the FWHM bandwidth of the γ-ray beam

must be ∆Eγ/Eγ = 0.0117 i.e. a 1.17% FWHM (0.5% rms) bandwidth. In mixtures of radioisotopes,

such as in unknown nuclear waste repositories, the analysis becomes more complex with more and

unknown resonances present. Hence, to probe single nuclear resonances a narrow bandwidth radiation

source such as an ICS source is required.
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A schematic diagram of a simple NRF experiment to measure an individual resonance utilising

an ICS source is shown in Fig. 6.12. A typical setup of an NRF experiment using a γ-ray ICS source

Figure 6.12: Diagram of a simple nuclear resonance fluorescence experiment to discriminate isotopes
using a γ-ray beam (turquoise) generated by an ICS source. A relativistic electron bunch (blue) of
momentum p1 is interacted with an incident photon pulse (red) of momentum ℏk1 to scatter a γ-
ray photon beam of momentum ℏk2, which is collimated (black) for narrow bandwidth and passed
through a shielded (grey) sample (purple). For transmission measurements the γ-ray beam is detected
by a downstream on-axis detector, after photons are absorbed by the sample at the resonant excitation
energies. Direct measurements are conducted by sampling the γ-rays emitted from the sample from
the de-excited states by an off-axis detector.

is as follows: the scattered γ-ray beam with the photon energy targeted to a specific resonance is

collimated to select a narrow bandwidth, and then is incident upon a sample (the isotope of interest,

a mixture of isotopes or a compound containing the isotope). The incident photons are resonantly

absorbed by the nucleus, which is excited from the ground state to an excited state; the excited state

then decays emitting γ-rays which are then detected. Comparison of the γ-ray decay energies to

reference spectra can then provide identification of the constituents of the sample; by scanning initial

γ-ray energy the nuclear levels of the sample can be mapped.

Measurements of samples via NRF can be conducted using two methods: transmission and direct,

as shown in Fig. 6.12. Direct measurement involves a detector placed at an angle off-axis from the

initial γ-ray beam, and measures the emitted γ-rays from the decaying excited states. Sample material

can be identified with the use of reference isotopes, or reference spectra and quantification of the

material is achieved similarly via comparison of the intensity of the emitted γ-rays with reference

material [247]. Transmission measurements place the detector on-axis, measuring the incident γ-rays

that pass through the sample, γ-rays with energies at the excitation energies of the sample nuclei

are absorbed, leaving notches in the measured spectrum. The energies of the notches allow for

identification of the state and the depth of the notches, in comparison to reference material, allows for

quantification of the intensities of the signal [127]. Transmission measurements are typically quicker

as the full absorption of γ-rays is measured whereas in a direct measurement only a smaller solid

angle of the emitted photons are collected, so only part of the emission (and therefore absorption)
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is measured. However, transmission measurements aren’t sensitive to the angular distribution of the

emitted radiation.

More complex nuclear spectroscopy measurements can be achieved using NRF, to illustrate we

describe the parity measurement of 138Ba by Pietralla et al [365], which was the first example of

a high precision nuclear resonance fluorescence spectroscopy experiment performed at HIγS. For

this experiment 425–470 MeV electron bunches were transported in the Duke storage ring where

they traversed the OK-4 resonator FEL (see Section 1.2.3) to generate λ = 670 nm (EL = 1.86 eV)

photons which are interacted with the next consecutive electron bunch in a head-on (ϕ = 0) geometry.

This inverse Compton scattering interaction resulted in the initial FEL photons being scattered to

energies of 5–6 MeV. A total flux of 1.6× 108 ph/s of scattered 5–6 MeV photons is achieved, which

is collimated to a ∼ 3.2% FWHM bandwidth. The scattered photons are fully linearly polarised in the

horizontal direction because the OK-4 FEL used for HIγS is a vertical planar undulator; the electrons

oscillate horizontally in the vertical magnetic field therefore the polarisation direction matches the

horizontal acceleration.

The quasi-monochromatic linear polarised γ-ray beam at 5–6 MeV scattered photon energy has

been chosen to excite the 138Ba nucleus from the Jπ = 0+ ground state, where J is the spin quantum

number and π is the parity, to the 1π state to investigate the unknown parity of the nuclear levels in

the 5–6 MeV energy range. From the 1π state the nucleus decays back to the ground state 0+ and

produces a photon γ′ that can be observed, hence the (γ, γ′) NRF reaction. Two possible transitions

can take place

0+ → 1+ → 0+,
(
M1 Magnetic Dipole

)
,

0+ → 1− → 0+,
(
E1 Electric Dipole

)
, (6.13)

where the parity of the excited state is varied π = ±1; a ground state to 1+ transition is known as

an M1 magnetic dipole transition whereas a ground state to 1− transition is known as an E1 electric

dipole transition. The angular distribution of the γ′ photons emitted from the decay from the excited

state to the ground states differs based on the parity, as explained in more detail by Zilges et al [366].

If a horizontally polarised incident γ-ray beam exciting a 1− state (E1 electric dipole) in the nucleus

from the ground state 0+ (with subsequent decay to the ground state) we would expect to see the γ′

decay γ-rays emitted in the vertical direction whereas for the M1 transition the decay γ-rays would

be produced horizontally. The expected angular distributions from these dipole transitions are shown

in Fig. 6.13. Hence, the parity and therefore the nature of the dipole excitation from a nucleus with

a 0+ ground state can be sensitively measured by observing the resonance scattering distribution (the

γ′ distribution) with an array of detectors. In the case of the 138Ba nucleus, Herzberg et al [367]

predicted a parity of π = 1 for the dipole excitations (M1 magnetic dipole) of interest in the 5–6 MeV

range, though this experiment did not provide an adequate level of significance. However, in the
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Figure 6.13: Schematic detector positions and angular distributions of E1 (blue) and M1 (red) decay
transitions of an excited 1+ state to the 0+ ground state are shown in terms of the azimuthal angle
about the direction of the incident γ-ray beam (consistent with co-ordinate system in Fig. 3.8). The
horizontal linear polarization of the incident γ-ray beam is shown by black arrows.Reproduced from
Ide et al [42].

HIγS experiment described here, Pietralla et al [365] observed decay γ-rays in the vertical direction

and concluded that these were E1 electric dipole transitions, unlike the results of Herzberg et al.

This experiment demonstrates the applicability of ICS sources toward nuclear spectroscopy as the

Herzberg et al experiment was conducted using a bremsstrahlung source, where linear polarisation

of the γ-ray beam is more difficult to achieve than in ICS source where the polarisation is decided

by the laser. Linear polarisation of a bremsstrahlung source is dependent on numerous variables

such as the initial electron energies, generated photon energies and the emission angle of the

photons [368]. Whilst tagging of bremsstrahlung photons (see Zigles et al [366]) can alleviate

some of these issues, quasi-monochromatic γ-ray beams are more useful than bremsstrahlung in

spectroscopic studies of nuclei. As aforementioned, another benefit of the ICS source approach is

that the scattered photons can be collimated and a narrow bandwidth of photons can be selected that

can excite singular resonances, unlike the broadband spectrum of bremsstrahlung. However, as noted

by Zigles et al [366] precision measurements of cross sections and quantities deduced from them can

be facilitated by wide band-width continuous energy beams i.e. those from bremsstrahlung sources

because their slowly-varying energy dependence can be easier to calibrate at the current state-of-

the-art. Therefore, a combination of both bremsstrahlung and ICS source based nuclear resonance

fluorescence experiments are required.

Nuclear resonance fluorescence was initially applied to the detection of nuclear materials for

security purposes such as the detection of clandestine nuclear material [127, 357, 369] for non-

proliferation, then subsequently applied to the assay and identification of nuclear waste [49, 247, 331]

and for imaging of manufacturing defects in reactor fuel. Angell et al [247] have demonstrated a NRF

measurement of an aluminium proxy target inside a radioactive waste canister using the HIγS ICS
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source with a 3.7% error on the expected value (within the expected 7% experimental error). Large

experimental errors occurred because of the 3.7% FWHM bandwidth of the HIγS ICS source and

because of limitations in determining the flux of the ICS source. Therefore an ICS source with

a narrower bandwidth – lower measurement error – and higher flux – a reduction in measurement

duration – would provide a better γ-ray beam for assay of nuclear material by NRF.

The first nominal electron energy (Ee = 362 MeV) of the DIANA ICS source is capable of

producing tunable γ-rays with a central energy of 2.33 MeV, which is useful for nuclear resonance

fluorescence based assays of fissile materials; fissile materials have strongly excited energy levels

at 2–3 MeV [247]. Strongly excited levels occur at 2–3 MeV in isotopes such as uranium because

of the scissor modes of nuclei [370, 371] – where, in a deformed nucleus, the protons and neutrons

oscillate out of plane to each other. In comparison to previous assay studies such as those at HIγS,

a high flux ICS source such as DIANA would also be useful in reducing the measurement time

(proportional to the number of incident γ-rays) of NRF studies over demonstrated ICS sources as

the flux of DIANA is 110 times larger than HIγS [51]. The three isotopes of high importance in

nuclear proliferation are 238U, 235U and 239Pu, which have resonances for incident photon energies at

ENRF
238 U = 2.176 MeV [336], ENRF

235 U = 1.733 MeV and ENRF
239 Pu = 2.143 MeV [49]. Tuning the electron

bunch energy of DIANA in the first turn within the electron energy range Eγ = 312–350 MeV allows

NRF studies of these isotopes. Using a similar comparison to that employed for spacing between

uranium-238 resonances, we see that the difference between 238U [336] and 239Pu [49] resonances is

often on the order of ∼10–100 keV – resolvable with the DIANA ICS source. Therefore, a narrowband

source with tunability of both the scattered photon energy (Eq. 3.50) and the bandwidth of the γ-ray

beam (Eq. 3.108) is a requirement for single nuclear state isotopic determination by NRF.

Many spectroscopic quantities may be measured using γ-rays from ICS sources such as

DIANA, which have been listed by Zigles et al [366], which extends from γ-ray transition energy

measurements, to the spin J and parity π quantum numbers, as in the earlier example, and to partial

decay widths, branching ratios, level widths and many others. The reader is directed to the review

by Zilges et al [366] for a more comprehensive discussion. These spectroscopic measurements take

advantage of the characteristic narrow bandwidth and full polarisation available for ICS sources. The

increased flux of DIANA reduces experimental durations whilst the narrower bandwidth may open

up new experiments as nearby nuclear levels can be resolved. Experiments touted for the proposed

ELI-NP-VEGA γ-ray source [54] would also be suitable for the DIANA ICS source.

6.7.2 Transmutation of Nuclear Waste

Photonuclear reactions such as (γ, p), (γ, n), (γ, α), (γ, f) become possible above ∼ 5 MeV and are

useful for transmutation of isotopes which, when driven by large fluxes of photons, could potentially

transform long-lived wastes such as 241Am and 129I [372] into wastes with shorter lifespan or wastes

that are easier to handle. Nuclear transmutation is possible using DIANA as the 2nd (Ee = 717 MeV,
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Eγ = 9.06 MeV) and 3rd turn (Ee = 1072 MeV, Eγ = 20.11 MeV) ICS sources, with spectral output

parameters shown in Table 6.4, are capable of producing a high flux of γ-rays around and above the

∼ 10 MeV scattered photon energy threshold.

As a case study iodine-129 is investigated, 129I is a major long-lived reactor waste with half-life

T1/2 = 1.57 × 108 yr, which poses an additional challenge to repository storage methods – where

radioactive waste is shielded and stored for many years – due to its water solubility [372]. Whilst

other storage methods are being developed, such as storing the waste in a glass matrix [373, 374],

another solution would be transmutation of this waste to a stable state. Rehman et al [375] propose

using a giant dipole resonance photonuclear reaction (γ,n)

129I
(
T1/2 = 1.57 × 107yr

) (γ,n)
−−−→ 128I

(
T1/2 = 24.99 min

) (β− ,93.1%)
−−−−−−−−→128Xe (stable)

(β+ ,6.9%)
−−−−−−−→128Te (stable)

, (6.14)

where 129I is transmuted to two stable isotopes 128Xe and 128Te. The xenon and tellurium isotopes

do not require any special handling, and the iodine-129 long-lived waste has been eliminated without

any further challenges for repository storage. A similar approach is applicable to many other fission

products.

Based on the cross section measurements for 129I by Magill et al [43], as re-created in Fig. 6.14

using data from the EXFOR database entry [44], the peak cross section of the photonuclear reaction is

σreac = 229 mb at 15 MeV. Note that the large errors (approximately a factor of 2) in the cross section

data arise due estimation of the bremsstrahlung γ-ray spectrum. Therefore, 15 MeV photons would

be required to optimally excite the giant dipole resonance and cause the photonuclear transmutation

reaction (Eq. 6.14). Tuning DIANA to the required 15 MeV scattered photon energy would produce

a total of 6.04 × 1010 ph/s, below the 1013 ph/s flux assumed in Rehman et al’s [375] calculations.

A transmutation rate can be approximated by scaling the transmutation rate with the decrease in flux

from Rehman et al’s assumed flux (F = 1013 ph/s), yielding a transmutation rate of ∼ 108 atoms/s.

Therefore, only miniscule amounts (∼ 0.1 µg) of iodine 129 could be processed within a year by this

method using the DIANA ICS source, but there is scope for proof of principle experiments.

Transmutation of isotopes is further complicated because waste is often not monoisotopic and

other isotopes present in the waste may have similar photonuclear cross sections as a function of

photon energy. If the cross sections as a function of energy overlap then that reaction would occur

simultaneously with the iodine-129 photonuclear reaction (Eq. 6.14), however the unintended reaction

may cause further issues for waste storage. Therefore, the waste should be properly assayed, for

example using NRF, before transmutation is attempted and the photonuclear (γ,n) reaction cross

sections of other long lived wastes present in the sample must be accommodated. Many long-lived

reactor wastes, such as palladium-107 and tin-126, require photonuclear cross section measurements

as data on these is not available [44].
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Figure 6.14: Measured [43] photonuclear GDR (γ, n) cross section as a function of incident photon
energy for the long-lived radioactive waste isotope 129I. The cross section peaks at Eγ = 15 MeV
incident photon energy with a cross section of σ = 229 mb. Data acquired from EXFOR database
[44].

6.7.3 Photonuclear Medical Isotope Production

Radionuclides have abundant uses within medical treatment with applications in imaging, such as β+

emitting isotopes like 18F (T1/2 = 1.83 h, β+, 100%) for use in positron emission tomography (PET)

for metabolic uptake studies of tumors [376], and in treatment, such as prostate cancer brachytherapy

[377] with 192Ir (T1/2 = 73.83 d, β−, 95.13%, ϵ, 4.87%). Theranostic [378] radionuclide treatments

(combing therapy and diagnostics), where isotopes (or combinations of isotopes of the same element)

can be jointly used for imaging and treatment, have became a recent focus in this area of research.

For example, 64Cu is a theranostic isotope which decays through β+ (61%) and β− (39%) routes with

the emission of Auger electrons [379]; allowing simultaneous diagnostic imaging and therapy with

the same radio-pharmaceutical.

A range of production methods for medical isotopes are available such as proton cyclotron

based production with
(
p, x

)
reactions, for example for technetium-99m production [380], research

reactor (neutron irradiation) production with (n, x) reactions, such as the MURR reactor [381],

isotope separation on-line (ISOL) production with proton based photofission
(
p, f

)
reactions – recently

demonstrated for the theranostic terbium quadruplet [382] at the MEDICIS facility [383] (though

not widely demonstrated clinically) – as well as the photonuclear production methods with (γ, x)

reactions [332]. Production of medical isotopes typically uses a large flux of particles such as neutrons

(research reactor), protons (cyclotrons/ISOL) or photons (photonuclear) incident on a target, which

can be mono-isotopic, a natural element (many isotopes) or a compound, to cause favourable particle-

induced nuclear reactions such as proton irradiation
(
p, x

)
, neutron irradiation (n, x) or photonuclear

reaction (γ, x). A diagram of a typical medical isotope production experiment using the photonuclear

reaction (γ,n) is shown in Fig. 6.15. The resultant products are usually then chemically separated
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from the target, or separated by mass spectrometer in the case of ISOL [384] and the produced

radioisotope is labelled with a tracer, such as DOTA-folate conjugate cm-09 for 44Sc [385], to be

used as the injected radio-pharmaceutical.

Figure 6.15: Diagram of a typical photonuclear radioisotope production facility. The particle (photon)
beam (turquoise) is collimated (black) then is incident upon a target (purple), which is cooled (blue)
for high incident power, and the radio-isotope is produced in the target. The remaining (non-
interacted) incident particle beam (orange) then passes through the target and is collected by a beam
stop or flux monitor (green). Typically other production methods use similar setups with a flux of
irradiating particles incident on a target.

Due to the unavailability of certain target materials – as some isotopes don’t exist in nature –

some isotopes may only be produced via a few of the methods previously described. For example, the

PET imaging radioisotope 44Sc
(
T1/2 = 3.97 h, β+, 100%

)
[386, 387] can be produced via a proton

cyclotron by

45Ca
(p,n)
−−−−→ 44Sc, (6.15)

45Sc
(p,2n)
−−−−−→ 44Ti

(
T1/2 = 60.25 yr

) (ϵ,100%)
−−−−−−→ 44Sc, (6.16)

and via a photonuclear method by
45Sc

(γ,n)
−−−→ 44Sc, (6.17)

but not by neutron irradiation.

The activity of the produced radioisotopic sample is also a consideration. For example, imaging

radioisotopes (such as PET imagining isotopes like 18F) must be produced with high enough activity

to produce a detectable γ-ray signal from the patient with good signal-to-noise ratio. For treatment

isotopes activity must be high enough to deliver suitable doses to the patient. Therefore, specific

activity of a radioisotope is used to quantify the activity of a produced radioisotopic sample assuming

that a pure radioisotope (without admixture of stable isotopes [332]) is produced and that other

contaminating reactions do not interfere during irradiation. The resultant specific activity (A/m) in
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Bq/mg of a produced radioisotope at irradiation time tirr is given by [332]

A
m
=

NA

M
σreacΦ

{
1 − exp

[
− ln (2) tirr

T1/2

]}
, (6.18)

where NA is Avogadro’s constant, M is the molar mass of the target isotope, σreac is the cross section

of the reaction used to generate the radionuclide and T1/2 is the half-life of the generated radioisotope

and Φ is the flux density in ph/(s mm2) of the particles incident on the target. At saturation, where

sufficiently long irradiation time overcomes the half-life of the produced isotope, the specific activity

becomes maximal ( A
m

)
max
=

NA

M
σreacΦ. (6.19)

Two parameters in (Eq. 6.18) are affected by the choice of the process (photonuclear (γ,x), proton

cyclotron (p,x) etc.): the reaction cross section σreac and the flux density Φ. The reaction cross

sections are on the order of 10-100’s mb for photonuclear (γ, x) reactions, 100’s mb for proton

cyclotron irradiation
(
p, x

)
and 100’s b for neutron irradiation (n, x) [44]. Only direct (single-step)

production methods, such as the cyclotron route (Eq. 6.15), are considered here and details of some

potential production methods of isotopes (44Sc and 153Sm) are detailed in Table 6.6. Example peak

cross sections are given for two scandium-44 production routes (photonuclear and proton irradiation)

and for samarium-153 research reactor production, since scandium-44 can’t easily be produced by

neutron irradiation.

Example flux densities are provided in Table 6.6 for the flux density of three medical isotope

production methods: the DIANA ICS source with 1072 MeV electron beam energy, the TRIUMF

TR13 proton cyclotron, which produces up to 13 MeV protons at an average beam current of

200 µA [388, 389], and the MURR research reactor [381]. The flux density at the target for the

DIANA ICS source is calculated by the collimated flux in a 0.5% bandwidth at the scattered photon

energy corresponding to the peak cross section, through re-optimisation (with simplex elliptical beam

optimisation), and the area on the target is calculated assuming a target placed behind the circular

collimator 10 m from the ICS interaction, which produces a circular spot. From Table 6.6, we see

the photonuclear method is disadvantaged by both cross section and photon flux density (at current

technical limitations), therefore it is only applicable to production of isotopes where production is

difficult via other methods due to lack of suitable target material or contaminants.

Purity is an evident concern for medical isotope production, and care is required in the design

of the production process – from reaction choice to chemical separation – to avoid contaminants

and long-lived isotopes within the radio-pharmaceutical sample. Production methods aim for no-

carrier-added production, which is a preparation of radioactive nuclide that is essentially free from

stable isotopes of the corresponding element [392–394], as no carrier added isotopes are most

suitable for radio-pharmaceutical use to avoid unintended reactions. As well as purity, radio-

pharmaceutical production can be limited by transport issues and processing time for radio-chemistry,
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Table 6.6: Overview of radio-isotope production methods, for the three possible processes at an
example facility (DIANA, TRIUMF TR 13 and MURR). Typical reaction cross sections and flux
densities of these methods are compared. ICS and proton cyclotron driven methods are compared
for production of scandium-44 however, since scandium-44 can’t be easily produced using a research
reactor, the values are shown for samarium-153 production.

Parameter ICS Source Proton Cyclotron Research Reactor
Reaction 45Sc (γ, n) 44Sc 45Ca

(
p, n

) 44Sc 152Sm (n, γ) 152Sm
Peak Cross Section (b) 0.039 [390] 0.689 [391] 210 [381]
Particle Energy (eV) 19.44 × 106 12.4 × 106 0.0536
Example Source DIANA ICS TRIUMF TR13 [388, 389] MURR [381]
Flux Density (s−1cm−2) 1.11 × 1011 6.22 × 1014 ∼ 1014

as for short-lived radionuclides with half-lives of a few hours, such as the PET imaging radioisotope
44Sc

(
T1/2 = 3.97 h

)
[386, 387], the activity of a sample can be reduced during transport to and

preparation for the patient. Therefore, a radioisotope generator can be used, where a generator

radioisotope is prepared that naturally decays into the radioisotope of interest, for example 44Sc

production via the 44Ti generator reaction (Eq. 6.16) [386, 387] which enables the use of the short-

lived radio-pharmaceuticals produced far from the patient.

Using the DIANA ICS source, with high flux and narrow bandwidth, preliminary experiments

on the photonuclear production of medical isotopes could be undertaken. A series of candidates

have been evaluated for production using DIANA, with particular focus on the photoneutron (γ, n)

reaction, though here only a single case study is shown. Within this section photonuclear production

of samarium-153 is investigated; a prominent medical isotope where photonuclear production may

provide advantages.

6.7.3.1 Samarium-153 Production

Samarium-153 is a well established radionuclide used in the commercial radio-pharmaceutical

Quadramet [395] (samarium-lexidronam-pentasodium) which via β− decay,

153Sm
(
T1/2 = 1.93 d

) (β−,100%)
−−−−−−−−→ 153Eu, (6.20)

is used as a therapy for palliation of bone metastases [396, 397]. Typically, 153Sm is produced in a

research reactor via neutron capture reactions using highly enriched samarium oxide (SmO2) targets:

152Sm
(n,γ)
−−−→ 153Sm,

154Sm
(n,2n)
−−−−→ 153Sm. (6.21)

Enriched 152Sm and 154Sm targets can be produced using electromagnetic isotope separators as

demonstrated at Oak Ridge Laboratory, where SmO2 targets have been produced using calutrons for

isotopic enrichments of >98% respectively [398]. These highly enriched Samarium isotope targets
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are now available commercially at enrichments of >98.4% (152Sm) and >98.5% (154Sm) [399]. The

MURR research reactor, using an SmO2 target, has demonstrated production of 153Sm with an end

of bombardment (EoB) activity of 740 GBq and a specific activity (Eq. 6.18) of 220 GBq/mg [381].

End of bombardment activity is the activity of the sample directly after irradiation – the peak activity

of the sample – calibrated for the reduction in activity over the measurement time.

However, due to the relatively short half-life of 153Sm (T1/2 = 1.93 d) and the high neutron flux

density (Φ = 1014 neutron/s cm2), research reactor irradiation production methods are susceptible to

contamination with 154Eu [400, 401] via

153Sm
(β−,100%)
−−−−−−−−→ 153Eu

(n,γ)
−−−→ 154Eu. (6.22)

Contamination typically occurs when the produced 153Sm β− decays during irradiation to 153Eu,

which then undergoes neutron capture (n, γ) to 154Eu. The 154Eu contaminant is relatively long-

lived (T1/2 = 8.59 yr), which results in difficulties for storage and handling of 153Sm based radio-

pharmaceuticals and a short 24 hour shelf-life [395] as the prevalence of 154Eu impurities becomes

too high [401]. For irradiation by 0.0532 eV neutrons the cross section of the contaminating
153Eu (n, γ) 154Eu reaction is σreac = 233 b, which is larger than the 152Sm (n, γ) 153Sm reaction cross

section (σreac = 210 b) at a similar neutron irradiation energy of 0.0536 eV (see Table 6.6). Therefore,

the 154Eu contamination is non-negligible.

However, photonuclear production of 153Sm [45, 46] is possible via

154Sm
(γ,n)
−−−→ 153Sm, (6.23)

using a γ-ray ICS source such as DIANA and a highly enriched (>98%) 154SmO2 target [398, 399].

There are several competing photonuclear processes such as [45]

154Sm
(γ,2n)
−−−−→ 152Sm,

154Sm
(γ,n)+(γ,np)
−−−−−−−−−→ 153Sm + 152Pm. (6.24)

More competing processes may occur, such as a (γ, 3n) reaction, however these have not been

experimentally measured to the author’s knowledge. The cross section of the desired (Eq. 6.23)

and measured disruptive (Eq. 6.24) photonuclear processes as a function of γ-ray photon energy are

presented in Fig. 6.16.

In Fig. 6.16, two measurements of the 154Sm (γ, n) cross section are made by Filipescu et al

[46], using the NewSUBARU γ-ray source [253], and Carlos et al [45], where monochromatic γ-

rays were generated using in-flight positron annihilation [402]. The in-flight positron annihilation

method used by Carlos et al involves a positron beam incident upon a target at the end of a

60 MeV linac at Saclay [403]. In-flight positron annihilation methods produce both a narrowband
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154 Sm (γ,n) 153 Sm [Filipescu]

154 Sm (γ,n) 153 Sm [Carlos]

154 Sm (γ,2n) 152 Sm
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Figure 6.16: Reaction cross section against incident photon energy for the 154Sm (γ, n) reaction of
interest (blue [45], purple [46]), and the potentially disruptive reactions 154Sm (γ, 2n) (red [45]) and
154Sm

(
γ, n + np

)
(orange [45]). Data for other reactions photonuclear reactions involving 154Sm was

unavailable. Data acquired from the EXFOR database [44].

radiation spectral line resulting from positron–electron annihilations in the target as well as the typical

bremsstrahlung radiation spectrum; the two can’t be disentangled, but the ratio of the signal of the

positron annihilation to the bremsstrahlung spectrum can typically be maximised through use of a

small collimation angle resulting in collimated fluxes of 1.5 × 103 ph/s and FWHM bandwidths of

∼ 12% for the upgraded Saclay source [404].

Comparing the Saclay positron source with the NewSUBARU ICS source, as shown in Table 6.5,

the flux for the NewSUBARU ICS source would be F = 3 × 107 ph/s – higher than the upgraded

Saclay positron annihilation source [404]. Therefore the NewSUBARU ICS source measurement

has a better signal-to-noise ratio and the FWHM bandwidth of NewSUBARU is 1-2%, a factor of 6

improvement on the Saclay upgraded source. Therefore, the NewSUBARU 153Sm (γ, n) measurement

offers superior precision and is considered within the rest of this investigation.

Fig. 6.16 shows that the known competing processes for a mono-isotopic 154Sm target can be

avoided below 13.21 MeV as this is the threshold for the 154Sm (γ, 2n) photonuclear reaction [45].

However, some of the data presented by Carlos et al [45] for the disruptive processes has negative

cross sections, which is unphysical. The peak cross sections for the desired 154Sm (γ, n) reaction are

σreac = 252.1 mb at Eγ = 12.39 MeV (Carlos et al [45]) and σreac = 225.3 mb at Eγ = 12.65 MeV

(Filipescu et al [46]). Therefore, we select the Filipescu et al [46] data based on the reasoning above.

Tuning the DIANA ICS source to Eγ = 12.65 MeV, the scattered photon energy corresponding to

the peak cross section (σreac = 225.5 mb), the maximum specific activity photonuclear production of
153Sm is possible.

By using the flux density at the target for a tuned DIANA ICS source (see Table 6.6) along with the
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cross section data, the specific activity (Eq. 6.18) of 153Sm production using DIANA can be predicted.

Assuming all of the 0.5% rms bandwidth acts at the peak cross section (which is an overestimation)

but is justified as inspection of Fig. 6.7 shows the scattered photon energy variation here would be of

the order ∆Eγ ∼ 0.5 MeV and the peak cross section in Fig. 6.16 varies minimally for this scattered

photon energy range.

The peak cross section assumption results in a small overestimation of the produced specific

activity, however this test case is poorly optimised for maximum specific activity production, so

higher specific activities may be possible. For example, a larger bandwidth may result in a larger

photon flux density in the region where the (γ, n) reaction cross section is still near peak values.

Optimisation of γ-ray ICS sources for photonuclear medical isotope production is a topic for further

work. The specific activity as a function of irradiation time (Eq. 6.18) for 153Sm is shown in Fig. 6.17.

σ = 252.1 mb (Carlos et al.)

σ = 225.3 mb (Filipescu et al.)
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Figure 6.17: Estimated specific activity of the produced 153Sm as a function of irradiation time
using the collimated flux of the DIANA ICS source operating in a 0.5% rms bandwidth at the peak
photoneutron reaction cross section, as measured by Carlos et al [45] (red) and Filipescu et al [46]
(blue).

As shown in Fig. 6.17, within ∼ 10 days of irradiation the specific activity of the sample reaches a

maximum of 61.07 MBq/mg (Filipescu et al [46]). However, if there are irradiation time constraints,

as is likely, the radioisotopic sample will not achieve the saturated specific activity (Eq. 6.19) – where

activity is not increased by further irradiation. The saturated specific activity of the photonuclear

production method is far below the highest specific activity of A/m = 220 GBq/mg achieved at

MURR [381]; however, Quadramet is typically produced for clinical applications with a specific

activity of 16–65 GBq/mg [395] – a factor 1000 below estimated specific activity production at the

DIANA γ-ray ICS source. Photonuclear production is advantageous as no 154Eu is produced within

the photonuclear route, so samarium-lexidronam-pentasodium may be produced with a longer shelf

life.

With optical cavities on the 100’s kW scale becoming widely available [138, 290], the possibility

of improving interaction dynamics using crab cavities [210, 405] and the increasing average beam
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current frontier of ERLs, the flux density available from γ-ray ICS sources could be increased

and photonuclear production of radioisotopes would consequently become more feasible. There

is also the additional possibility of increasing specific activity by targeting nuclear resonances for

improved photoneutron reaction cross sections [332], though this hasn’t been investigated within

this work. However, proof-of-principle experiments involving photoneutron production of 153Sm

could be conducted at the DIANA γ-ray ICS source, and optimisation of photonuclear production

of radioisotopes is a possible topic for future work. Furthermore, 153Sm is selected as a single

example, many more radioisotopes, for example terbium-155, have been identified as isotopes of

interest for photonuclear production during this work. Exploration of these other isotopes may show

more suitable candiates for photonuclear production.

6.8 Summary

The design of a series of ICS sources for the conceptual DIANA ERL has shown the feasibility of

a multi-colour γ-ray source producing high energy scattered photons Eγ < 20.11 MeV and a high

flux F < 6.08 × 1010 ph/s. Using the novel elliptical beam optimisation from Chapter 4, a maximal

collimated flux Fcol = 1.30 × 109 ph/s in a narrow 0.5% rms bandwdith has been proposed as a

potential working point for the DIANA ICS source. The anticipated flux and bandwidth for the

DIANA ICS source is comparable to that of the flagship ELI-NP-VEGA [53, 54] γ-ray source and

exceeds that of the current highest demonstration at HIγS [51], as shown in Section 6.5, with a readily

achievable parameter set.

High flux, quasi-monochromatic radiation production (∆Eγ/Eγ < 1%) has been shown to be

feasible for ICS sources, whereas this is not possible at other competing γ-ray sources such as

those utilising bremsstrahlung production. Consequently, applications such as nuclear resonance

fluorescence, transmutation of nuclear waste and medical isotope production are enabled. These

applications have been investigated, and it can be concluded that preliminary experiments in each

application would be feasible using the DIANA ICS source with the current design.
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7

Conclusion

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis explores the application of inverse Compton scattering sources to energy recovery linacs

via the design of two ERL driven ICS sources: the CBETA ICS source, producing hard x-rays

up to 402.5 keV based on the recently commissioned CBETA ERL [8], and the DIANA ICS

source, designed for production of up to 20.11 MeV γ-rays. Several methodologies have been

developed to characterise and optimise an ICS source, as presented in Chapter 4, based on the theory

presented within Chapters 2 and 3. Developed methods include optimisations of the electron beam

and collimation parameters at the ICS source interaction point to maximise collimated flux whilst

minimising bandwidth, an analytical derivation of the collimated flux produced by an ICS source and

an semi-analytical spectrum code ICARUS, written as part of this work. These methods are applied

to both the CBETA ICS source design in Chapter 5 and the DIANA ICS source design in Chapter 6.

Predicted radiation production from the CBETA and DIANA ICS sources have been compared with

other radiation production methods (synchrotron radiation in Section 5.7 and bremsstrahlung sources

in Section 6.6) as well as other ICS sources (Section 5.6, 6.5). Applications of the x-ray (Section 5.8)

and γ-ray (Section 6.7) radiation from the ERL driven ICS source designs have also been investigated.

Below we highlight some of the more novel contributions contained within this thesis.

Within this thesis the first design studies of ICS sources driven by multi-turn ERLs are shown,

for both the CBETA x-ray ICS source (Chapter 5) and the DIANA γ-ray ICS source (Chapter 6).

The multi-turn ERL driven ICS source has been demonstrated as a suitable technology to generate

MeV-scale high flux, narrow bandwidth tunable light sources. High fluxes (1010 – 1011 ph/s) are

available alongside narrow bandwidths (∆Eγ/Eγ0.5%) at energies up to 20 MeV (see Tables 5.5, 6.4)

comparable to other state-of-the-art designs. A major advantage of the multi-turn ERL approach is the

ability to construct multi-colour ICS based light sources from the multiple energy electron bunches

re-circulated in a multi-turn ERL.
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Two novel methods for characterisation of an ICS sources have been developed within this thesis,

as described in Chaper 4: the analytical collimated flux calculation and the ICARUS spectrum code.

The analytical collimated flux calculation is more general than existing methods [32] because it

accounts for effects like recoil of the electron bunch, angular interactions and the hourglass effect.

Existing methods have shown to be deficient in Fig. 4.4 where the method developed in this thesis

correctly accounts for the flux variation with collimation angle. The developed ICARUS code (see

Section 4.3) has been developed to predict the spectrum of ICS sources accounting for collimation,

energy spread and electron beam emittance effects. Applied to the CBETA (Fig. 5.15) and DIANA

(Fig. 6.7) ICS sources, ICARUS spectra show the optimum spectrum for a narrowband ICS source.

In addition, existing methods such as the ICCS3D spectrum code [4, 31] and analytical collimated

flux calculation have been validated by ICARUS.

A main advantage of ICS sources is the high flux production of radiation within a narrow

bandwidth; hence the optimisation procedures detailed in Chapter 4 provide an original method to

achieve the optimal configuration of the accelerator driven ICS source. By varying the electron beam

optics and collimation the maximum flux at a user required bandwidth can be achieved. Maximum

collimated flux-bandwidth tuning curves have been produced to show the performance limits of the

ICS sources and map possible operational settings for users.

This thesis is also unique in providing a direct comparison between accelerator radiation

production methods, such as the comparison between synchrotron radiation sources and the CBETA

ICS source (Section 5.7) and bremsstrahlung sources and the DIANA ICS source for > 1 MeV γ-

rays. The synchrotron radiation investigation has demonstrated, in Fig. ??, that the flux of ICS

sources excels that of synchrotron radiation sources above 300 keV amending the conclusion of

Krafft and Priebe [234] who state the synchrotron light sources will always out-perform ICS sources.

Bremsstrahlung comparison in Section 6.6 demonstrates that whilst bremsstrahlung sources can

exceed the flux of ICS sources, their broadband nature is noncompetitive with the bandwidth that

can be provided by ICS sources for precision nuclear physics experiments. Hence, we can conclude

that ICS sources are the premier production method of tunable, narrowband γ-rays.

7.2 Future Work

7.2.1 Extension of Codes

Currently, all of the derivations, optimisations and spectrum code in this thesis are only relevant

within the linear regime of ICS (a0 ≪ 1) i.e for non-intense laser pulses. However, state-of-the-art

conventional laser technologies are capable of producing intense laser pulses up to a0 ∼ 227 [406]

(λ = 800 nm, I = 1.1 × 1023 W/cm2) and high intensity laser pulses can be used to generate short

wavelength radiation with higher order harmonics [224, 229]. Higher harmonic generation reduces

the electron energy required for production of photons at shorter wavelengths and consequently an
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ICS source can be made more compact. Therefore, extension of the codes and flux derivations to the

non-linear regime would enable prediction of spectra in non-linear ICS sources.

The ICARUS code, developed for this work, could be improved via extension to arbitrary crossing

angles as the spectrum code is currently only valid for the head-on case (ϕ = 0). Extension to

arbitrary crossing angles would enable ICARUS to better calculate spectra from ICS sources where

laser pulse–electron bunch interactions occur in Fabry-Perot optical cavities, which typically impose a

small crossing angle. ICARUS could be further improved by allowing selection of several distribution

types such as uniform, Lorentzian, top-hat (laser) and arbitrary distributions to model the laser pulse

and electron bunch as currently only Gaussian bunches and pulses are modelled.

Furthermore, investigation of laser pulse and electron beam jitter and final electron beam focus

errors are required to verify the feasibility of the optimisations in Chapter 4. Jitter in position and spot

size of the laser pulse and electron bunch at the interaction point may not accommodate the degree of

laser pulse and electron bunch control at the IP required for effective IP optimisations. Optimisations

could also be extended for longitudinal phase space or laser pulse spot size in each plane trade-offs at

the IP though, as mentioned in Chapter 4, these present additional challenges.

7.2.2 ERL Driven ICS Source Designs

The CBETA ICS source design in Chapter 5 could be extended via generalisation of the ICS bypass

design in Section 5.4 to each of the lower nominal electron energies (42, 78, 114 MeV) re-circulated

in the ERL, not just the 150 MeV maximum energy. Design of the bypass for these energies is

more complicated because the beam traverses the CBETA return loop twice at these energies (both

accelerating and decelerating beams). However, a multi-energy bypass design would allow for multi-

colour photon production from CBETA. The CBETA ICS bypass design could also be iterated upon

with tracking and collective effects studies, building upon understanding of the existing CSR and

BBU limitations of the CBETA ERL [191, 282].

The DIANA ERL is a conceptual design, therefore the ICS source design in Chapter 6 can be

improved via a full lattice optics design. Lattice design would provide better validation of the current

electron beam design parameters and also allow for development of electron beam final focus optics

integrated within the accelerator. From a lattice design, the spectral output of the DIANA ICS source

(flux, brilliance etc.) could be better predicted, and optimisations of the interaction point could be

re-performed for iteration of the ICS source design. Applications of the DIANA ICS source require

further investigation, such as design of particular NRF experiments that are applicable to DIANA and

the exploration of other candidates for photonuclear radioisotope production.

7.2.3 Demonstration of an ICS Source

Future work toward an ICS source demonstration utilising the full energy beam exploitation (FEBE)

beamline in the compact linear accelerator for research and applications (CLARA) linac [407] is in
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progress. Production of 1.11–1.48 MeV γ-rays, with a moderate flux of ∼ 107 ph/s is predicted.

Practical aspects neglected in current work, such as jitter and misalignment studies, should be

conducted for this experiment. Component specifications of the interaction laser, collimator and

detector are required for the ICS experiment demonstration and the best approaches for these are being

decided. A CLARA FEBE ICS source demonstration could be used to verify some methodologies

and approaches within this thesis, for example the ICARUS spectrum code will be used to predict the

detected spectrum. First pass experiments, such as demonstration of low energy NRF, are also being

investigated for the FEBE CLARA ICS source. An internal technical note is currently being prepared

on this topic.
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